Name

Message of Support

Stefanie
Anne Marie

Best children's book store ever and it must stay in the area . Simply outrageous rent hike
must be stopped .

Debbie

Please allow this business to continue without rent gouging!

Alyssa
Jared

As an editor in Toronto who has a great fondness for children's literature, this city would lose a great cultural
centre should Mabel's Fables be forced to close. This is a store with heart and one which is deeply connected to
Toronto's pulse. Gentrification and big business will always seek to undermine the culture that makes a city
unique. I am happy to lend my support to help keep the store open.

Karen

great store

Angela

The first time I entered Mables Fables I felt I had known this store all my life. It is exactly what the big box or
chain stores can never provide. Charming with imaginative stock and loaded with atmosphere. It is a treasure
that must be preserved.

Angela

The first time I entered Mables Fables I felt I had known this store all my life. It is exactly what the big box or
chain stores can never provide. Charming with imaginative stock and loaded with atmosphere. It is a treasure
that must be preserved.

Diana

Your shop is one of the principal reasons I love this neighbourhood and the sheer greed of Maple Venture
Properties will not go succeed if I - along with so many other supporters - can fight them tooth, nail and shame,
into doing the right thing. Hang in there, friends!

Julie

Mabel’s Fables is a gem in our city - some of my son’s favourite books and educational toys (including an
amazing wall map) have come from this lovely bookstore! Staff are so caring and passionate and add so much
good to our city!(eg. annual fundraisers to put books in hands of less fortunate). Long live Mabel’s Fables!!!

Agnes

Mabel's Fable is an important landmark in the community. Not only does it inspire book reading across different
genres and ages, it has been a pillar in the community in supporting literacy development using a variety of
means including music and involving authors young and old. We also have the pleasure of meeting one of its
long-time worker outside of the bookstore and her depth of knowledge in graphic novels, for instance, was
beyond mesmerizing. Mable's Fable is not only a bookstore, it fosters a community and the people who have
worked and grew in it. Its presence is a monumental feat and when it prospers, the extent of its positive impact
around it will be rippled well into the future. Please use all means possible to support such treasure. Our future
generation will forever be in debt of our effort in preserving Mable's Fable.

Ron

Please look beyond profit and protect the enormous enrichment Mabel's Fabels brings to families and the
neighbourhood.

Miranda

Mable's Fables supplied my primary school with the books that fostered my love of reading.

Miranda

Mable's Fables supplied my primary school with the books that fostered my love of reading.

Andreea

Mabel's should have historical landmark status because it has served the community for so long and has been
such a crucial part of the neighbourhood. NO ONE can replace Mabels'. Please consider saving this gem

Lauren
Karen

Kylie

Growing up in the neighbourhood in the early nineties, my mom would take me to Mables Fables on weekends
where fabulous authors/illustrators (among the likes of Barbara Reid, Jean Little, Dennis Lee and more) would
whisk children away to magical places all from the basement of a cozy bookstore on the corner. Now a
Kindergarten teacher in my mid thirties, I still feel the magic each time I crack open one of the (many)
autographed books from Mable that I still have in my collection. Thank you and good luck 📚

Juliette Ghanem

Against closing Mables Fables closing the store.

Christy

We love Mabels. It's a wonderful store. Please keep going.

Donna

We must do everything within our power to keep this wonderful children's bookstore open!

Russ

I have spent many hours with my daughters buying and reading books at Mable Fables. It is one of a few unique
and lovely stores for Childrens books. This is the essence of community . To have a price increase by a landlord
tied to a commercial business , that is so excessive is unjustified and should be handled by the city . This is not
the way we want to love . Everyone should know better .
What has this world come to when this is allowed , and everyone turns a blind eye. Without stores like Mable
Fables , our society will suffer in years to come when we dont have citizens who can think for themselves and be
creative in expression. Sad

Catherine
Monique
Elizabeth

I love Mables Fables. Have been buying books there regularly for years for my grandchildren. What can I do to
help save this bookstore? It is unique in the city with its literate, well informed staff.
Elizabeth Walker

Leo

My absolute favourite bookstore since I was a child, and one of my favourite businesses in the entire city!

David
Kerri

We have been shopping at Mables Fables for 14 years since our children were born. We make the trek from the
Pape and Danforth area, often on TTC, to shop at Mables Fables because the staff are so helpful and attentive,
the selection of books is diverse, and the ambiance of the store is so warm and inviting. And of course to see
Mable as well! Our kids love this store and it is often an outing for us as a family to visit Mables Fables and shop
for new books (the kids love that there are ample comfy spots for them to sit and sample the books before
buying), find and pet Mable, and then go for a treat or lunch at the local restaurants in the area.
Mables Fables provides a wonderful space for children to discover and fall in love with books and reading. It is
a really special place and I really hope that it will be around for many years to come.

Naomi

Mabel's Fables was a crucial part of our daily lives while my children were growing up. My sixteen-year-old son
still has his "Mabel's Fables Poetry Prize" hanging up in his room, and I remember lining up to get the latest
Harry Potter book upon its release and chatting with staff members about favourite works. I now love to shop
there for gifts for the children of friends, and, in fact, will use just about any excuse for another visit to the store.
Mabel's Fables is the kind of place that makes a community feel like a community, and it would be so very sad
for us to lose it!

Paul
Emmanuelle

Mabel's Fables is a unique bookstore. It has offered inspiration to me, my husband, and our two children. There
really is no other bookstore like it. In many ways, what it offers is as unique as the experience offered by
Shakespeare & Co. in Paris; without the notoriety. It absolutely deserves all the support it needs to make it
through this difficult time.

Heather
Patti

Mables Fables you are loved by many because you provide invaluable service to so many.

Abby

have been going to this bookstore since I was a child and can’t picture Toronto without this store open!

Nadine
Karen

please do NOT increase their rent by 70% -

marilyn

We need this store to stay in business on Mt Pleasant. It is a treasure trove for children and parents !

Marion

This world would be much poorer without this store!

Valerie

For many years I have relied on Mabel's Fables for gifts to encourage a love of reading books in my two sets of
grandchildren, and I have had wonderful experiences there. The store is so welcoming and easy to negotiate
with sections for each age group and the staff have always been knowledgeable and interested in giving advice
for each particular child. Their choices have always been very successful! The cozy atmosphere encourages
conversations with other customers and I have even had good advice from other children there! I know nowhere
else like it , the store is a valuable asset to the community and I can't believe they could be forced out after all the
support they have given us for so many years.

Voula

Mable’s Fables is a landmark children’s bookstore in Toronto. It Is vital to the community. They have carefully
curated the book selection to enrich our children’s learning experience. They also support the broader
community by collecting books for children in Toronto and throughout Canada who do not have access to books.
I am a firm believer and supporter of Mable’s Fables. My 4 children are fans.

Frances

Mable's Fables Bookstore is an important asset to a large community. The staff is helpful; the stock is
comprehensive; reading , thought, and playfulness are encouraged! This store makes our neighbourhood a
better place and it would be a great loss if it closes.

Joshua

This is an atrocious, aggressive, unacceptable action from Maple Venture Properties. They should be ashamed
of themselves, taking advantage of a beloved small business. The property they purchased only *has* value
because of what Mabel's Fables and other local treasures have brought.

Aaron

Mabel's Fables is an essential part of the community and one of the things that makes the neighbourhood so
great and unique.

Mona

This store is a TORONTO treasure! Many afternoons spent here when my kids were younger for story time and
books!! So important!

Carol

I have enjoyed your store so much over the years. I hope that you are able to stay open. You provide an option
for childrens books that is just not available anywhere else. And personal service that is also not available
elsewhere. Keep up the fight!

Heba

Please keep paragons of culture, especially those small ones that produce in little numbers but with passion and
love. It's not fair that big names always win. Thank you.

Sheryl

Brandon

We get a monthly set of books from Mabel's Fables as a gift from my mother- and have being receiving these
books for our kids for SEVEN years. From baby-books when they were tiny, to chapter books that they now read
with excitement. Mabel's Fables is the reason my children love reading- Each month they choose books with
care and love for our children to read. Something that Amazon will never be able to do. The staff there does
everything with care! They have had this impact on Toronto's children!
It is a truly horrible that a property manager would do this to such an important institution in Toronto - a children's
book store- and to Toronto's children-

What kind of landlord would do this?- and it is likely that they will not be successful finding a new tenant in this
environment at that rate...they will end up with an empty commercial space for a long time......
We LOVE Mabels Fables and hope that the landlord will do the right thing. .
Robbie
Leah

Jane

Do NOT close !!!!!!!!

A very important store for the neighbourhood and Mt Pleasant!!!

Jennifer

Love Mables fables! it is important to keep things like this alive

Jeremy
Zillah
Janice

As a local children's author and a book editor, I certainly understand the importance of independent booksellers
like Mabel's Fables to writers, to children, and to the community at large. What's happening here is so wrong on
so many levels. Property speculators have no conscience and no soul. Shameful.

Stephanie

Mable's Fables is the most special place....How is it legal to raise rent by such a large amount? Is there not
something that can be done to support this hub of imagination and creativity? The Covid-19 pandemic has
opened people's eyes to many things that society as a whole has somehow forgotten...the importance of
community is only one of them. Allowing this to happen in our neighbourhood is a travesty!

Rachael

Sandra

Debbie
Amy
Donna

I love this store. I do my best to buy all my Grandchildren's books there. Just to make sure I do my part to
ensure the wonderful shops on Mount Pleasant.
With George's Trains and the DollHouse leaving - we have to support our local stores.

Pauline
Andrij

Patricia
Anne

This store instills a love of reading in children.

Robert
Roger
Wendy

Save this beautiful store!
Shame on you!!!!

Karen
Katherine

Mabel's fables is where I got my first childhood book I love you forever. I still have that book. Hope to take my
kids to this great bookstore!

Karla

70% rent increase?! This type of coercion is unethical in the extreme. Shame on you, Maple Venture Properties!

Samantha

Please don’t let our beloved Mables Fables close its’s doors! It’s not right!!

Louise

So many times the staff at Mables Fables helped me find just the gift for someone I love. I also had the chance to
meet and have books inscribed by Canadian authors like Dennis Lee and Margaret Atwood. Mables Fables is a
special place that should be preserved for future book lovers and not fall victim to corporate greed.

Allison
Amelia

It should be considered a permanent fixture in the community.
Is it to be replaced by those horrid fast food places.

Liz

We need to keep our community strong, not tear it apart! This store is so important to many families, it would be
a shame to see greed take over.

Lynn

We have to keep print books in front of children, to foster their love of reading and to help them see themselves
among the pages. It's imperative that Mabel's stays open.

Lisa

Lauren

Loved this place since childhood!

Bonnie

Mables Fables is the only book store I ever shop at to buy books for my numerous nieces and nephews. I can't
imagine Toronto without it. Not only do they sell books but they are incredibly knowledgeable and helpful to
customers who need help to find appropriate, interesting and fun books for the little guys right through to the
teenagers. We have lots of high rises, apartment buildings and condos, but we only have one Mables Fables.
Please, we can't lose it!!

Vidya
Leigh

Mabel’s Fables was my favourite place to come every Saturday morning with my mom as a child! I still live in the
neighborhood and have always looked forward to be able to do the same thing with my future children.

Patti

I love Mable’s Fabels! My daughter loves visiting there and we alway come away with some new treasures
books.

Amelia

Lisa

Karen
Namita
Vanessa

Mables Fables is a community treasure. Not everything should be about the corporate bottom line - many
companies understand the value of corporate/ community relationships / social responsibility
Can there be any government/ philanthropic literacy funding to support Mables Fables?

Helen
Judy

Kate

I love this store for its variety of classics and new children’s reads. Staff helpful and genuinely want to find the
right book for your kids. We need more of these shops! Owner operated rocks!

Kari

Providing books for children is a worthy and essential service!

Armando

We are with you 🙂❤

Judith

It would be a tragedy to lose one of Toronto’s great treasures, Mabel’s Fables, which is threatened with closure
because of an exorbitant rent increase. This particular piece of Toronto’s heart & soul must be protected. It must
be enabled to continuing bringing knowledge, inspiration & joy to families & all others who shop there.

JC

Hope this can be resolved - MAbel’s Fabels is a landmark

Kat

Kat
Joanna

I've been shopping at Mabel's Fables for 25 years....first when my own children were young and now for my
grandson. In this world of cold box stores and Amazon home delivery, shopping at Mabel's Fables is a
charming and much needed trip back to a "kinder, gentler" era. You should see the children's eyes light up when
they go in to find a favourite book, or discover a new author. It would be a a very sad day if Mabel's Fables had
to shut down due to a new landlord's avarice. Everyone has to make money, but a 70% raise in rent is pure
and simple gouging.

Andrew

I have some really great childhood memories of my late father taking me to Mabel's Fables, often for some of the
special events. It is such a magical place, and one that I really hope to one day bring my own Family.

Jenny

Such a wonderful store! I bought our son’s first baby books here. Books and bookstores like this ( they are
peerless really) are so vitally important for children.

Susan

I remember, very well, when Mable’s Fable’s opened and I can’t believe it is thirty odd years ago. A rent increase
this high is outrageously high.

Dawn

J.M.

Magical bookstores are vital cultural necessities. I hope you can keep saving the world one tale, and one child, at
a time.

Polly
Eszter

These are trying times for businesses (especially now). Working with several BIAs including being a freelanced
visual merchandiser I have come to know and appreciate the importance of these small businesses in our
communities. If rents keep skyrocketing we are only serving the corporate world and soon there won’t be any
small independent businesses in our city. Much like the artists that help change a broken down community, these
small businesses contribute a great deal to local economical growth. If it wasn’t for these small independents you
wouldn’t be looking at an increasing profit or value of these properties. I work exclusively with small businesses
bc I have this faith in them. I don’t make a lot doing it either. But because I believe in them and appreciate what
they do for communities all over . They give me a place I can call home. Not these soulless condos or hideous
modern structures that get put in their place. Upending all small businesses will only come to long term erosion
of communities and then we can look forward to a careless neighborhood where there’s no pride or care for what
happens there. We need to work together on this. There are a number of good examples out there....time to
explore those alternatives to jacking up rents

Gwen
Olga

Our community needs our Mable's Fables!

Tracy
Tami
Claudia

Pleas help us safe MAble’s Fables, they have being so much happiness to the most vulnerable, by donating
books to the people that can afford gifts for Christmas. I can say that when I gave those book to the kids that
come to my centre brought a big smile. Please we need more places like this, we can afford to loose it.

Lucy
Jay

Need this store!

Gail

My fingers are crossed that you don’t have to close...

Mary Jennifer

As a Canadian YA author, I am really disheartened to see that such an important place is being threatened due
to greed. Seeing what is happening in our world right now, I cannot fathom how this rent increase will still be
justified. Please help save Mable's Fables.

Julia

Please save what little is left of Toronto's independent bookstore scene. Why do landlords always have to make
more money? Why can't someone be generous and let Mables Fables stay?

Sam

This is awful. Landlords like this is why a lot of shops are sitting empty, and why a lot of people are moving out of
the city. They should be ashamed of themselves.

Una

We need bookstores like Mabel's Fables that provide not only books but programs to get kids interested in
reading. Maple Venture Properties is putting profits over people -- particularly children -- through this exorbitant
rent hike. They should not be allowed to drive a community hub out of business.

Heather

Heather

Cavourite book store for many Grandparents.

Diane
Robert

Mables was an important part of my children’s childhoods. It needs to stay alive for future generations.

Valerie

Even though Mabel’s is not in my neighbourhood, I’vs shopped there for more than 25 years. Not only do they
have so many books, but their staff KNOWS them, and can always help find what you need. It’s personal. It’s
special, particularly in this world of big box, soulless stores. Shame on the greedy company trying to put them
out of business!

Zaki

We need to support local independent businesses not everyone is a big corporation who can afford large
increases in rent.

Susan

Independent bookstores are SO important! And Mabel's Fables is SO important!

Laura

I took writing classes and continue to buy books in the store...they ARE the epitome of community.

Bertha

Mable's is a excellent book store to have on the community. Very helpful for the children as well as adults.

Mann a

Please save this bookstore

Zorica
Tracy

This bookstore is an institution in our neighborhood. Generations of children have learned a love of books and
reading at this special place. At a time when we all need to be brought up to appreciate the simplicity and
innocence of childhood we need to save this place that is a home away from home.
Take notice of the other landlords anxious to make a profit who have taken on new businesses only to see their
properties empty for 6-12 months at a time.
It is the businesses that are core to the community that have passed the test of time.

Jan

This is outrageous. Maple Ventures! Think we need to protest you!

Pamela

Karen

Are you kidding me? Inflated rents are killing this city. Plus we need to save our bookstores!

Deborah
Sabrina
Bonnie

Please let this gem shine!

Evan and Jane

We have been customers and huge fans of Mabel’s Fables for a very long time. Both as teachers and as avid
readers ourselves, we value the carefully curated selections for book lovers of all ages and the wonderful, alive
and breathing, joyful space that beckons all readers to explore and learn. It would be a dolorous day for all of us
if Mabel’s was forced to close. Perhaps the new landlords could come and experience the wonder of the unique
space they now control and, perhaps, find it in their hearts to support the love of reading and of literacy Mabel’s
has always engendered?

Brad

Please reconsider increasing the rent on “Mable’s Fables”. It would be a great loss to the city if the store had to
close.

Candace

Nelly

Places like this should be protected and supported by the government!

Cassandra

Love story time <3

Mireille

Mabel's is more than a store; it is a community hub. It is a integral part of the literary landscape and an important
part of the neighbourhood. My family and I are saddened by the prospect of looking this beacon. Please let
Mabel's remain.

Brenda
Lauren

Laura
Michael

We need to protect what is left of our neighborhood.

Trish

I have been coming to Mables Fables for years and now with my grandchildren. There’s nothing like it in the city
where you get such personal attention and knowledgeable staff.

Carol

I buy all my children's books there. It's a vital part f our community.

Elizabeth

My daughters are now 34 and 30. Mabels was always a beautiful calming haven to take my little ones. To sit
and read a book. To pick sweet birthday treasures for friends and themselves. It would be heartbreaking to see
this Toronto Treasure go. I now have a grandson and Mables Fables is my first choice to take my beloved.

Emily
Jane

I am buying books for a 2nd generation. Staff provide amazing recommendations and my favourite books came
from Mabel's Fables.

Myriam C

A very special place that brings joy to many children and should live on!

Kimberly

Arna

For all our sakes please help this store to continue.

Rupinder
Leeanne

A beautiful place in the neighborhood. Don’t take that away from us

Deborah

This store is a treasure.

Jose

stop speculation, Mabel’s Fables dont deserve this

Magdalena

It's important to keep Mabel's Fables Bookstore at 662 Mt Pleasant Road with a reasonable rent. Children have
found there a safe place to learn reading, community and growth. Don't kill them!
Magdalena!

Kari

This wonderful place is such an asset to our community!

Margaret

We need community bookstores to create and sustain community.
Landlords dont kill the goose that lays the golden egg. Everyone will loose.

Sarah

We need book stores like Mable’s Fables because they make the community. It’s businesses like these that
make neighbourhoods desirable to live in.

Carlene

We need to save neighourhood stores like Mables Fables. They are an excellent addition to the tapestry of the
neighbourhood and the city.

Sandy

Makes Fables has been an amazing staple in the Mt. pleasant and Eglinton area almost as long as I can
remember. It was always a special treat to go looking for new books there when I was little and fondly remember
going there with my school classes. It would be a real shame to take that away from future generations of kids as
computers and phones take over.

J

Long history in the community of being more than just a children’s bookstore!

Ann

Mary jane

Over the past 25 years has instilled a great love of reading in my nine grandchildren thanks to Mabels Fables.
Can’t thank Elinor and her amazing crew of book lovers enough for all they do to make the next generations of
leaders through a love of books

Gail

Mabel's Fables Bookstore is a legend. It has just the kind of character that lifts a street up and makes its
neighbourhood special. I can't believe people can stand by and watch it pushed out of its home given the part it
plays and has played for so long in the heats and minds of book lovers in Toronto.

Naomi

Mabel's has always offered such a great selection of kids' books, unmatched anywhere in the city. It would be a
travesty to lose them.

Joan

I shop at this store on a regular basis. It is part of my family’s history and the community anchor store.

Allison

We need more businesses like this, not more corporate stores trying to look quaint. To me this store is a
landmark and I smile everytime I see it and is always my first choice in bookstores. It is so unique and carries so
much that chains dont, it will be a sad day if we lose a gem like this.

Laura

Keep Mabel’s open! Mt Pleasant isn’t the same without it!

Kelly

I hope you can win back his fight and remain open.

Karen

One of my all time favourite book stores. I love the entire experience there. Great staff. I've gone in with a list of
kids I need to buy for, and am given a series of books to choose from. And often go upstairs to get some
suggestions for YA books that I've enjoyed. And they do have books for adults.

This is a true neighbourhood builder as well. An independent bookstore gives the street a community feel, and a
sense that everyone belongs. It would be such a loss in so many ways if it was forced to close.
Kim

We need Mabels. Children and adults benefit.

Meg

I was so sorry to hear of the trouble that Mabel's Fables is having with the new building owners. I think all
bookstores have a little magic in them, but Mabel's Fables has more than most. Even though I don't live in the
area, my Aunt has bought my family many wonderful books here and I have great memories of visiting and
spending a little time at the store. Mabel's Fables is the kind of place the world could use more of - not less. I
sincerely hope they are able to stay open and continue being a wonderful part of the community for many years
to come!

Angela

We need independent businesses. They offer so much to the community- colour and character. They preserve
history and create neighbourhoods. Let’s not have this go down in “You’ve Got Mail”. This isn’t a movie, it’s real
people’s lives and livelihoods.

John

Mables Fables is MORE than a staple of the community, it’s a landmark. Not only physically, but mentally for
every child and family. They ignite the interest in reading and for that matter, LEARNING!
Please keep rent reasonable space we don’t Lise these valuable businesses!
John Stevens

MEGAN

This city needs to support our small businesses. They make TORONTO great, not the vast number of condos.

anna

the best children's bookstore in North America!

Shawne

What a wonderful unique store ...please do everything you can to keep it going

Matthew

The best bookstore I’ve ever been to, and an historical landmark in Toronto. It must be saved.

Nicole

Mabel’s is the only place that I can get good advice and recommendations for books for my children. I don’t know
what I would do without them

Cher
Jill

Love this bookstore. It’s been in the neighborhood for many years and provides a great service to locals.

Stephanie
Joshua

I loved coming to this store as a kid, and it warms my heart to pass by such a special place that cares about its
customers and is so devoted to its community. I love donating childrens books when I can to the box.

Vickie

When my daughter was younger we visited this home book store. I remember how comfy and easy to find what
she wanted. A gem.

Peter

My three GrandGirls live in Ottawa and they enjoy regular visits from me ....always with surprises from Mabel’s
Fables .
Neighbors with young children count on Mabel’s classes to entertain and educated their children.
The staff is always knowledgeable and helpful . THANKS ‼

Emma

I live very close to this bookstore and would hate to see it close!

Meaghan

Emily

Just a magical place

Mary

When my children were young I told them I wouldn’t buy them “things” when we went into stores but, I would buy
them books. Needless to say my kids pretty much grew up in Mable’s and then Doug Miller’s books also on Mt.
Pleasant which we lost a number of years ago due to high rent. The big box stores will never be able to offer
what a store like Mable’s Fables offers to their young customers and their families.

Paul

We *must* do something to protect cultural and community hubs from rapacious landlords.

Yolande M

This firm and the services therein have aided with the development of growing young minds in the community but
has been a hub of parents to come together to create a bond over the literature carried via the inventory. Many a
person and child have made lifelong friendships here and that is because this safe wee reading nook has been a
catalyst for many to come and unite. There has never been a store offering such endless imagined travels safely
and to also whisk our imaginations to far wonderful magical lands. This is a feel good place , children and adults
go within to become quickly enchanted and absorbed where worldly troubles are left outside the walls never to
be thought of again. In this era where technology reigns supreme in seducing society this wee hub sacredly
offers a face to face magic only found when flipping through pages and sitting through a book read with soon to
be new found friends!!

Sara Michelle

We love you!

Ellen

This store sells books that enrich the lives of children - we need them!!

Barbara
Lisa

Please save small businesses especially one like this that has enriched so many children’s lives.

MOnica
Wendy

I live in the ward represented by aka Ford. And I have travelled down to Mabel's Fabel's to buy books for my
godchildren. It is one of the few places where I can buy quality books. I was disappointed when their location on
Bloor St near Royal York had to close. A new building was built there too.
It can't all be about money that developers might generate for the community. It has to be about the businesses
who for years have provided services for the community. Our communities are only strong when we are able to
access the services in our neighbourhoods. When I want a quality service, should I have to travel miles out of
my way because a developer wants to make money. Money I won't share with him. I lose a service so he can
make money for his new Porsche or BMW. I love Mabel's Fables, and it is worth it to me to travel from Rexdale
to the Mt Pleasant to access the service they provide but it would have been better if I could still use the
bookstore on Bloor Street..

Ann

Hang in there! Your store is a true landmark and a delight! My grandson has been a regular visitor since
infancy. A visit to Mabel’s always puts a smile on his face and expands his personal library.

Jacqueline

Such a wonderful and important independent bookstore. It was my favourite as a child and I made sure to go to
Mabels to start my first child’s own library.
Please save this store!!

Monica

I love Mables Fables! The store has a lovely ambience, the staff are so kind, knowledgeable & helpful. I love that
they are independent. How can it be legal to increase their rent by 70%?

Sarah

Linda

Really!!, is there no appreciation for community, for character, for history. Especially in these times there are
things more important than building condos. Neighbourhoods have value and support for those in then.

Deborah

You are a Toronto landmark and have made a difference to generations of readers. I’m honoured to support you!

Stephanie

I bought my sons first books from your store. They were perfect and he loved them and it’s because you have
carefully curated books. You only stock the best!

Nyata

John

Cathy

support local small businesses!

Edie

You helped nurture the love of reading in all my kids (now 31, 22 and 17) and now the next generation, my 10
month old grandson! We need such iconic, nurturing spaces as Mabels in our neighborhoods. I hope your
landlord will realize what a black mark it will put itself under should it force your closure!

Alexander

We desperately need local bookstores. If Mabels is pushed out we’ll just get another chain coffee shop.

Namrita

Tracy
Lindsay

I have such fond memories of going here as a child. It truly fostered my love for books, at a time when we had
very few computers and cellphones. I can’t imagine what the youngest generation will do without community
education like this.

Traci
Kelly

Itzel
Margaret
Bev

A treasure which must not be buried but shared!!

Wade

Good luck. I hope you can stay in your current location.

Theresa
Catherine

I’m a 37 year old woman and I still have memories of being a child and going to Mabel’s Fables with my Mother. I
drive by it frequently and have been so happy to see that it is still open. I now have 1 year old daughter and hope
that I will be able to take her to the store very soon. It would be a huge loss for the community to see this
wonderful institution go.

Karen

I love this community store, such an excellent source for advice, books, games etc.

Beatriz

Mabel's Fables was the first place I went when ai found out that I was pregnant, and it's the perfect bookstore to
teach my daughter to love books, just like my mother taught me. The staff is kind, warm and knowledgeable, and
their disappearance would be a net loss to the community. Please, don't let rent greed close down a place that
puts books in children's hands.

Elizabeth
Ilona

I’m pleading to keep these neighbourhood gems open. For our kids sake. No one needs another starbucks or a
massive indigo bookstore where there’s no community feel.

Lizzie

I took my first son to Mable's Fabels for story and song programming when he was a little baby! It was invaluable
to both of us! It would be a huge loss to the community if the store shut down!

Debra

Mables Fables has been a part of our family for over 30 years. My children and I live this store, it’s staff and what
a sharif we can share this with another generation.

Jayne

Lara

Laura

We love Mabel’s Fables- it is such a treasure and one of the cornerstones of the community. Don’t let it close.

Mercedi

I have the best memories here. My granny used to come here every few months just to explore and adventure.
Such a whimsical lovely place

Shayna
Christine

TORONTO needs shops & small businesses with character & history like Mabels Fables!! At the very least this
shop should be a main floor feature of any new development:) build around it if necessary! Think outside the box!
Love this shop & everything it stands for.

Darin

Please don’t squeeze small merchants

Hayley

Suzanne

Mables Fables is a one of a kind bookstore. The kind of bookstore I would have loved to open myself. It was
also a staple when my son was growing up and I am sure it is for many many families now. It is welcoming with
such a wonderful selection of books with very friendly and knowledgeable staff. It would be such a shame to lose
Mables Fables. Please help them stay.

Jo

Somethings are more important in the big picture.

Julia

Mabel's Fables had another store in the Kingsway area several years ago - it was our family's favourite store for so many reasons. Thankfully, we are able to still access the Mount Pleasant Mabel's Fables! It would be
tragic to lose such a great resource . Please do not let this happen!

Caro

I hope all this support will help! We need this knd of bookstore!
Caro Soles

Liza

The most magical store ever. Neighborhoods need to thrive.

Lou

Walked by & came to this book store for my entire life as a child up until now. Rent is ridiculous downtown.

nancy

When will we ever learn to value human connections like this store over sheer greed? Toronto needs Mabel's.
Rent increases like this should be illegal.

Sabrina

As I scrolled through my instagram feed during these uncertain times, it devastated me to see this petition for
Mables Fables. I dreamed about one day taking my future children to this magical place and can’t bear the
thought of it closing. PLEASE. KEEP IT OPEN.

Linda

I used to love shopping there for my grandchildren. Those were the best gifts I could have given them. There
was always someone there to help if I couldn't make up my mind. Mabel's Fables holds a special place in my
memories.

Cathy

Stephanie

I have bought many books there for the children in my extended family. Such a great store! It needs to stay!

Dilys

Mabel's fable is an important part of our community.

Milla
Olivia
Wendy
Susan

This book store is so important to the community. Money truly brings out the worst in people - greed. It's such a
shame.

Rob
Selena

Best neighbourhood bookstore for kids and families.

Madeleine

Marbles has been our mainstay for 35 years. First as books for our daughter who later worked there. Now it
supports our grandson and our friends grandchildren. It's time to end the greed behind mindless "development".
Let us save Mables.

Hannah
Hannah

Karen

Book lover for life!

Rejean
Maribeth

Please don't let Mable's Fables die!!

Trevor

I want you to know how sad I would be if you left this current location. Bookstores are beacons of light, and you
have always offered a safe space for readers of all backgrounds. I am very upset that your land lord is being so
unreasonable, and I demand that city councillors stop this kind of behaviour.
Trevor Green

Sarah

My brother worked here in the early 2000. I loved visiting him at work, a wonderful selection of book, warm and
inviting, always interesting things going on.

Mindi

Please support our local businesses!!!!

Emil

Arlene
Odette
Katarina

We need these types of businesses to thrive. They are the heart of neighbourhoods and the city.

Linda

I have been buying books for nieces, nephews and friends for 30 years. The quality of books, the selection
process, the layout of the store and the intelligence and friendliness of staff are all outstanding.

Jayne

It is so important to keep these beautiful old shops with their rich history, that have served the community for so
long!! Let us be a city with interesting little shops instead of everything looking the same as any other city!!

Sharon

Your bookstore does a lot for the students at the Toronto District School Board schools by encouraging them to
read and communicate about the books they have read. Please let them stay in the community without facing an
exhorbitant rent/lease increase.

Laura

Mabels is a community institution that has helped to nurture so many children’s love of reading. It helps to foster
curious, creative, and compassionate learners, and can be a magical safe haven for children. The property
owners should be ashamed of themselves. Completely heartless! (Maybe they should read some classics like
How the Grinch Stole Christmas and the Giving Tree, to learn about what it means to have some compassion
and not be so greedy! It’s corporations like them that are making Toronto unliveable.

Kerry

This is a place that brings the magic of words alive for young and old alike.. I bought my granddaughters books
from here .. stop the greed and think of the history and memories of time spent here..

Amy

Holly

Please keep this treasure available to the children in the community. It is a valuable resource for the young
minds that are nurtured through the resources and programs provided for the neighbourhood.

Dani
Kathryn

I have been a proud patron of Mable’s Fables since I was a child and ha e loved being able to share its magic
with my own kids.

Diane

Keep fighting for your livelihood! We are here to support you.

Gill

Tamara

Libraries are closed our kids need books!!!! Say no to profiteering! !!

Sarah

A store like Mabel’s is what makes this community special. With more and more distractions for kids and families
these days, having a unique experience at Mabel’s with the family is what we need MORE of, not less of. The
greed in this neighbourhood, building more and more condos is ruining what used to be a very desirable
neighbourhood for families. Please save Mabel’s for the families that so need it in their lives more and more each
and every day that passes.

Patrick
Katy

Mable's Fables has been the heartbeat of this community since since 1988. At first, I purchased books for my
nieces and nephews. Now, over 30 years later, I am buying books for their children. I bought many, many books
to read to my son and later encouraged his choices which he read by himself. I have bought books for birthdays,
for holiday presents, for teacher gifts, all wrapped just so. I have purchased books from Mable's for my
neighbours and for my friends. Their knowledgeable staff will cheerfully order adult books for me, too.
To lose such a mainstay as Mable's Fables, with their story times, their school programs, their guest speakers,
book talks, their help for teachers and their school's-out crafty ideas, would leave a huge hole in the fabric of this
neighbourhood.
Katy Jones

Debbie

Unique and much respected independent bookstore has served teachers, parents and especially children for
years and is a community and cultural treasure for Toronto.

Mina

Elham

Kristyn

I took my first writing class with Peter Carver at Mabel's. Met so many wonderful authors and soon-to-bepublished writers there. Please help this beautiful ,essential shop continue to connect the neighborhood with
stories and art.

Mar
Carol

Hope this helps! Great bookstore!❤

❤

Tara
Daphne
Mary

Mabels Fables is a North Toronto institution. Our family has the best memories at Mabels. Our children are now
29 and 27 and I have all of their books from this epic store safely stored for their children. Shame on Maple
Venture Properties for their selfish greed. This sad new landlord doesn’t know what makes a community or
neighbour hood. Mary

Helen

A 70% increase in rent is outrageous and should not be legal. We need our book stores!

Marg

NO!!!
Our independent book stores are the lifeline of learning community & other immeasurable education.
Developers-STOP ALREADY- preserve these gems and integrate them in to your plans so that wisdom & history
don’t get forgotten

Susan

They're getting rid of the reasons people want to live here.

Bonnie

Don’t Tax The Heart Out of Toronto!

Elizabeth

A trip to Mabel’s was a guaranteed joyous event throughout my children’s childhood. Lifesaving really, and the
hours of pleasure and bonding over books—priceless. That it is threatened by unrealistic greed Is heartbreaking.
Please keep Mabel’s Fables open for generations to come. Everyone wins in that scenario.

Anne

Mabel’s is a cultural icon and an institution that reaches far beyond its status as a community treasure. Countless
children have enjoyed storytime there and met a “real, live” author there for the first time.

Michelle

I first found Mabel's Fables at Word on the Street several years ago and they've been a favorite bookstore of
mine ever since! It has a special place in the community!

Elizabeth

Betty

What a gem this place is! Our city would suffer a great loss if it goes.

Leanne

Mable's Fables and similar small businesses need to be protected. They are the source oi for the character of
our unique neighborhoods. They are destination locations that people will travel to support. Uncontrolled rent
increases need to be eliminated.

Jackie

Please don’t force this treasure to close.

DeeAnn

I love this store so much! We need it now more than ever

Izabella

This is a landmark of the Mount Pleasant Village, a part of countless Torontonians’ childhoods. We’d like to keep
it that way for decades to come. Keep Mabel’s open! Stop alienating small businesses!

Emilie

Mabel’s Fables is an amazing community resource which also draws shoppers to the area from all over the city.
My family and colleagues adore this store. Much will be lost from the community if it is not able to remain.

Marilyn

Mabel's Fables is a wonderful example of what a bookstore should be for children and those who love them.
Whenever I took my kids there , they were delighted with the books, the atmosphere and the service. And the
staff is so helpful and knowledgeable. This would be a terrible loss to the entire GTA community.

Izabella

Sophie

Justine

It's a special and important part of the neighbourhood.

Barbara

.Please help keep this bookstore open.

Rachel

Mabel’s Fables was crucial to my childhood love of reading, and as a result my love for books as an adult. The
benefit of MB to the community can’t be measured in numbers. I hope there can be an intervention to protect this
institution.

Liusaidh

This shop is an investment in our children’s futures, there are so few independent bookshops in the city, and
none that I know that promote children’s literacy so well as Mable’s Fables. It would be a tragedy if this
succumbed to corporate greed, it’s worth so much more.

Norm

A community treasure. A city treasure.

Lynn

A 70% increase is CRIMINAL.

Emma

Everything is hard but you're awesome and that's wonderful!

David

Please keep our book store open

Lorraine

we need more places like this not less

Amanda
Kelly

Greedy landlords are ruining Toronto! We need restrictions! I support small businesses!

Paloma

I've been coming to Mabels Fables since I was a kid - I'm a PhD candidate now, and my love of reading got me
here. I would never have loved books the way I do if it hadn't been for Mabel's Fables, where I camped out for
Harry Potter book launches and hung out with my brother to see the books (and the cat).

Veronika

This is the best bookstore for children’s books and other fun and unusual stuff. Such a helpful staff. A real
treasure!

Sarah

Love your store

Bryn

I used to go to mabel’s fables all the time as a kid, back on their Bloor west village location by royal york, this is a
treasure for encouraging childhood literacy and a lifelong love of learning.

Alastair

This is miserable: best of luck!

Jeremy

Please support keeping such a wonderful store open.

Joseph
Calvin

Mabel's is an essential piece of city culture. Have you seen their upstairs? The story area is a one-of-a-kind hallof-fame, displaying an unparalleled history of local interaction with children's literature influencers.

Sheila

I support the store Mables Fables against this in justice.

Chrys

Independent bookstores are important to the city. This type of rent gouging destroys small businesses and
makes the city a corporate wasteland.

Cameron

Since i was a baby my mum has taken me to mables fables, i always loved our sunday morning drives where we
would go downtown and spend countless hours in the book store, then on the drive home i would read my new
books! I loved it as a kid who grew up reading, it felt like a fictional shop with all the different colours and the cat.
I feel like mables fables closing would also close a chapter in a part of the city’s history. It offers countless reads
for any age of child and really helped me feel more connected to my city, the employees would always be lovely
and welcoming and never rushed you to buy anything. The store being able to stay would lead to future
generations of kids to experience reading as a fun activity rather then dull or pointless.

Scott

I don't live in this area of the city, but especially during this crisis going on, we need to help out independent
stores when we can!

Paula

I have been a patron of Mabel's Fables since the 90's when they were located in Etobicoke on Bloor Street. That
is where my love of reading began. Since then I have taken the younger generations to go explore and learn in
the store. It is my greatest wish that a solution may be found so that this merchant can continue to enrich the life
of children, and young adults.

Jennifer

When our daughter was born my husband was very nostalgic and wanted to share his childhood books with his
kids. Mastermind was not able to help us. Mabel’s Fabels either had these books or could order them for us. The
children who frequent this store benefit from a wonderful experience, a great selection and many different
programs. In a world of technology isn’t great to have place like this!!

Kate

Absolutely adorable store, definitely needs to stay!

Karri

My girls are now 16 and 19. We loved visiting the store and picking out good books throughout their childhoods!
A very special place indeed!

Katie

Keep the joy of reading alive!

Vivian

Jackie
Lily
Lily
Kim

70% increase in rent... Screw off Maple Venture!
You will survive Mabels Fables!

Joy

Community spirit.

David

Dont close it!!!

Cheryl

We love Mabel’s Fables! It’s an important part of our community.

Paul

Best children’s book store in the city and a landmark. First place we purchased books for our first son.
Wonderful staff.

Julia

This is such an important place!!

Nancy

Mabel’s Fabels supports families, children and community. Please don’t let let the interests of corporate realtors
overtake the interests of our most vulnerable and promising citizens.

Olga

This type of store/ library/educational facility is very important!

Philippa

My daughter and son were customers 27 years ago. Mable’s Fables storytimes the best. This is the kind of store
and service so important for a sense of community, a life of reading and respect for books that children benefit
from at an early age. Please try and help.

Mary

One of the first places I discovered after moving to Toronto 20 years ago. I’ve bought so many books there for
now grown nieces and nephews. Small business is so important to our economy and our neighbourhoods!

Margaret and
Walter

What on earth is going on!! A beautiful book store that offers much more than books. A place for families with
young ones to bond, to escape, to make believe and make memories.

Stevie

Heather

Olivia

Its disgraceful that a local business that helped build this community is being taken advantage of to the extent
that they will be put out of business. This is not at any fault to the business but to the greed of landowners.
Absolutely disgraceful.

Kristian
Cathy

Jessica
Sarah

Wonderful unique independant businesses like Mabel Fabels should be preserved for current and future
generations. It's a magical place.

Stephen
Veronica

This shop is an iconic part of Torontonian history that supports not just the local community, but increasingly
children from outside of the GTA and the province. I’m so disappointed that a landlord would resort to this kind of
unethical money grab to rob Toronto of such a unique and supportive place for children. Good luck and hope to
keep you around for many years to come!!

Rachel
Kathy

Just follow the lampshade to your age group needs. A beautiful store reflecting the beautiful spirit of our
children.

Jolien
Susan

This is where my son learnt to love a book. And now he chooses to share that passion with others. I understand
the economic drivers of our time. But at what cost?

Victoria

Mabel’s Fables was a cornerstone of my childhood. It absolutely cannot go! Some things are more important
than money - this is definitely one of them.

Andrew

A neighbourhood institution. There are some things you can't put a value on.

Sheila

Community hub

Wenting

Maple Venture Properties, please use your position as a landlord to support rather than take away from the local
businesses which enrich our city! Let us keep buying books from independent bookshops!

Robin

I grew up going to Mable's Fables and hope to one day make memories here with my own children. This won't
get to happen if their rent is raised and they can't stay in business!

Tanya

Alison

This neighbourhood institution is important for the heart and soul of our community. Keep it going!

Andrew

I have some really great childhood memories of my late father taking me to Mabel's Fables, often for some of the
special events. It is such a magical place, and one that I really hope to one day bring my own Family.

Caterina
Darlana

I work in the neighbourhood and have loved popping in to find sweet gifts for my nieces and nephews who live
out of town!

Lina

I'm supporting you all the way.

eric

I remember meeting Robert Munsch for a reading when I was young. It was all organized and held at Mabel's
Fables. It's a treasure in the community and should not be forced out by sky high rent increases.

Mike

Mabel's Fables is one of those bookstores that communities don't realize just how important they are until they're
gone. It's independent local shops that support local authors and creators unlike most big box stores. It's indie
booksellers that know their community shoppers and put books into their hands that they might not otherwise
find. They curate readers and a love of reading in people of all ages, which is something that is not easily
replaced. As an author, illustrator, and reader myself, I hope that those in this community can rise up in support
to see that Mabel's Fables value is worth fighting for so they can continue to be a pillar and light to their
community.

Kim

Love the selection of books and gifts that you have. We enjoy exploring all the different sections of the store as
my child has grown over the last 10 years!

Ronnie

Trusting that you'll be able to work this out. My son used to love Mabel's Fables, as have so many.

John

Amy
Valerie

Does this landlord have a conscience? If not, please get one.

Margaret

So important to keep community spaces like this!

Nicole

I went to Mabel’s Fables as a child, and now I take my daughter there. This store represents the type of soul and
history we need in Toronto, and it is heartbreaking to think of it vanishing along with so many others before it.

Leigh

The most fantastic book store run as a small business and benefitting many members of the local community.
Rent increases are killing small businesses and making the work generic.

Susanne

Marie

Greedy property owner! Shame!

Blake

We have been a customer for years...it represents the best of our neighbourhood..it has helped us introduce our
younger family members to the importance of reading

Stanislav
Mary

Sadly Mabel’s Fables is not the first cultural centre that is facing extreme financial pressures from the tax model
that the Province uses! All kinds of great music venues across the city are collapsing and closing. We must find a
way to protect culture in Toronto! Or the city will lose it’s soul!

Ashley

Keep Toronto affordable for small business!

Andrea

Arlene

This is an amazing store. I have a dyslexic kid, who would not attempt to read. I bought her to this store and she
found a book. It has been read, cover to cover, 5 times!!!

Chris

Mabel bookstore is a magical and special place for the community. Something special for families and the
community to bond together. In most cities, we just think about ourselves and what is best for ourselves. When
we do do that, humanity is easily lost. U may not see the immediate difference but what goes around comes
around. Do u remember that wonderful story from your childhood. How did u learn that moral? From a story that
your parent carefully picked for you. Sense of community helps us remember our humanity and each other as
humans. Pls keep the rent as a reasonable rate for mabels bookstore! For the community and the future of your
kids and grandchildren

Brenda

Janet

PLEASE!!! Our city NEEDS small stores like Mabel's Fables!!! A. 70% rent hike is just greed. Please!

Jennifer
Allison
Igor

Keep fighting, we gonna get it!

Sloga

Please don’t allow this to happen!

Bel
Diane
Noah
Kristie
Coralee
Susan
Clare
Anne
Stephanie

We love buying novels and great books to educate and entertain our family from Mabel’s Fables

Cindy

Please understand the importance to the community of Mable’s Fables.

Laura
Beatrix
Gloria

We need this fanastic lottle bookstore to STAY and serve the public for many more years!! Why 70% increase?
Shame on new owners!!!

Denise

Mabel's Fables puts children and community first! They have enhanced their neighbourhood since opening their
doors, often shining a light on local writers and artists. We owe them a debt of gratitudevand our show of
support. Local business needs to thrive and can only do so if they are afforded right and proper rent to continue
to stay a viable business.

MIchael

Blaise

We can’t have the city we want if there’s nothing but each individual property owner following their supposed
right to charge “market” rates. My family moved to Canada in 1974 and we lived just a few doors up Hillsdale
from what is now Mabel’s Fables. At the time the first floor of the building was an antique shop (used as a
location in an episode of The Littlest Hobo). I played with the kids who lived in the apartment on the second floor
now part of the bookstore. It was a pleasant neighborhood with more of a mix of incomes. Ten years later it was
too expensive for us to live there when the landlord sold the house we owned. I’ve gone back and forth between
Toronto and the US settling here now. The mount pleasant strip retains some of its village character though
sadly much less vibrant than it was. One of the bright spots is Mabel’s Fables. My family lives across town in the
Beach but I remember how amazing it was to teach my kids about Toronto and find on visiting the old street that
not only was there still a real building in the corner but it was occupied by such a useful, attractive and well run
business. No one is asking for charity. I expect the business can pay a reasonable rent. The thought of an
absurd increase that would shut down such a business likely so that the building would go vacant until
demolition for redevelopment or a rotating series of likely to fail “upscale” stores with greater access to credit is
the kind of thing that has already been allowed to ruin Toronto. Fortunately our legacy is strong but it has been
horrifying to see the damage done to our city by this kind of nonsense during an era of citizen interest in healthy
and responsible urbanism. I expect this sounds overblown but I hope to add something that can’t be dismissed
as people in a neighbourhood wanting to keep a local store out of sentiment. Of course that should be sufficient
but there’s a lot more reason to stand up for such a business. That’s before we’ve even consider the paramount
importance of encouraging children, especially in their literacy and creativity.

Donata

Some landlords need to go to compassion courses. Tired of seeing small businesses falling to the wrecking ball.
Disgusting. Keep this stores as is.

Helena

I had my teaching career in Muskoka but often returned to Toronto to stock up on books to read to my students
at Mabel’s. Whenever I had foreign visitors who were interested in children’s literature, I took them to Mabel’s.
Now I buy for my grandchildren. Let’s keep Mabel’s in business!

Beth

This is an important hub in the community! We can't do without our independent book atores. How can rent
possibly be considered reasonable at a 70% increase. This store supports the community and our schools. We
don't want them to go! Be a part of the solution please and thanks.

Fiona

Kate

This rent increase is everything that’s wrong with Toronto right now. We need more independent bookstores. We
don’t need more corporate greed stamping out every last bit of independent culture in this city.

Magdalene
Magdalene

lyndsey
Maureen

This bookstore is needed!

Juliana
Hari
Natasha
Tracey

Mabel’s Fables is a gorgeous, critical part of the community. A place where the love of reading is born for so
many of our children.

Catherine

Mabels Fabels has been an important part of our families life since the time my now young adult children were
small. It’s also an important and beloved part of our community. Books and reading and small business matters!
Please help save this wonderful bookstore.

Barbara

Mabel’s has been therefor a long time and is essential to the children in this area. Rent gouging!!

Veronica

Vanessa
Joan

Mabel's is an institution for families in Toronto and has been for many years. A safe space, a space where
families can feel safe and support each other and help us learn as parents and grandparents. Not many spaces
that do this anymore.

Mehreen

Children are the future, books are their foundation. Toronto needs its local & specialized bookshops; Mabel's
Fables is essential to the city's identity.

Ginger

Eileen

Let’s support our local businesses.

Julie
Anna
Ann

I want this awesome bookstore to survive.

Flora

Reading is a basic need many consider a privilege. Near or far small business supports a local economy.

Natalie

Maple Venture Properties has no moral reason for hiking the rent this way. They should be ashamed. This is
nothing less than an attempt to boot out the existing tenants for their own purposes. Mables Fables is an integral
part of our community, and a treasure for parents and children alike.

Eva

City policy must be introduced to protect businesses increasing our social capital. SAN Francisco is an example
how greed changes a vibrant city into a big sleep hotel with no services.

Sandi

Andrea

Mables is a community treasure for our little ones.

Patti

I have always enjoyed my visits to Mabel's Fables. It's fresh, it's fun and it's very friendly. Certainly it is a Toronto
destination. For a number of years I worked across the street from their store and there's no question of their
value to the neighborhood and the size of their loyal customer base.
I am getting very discouraged as this city continues to lose its precious retail gems and all its interesting hot
spots as BIG CONDO and/or GREEDY LANDLORD just steamroller over everybody.

Samuel

Keep Mable's Fables open under current ownership, and sustainable.

NE

stop rent increases! so many businesses are closing

Katherine

I remember my mom taking me to Mabel's as a kid and the magic of being in that store. It helped me to develop
a love of reading that I have carried into adulthood.

peggy
Irene

Signing this so my grandchildren can benefit from Mabel’s Fables

Alex
Laura
Maria

Mable’s Fables was one of my daughters favourite places to wander into when she was a little girl. This is a
neighbourhood gem and should be designated safe from destruction in our city.

Erin

This is an outrage! We cannot keep letting greedy landlords get away with things like this. Please please don't let
this happen to Mabels Fables!
thanks
Erin W

Irene

Signing this so my grandchildren can benefit from Mabel’s Fables

Marie

It is important to keep independent unique stores viable and a part of the local neighbourhood. We don't need
anymore chain stores!

Irene

Signing this so my grandchildren can benefit from Mabel’s Fables

Paula

We cann't let greed destroy our city. Please save one of the best independent bookstores ever!

Svetlana
Chris

I got most of my books from here as a child and early teen. Mable’s introduced me to so much of the books and
literature that fed my curious young mind and helped me grow into the person I am today. Mable’s was always
more than just a place to buy books - I spent hours here reading! I met authors, played wth their cat, etc. This is
an excellent store that cannot even come close to being replaced by a chapter’s or indigo.

Michele

Save Mables Fables - this bookstore is so important to children. They need these smaller more personal
bookstores to feel the connection between books, people and community.

Heather

When I was a kid, going to Mabel’s Fabel’s wasn’t like going to Disney world. Indigo and other big box stores just
can’t compare. I’m so saddened to think that they could be kicked out of their home especially when we need
them most, with technology becoming such a huge part in the lives of kids at such a young age now. So many
kids would miss out on being exposed to the books that they’ll never forget.

Karissa

This is an amazing local store that is so important to the community!

Bev

Please don’t force this wonderful store to close
It is an Imporantant resource in our community

Brenda
Kathy

Mabel’s Fables is a one-of-a-kind bookstore which is rare these days. They are a beacon of community spirit and
never hesitate to allow other organizations and non-profits to put up information on their store walls. Plus, they
have awesome titles that explore social justice issues and highlight local or Canadian authors.

Julii

Mabels is very important and should not have to close this way.

Ana

I support not to increase the rent. Bookstores may not disappear and Mabel's is an institution.
Thank you

Hailee

How can we ever maintain a sense of community if we keep pushing out the very local businesses that CREATE
a sense of community ??? We need to support businesses like this and ensure they are not only able to keep
their doors open, but that they are able to function in a financially successful manner. It is the only way to
maintain a healthy economy and community!

Emma

Rachel

Carol

Mable’s Fables is much more than a bookstore. A rent increase of that % is the mark of a greedy landlord
wanting to push a tenant out in order to build a condo tower.

Heather

Mabel’s Fables inspired an excitement for the printed word in my 2 daughters that is a part of their core being as
adults. I am looking forward to taking my grandchildren for their first visit to Mabel’s when they visit us from the
UK this summer. Thank you for introducing us to so many beautiful books!

Leslie

Janice

Meghan
Trish

Hate seeing beautiful small business lose out to be replaced by big box stores. Good Luck

Morag
Catherine
Alex
Mark

Love this place. Great for kids and the community.

Concetta
Matt

Come on, Maple Ventures. During times like these, please see that having a place for children and families to go
to, to share laughter, happiness and imagination , is so much more important than maximizing profits. Good luck
to the store, a beacon of light I’m difficult times.

Danielle
Sabrina

Mabels Fables is a gem!

Susie
Susan

Children need books more than ever now. This store needs to stay!

Kinga

It is a great store, hope it stays open!!

Zachary

Mt. Pleasant is supposed to be a street that doesn't quite look like other main streets. With the relocation of the
Little Dollhouse company and now this threat against Mabel's it would seem we're losing our community. Mabel's
is beautiful for those who just pass it by and browse but also has a well informed staff within. Mabel's Fables is
Mt. Pleasant!

Kim

Toronto landmark
Whenever you could not find that book, you would go to Mel's Fables.
How is a new landlord allowed to do this?

Nicky

It's not fair to be forced out of business like this. It's just not right.

Kari

Such a great place and offers so much to the neighbourhood- and Toronto in general. A cornerstone for many!

Elaine

Wonderful place with great books

Mairi

Real bookstores like Mable’s are the heart of a community. Don’t let greed take this away from the
neighbourhood!

sarah
Susan

All of you have been so helpful every time I visit your amazing store or call you. I will always shop “local” and that
means purchasing from you.

Tracey

Please don’t go!!!

Cindy

We need our independent bookstores! Hang in there!

Patricia

Mable’s Fables has been our families favourite book store for years. I bought my kids books there and now I go
for my grandkids ...all 12 of them
The staff are so helpful and knowledgeable I go in with a list of ages and interests and every time they pick out
the perfect book. I can’t imagine the store not being there None can compare

Gilda
Linda

Stop this greedy landlord!

Bryn

Mabel’s Fables is a uniquely wonderful independent bookstore. Please don’t let the developers who’ve already
ruined so many local businesses trash yet another

Jason

They are an institution in Toronto. Loved by many. Please keep this wonderful store in the neighborhood.

Anthony

Danielle

Mabel’s Fabels Bookstore is an amazing asset to our community. My daughter loves books and loves to visit
Mabel’s Fabel’s. This bookstore is helping children with literacy and community engagement. It will be a great
loss to the City of Toronto if it forced to close down for another condo. We are losing our culture, community, and
educational spaces for children to learn and grow. Shame on the new landlord for raising the rent and possibly
forcing the closure of a children’s bookstore.

Jennifer
Lynn

Enough is enough, running long standing businesses out of communities with extraordinarily high rents... only to
make room for Condos... please don’t do this to Mabel’s!

Corina
Alison

Jane

Independent bookstores are vital to our communities and our children by encouraging a sense of shared love of
storytelling and wonder , fostering a more empathetic world.

Diane

Beautiful store! Beautiful books!

Frances

Small, locally owned and operated businesses are the heart of a neighbourhood. We must preserve Mabel’s.

Charlotte

Some of my first memories are shopping at Mables Fables as a child with my parents. Small businesses like this
are at the heart of communities and need to be protected at all costs.

Victoria

I am 31 and remember going to Mabel's Fables all the time as a kid - I love that store! It's so important that we
support and make space for local business. We have enough condos, we need culture too.

Peter

It’s one
of the few neighbourhood institutions left.
Not another coffee shop!

Laura

Mabel’s fables is a Toronto landmark. I remember school trips to visit as a child and my first book purchase at
the till. I’ve taken my own babies to visit and have bought my favourite books for my nieces and nephews at
Mabel’s. Please, protect this little piece of children’s literary magic. Save Mabel’s Fables!!

Jacklyn

Marion

I’m so sorry this is happening #Unforgivable

Patrice
Hannah
Christina
Toni

Wishing you the best. Mabel’s is a cornerstone of our community and would hate to see it replaced with another
condo.

Erika

Haven’t even shopped here before. I’m just sick and tired of another condo taking over a great independent
shop. Toronto will be so bleak if we don’t stop this

Anthony

C

To all government officials: Please legislate rent gouging like this by investor landlords, many of them non
resident, to protect the livelihood of wonderful small independent businesses such as this. This local industry
adds immeasurable texture to our quality of life in Canada.

Christine
Mark

After the children's book store on Bayview closed, Mabel's Fables was our go to location for our kids books and
gifts. We need to keep open stores where people can interact, ask questions, and get good suggestions. Mabel's
Fables is a destination store and anchors our community.

Sarah
Shannon

Barbara
Francesca

Mabel’s Fables is one of the last children’s bookstores in Toronto and an essential gathering place and source of
knowledge that sustains our city’s culture and community. Speculative landlords should not be allowed to jack
rent up like this and the city needs to improve protections for tenants and small businesses to be sure our city
doesn’t just become a faceless wash of soulless corporate chains. Come on Toronto, help us keep this a city
worth living in!

Laura
Liz

I love the store. The landlord is heartless and obviously is trying to push the book store out. They have no
concept of what a community hub the store is.

Gisela

Lovely store!

Jay

This world needs more books.

Jan

The best children’s book store in Toronto. Please reconsider this move.

Marjorie

We all need to support small business in Toronto. It is the heart and character of our city.

Sonya

Huge loss when the Royal York location closed —- can’t lose this one too.

Karen
Janet

How can Toronto get rid of such an iconic place?!?!

Bobier
Bettina

Mabel’s Fables is a little gem! Why would you ho against a little business? We don’t want another big chain
around.

Andrea

You are a wonderful store!! You have helped me save my English classes many times. You have created
readers!
Thanks for fighting.

Sue

Brianna

Mabel’s is so iconic to the area. It is independently owned businesses like this that add to a neighbourhood and
increase selling power when people are looking to move into the area.
More money is attractive, but if people and businesses can’t realistically afford rent, landlords eventually won’t
have any income stream. Just vacant buildings.

Geraldine
Emmanuelle

I got some of my favourite children’s books here!! Such a versatile store I can’t bear it to see it go!!

Lane
Karen

Mabel's Fables Bookstore has contributed to making the community a community, giving children and adults a
safe and lovely place to learn, grow, and connect. The coronavirus pandemic has shown how we all are
interconnected and need this real sense of community and belonging.

Sandra

Yes, Mable’s is a landmark, yes it’s a great bookstore-different from Chapters Indigo; Mable’s is a Children’s
bookstore for over 30 years. Please let us work something out.

Dianne

Keep Mable’s Fables open!! It is a jewel in the community!

Sue

Charlotte

Mables Fables is the kind of store that brings true quality of life to our city.

Quenby

Mabel’s Fables is a beautiful bookstore and an important business in the Toronto community. I hope the land lord
reconsiders such a greedy action of raising your rent to a ridiculous amount.

Huda

As one who grew up in a house filled with books and passed on that ancestral love of reading to my own
children, I know how much books matter to children. Whether it's fact or fiction, a book can show new worlds to a
child and spark life-long passions and interests. Please don't let this amazing community treasure die!

TErri-Anne

Ingrid

We love community and those who support it - like Mables Fables.

Janet

Our family loves the high quality and curated books your store provides. Although we live in Mississauga your
bookstore has been a delightful outing for years. The names of the owners of this rental gouging company
should be posted. Shame on them!

John

Mabel's is an institution that should be supporteD It's too bad that our property tax structure and rampant rent
seeking by landlords is forcing so many businesses to close. This is reducing the cultural and commercial
Landscape of our city.

Priscilla

Such a staple in the neighborhood. A kind of gathering place where a love of books is developed, shared and
people connect. It takes time to create that kind of atmosphere.

Lillian

Nenke

I cannot believe that this can be ok. Is there no law? Unconscionable!!!

Sara

Mable’s Fables is a rare treasure in a world of big box stores. Stepping through its door brings comfort, joy, and
adventure to children and adults alike.

Alberta
Carla

Mabel’s Fables is a staple in our lives. My children love to go and discover a new book. Maple Ventures - don’t
be heartless and rip this beloved store away from us because of your greed. Can’t some things just stay nice and
simple.

Jairus

Mabel's does so much for this community, it would be a shame to see it become just another Tim Hortons. I
SUPPORT LOCAL!

Jill

A wonderful resource and community building business. Our daughters (31 & 27)have wonderful memories of
hours spent finding the perfect book there. We had hoped in a few years to be taking our first grandson there as
well. We need these businesses. Don’t need anymore Starbucks or LCBOs!

Judi

We cannot Louise a landmark and social gathering place that we all need ! Let’s connect through books not the
human less internet ! We need the human touch and smell of paper and the written word !

Colleen

Lydia

This store represents all that is good in the world. We have to treasure this in any way we can. We must not put
profit ahead of everything else. This is killing the soul of our communities.

Tobi
Theresa

We need to protect the small businesses that make our city great from selfish capitalist greed.

Patricia

Not many independent bookstores or community hubs left. Please save.

Margaret
Janice

Helena
Kathie
Cindy

Wow! Those money grubbers just don't get it, do they? Good luck! Your bookstore is amazing!

Richardson

We need to stop landlords from destroying small businesses and we need to stop the city from allowing it to
happening.

Sophie

I’ve lived a few blocks up from Mabel’s Fables for just over 10 years, since I moved to Canada. Every time I pass
that whimsical purple and turquoise facade with its great display windows, it makes me smile, and if I’m on foot I
love popping in and browsing. It has an air of magic about it, like you can feel the energy of all the stories inside,
and seeing it reminds me of the joy of stepping into another world through a book — especially as a child. Losing
Mabel’s Fables would be such a great loss for our neighborhood and city, for both children and adults.

Samantha

Support local businesses! Support literacy!

amie

stay in the hood

Cory

I am strongly in support of Mabel's Fables remaining at its current location. It is a distinctive fixture in the
community and must be allowed to continue its important work.
Cory Ruf
M4P 0A5

Lisa
Wayne

Terrific bookstore. I hope you find a way to keep open.

Melissa
Peter

Please don't allow this store to close. It's stores like Mabel' Fables that give character not just to a neighborhood
but to the city of Toronto. They're not just a business, they're an integral part of the community. Mabel's Fables
is the type of business that all others should aspire to.

Carolyn

Books for children...keep them coming!
Good luck to Mable's Fables

Donald

Mo

$😔

Karen

Mables Fables is a much-loved cultural and community resource and touchstone. It performs a service beyond
mere retail purveyor, acting as an access point for urban families to fulfill the necessity of storytelling in the
culture and share the the gift of reading with the next generation.
Please help to preserve it for future generations.
Sincerely
Karen von Hahn

Gayda

I support the fight to save Mabel’s Fables. It is so depressing to see more and more of these wonderful stores
eaten up by the big chains. Hopefully, if we all stand together we can save this one.

Susan

crissy

Jessica
Marcia

This would be a terrible loss for the neighborhood and the city!

Megan
Linda

Hoping we can save this very special place

Ian

An amazing store where I buy so many great books for my daughters. It adds much needed character and charm
to the neighbourhood. It would be a real disappointment for Mount Pleasant and the community to loose this
treasure.

Mary C.
K.

This specialized bookstore is a community hub, source of thousands of books to support early literacy, and
encourages children to read and think critically.

Julia
Marylou

You’re the best!

Paula
Ann

Mable’s Fables is a valuable resource not only for children, parents and grandparents, but also for teachers.

Nicole
Nicole
Virginia

Mables Fables is an incredibly important part of the community and should be able to continue in business.

Barb

So many great memories and our kids favourite book store and store experience. Long live Mable’s Fables.

Heather
Linda
Alex

Mable’s is a staple of the community, where children and families are welcome with open arms into a warm,
accepting atmosphere that is increasingly disappearing in our city. Mable’s is staffed by such caring, passionate,
knowledgeable staff (and the store’s namesake kitty!) who make visiting such a great experience for the whole
family. It is important that these one of a kind stores that give Toronto its personality aren’t allowed to disappear
into cookie cutter condominiums. Reading is a fundamentally important skill and activity that seems to be
increasingly lost upon our young ones... We must continue to support and encourage literacy. There are more
important things to community than just economic profit of property owners.

Caledonia
Jackie

Save Mabels Fables, this is the best book store ever! It was my kids favourite outing to go buy a book from
Mabel’s Fables. This is a landmark that should remain!

Sarah
Leonie

We need small business! We need this bookstore.
Would the landlord rather an empty store and no rent at all !!📘📗📕📒📔📙📓

Margaret

This would be a dreadful loss! Over the years I have bought wonderful books for children of friends and more
recently for my great nieces. There is no better bookstore and this should not be allowed to happen.

Sara

This an icon in the teacher librarian world. Don’t let them close!!!❤

Christina

I purchased many books at Mabel’s for nieces, nephews, and for the children of friends. Always a great selection
and knowledgeable service.

Helen

Mabel’s is wonderful. I got so many books for my children here who are now in University. Please keep the
original charm of the street. It reminds me of Creemore, a tourist destination.

Gillian

❤ Mabel’s Fables. So rare to find such an amazing special place any more.

Andrea

Please help to keep Mable's Fables Bookstore as it is. My children and I all have very fond memories with this
store and unfortunately Toronto has become a city where memories are fading away every day due to rising
cost. Someone has to step in to make things better for the little people. Thank you, Andrea Ng

Andrea

Please keep to keep Mable's Fables Bookstore as it is. My children and I all have very fond memories with this
store and unfortunately Toronto has become a city where memories are fading away every day due to rising
cost. Someone has to step in to make things better for the little people. Thank you, Andrea

Virginia

We need bookstores, especially a good book store for children. Learning to love reading comes from exposure
to books.
I like books.
I like cats,.
A friend of mind took a writing course at Mable’s Fable.
We need to keep almost her I’ve site’s only this city, to keep it walkable and friendly for people of any age.

Gary

Mabel’s Fables is an essential landmark in Toronto’s
children’s literary landscape. Long live Mabel’s!

Angela

1275 Kingston Road
Toronto, Ontario
M1N 1P4

Carrie

Karan

Natalie
Sally

Children, stories, imagination, and small business are so much more important to society than condos and profit.
I hope the developers suffer a fate out of a Roald Dahl book.
Yours truly,
Sally Danto

Darlene

This is one business which should never be closed. The warmth and time spent here years ago with my
grandchildren was such a rewarding memory. I really find it hard to believe that an increase of 70% is being out
into place. Our time spent in life with reading and having the opportunity to have such a wonderful book store so
close to a residential area is such a huge asset. Please whoever the people who own this building realize the
importance of this business and put your heart out there before the necessity of such an increased rent.

Catherine

Colleen

You deserve to thrive

Lorna

What a fabulous store. I can’t go i there without finding something special I ‘need’ to buy. The books I have from
there are always keepers. Books I have never seen anywhere else. I pray you’re able to stay open.

Laurie

Luck to you, Mabels Fables. Not enough small booksellers any more.

Paul

Shannon

As a former resident of TO, Mables was a place we frequently took our young kids to buy books. I really hope
Mables is around for many years to come!

Danielle

As a teacher in the current world, I'm teaching generations of students who have never finished a novel
independently or don't have enough muscle strength in their hands to write for longer than 5-10 minutes at a time
because of their technology addition. For years, I have been doing something called "First Chapter Fridays"
where every Friday I read the first chapter of a book. I have read a variety of genres and times, from fairy tales to
horror to graphic novels to adventure fiction and historical fiction - books they may have heard about either
through a movie/TV show or have heard of the book in passing, or are older and are completely new to them. I'm
so happy inside every time we go to the library and have students ask me for the author of the last FCF book or
"that book that had the boy tracking his dad while being hunted himself" or having to break up an argument over
who gets to borrow the book this week because everyone wants to read it. Bookstores like Mabel's are safe and
comfortable places for my students to explore and expand their reading. We can't afford to lose them. I was
upset as a child/preteen when the Mabel's in the Kingsway closed down. We can't let this happen in the world we
are in today. Everyone need physical books. And we need to support small bookstores in our neighbourhoods to
ensure this happens.
Help save Mabel's Fabels.

Marilyn

I have attended two sessions of Writing for Children at Mabel’s Fables. Affiliated with George Brown Collage,
these classes were the foundation to understanding children’s literature and having the classes in this bookstore
allows participants to refer to authors and their books quickly and effectively. Mabel’s Fables is at the centre of
children’s literacy in Toronto.

Holly

I wholeheartedly support independent bookstores like Mable's Fables. As a school librarian, I know the value of a
children's bookstore where experienced staff take the time to offer customers reader's advisories. Save Mable's
Fables!

Jackie

My granddaughters love this store. They grew up reading books here on rainy afternoons! Toronto needs
independently run shops and businesses! Toronto needs Mabel!

Joan

We need more stores like this, please help Mables Fables survive.

Joanne

Independent children's book stores are an essential part of our community! A place to gather, and a place for
children to develop a love of reading.

Erin

We LOVE Mables Fables and they have been a steady and loyal community member for decades. This rent
increase is incredible unfair and outrageous and greedy. Please, there’s got to be something we can do to keep
this bookstore around!

Wendy

This store is part of our collective history and an integral part of our community. It is one which should be
promoted not eliminated.

Francesca

Without Mabels Fables my son and I wouldn’t have had a fun place to drop in and buy some books even French
and Italian books. Mabel’s is the first place I go to when there is a new baby in our family. The best gifts!

Linda

Mables has always been there. When I had my first child 30 years ago I took her there for story time and other
special book events. Her brother and sister also had the privilege of story time. And now I have a grandson who
loves books 📚 and story time. Community needs to come over profit.

Karyn

I've been shopping at Mabel's Fables since my now almost 36-year-old daughter was born. It can't close!!!! My
daughter now has two daughters of her own and we need to keep up the tradition of visiting this amazing gem of
a store.
How can anyone legally be allowed to raise rent 70% anyway?????????
Fingers crossed that an outpouring of support makes a difference and that the store can remain the important
part of so many families' lives.

Melissa

Svea

Great iBook store!!

Gary
Monique

Keep this wonderful bookstore in the local community. Don't increase their rent this exorbitantly or it could put
them out of business which would be an absolute shame. Not everything should be about business profits!
Please consider the effect of this bookstore's closing on the community at large. Thank you!

Pinky

A wonderful place. Knowledgeable staff. Unique inventory. Hang in there!

Margaret

Julia
Valerie
Blair

As a parent, grandparent, and teacher, I know what a wonderful space Mabel’s Fables is for all generations to
enjoy. Apart from the wealth of educational resources inside MF, the display windows are among the most
beautiful in the entire city of Toronto.

Rose

Thank you all the story time!

Borden

I remember the cozy and welcoming atmosphere of Mabel's Fables when I was a child. I remember Dr. Zed
(Gordon Penrose) coming to speak before a book signing. There are no other bookstores in Toronto that are
specifically geared towards children. Even if a barely profitable business, it is an important social enterprise
because it has the focus, atmosphere and product to encourage children to read, learn and explore. Whilst there
are schools and libraries, a child loves the feeling of owning a book, which differentiates Mabel's from public
services. The child focus creates a welcoming environment that a chain store like Indigo cannot replicate.
The loss of Mabel's would not only be a cultural loss for those of us who grew up in Toronto and have children of
our own, but for the next generation of children who need every incentive to read and grow their minds.

Pauline

We don't want to lose you. You are part of what makes this city beautiful. Developers are not.

Craig

Leah

This store is central to this community, and bookstores - children’s bookstores in particular - are important
community hubs. Have some humanity and save this store.

EUN

we all support Mable's Fable !!!

Wendy

Mabel’s Fables is a wonderful store with knowledgeable, helpful staff. It is an institution. Please help save it.

Sue
Stacey

losing this lovely bookstore would make this city a lot more soulless . And stamp out quite a bit of magic !

Claire
Bill

Good luck with your fight to keep your retail space!

Joanne

The most beautiful bookstore in the world!!!! (For all ages). This store is like a fairytale come true in every
way!!!! I support keeping this wonderful dream land of books and all its magical charm! I beg everyone to help
save this special place that feels more like a child’s wonderland than a store!!! I ask you to help with all my
heart and soul ! Please listen... our community needs this reading garden!!! There is nothing like it anywhere!!!!

Steve

This was a magical place for my girls and I when they were young. It is a huge part of they’re early memory’s
theatres has stayed with them till this day. My family’s business was forced to close because of a greedy landlord
so this really hits home.

Sara

Good luck!

Jacqueline

We need this wonderful children's bookstore in our community.

Mary

I always receive such helpful advice and recommendations from the staff at Mabel’s Fables ... better than the
local library ... invaluable to inspiring young readers!!

Miriam

This is probably one of the last local bookstores in the city and I don’t think I could live with myself if it gets shut
down.

Lara

Melissa

Lucy
Aurelie

We need more awesome independent stores in our neighborhood not fewer!!!

Marni
Rachel
Hannah
Emily
Nancy

Mables Fables has been an important part of our family for more years than I can count.

Catherine

Please ensure this vital neighborhood resource is allowed to continue.

Molly

I’ve been going to Mabels Fables since before I can remember. It is a huge part of our community that is so
important. Not only does it provide a good place to buy books, but it is an environment for new and long time
readers to get advice and recommendations from people who know what they’re talking about. It’s a local store,
and the neighbourhood truly benefits from it.

Bernadette

I have always found Mabels staff to be extremely helpful and knowledgeable about their books.
A great selection and a willingness to order if they didn’t have what you were looking for.
The atmosphere is warm, welcoming and personal.
We can’t lose such a treasure in our community.

Racheal

Mabel's is magic. I've been shopping and sharing, learning and exploring for a long as I can remember. My
children have grown up there just as I did.
In an age of digital overload and social isolation, a safe, magical place for like Mable's, for children and adults
alike, is even more critical. Eleanor and her team have always provided insight and advice to inspire readers

and non-readers alike. They are a cornerstone of the Mt Pleasant community, the literary community and the
city of Toronto as a whole.
Their diverse programming and authors' events make it an even more special and dynamic place. We cannot
lose a treasure like this.
Sue

The love of reading in the next best place to our home!

Beth

John

Mabel's Fabel's is one of those great book stores that introduces children to a lifetime of reading. We were
fortunate to have this bookstore in the neighbourhood when we moved in 20 plus years ago. Our daughter is an
avid reader today. A terrific selection of books then as I'm sure they still have today. Today and tomorrow 's
families will miss out on a great destination for kids as well as parents.

Kim
Mike

Please save this book store. It has irreplaceable memories as well as actual signatures of authors that are no
longer with us physically, just spiritually. It's so much more than just a building, it has historical and spiritual value
that cannot be moved to another location.

Brenda

Absolutely this is a wonderful community asset. Landlord greed is taking the heart and spirit out of our
communities.

Neha

Please let this neighbourhood shop continue to be present in this vibrant neighbourhood.

Veronica

Sue

A neighbourhood wonder. What a wonderful magical place Mabels Fables is. My daughter grew up with books
form this lovely shop and worked her way through the various sections as she grew

Kathleen
Anne

Supporting our small and local businesses is so important! Businesses like Mabel’s is what make our
communities special and unique! We don’t need more chain stores especially at the risk of losing a gem like
Mabel’s!

Lesley

This is my favorite store to take my grandchildren to.
We always looks forward to it.

Deb

My favourite store for decades - we need to save this store.

Noah

No stories, just supporting!

My Anh

You have my support!

Linda

Wonderfull support for my daughter on publishing her first book and now again on her second. Such s warm,
inviting, comfortable atmosphere for children and grown ups alike.
Good luck in these trying times

Nadia

One of the city’s best bookstores.

Gilbert

Our daughter is 26 now and I still remember going to Mable's Fables with her and also buying books there for her
and other kids. Lovely venue and staff that should be encouraged to continue where they are. Mabel's Fables is
a unique store on Mt. Pleasant, a street that is otherwise descending into chain-store blandness. There used to
be at least three other book stores on the street, including Contact Editions where Shoppers now operates. All
driven out by greedy landlords/owners. Shame.

Alana
Mady

This place has so many childhood memories attached to it and I would hate to see it go.

Jeanne

Such a brilliant little bookstore—One of our favourite places to go when my kids were small. Losing this gem
would be so sad for Toronto and our community!! Sending love and hoping you can stay put!!!❤❤❤

Jill

When looking for children’s reading material the only place I go is Mabel’s Fabels.
It must not close. Children need to read.

Elly

Julie

We need to keep our one-of-a-kind, Canadian businesses like Mable's Fables open! They do so much for the
community and contribute to children's love for reading , introducing them to a whole new world accessible only
through books! In a society where screens, phones, tablets, and computers dominate, Mable's Fables gives
parents and children the opportunity to break free from that prison and enjoy their IMAGINATION. WE NEED
MABLE'S FABLES IN OUR COMMUNITY.

Olivia
John

Erin

Please save Mabel’s Fables. Our community needs this shop!

Stephanie
Marilyn

Unique source for the community and book lovers of all ages. Don’t let GREEDY landlords win

Keesha
Barbara

Raising the rent of a beloved neighbourhood children's book store by 70% is immoral. Please cancel this
increase. These stores give communities their heart and charactor.

Hazel
Miranda

I appreciate any brick and mortar bookstore that still exists, but especially the beauty and charm of this one.
Please allow the character of the area to remain.

Victoria

Mabel's Fables is a very important resource in our neighbourhood, one we can't afford to lose.

Julia

Indie book stores are SO important! Mabel’s Fables was the store where I bought the book that got me into
reading as a kid and I still own it! The store brings so much joy to everyone who enters and it would be an utter
travesty if it were to be forced out.

Rob

Mabel's Fables was a favourite for our kids when they were growing up! It's a perfect example of the kind of
small business that ends up being a vital community hub. If we can't save it, what can we save?

Dora

Support local independent neighbourhood businesses that change the face, meet the needs & fill the heart of the
community. Keep Mabel’s Fables alive & well!

PS

Books offer a look at other worlds. With so many people now being told to limit contact books are even more
important, especially for children.

Logan

Susan

Our whole family are hoping that the rent can be reversed.

Pauline
Patti
Susana

Stop the takeover of the city by developers!!

Baye

I remember going here as a child, it would be sad to see it go.

Erin

Places like this are what MAKE a community! We need to preserve and protect and support small business!

Wendy

Mabel’s Fabels is a staple store when it comes to the Canadian reading community. The staff is friendly, the
store stunning and inspiring, and my every experience has been encouraging and positive. This shop has
inspired many to share their love and passion for literacy. It would be an extreme shame, in addition a sin, to see
Mabels Fables disappear from the book lover community, and our Toronto community on top of that. It is our job
and duty to protect small independent businesses! Without them - what kind of a community are we?

Debra

It would be a terrible shame to see this neighbourhood landmark go.

Lorraine

Mable's Fables is a magical little bookstore with a big heart. The owners and staff are friendly and
knowledgeable with the unique ability of finding just the right books for their loyal and new customers. Please
stay as the corner store where the love of reading, imagination, joy, kindness and community needs to grow and
prosper...here, there, everywhere! In appreciation and support, Lorraine

Farah
Wed

Boooo, stop punishing independents.

Samantha
Lori

As a resident in the Yonge/Eglinton area, I appreciate what Mabel's Fables offers. I have purchased children's
books here, taken writing courses. Maple Venture Properties potential rent increase of 70% is criminal. It
SHOULD be against the law to increase the rent by 70%.

Robert

Long live Mabel’s Fables!!!

Julia

Tina
Richard
Paul

Kids over corporate greed

Pamela

Stores like Mabel's are rare gems that are crucial to great neighbourhoods.

Sandra

Independent bookstores like Mabels are a cornerstone in their neighbourhood. A 70% increase in rent is
disgusting to say the least. The landlord likely has a new tenant they want in. Mabel's should look for a new
location that wants them.

Tracy

Dear Councillor Matlow,
Mables Fables is a cultural touchstone in Toronto, and an important part of the neighborhood. I spent many
years on Keewatin Ave. while working as a library technician at Branksome Hall. Mables provides a place for
children to come together, share ideas and stories and develop a fierce love of books. Please help keep this
community hub in place.
Best regards,
Tracy MacMaster

Tom

The city got to do something for this store

Meghan

Growing up in the Mount Pleasant neighbourhood, Mabel's Fables was a fundamental part of my childhood. I
enjoyed going there on a Sunday to spend time with my Mum and siblings. We loved hanging out with Mabel and
perusing the age category sections for books that caught our interest. Even though Indigo was not far at Yonge &
Eg, Mabel's had so much more comfy character. To this day (I am now 27 years old) I enjoy taking younger
cousins there and buying gifts for friend's kids. I want to take my kids there one day too to share the magic. Keep
Mabel's Fables!!!

Natalie

As a former bookshop owner who was only saved from financial ruin (when her husband fell ill) due to the fair
rental agreement she had reached with her original landlords, I implore our community and city government to
determine once and for all whether a true gem like Mabel’s Fables is the kind of joy, service and educator that
we want in our society. How we decide to act here is a reflection of what we value and think we need, and we
sometimes get it wrong - please do not let this be one of those times, not when such a delightful and important
space for our children is at risk.

Kerry

Amy

Corina

This is not only a book store, is a personable educational place, so rare in this day and age. People take plane to
go to Europe to find place like this and we have it in our own town.

Judith

Such a magical store. I bought my childrens books here and now my grandchildren.
Please be reasonable and allow an independent business stay in business.
Thank you.

Gerald

I am a big fan of book stores like this one , and wold prefer to shop at these types of stores compared to the big
box stores.

Laura

Small businesses make this city! Save Mable’s Fables!

Elizabeth

A beautiful part of childhood! Let's keep it alive!

Katie
Lisa

Mable's Fables is one of those stores that adds character and creates a community. The greed from the realty
company is absurd. By charging ridiculous rents they will find more of their indepent business customers will
close their businnesses. Their are part of the problem as to why brick and mortar stores are closing. Please
support this valued community business.

Chris

We live outside the city but still love going to Mabel’s Fables.

Jack

not just a local business , its a local institution and a vital part of the surrounding community.

Dejana

Mabel’s Fables is a community bookstores loved by children of all ages as well as parents!

Paul

Mabels is a fixture of this neighbourhood and has to be saved!

Robyn
Lauren
Ian
Andrea

Mabel's Fables is a Toronto gem. I have been visiting the store for years to find books for my many students. It
will be such a loss for this city if Mabel's Fables is gone.

Gabrielle

It”s a treasure!!! Please take care of it!!!

Martha

Mabel's Fables has welcomed us for 30 years or more providing thoughtful and expert advice when I was
purchasing books for our children and grandchildren. They are generous in their support for children whose
families are unable to purchase books . They also provide wonderful programs within the store that encourage
the love of reading within children. In addition, they are also supportive of authors by highlighting their new
releases in various ways.
As active members of the community, Mables Fables must remain in this location without this enormous increase
in rent.

Jennifer
Nikki

Nancy

Ronwen

All bookstores are of value, but much more important are those aimed at developing new readers...once
addicted, there is no cure! Please save Mabel's from the greed of landlords and the capitalist empire formed to
support them.

Kelly

Please allow this lovely story to continue to be a success story.

Winnie

Have shopped there for 25 years or more. Perfect place to find books for your children, grandchildren, friends
children. I find this store so much more helpful than the bigger stores. Staff know their books; will listen to your
stories of the children you are buying for, and suggest the perfect books. It will be a tremendous loss if they
close. Please, please, please, reconsider. The neighbours, the city will thank you. This could turn into a real
plus. Show some feeling for what really matters into today's world. IMAGINE how your Name your goals, your
appeal, your impact will improve. I will support you 100% if you allow Mabel Fables to stay. I guarantee it.
Winnie Quinn

Danielle

Mabel's Fables is a wonderful store, but also a community space that is so important and has contributed so
much to our city, and this neighbourhood, and it's community. It would be terrible to see it be forced to close.

Mitchell

Dawn

I can not believe this is happening to yet another local icon in this city! Mabel’s Fables is my favourite and most
shopped at children’s book store in Toronto..period. I started shopping there for my three godchildren probably
20 years ago! I loved seeing the pussycat hanging out at the cash register, I believe her name was Mabel all
those yrs ago.....it was and still is to this day the best place EVER! There is only one other store I know like it
and it’s way out in Nova Scotia......and I’m sure that store does not offer anything near the wonderful things
Mabel’s does. We need this store! Even though I’m not in the neighborhood, not even close, I’ve mentioned this
store to so many of my friends many a time just in the last few months. You definitely have my support! Always!

Cailin
Kat

support independent booksellers

Adrienne
Sam

Independent businesses, especially book stores, save lives!

bojan

It is absolutely shameful that some faceless landlord is allowed to increase the rent by 70%! Such greedy
practices are toxic to communities and ought to be outlawed!
Bookstores (like libraries, mom-and-pop stores, farmers' markets etc) are vital to communities. They are
gathering places that allow people to slow down in this hyper-fast world and interact, socialize, make
connections.
With every closure of such spaces the city becomes more beholden to big money and ultimately less livable.
Please rethink this!

Kathleen

Mabel's was my childhood happy and safe place. It was a place to develop and show off my love of reading. It
was a place to pet a cat. This is more than a store, it is a safe and encoraging place to read, learn, and develop.

Veronica

Please support this local institution

Christianne

Save brick and mortar book stores!!!

Mathias
Gary
Jacob

Please stay open. I love your store.

David

Save this wonderful book store!

Christie
Selene
Laura
Marion

Our children and grand children need you

Karen
Penny

To lose a charming, meaningful place of business such as Mabel’s would be unconscionable and a total lack of
understanding as to what the community wants and needs to thrive.

Cindy
Susan

Julieta

We love your book store and you are a very important part of our community!

Barb
Linda

A crucial and inspirational asset to the neighbourhood and city

Clara
Andrew

We moved to the area almost 30 years ago and raised 3 kids on trips to Mabel's Fables. It has also been a
source of great age appropriate book gifts for many family members. Long live independent bookstores!

Linda
Susan

Andrea
Rotem

This is beyond ridiculous! How can they
raise the rent so much....shame on them.

Cynthia
Elaine

Dear Mable's Fables,
I saw this in a new item and would like to offer my support for your marvelous bookstore, collection and service
to your community. Good luck and i hope ou win.
Very best regards,
Elaine

Megan
Janet

We MUST save this precious book store!!!

Stacey

This store is as valuable to the neihbourhood fabric as is is for the maintaining of small businesses especially
those dedicated to enrichment, education and the creative inspiration of young minds.

Janet

Here's to small businesses that are so important to the community being EMBRACED by smart developers,
instead of forced to move out of neighbourhoods where they have been so important and beloved. Only smart
developers would understand that.

David

Please don't take my childhood away

Gordon and Mary

Loretta

Save this treasure!!

Susan
Steffi

We need to support this hub of literacy for many families.

Grace

It is evil and immoral to deprive our children and communities from a safe space for exploration and imagination.
Please, let's put people first!

Deborah

This store is an integral part of Toronto’s history. We will never stop reading to our children. it would be heart
breaking t have this store close.

Mary

naseem

I was heart broken when I heard about mabels fables. What a wonderful legacy will go . We have all to pull
together, and support. Please share with whoever you can.

Renee

Mabel's Fables has been an important part of our community, providing among other things, an enjoyable space
to encourage kids fun in reading. it has always had incredibly knowledgeable staff which makes selecting the
right item to keep kids engaged at every age. Development should never occur to destroy a vital part of our
community.

Anne-Marie

Christine

What good is a 70% increase in the rent if the building sits empty. This is getting ridiculous. The number of
empty storefronts on Mt. Pleasant is increasing and for what reason...landlords who have no appreciation of our
neighbourhood must be stopped! We don't need another condo.

Maddie
Andrea

A magical place with knowledgeable staff and so many memories. We need you in this city!!!

Sheila

Saving small neighbourhood businesses is key to keeping our communities safe and vibrant. Let's not let greed
take over.

Jason

Don't let another Toronto landmark vanish!
680 Queens Quay West
#223

Sylvia

Mabel's Fables is a wondrous place! Let's fight to save it.

Moira

Mabel's Fables is a rarity, a beloved children's bookstore that is so much more than simply a place to buy books.
For over 30 years Mabel's Fables has been the location for future authors to attend writing classes led by
established Canadian authors and offered through George Brown College. Regular readings, classes and events
are a much anticipated weekly experience for young children and their parents/caregivers. Great care is taken by
Mabel's staff when ordering from publishers to provide a wide selection of books that include important topics
dealing with life issues that kids and teens are experiencing.
Having been a customer for 27 years I can personally attest that Mabel's Fables provides a unique and nurturing
environment for children and families in an increasingly impersonal society. Mabel's Fables staff know their
books and provide personal assistance in answering questions and providing options for book choices that are
suitable for each reader's particular interest.
Mabel's Fables contribution to the culture and ambience of Midtown Toronto cannot be overstated. We cannot
lose this treasure created by Eleanor LeFave that is loved by staff and clientele alike.

Jill

Independent bookstores are the backbone of Canadian readers and writers. Please keep this one open! In
Halifax Regional Municipality, we have two independents for children, and one for big people, and they are
immensely valuable resources.

Kara

We have bought so many amazing books here over the years. The staff always has amazing recommendations!
It is a gem for our neighbourhood.

Scott

Best book store in the city can't be closing!

Christine

Michael

604 Mount Pleasant Rd, UPPER APT 1

Barbara

I have bought books for my nephews and also for friends with new babies (you're never too young to enjoy a
book) over the years. Wonderful place and the community needs this bookstore.

Arden

Mabel’s is such a beloved part of Toronto and essential to KidLit in Canada! It absolutely must stay!

Trisha

Ruthie
Steph

I love that store. My girls and I used to go there it get airplane books and crafts, back before there was a iphone
or movies on board!!!!
I will start shopping there again, if that helps!
Steph

Tom
Susan

Save this gem !

Lesley

Shame on Maple Venture Properties! 70% increase. Bloody criminal.

Gail

Mabel's Fables has been my family's bookstore for 30 years. I took my 3 children there-- we would check out the
books, sit and read one, buy many. It was a regular destination for us. At birthdays and Christmas I would load
up-- I always bought a few extra. The staff were fantastic and would help me make appropriate selections and
frequently recommend a book I hadn't noticed. These always turned out to be the best ones. As my children
grew we went to the second floor where they picked out their own books- and sometimes found one for myself
as well! Now I shop for my grandson at Mable's Fables
You cannot get this at the big stores. Please don't take this away from our neighbourhood.
in this digital age we need the personal touch-- it is what connects us as human beings.
A love of reading is a lifelong gift that Mable's Fables gave to my children. Please don't take this away from the
next generation.

Carol

Please stay open. We need all the independent bookstores we can have and help thrive.

Julia

This is an important pillar in our community

Erin
Valérie

I love book stores everywhere!

Ellie

We love your store and support you. Hopping you are able to stay in the hood.

Beth

Don't get uptown often and the little ones are now 19 and 24, but Mabel's Fables is an invaluable resource in our
city.

Erika
Valerie

I live in East York but used to go to Mabel's Fables for help with gifts for my grandchildren who don't live in
Canada.
It is heart breaking that such an asset as Mabel's Fables can be wiped out by greedy developers.

Jennifer

As a child, I was often taken to Mables Fables by my grandparents. It would be such a shame to lose such a
valuable piece of Toronto's heart and history.

Johanna

Kaleigh

Community shops like this are so important to our neighbourhood... please help them stay put!

Darby

My family and I love Mabel's Fables. Lovely atmosphere, seriously well-informed and interested book-loving staff,
and a wonderfully well-curated collection of books for the whole family

Alexandra

Mabel's Fables is a special place for my family. It's my child's first bookstore, the first place she visited, the first
place she learned the pleasures of choosing her own books. Mabel's Fables welcomed her into the world of
reading: with a gorgeous, friendly, imagination-sparking space; with friendly, knowledgeable staff; with a
treasury of beautiful books.
Not to mention: with charming resident cats.
Mabel's Fables is irreplaceable.

Vanessa

I’ve been shopping there since I was a child and now I take my children there. The perfect community bookstore
with a resident cat! Please stay open!

Manja

Adair

Tami
Roxanne

We support this wonderful bookstore and hope our small voice speaking with thousands of other small voices
will be heard loud and clear that Mables Fables stay in our community.

Katie
Ilana

Roxanne

We support this wonderful bookstore and hope our small voice speaking with thousands of other small voices
will be heard loud and clear that Mables Fables stay in our community.

Laura
Niko

Save Mabel's for future generations of children to discover and enjoy!

Patrick

We have been customers of Mabel's Fables for many, many years.
MF products have contributed significantly to the education of our children
This is a vital element of the cultural fabric of our community. We are prepared to do whatever is necessary to
save this mid-town Toronto icon.

Heather

I remember when Mabel's first opened and my grandmother brought me there for the first time. For a voracious,
young reader like me it was love at first sight. That trip was the first of many and each time I visited there was
always something new to discover and a handful of wonderful new books to take home and explore. I love
Mabel's and the thought of new generations of children not having this magical place to visit is heartbreaking.

Terry

I’m an author/illustrator based in Toronto. I’ve had a number of picture books published in collaboration with my
brother, Eric Fan. Mabel’s Fables is my favourite bookstore in Toronto. A magical, serene oasis for children,
book lovers and artists. They have always championed Canadian authors and books in general. It would be such
a shame if we lost this treasure due to corporate greed.

Bob

96 Trethewey Drive, Unit
12

Wendy

Laura

Jennifer
Marilyn
Kathleen

The world needs more independent book stores not one less!

Karen

We need to save this children’s book store.
It’s an amazing store. OMB. Needs to stop approving developers & development that is destroying our fair city.

Pat

Marbles Fables is such a special store in our community. How can these greedy and evil new owners get away
with such bullying tactics?

Beth

This independent bookstore is a gem in the city. If you were asked to imagine your dream children's bookstore,
this would be it. What kind of neighbourhood will it be if the only businesses that can afford these rents are big
box stores or boring chains? We have patronized Mabel's for 25 years since my daughter was born. I hope to be
able to buy books from Mabel's when she becomes a mother herself. Good luck Mabel's Fables....

Alison

I took writing classes there and I every now and then visit it, I love reading the books I loved as a child and most
of all I love it when Mabel drops by, she’s a sweet kitty to be around.

Arielle

Fiona

Mabels Fables good luck in this fight! Many happy memories 💕

Alice

mabel's is always a staple of our time together whenever i visit my partner in toronto. save mabel's!! 💕✨🎀

Linda

I first bought books from Mable"s Fables when my older son was born in 1987. I still go every year to buy The
Family Calendar, and to buy Children's books for gifts. We need neighbourhood institutions like Mable's more
than we need more condos.

It is a real shame that projects such as the Crosstown are proposed to alleviate overcrowding on roads and
busses and it leads to existing buildings being torn down and replaced with much larger buildings and
communities that actually make the overcrowding worse. It is also unnecessary for developers to charge
usurious rents to drive out tenants so they can have vacant buildings as they go through lengthy development
processes before construction actually begins.
Sue

Mablel's Fables has been a cornerstone of children's literature for decades. It is the face of reading for children
in north Toronto and has been so for decades. A 70% increase in rent is criminal. We are going to lose another
bastion of art through outrageous rent increasesin the closing at the end of this month of Hugh's Room. We
need to put a stop to greed eliminating art.

Anne

Toronto is nothing without our iconic neighbourhoods and streetscapes. We need to fight to keep our city's
character. My own association with this store goes back to my first years as a parent and continues to this day.
Four years I launched a book in that very special place.
https://annelangford.com/blog-the-red-chronicles/books/look-for-me-here/

Julie

Brian

With the amount of small businesses being closed to make way for condos, I wonder if there will be any
amenities worth having within walking distance? Toronto is supposed to be a cultural centre, which includes a
vibrant kidlit community. Mabel's Fables not only promotes our local book creators, but provides a connection
point for authors and illustrators to connect. The staff at Mabel's is extremely knowledgeable, beyond what you
find in many chain stores, drawing in employees who have a love for the medium. Losing this place will
adversely affect the youngsters who come seeking enriching books. The arts are like the opposite of fool's gold:
they are worth incalculably more than they seem on first glance. Please help save Mabel's Fables.

mary

This is a crucial time for bookstores and books. The history of the printed word is on the brink of being erased,
or worse, sent up into the 'Cloud'.

Joanna

It's a great place to buy classic books for newborns and all ages, especially for gifts as they wrap them so nicely!
Do not want to see this place close.

Kristen

Meaghan

I love travelling to Toronto from Halifax every year to explore as many bookshops as I can find. I haven't been
able to make it to Mabel's Fabels yet and I REALLY want the chance to be able to!

Joanne
Sally

Mable's Fables is the most wonderful bookstore in North America. It holds a place in the hearts of many young,
old and in-between citizens of Toronto. Mable's has been an outstanding beacon bringing the written word to all
ages in a positive, congenial and knowledgable way. I support your cause 100% Eleanor. May Maple Ventures
Properties come to their senses immediately.
With love and respect to a wonderful hard working entrepreneur who has generously enriched our lives for three
decades. Thank you Eleanor. You are a STAR
Respectfully and with thanks for enriching my life, Sally Medland, Educator, Mom , Aunt, Grandmother and loyal
Mable Fable's shopper for 31 years

Kerri

Jennifer

This is a very special bookstore. We have been coming here since my kids were babies and attending Lullabies
and lap rhymes. It continues to be the book store of choice for my children and a special treat to go and pick out
books here. The staff are all amazing and passionate about children's books. They seem to have read all the
books and are able to make knowledgeable recommendations personalized to each child's interests.

Deb

Communities are sustained by independent stores like this do not run them out of town!

Michelle

Great store!

Mary

Mabel's Fables is a wonderful place. It is where I go whenever someone I know has a baby and whenever I am
looking for a gift for my granbabies. I am very concerned to hear that its future is uncertain.
Mary

E

Please save this cherished store!

Uma

Helen

Pledging my support for Mabel's Fables! We must come together and buy back midtown!
Deeply troubling the lack of regulation on development, density and height restrictions in Mt Pleasant Village and
Midtown in general. How to engage the community , industry and government so we can work towards more
responsible growth and maintain what is left of this desirable livable neighbourhood.

Marilyn

We need Mabel’s Fables! A place of wonder for young minds! Landlord, don’t be a greedy asshat!

Lynn

Nancy

Good luck. The neighbourhood would not be the same with out Mabels.

Whitney
Jen
Meredith
Katie
Victoria

I remember when Mables Fables first opened its doors - the store has been an integral part of this community
ever since.

Matthew

A magical bookshop. Please keep the magic alive for future readers.

Corina

We need to support not just the preservation of locally owned independent businesses like Mabels Fables in our
community, but the proliferation of them. They are vital to the health of our community. They are invested in our
community like a large company could never be. Small business owners do so much more than sell us stuff; they
listen to what our community needs and they respond in ways large companies would never be able to. Now they
need us to stand up for them.

Mabels Fables is also an integral part of the Canadian children’s book scene. Authors, illustrators, publishers,
teachers, librarians, readers: they all depend on bookstores like Mabels Fables to make the Canadian children’s
book industry strong and resilient.
Carol

I have been a loyal supporter of Mabel’s Fables for twenty years. I value their knowledge and personal service.
There are very few independent book stores in Toronto.
It would be a terrible loss for the community if Mabel’s Fables is forced to move or shut down business.

Jan

Selene

Mandy

Small businesses are the backbones of any community. Book stores are also vital for all ages. Please, help this
wonderful store stay open and continue to bring joy to generations.

Dave

We love having a local independent bookstore in our neighbourhood! Good luck!

David

Words on a page can change a young life for the better, if the right someone is paying attention.
In the spring of 1995, after my first year of university, I was looking for summer work. My employment history was
thin: a few months of work at a crayon store the previous summer. I was painfully shy, but I liked books and
movies. I submitted my résumé by mail (see above re: shy) to video rental stores and bookstores in Toronto.
Mabel's Fables called me and changed my life.
Eleanor and Susan, the sisters who owned the shop, took a chance on a timid kid and helped me find a place to
grow. And grow I did. As I stumbled through my post-secondary schooling, growing increasingly panicked about
not knowing my career path, Mabel's was my anchor. It was a constant where I was continuously able to find the
threads of things that interested me (Stories! Ideas! Play! Creativity!) and stitch them together to form a safety
net for confronting the things that scared me (Talking to strangers! Dealing with difficult people! Not you, of
course, but that occasional unreasonably demanding customer). All the while, I was weaving together the skills,
passions, and values of who I would be in the world.
Through the store, I met people who gave me confidence by giving me their friendship and whom I still count as
among my dearest friends in the world. Through them I met the remarkable woman who would become my wife
and she seemed to find me remarkable too (see above, re: confidence).
Through the store, I found faith in myself to pursue adventures overseas in Japan, and careers in publishing and
teaching, which I adore. Now, as a teacher, I try to do for my students what Mabel's did for me. Spot the
potential. Nurture development. Help them find their voice, their confidence, and their way in the world. I’ve
always felt incredibly lucky that Mabel's Fables bookstore did this for me, but I see now that this is what they do
every day. With every book they match to a child, they are offering a world of opportunity.
Words on a page can change a young person's life for the better, if the right someone is paying attention.
Mabel's Fables is paying attention. You should too. Let them keep changing young lives for the better. Please
support community efforts to keep Mabel's Fables open.

sandi

Mabel's Fables is a charming community bookstore, I have purchased children's book from their store for more
than twenty five years. The customer service and selection of books that appeal to children of all all ages will
be greatly missed if the store closes. I hope the new landlord will reconsider their excessive 70% rent hike so
that Mabel's can continue to operate at the Mount Pleasant location.

Brian

I've lived in the Mount Pleasant and Eglinton area for almost a decade and have witnessed the slow creep of
development take away a lot of the stores I shopped at. One that still sticks around is Mabel's Fables. My two
children always hug the Lovebot that stands sentry at the corner entrance. We've been to book launches there,
including Paul Covello's, as well as purchased books like Mr. Wuffles and the complete Beatrix Potter collection
there. Oh, and we've always visited Mabel, either Version 2.0 or 3.0. Of course, what's a bookstore without a
resident feline?

Alexandra

Shelagh

r

vanished memories... Here comes a high rise

Ann

A wonderful book store which we must support for our children and grandchildren.

Vanessa

Mabel's Fables is where I fell in love with reading. We should be doing all we can to save this space.

David

Mabel's Fables is the very spirit of a community bookstore. It is welcoming and nurturing and enriches the lives of
its customers and neighbours. Children who carried the warm memory of growing up with it nearby are now
bringing their own children to enjoy it. This is a store with a soul. Let's not let it go without a fight!

Leslie
Kaja

The entrance to Mabel’s Fables is on Hillsdale Avenue East, the street I grew up on and the very street I
returned to live on as an adult. I watched with keen interest in 1988 as two sisters prepped and painted, opening
Mabel’s Fables and transforming the corner of my street into a wonderful centre of magic, wonder and learning. I
brought my own daughter to shop there and as a young girl she became friends with the owners and their staff. I
can’t imagine the corner of Hillsdale and Mount Pleasant without Mabel’s Fables as its anchor. Mabel’s Fables is
a neighbourhood institution, deservingly listed in Secret Toronto– a place where children and adults can come
together and explore the depths of imagination while encouraging ever-important literacy skills for children. All
children, from all walks of life, must have such a place to visit, to feel welcome and to find inspiration.
If Mabel’s Fables closes its doors the landlord still wins and we, the community of readers and parents and
children lose. Balance must be struck. Indeed, every business, including Mabel’s Fables landlord, has a right to
turn a profit. But a 70% rent increase puts the investment of two courageous entrepreneurs Eleanor LeFave and

Susan McCulloch- the visionary women of Mabel’s Fables, in dire jeopardy. It destroys a neighbourhood
landmark and extinguishes a remarkably successful brand built over three decades.

R.

We need places like this in our community.

Michael

Mabel's Fables is an anchor business for young families in our wonderful neighbourhood. The " developers" who
ant to assume this property are clearly uninformed about the possibilities of supporting this business.

Diana
Richard

We bought bunches of books for our kids at Mabel's, and now go there to find beloved classics for our
grandchildren.
We always thought Mabel's would be immune as it is a unique bookseller. But jacking up rent by 70% is now only
ludicrous but obscene.

Julia
Maya

Valerie
Amina

I support local Toronto businesses and the culture of our city. Mabel's Fables is part of the fabric of that culture
and what makes our city so friendly and vibrant. The victims of Toronto's rising rent costs should NOT be local
businesses and honest, hard-working people. The threat of this store closing is part of a much bigger issue of
affordability and I really hope Toronto council sees this issue! Yay for Mabel's Fables! The community is with
you!

Natasha
Erin

Cara
Freya

Meghan

Mabel's Fables is truly a magical store. A book lover's dream! There are so few bookstores left (in particular ones
that foster a child's love of reading) it would be a shame and a disservice to the community if it was forced to
leave.

Catherine

Mr. Matlow,
Mabel's Fables is an invaluable resource to the local community and to Teacher Librarians in the GTA and
beyond. I teach outside of the area and yet very much rely on the expertise of the amazing staff at Mabel's.
Surely something can be done to stop the proposed rent increase. The outrageous increase means the end of
this neighbourhood treasure.

Jennifer

We need to keep independent book stores in Toronto!

Janice

Good luck with this Mr. Matlow. Mables played a huge role in getting my two sons to read. Both had learning
challenges, and Eleanor was extremely helpful in choosing appropriate books that didn't overwhelm them.
J Allen

Nadia
Deanna

Eleanor has created such a magical book store for children. The store-front is truly inspiring and when you
purchase books there, you know you’re getting quality content and entertainment.

Mary
Debora

As a children's librarian, children's author and book-loving parent, I can personally say that Mabel's Fables has
been a source of much pleasure -- and many purchases -- for me and my family. The work that Eleanor and her
staff have been doing over the years -- providing a wonderfully curated selection of books to buy, along with
expert recommendations and support of Canadian children's authors -- is essential. Mabel's Fables deserves
everyone's support so that it may continue on!

Kathy

My family frequented the Bloor Street location, and loved it. We were very sad to see that location go, and it
would be such a shame to see Mabel's Fables gone completely. I have so many good memories of that magical
store, and hoped to share it with my own children someday.

Amanda

Today a reader, tomorrow a leader. Children’s books are so important. I hope this Toronto treasure can stay.

Susan

Josh Matlow - are you going to be signing on to support the developers just like you did for all the condo
developments at Yonge and Eglinton. You and the rest of city council - unanimous support. Shame on you.

Jenny
Kathryn

We need bookstores with the personal touch offering good quality books for children. The big box stores do not
allow for sourcing unusual books, often classics, which are so important for children and their language growth,
as well as their literary development and understanding. Please keep stores like Mabel's Fables viable and
operating.

Kim

We really hope this doesn’t happen!!!
Kim

Penny

I have wholeheartedly signed this petition because the public needs more small, independent stores, not fewer!
Especially this community "book" store that serves its own neighbourhood as a destination site and reflects
positively on the city of Toronto as part of its wider and specific multi-culture nature. We all have perceived the
increasing dominance of chains in cultural industries and a spreading monoculture, where one place is much the
same as another. My go-to gift for children or adults is always a book first, and it's great to go to a physical place
where finding these is a tactile experience. Mabel's also runs a Christmas Angel program to donate books to
children/adults who might not be able to acquire them otherwise. It fills a niche that will be wide open without it.
As an educator and a mother, it is important that the written word goes forward for the next generation to
see/visit a physical store that has all generations reading material represented. This store creates a shared
space where the staff/customers interact over books. Please, too many times, small business owners are
economically overpowered by large conglomerates who perceive the common good only reflected in the dollar
per square footage!!! With hope, that will not happen to Mabel's Fables :)

Shame on the developer!!!

Danielle

Lanielle

Tara

Mabel's Fables has inspired more children to fall in love with reading than any place I can think of. The
knowledgeable and friendly staff always find that perfect book for any child at any stage. Toronto is so fortunate
to have this resource. I live in Etobicoke and travel to Mabels frequently because there is no other bookstore like
it.

Patti

I only recently found Mable’s Fables (I don’t live in the area), but now it is a destination! After I stop at the
bookstore, I then visit other businesses in the area. I suspect I am not the only customer this applies to.

Alaina

When we allow our local businesses to shutter in the face of giant corporations/developers and profit, we signal
that we don't care about our citizens and the growth of our local economy. What kind of city do we want to have?
Mable's Fables is a treasure in the community. A place where kids discover a love of reading and a place with
love and character. I've always enjoyed venturing to the store, even as an adult. The fact that yet another
developer is forcing the closure of a beloved community and local business is not surprising, which in itself is
sad.

Caroline

we need independent stores!

Hailey

Nicole
tricia

bookstores are precious. Please don't let these become lost to the impersonal internet ! Bookstores and libraries
offer so much more! Children need this.

Michaela
Nisha

Mable's Fables is a pillar of the community and always have something for every kid !

Janet

My daughter and I have wonderful memories of listening to Barbara Reid, among other authors, read from her
books upstairs at Mabel's Fables. The store is a neighbourhood treasure and one-of-a-kind, since we lost The
Children's Book Store on Yonge Street many years ago. It's well worth saving!

Cindy
Brian

Local and independent shops like Mabel's serve their community far better than any chainstore can.

Kay

Independent book stores are so important. Children need the love and experience of going into a book store and
having all the time in the world to read and choose and get lost in the mysteries of books.

Margie

As a book publisher it is impossible to imagine Toronto without Mabel's. We have worked together with Eleanor
for decades. We will do whatever we can to ensure that the store will continue serving children and their families
for many years to come.

Megan

Robert

Hoping for a happy ending

Peterm
Eleanor
Maria

Mabel's Fables supports us. We should support them!

June

Independent bookstores are a wonderful asset to their community.

angela

Best children's bookshop in all of Canada. Never give up

Dee
Maria
Sally

We need independent bookstores like Mables Fables to enrich our local communities. It is time to to the greed
and fight back

Marilyn

Mabel’s Fables is an institution that promotes reading and must continue to play a central role in the community.

Alex

Have you seen the place?
It looks like it’s from a children’s story before you even enter. There’s something magical about the inside too.
You don’t feel like your bombarded with toys just books.

Maggie

Emma

Mabel's Fables has been a part of this community since before I was born. It is a staple, and removing it would
just be another step to destroying our neighbourhood. I always went there as a child to get books, for book
readings and events. Now as an adult I go there to buy books for my friends having children, continuing the
cycle. To lose such an iconic part of our neighbourhood would be devastating, especially to another condo.

Hanna
Ambur

Lynda

Your store has been so important to so many children and families and has spread the love of reading to so
many that I truly hope a solution can be found to save this wonderful, magical place.
Lynda

Caitlin
Catherine

Mable's Fables has been the legendary local 'go to' place for books and gifts for our children, our grandchildren,
and for gifts for multiple generations of babies of friends and their children over the course of 30+ years. The
staff always have good recommendations and are happy to order special books.
I hope the new landlord will reconsider it's outrageous rent increase in order to support this local treasure and not
simply create another unoccupied building as has happened too frequently in this area.

Rosie
Liz

Save Mabel’s Fables!!! Kids and adults need a magical bookstore in their lives.
Liz
Long-time supporter of Mabel’s Fables
Teacher-librarian
Mom
Reader

Matt
Samantha

Aleksandra
Anna Maria
Heather

Neighbourhood stores just can't make a go of it due to the insane cost of rent and taxes. What looks better store
that are open and successful, or windows that are covered up for months/years on end because nobody can
afford to keep them open. Take a look at the huge bottom floor space at Bayview and Milwood. It has been
vacant for well over 5 years. What about the bakery at the corner of Bayview & Manor? The 'Coming soon' sign
says opening up in 2019. Mables Fables is the last gem of an independent bookstore left in the area. We need
to fight for these stores to stay open. Do we want our neighbourhood to be turned into the mess Young & Eg is
and has been? No thank you!

Graham
Emma

Owain
Kim
Andrea

Bookstores are so important for our communities, especially children’s bookstores. Please keep this bookstore
alive.

Alison

Stores like Mabel's are the beating heart of this city, of our communities. Mabel's is where real magic happens,
where imaginations are nurtured, where children and adults alike can discover and indulge in the joy and
freedom that reading brings. This city has lost so many places like this, and it's not making Toronto better. If we
lose Mabel's, we're losing a little bit more of what makes this city worth living in.

Celia

Mables Fables is important to its neighbourhood and to children and adults who want access to good children’s
books all across a Toronto. Children need the experiences of choosing and owning books that delight and enrich
their minds. There is now no other book store serving this need in Toronto. This store should not be driven out of
business by the greed of a building owner.

Tyler

W. Robson

I ( retired teacher, grandparent, librarian re located to Calgary in 18) was shocked that added to all CTV
depressing news was this . I always wanted to take grandson there; and am saddened that Council is allowing a
cultural landmark, place to ❤ Reading ( most important!) for kids is not being addressed by Mayor Tory.
Thanks Councillor: !

Lou

We live in the neighbourhood and our boys, now 13, have been regular customers of Mabel’s Fables throughout
their lives. It is a wonderful independent bookstore and I hope it does not close.

Bev

Maja

Rachael

Why can't the developer have a storefront below the condo for Mables Fables???

Alli
Kelly

This store is one of the few remaining places that make up Toronto's unique personality and is a special place to
take your kids in this city. What a beautiful and important store. Parents really rely on staff knowledge for creating
a wonderful reading environment and experience for their children. This store is so special for our children to
experience, it just lights up their little faces when we go inside.
Independent businesses with such amazing character and charm must be protected so we can continue to have
these special experiences with our children!

Kirk
Lora

Aaron

Mabel's is an incomparable joy. I have many wonderful memories of times spent there with my family.
It's heartbreaking that a local business that has been viable for decades can be so callously put out on the street.
This is shameful.

Yaara
Yee

Hi, my daughter and I have been going to mables fable for a decade. Reading has been a huge part of our
bonding time and mables fable has a dear spot in our hearts.

Christina

As a children’s librarian I believe Mable’s Fables is EXTREMELY important to this city. It will be heartbreaking if it
was to close. We need to fight to keep it open!

Vicky

The love of reading shared by families and their communities in such a wonderful gathering place is priceless.

Norah

A wonderful place to buy children's books which will not be replicated.
Please stay strong. It would be a travesty if ti disappeared.

Sandra

This book store rocks!

Rachel

Penelope

I was so sad to hear about the ridiculously unfair hike in the rent that has been proposed to Mabel's Fables
bookstore in Toronto. Some developers just are not in tune with what is vital in creating an interesting and
vibrant community that ultimately provides to a happy and creative lifestyle. This atmosphere cannot be found in
a world of concrete high rise buildings and malls full of big box stores. Thirty one years is a long time to have
nourished young minds in the Mount Pleasant neighbourhood and far beyond! Long may this lovely bookstore
carry on.
Penelope

Jan

I bought some of my children's first books there and it's a staple of Mt. Pleasant Village. It represents more than
just a bookstore to the community it's a gathering place, a part of everyone's family, and a comfort to walk past
and go into.

David

We need to protect institutions like Mabels Fables at all costs.

Michelle

Jon

This bookstore has been instrumental for both myself and my family. Our oldest son was first introduced to the
wonder of books through the kids reading time midweek.

Marie

Keep this Special store.

Karon

There are so few options for children to get excellent quality literature without weeding through the highly
commercial and often poorly written excess that swamps the bigger bookstores. We lost a fabulous children's
bookstore in Georgetown, The Freckled Lion, for the same reason--basic human greed. We need to protect the
few remaining bookstores that put quality before quantity. As Albert Einstein says If you want your children to be
intelligent, read them fairy tales. If you want them to be more intelligent, read them more fairy tales.

Lisa

I hope you stay

Kate

Going to Mable's Fables with my mom while my sister was at her riding lessons at the nearby Sunnybrook
Stables was a huge part of my childhood. I even remember meeting the original Mable the cat! My mom is a
kindergarten teacher in the east end of Toronto and Mable's Fables is still one of the places she regularly
frequents to buy books for her classroom. To lose it would be to lose a huge part of the neighborhood.

Molly

Such an important and wonderful store in midtown- where children from across the city learn to love reading

Joanna

I am a kindergarten teacher. Getting kids excited about books and reading early on is so important. Please don’t
close your lovely store.

Katherine

Independent Bookstores are the soul of city neighbourhoods. This one is a children’s bookstore and hosts lots of
community classes for young kids and caregivers...as well as helping recommend amazing books for young
readers & teens to foster a love of reader. 70% rent increase? So not okay.

R

Melissa

Ella
Heather

Mabel's Fables creates excitement about books in children. The do so much to support and promote a reading
community. It is truly a public service not just a small business. Mabel's deserves the support of the community
and protection the way any amazing cultural institution would get.

Sandra

Although I have no children of my own, when my nieces were younger I would always buy my books from
Mabel's Fables. The fact that my nieces lived in London, ON and thus could not easily return the items was
irrelevant to me. Mabel's Fables was the sort of store that I would have loved to be exposed to when I was a
child. If ever I was feeling down one of the first things I would do is head outside. The next thing I'd find myself
over at Mabel's Fables if only to visit Mabel or read the comments left by authors who had visited. Mabel's
Fables is truly one of a kind and deserves to be saved for future book lovers to experience.

Stephanie

One and only children’s bookstore in our neighborhood. Love it. Don’t want it to go!

Pat

Julia

I grew up going to Mabel’s Fables and have some of my earliest memories there. I was always so excited to go
to Mabel’s because it meant a new book, I got to see Mabel the cat and the possibility of story time. It is the
reason I became such a bookworm and why I love literature. Mabel’s Fables is a neighbourhood landmark that
shaped me into the woman I am today.

Margaret

I can’t imagine shopping anywhere else for children’s books. There are very few stores who can provide the
assistance, knowledge and enthusiasm as the staff a this store. Every niece, nephew and neighbor’s children
have benefited from their incredible ability to choose the most appropriate reading material for their enjoyment
and interest. We need Mabel’s Fables.

Sheena

Mabel's Fables, is an incredibly community minded store. It has given great support to our ToGoGo Grannies
group who through the Stephen Lewis Foundation send our funds to the Grannies of Africa. Mabel Fable's
owner on a number of occasions gave us the opportunity to allow the proceeds of books sold during two days as
a donation towards our project. We have been allowed to be in the store with our literature on the Grannies so
that we can share information and our "cookies" with customers as they come in browse and buy books. The
selection of books is incredible and there is a very knowledgeable staff. The owner is a unique caring person
and the store is delightful for its content and for its amazing ambiance. It has character and a warmth, that would
be sadly missed. There are too many sterile stores around these days.

Gillian

Gillian

Gillian
Donna
Cindy

250 Cassandra Blvd
Apt 302

Heather

Justin
Juliana
Gerten

Rooting for you!!!

Gail

Good luck! The community needs you. I hope sanity reigns and you can remake at your well known location.

Ben
Sue
Allison
Katherine

A lovely destination book store for families and those of us who love Children's books. Please know we support
you staying and hope your landlord will re consider!

Claire

Mr. Matlow, i live in Ottawa, Ontario and I have been a customer of Mable's Fables for over 30 years! My
children and grandchildren have benefited from this wonderful book store? Please help us keep this little shop on
Mount Pleasant alive! I want my chidren's grandchildren to benefit from that little shop around the corner! Please
help us keep it thriving!

Sarah

This book store is very much a cornerstone of our community. It gives us a place to call our own, away from the
big box stores, and lets us shop local.
By stripping us of a store that is a gathering place, is a friendly, neighbourhood shop, you are contributing to the
destruction of our community. Developers do not care about communities, but wouldn’t it be awesome if they
did? Would it be so earth shattering to have a developer come in who wanted to contribute and enhance the
community, rather than ruin it? Hoping this might be a first in that regard! Don’t punish those who have built the
community that you feel is so desirable to move your construction trucks into! You’re destined to get a lot of
nastiness from those who live here.

Lela

Lynda

Tamar

Grew up in this neighbourhood - such a shame this is happening. Would hate to see this store go!

Kenny

Especially these days, every bookstore is a gift!
And your gifts to the community are many.
We need you!!!

Kate

Mabels Fables is a neighborhood treasure!! We must protect it so future generations of kids can learn the joy of
reading and be influenced by this magical bookstore like my sister and I were growing up 20+ years ago.

Nicole

Mable's Fables is a legacy in Toronto. Our family has shopped there for decades and there is no other bookstore
like it. I have 5 children and for years, they have no only kept track of every book we've ever bought for them so
we could ensure we always get different books each time, they have taken the time to learn about each of our
kids individual personalities - so that they can select booked for them that match their interests. Mable's Fables is
the reason my children love to read and this would not have been possible with a "big box" bookstore.
In this day and age when an ipad or a video game is the leisure activity of choice for kids, having a caring,
incredible book store like Mable's Fables in our lives has helped instill a passion for reading for our children that
would have not been possible otherwise.
To not help Mabel's Fables from closing is to make a deliberate choice to make a negative contribution to society
- and those who are a barrier to keeping this beloved bookstore open should be ashamed of their actions (or lack
thereof).
I urge you to do whatever you can to save Mable's Fables - for my children and for all of our children.

Francoise

Mabel's Fables is being swept up in a wave of greed that landlords are inflicting upon every small business in
Toronto. The loss of these entrepreneurs and the shattering of their dreams and life's work steals the heart out of
communities, robbing them of vibrant activity, dedicated customers, stable occupancy, consumer choice, and
colorful and human character. Toronto has been called the city of neighborhoods but those neighborhoods are
disappearing overnight, often literally, destroying them from within like a cancer. This must stop. Toronto will not
only lose businesses; it will lose residents, as those of us who live in and enjoy our neighborhood will say
"enough." There is nothing to keep me here anymore.
The City of Toronto has to choose what is more important: the residents and homeowners who pay taxes,
educate their children, work and play, and contribute to the vibrancy and life of their home, or the developers and
landlords who will NOT repay the city or its councillors; they will only ask for more, more, more, while contributing
nothing to the place by which they are making a profit. This has to stop. The City of Toronto has to put an
immediate stop to absurd business property taxes. It is killing us. All of us.

Bridget

Long live wonderful independent bookstores like Mabel's Fables - one of the best in the country! A 70% rent hike
is disgusting!

Liz

I have two young nephews living in this neighbourhood, and when the major construction work in the area are
finally done and settled, it's important that they are offered more than an endless stretch of condos and Shoppers
Drug Marts as they grow, absorb values, and learn to navigate an increasingly uncertain world. The very reason
for their existence in the Yonge/Eglington/Mt Pleasant neighbourhood is warm, meaningful, community-driven
places like Mabel's Fables.
This is not to mention that a 70% increase on rent is ludicrous. What is next for property owners and the
community when there's nothing left to gobble up and the very families who raised the value of the
neighbourhood have been driven away?

Megan

T

Amelia

Keep Toronto's unique and charming storefronts!

Lynsey
Emma

Hello dear friends,
I’ve red this post from a friend of mine that I’ve met when I lived in TO. I live in Brussels now and we had also to
save a great children and adults bookshop in our neighbourhood. It os called « La Licorne », we signed hondreds
of petitions and eventually we made it so...Yes you also can 0000💙💙💙💙This message is from my all
loving-books family: Cyril, Juno and Iris and me 😉😊

Mark

Mabel's Fables has been an iconic bookstore for decades, and is a fantastic destination store that I loved being
able to take my son to when he was younger. It brings a much-needed vibrancy, energy and a dedicated passion
for books for children and parents to the local community. I truly hope that the store can be around for at least
another three decades to help open up the minds, hearts, and lives. Long live Mabel's Fables.

Lynn

Deborah

Stop killing our city with condos.

Emily
Steve

This is a wonderful community institution. The owner should reconsider and propose a more appropriate rent
increase.

Victoria
Annette

Jason

Mabel's, with a book for every occasion and every need, has been our family's destination of choice for 15 years
when we have wanted to celebrate and to reward, as well as when we've needed to mourn or to take refuge. I
started building my board-book collection months before my twins were born, titles curated with the help of
Eleanor and her expert staff. The store hosted my sons through toddler picture book storytimes, helped them
select their summer reading through elementary school, and kept them happy with great new releases and
snacks at summer book club. They're now 13 and for Christmas, one son bought me my favourite present, a
board- book called Mommies are Amazing. Mabel's was there when my own mother passed away and I needed
a book to help make sense of the world. When much of communication and entertainment is digital, a bricks-andmortar store is more important than ever to be the heart of a neighbourhood. We need Mabel's Fables!

Rosemary

My children loved spending time in this store.

Mina
Victoria

Many many happy childhood memories at this special place.

Patrick
Mary
Liz

Stores and independent bookstores, in particular, are an integral part of a neighbourhood. Please do everything
possible to save Mabel's Fables.

Charlotte

Mabels fables was an important part of my childhood, it is an institution and must be protected!

Lynne

Save this community treasure.

Chris
Evan
Flora
Kimberly

Mabel's Fables is one of the last bookstores in Toronto that is a) an independent and b) dedicated solely to
Children's Literature. The accumulated knowledge that lives at Mabel's is not just in the books, but in the people
who work there, and the people who shop there. Please rethink tearing down this cultural/information centre - it
would be a terrible blow to both the neighbourhood in particular and Toronto as a whole.

Sarah

I had my baby’s first story time here. Beautiful independent bookstore with lovely atmosphere.

Amelia

I was so thrilled to find Mabel’s, this is devastating news. The neighbourhood desperately needs small,
independently owned small businesses that keep us unique and special.
The staff there have always been so helpful and knowledgeable, I have shopped for so many birthday presents
at Mabel’s. Please don’t push them out!!!

Amelia

I was so thrilled to find Mabel’s, this is devastating news. The neighbourhood desperately needs small,
independently owned small businesses that keep us unique and special.
The staff there have always been so helpful and knowledgeable, I have shopped for so many birthday presents
at Mabel’s. Please don’t push them out!!!

Birgit

I have spent many, many hours with my kids at this wonderful bookstore. In the time of big chain retailers, it
would be such a shame to loose a gem like Mabel's Fables.

Massoumeh

We have enjoyed Mabel’s Fables from the day it opened. So many wonderful books and now my grandsons are
beneficiaries. Stay open please.

Stacey

Erin

Majid
Susan

I truly hope this petition as able to save Mabel's Fables in it's present location. As a former business owner on
Mount Pleasant Road it saddens me to see the gradual (and not so gradual) loss of independent businesses
throughout Toronto and specifically in this area. The relationships developed with customers and the dedication
of small business owners are just two components that are irreplacable. Only once an independent store is
gone, do we fully appreciate the loss.
I am rooting for you Eleanor!

Doug

My wife and I have been doing business with Mabels since it opened. Three sons and three grandchildren later
we are still customers of this very special store. It would be heartbreaking to see it close.

Naomi

We need bookstores more than condos.

Lynne

Miranda
Jill

Mables Fables was a meaningful part of my childhood and it would be a shame for the city to lose this
independent institution.

Alyssa

Is nothing sacred?!

Jaspreet

Wesley

A magical spot and a hub for Canadian writers to collect, grow, and work on their craft with an amazing
community outreach team. This is a huge part of the kids lit community in the GTA and needs to be preserved!

Rosalind

Mabel's Fables is located in an affluent, family neighbourhood where people with financial means (and good
taste) choose to live. They choose to live there because they value the 'community' feel and the independent
businesses. It is a charming atmosphere. If this neighbourhood was filled with Shoppers' Drug Marts and
Dollaramas, it would not be nearly as desirable. Driving out independent businesses spoils the character of the
neighbourhood. Our children are already suffering in this rush-rush money-centred, two-parents-working era.
Mabel's Fables is an oasis where parents and children can slow down and enjoy the moments. I don't have any
children, but I can recognize that. Children are the future. Please help Mabel's Fables to nurture many more
generations of children.

STEPHANIE

Susan

Eleanor and Crew,
The Book Keeper team is in your corner. I really hope that this comes to a reasonable and happy ending.
Hugs,
Susan
The Book Keeper
Sarnia, Ontario

Joelle

Independent bookstores are so important, not only for readers but because of the services they provide in their
communities! Don't let Toronto turn into a cultural wasteland only accessible for the rich.

Robyn

Christina

Monika

A wonderful fixture in the neighbourhood. Since my daughter was born, it is a staple to atop and admire the
window features at Mabels Fables. We love this spot. Please don't take it from our beautiful little neighbourhood!

Julie

My sons are now in their 40's. We bought books at Mabel's together and I still make the trek from downtown to
find the best books for children and young adults to give to great nieces and nephews and our many kid friends.

Parminder

We love Mabels Fables! Don't leave!

Paula Louise

Mabel's Fables is a treasure in our neighbourhood. Our now grown kids, our grand daughter, and also myself (as
a book buyer, writing class participant and children's author) love to visit Mabel's Fables (and Mabel herself over
the years). Can a location be found nearby (or in the new building) for the bookstore, at a reasonable rent? It is
vital to protect the charm and variety of Mt. Pleasant shops. New buildings are fine, but they must have a heart.

Marilyn

Have found Mabel's Fables to be a wonderful support for our children for many years. We continue to shop there
to find great children's books for all the new babies and young children in our lives. Bookstores support
communities and make cities great. City governments and condo developers need to do all they can to support
independent book stores.

MaryLou

A wonderful children's bookstore and community resource. Part of my children's lives and now my grandchildren.
Greed should not be allowed to destroy Mabel's Fables.

Nora

Mabel’s Fables has helped to bring quality literature to my students at the York Catholic District School Board.
The staff at Mable’s Fables are knowledgeable and helpful. They provide high quality, personalized service. They
would be sadly missed.

Lara

Patricia

Luana

Mable's Fables has been a wonderful source of knowledge and great books for the Teacher Librarians of York
Catholic District School Board. As an independent retailer we cannot sit back and see this wonderful story close
down.

Isabel
Richard

The City of Toronto defines a Successful Neighbourhood as a Residential Area well serviced by a Commercial
Strip, accordingly the City needs to ensure that small businesses such as Mabel’s Fables thrive to service their
neighbourhood.

Rebecca

Book stores add culture and interest to communities. If you push out all the culture, no one will want to live in the
area. Mabel's Fables holds immense value, not just for the community, but for our Canadian authors and
illustrators, current and budding artists alike!

Alison

Iris

Hope you win your fight. You're an important part of the community there. Please don't give up.
Iris

Asiya
Marion

Mabel'a Fables is and always has been a rich cultural contribution to the surrounding Community and beyond.
Please do whatever is necessary and possible to make certain this icon of essential literature shall remain
open!
Marion Boyce

Viive

Mabel’s Fables is not only a neighbourhood icon but a business which supports our city and our economy and
most importantly, our future through literacy. Nothing can replace a love of reading in a developing child - this
community store has a huge role to play not only in our past but our future as well. PleSe consider ‘heritage’
designations for community stores as well as historic buildings that are not 100 years old. At this rate Toronto
won’t have any history...

Francette

A magical place, please don't make it go away!

vicki

Mable's is an institution - when my niece and nephew were young, I took them on many occasions. I bought all
their books from Mable's - a quaint, neighbourhood store with personal service. A treasure-trove of delights …
In a world full of online shopping and big box stores...I can't think of anything more sad than to see this wonderful
store pushed out by greed.

GB

Children reading are the future. Mabel’s is a cultural enabler, crucial since the demise of the Children’s
Bookstore. Save it.

Pat

Nancy

Our whole family has loved Mabels Fables for so many years. Stephen Appleby-Barr worked at Mabel's for a
time. We got Mables books for all kinds of fun giving to friends with new baby. Birthdays, Nana's days, waiting for
next Harry Potter book to arrive so we had many copies to read at the same time!
It is a joyful, magical place we all need in Toronto for many more years!

Marny

I’ve been a Mabel’s Fables shopper and fan for many, many years. Please don’t let this wonderful business
disappear!

Laurie

Natalie

Grateful to have you in Toronto and hope that you will be that phenomenal bookshop on the corner for many
years to come.

Jennifer

In a time where big box stores are threatening to take away voice and choice for consumers, the idea that this
beloved book store may close is a tragedy. Please look at this and help save Mabel's Fables!

Natalie

Myra

A one of a kind wonderful place.

Susie

One of the last bookstores where kids can go sit and quietly enjoy a book. Part of a summer tradition in our
family .

Fern

Dear Josh, Mabel's Fables is an important Toronto institution. My daughter discovered her love of books there.
Story time was an event she always looked forward to. It's crucial to teach kids the love of reading. Please help
keep Mabel's Fables going strong. Thank you.

Norm

Mary jane

Mabel Fables is such an important and necessary part of the life of our city. We need Mabels to teach our
children to have a love of reading which helps produce the citizens of tomorrow that will have not only the skills
to take their place in the world...but also teach them respect, perseverance and love.
Mr. Developer...work with Eleanor to ensure that Mabels doesn’t go away.....now or in the future.
Thanks you

Sarah
Connie

Mable's Fables has a gem to school libraries. We need many more children's bookstores like this one. The rent
increase is unfair to any business.

Mary

The store is a pillar of the community - to lose it would be losing part of our community and when each part
slowly disappears what community do you even have left

Jill

Mabel's Fables has been part of my life since it opened. I have asked the staff for advice first for my own
children, then for the children I taught for 30 years, and now for my grandchildren. I've always been happy with
their service.
It seems that greedy big developers are controlling again. Soon there will be no more small businesses, only
mega-stores which are probably not Canadian.
Mabel's needs our support.

Stephanie

I love Mabel's Fables. The character the bring to the neighbourhood, the knowledge of the staff and the way
they curate their books. It would be very disappointing to lose this valuable part of the area.

Charles

"Mabel's Fables is a gem, a beloved bookstore for parents and kids in the Mount Pleasant & Eglinton
neighbourhood.
I had a terrific rapport with owner Eleanor LeFave who put much effort into marketing my children's' books M IS
FOR MOOSE and CANADA COUNTS. I enjoyed giving readings to children she gathered at Mable's Fables on
several occasions. I hope the new landlord will give her a break so that she can continue at this strategic
location." CHARLES PACHTER OC, O Ont.

Jay

Piera

Jeanne

Mable's Fables provides the knowledge needed to bring the best of children's literature and Canadian children's
literature to the children of Toronto. Independent bookstores like this deserve to be supported and given every
chance of survival. Our culture depends on it.

Yasemin
Grace

Ian
Celine
Rick

Mabel's is a Canadian cultural treasure.

Alexandra

Mabel's Fables was one of my favourite places to visit when I was a kid. Most of the time I would leave brimming
with excitement over the prospect of a new book, sometimes I would come just to wander around and relax in a
shop that felt like it was made just for me. Mabel's Fables has always been a little corner of magic in my life - it
was one of the places where my love for reading first blossomed and somewhere I've hoped to be able to re-visit
with my own children one day. The world needs more places like Mabel's Fables, not fewer. Please save it.

Cristina

One of the best bookstores in the city. This gem cannot be closed!

Kelli

Heather

This was where I learned about so many books and series for my kids who have very different interests and
reading levels. This is so much more than a book store.

C

Mables Fables is a beautiful, wonderful store. It is a unique feature of the neighborhood and we should all do
what we can to support the store and all small businesses in midtown.

Andrea

Chelsea

Victoria
Nicole

I hope wvwetthing turns out great for a small business to continue!

Debbie

Mable’s Fables is a Toronto treasure!

Karen

Let's fight to save Mabel's!

Jennifer
Soumya

David
Afton
Dave

Let’s not let this keep happening. Businesses like Mabel’s are very important to this community !

Bonnie

I have shopped at Mabel’s Fables since it opened many years ago. It is so discouraging to learn that this
wonderful community bookstore is being forced from the neighbourhood due to an intolerable rent hike. My
family and I are deeply saddened.

Katherine
Marlene

Mabel's Fables is a bookstore like no other. It's a pleasure to visit and provides opportunities for children to fall in
love with books.
How can any landlord justify a 70% increase? Hasn't he heard of rent control?

Denise

Having shopped at Mabel's Fables for many yrs. i cannot imagine what it may be like without this fantastic
children's bookstore. Elinor & her staff are so incredibly knowledgable & friendly & it has always been a treat
to shop there. Their " Angel" programme in December always puts me in the Christmas spirit & it sadden me to
think this may end as well as so many other wonderful children's events run there. Hopefully an angel will come
forward to give Mabel's Fables a helping hand.
Unfortunately I am away & cannot attend the meeting on Mon. but I sincerely hope that we will always enjoy
Mable's Fables in our neighbourhood.
Denise Hermant

Brendan

We like buying books from Mabel's Fables. There is always something interesting. It's getting harder to find
brick and mortar stores that are not giant chain stores. The 70% rent hike should be illegal.

Ellen

Such a special store, we have spent hours here, buying then reading amazing books. The staff make excellent
recommendations!

Mary-Beth

Rebecca

I have been going to Mabel's Fables to find literary treasures my entire life. This is a valued community space.

Antonella

My name is Antonella Pellegrino and I am a Teacher Librarian for the York Catholic District School Board.
Mable's Fables has been an integral partner in the library of every school I have worked in. Countless students
have benefited from Eleanor's passion and dedication to quality literature. There is nothing as beautiful as
handing a book to a child. Eleanor and her team believe that and because they do, I can feel confident in the
integrity of the collection I have available to my students. The world needs places like Mables Fables.

Martha

Took my three girls over the years to Mable’s Fables and was such an important part in their childhood.
Thank you . We need other generations of children to be able to have that magical experience of being led into
the world of reading and learning.

Sheryl

Warren

Sonya
Sue-Anna

Mabels Fables is a magical little gem. When my daughter was 5 months old, I joined a mom and baby class at
Mables Fables. It was a life saver for me, as I was new to the neighborhood and didn’t have any mommy friends.
I loved the unique assortment of books and toys, and still pop in every now and then to see what’s new. Mable’s
Fables is a staple on Mt. Pleasant, we have to save it for our children. My daughter is now 6 years old, but she
loves listening to the story of how she met her best friend when she was just 5 months old at a quaint little
bookstore just up the street from us.

Joshua

So shocking. The landlord is gouging this tenant.

Jo-Ann

Good luck Eleanor !

Jane
Nikole
Pamela

I support Mabel’s Fables. Such a wonderful business and community resource.

Allison
Kim
Erin

My children grew up cherishing books and reading in part because of the personal, local, friendly atmosphere of
Mabels Favels and its staff. Losing Mabels Fabels would he heart breaking and deprive future generations of the
special gift of a local bookstore.

Susan
Sarah

This is OUR little shop around the corner. Save it!

Paula
Susan

As an educator and a parent I find reading is a cornerstone to learning and Mabels’s Fables has the best curated
story books in the city. It is my go to book store every time.

Terry

Mabel's Fables has provided our children and grandchildren with a high calibre of children's literature and fun
opportunities to appreciate literacy. I am sorely disappointed. What a loss to our families and the community.

Amber

Helen

Keep turning those pages. You never know which next book will change your life. Keep up the good work.

Alexsandra
Deborah

Eleanor and her amazing staff having been providing teacher librarians at YCDSB with wonderful children's
literature and insightful reviews of how these books can be used in our classrooms. She has also provided

many opportunities for talented authors and illustrators to share their books! Children today grow up in a world
inundated with technology, Mabel's Fables has become even more precious and must remain in the community!
Jen
Robert

Taunton rd

Nelia
Darryl

This fantastic bookstore shouldn’t have to go through all this stress and grief. It is so many things to so many
people of all ages

H

This shop is one of the last of it’s kind. A true gem of a Toronto.

Jane

Naoe

We love this place, and we can not let go this beautiful local book store where loved by many of locals. We would
support to prevent this would happen

Evelyn
Jacqui

Martha
Valerie

Used to take my grandsons to their childrens' classes, and purchase books - I am really sorry that we are losing
a number of our local retail shops to excessive rent increases and higher property taxes increases .

cora
Jay

Good Luck!

Janis

I have bought many books from this lovely store for my children over the years. I’d hate to see it go.

Jordan

My Grandmother Mary Jane has been getting me books from Mabel’s Fables for over 20 years. I always
dreamed of being able to buy my first born child their first book from here, and it would be a real shame if that
couldn’t happen.

Bruce
Julie

I've loved this bookstore for years and have always dreamed of bringing my future kids here. There are fewer
bookstores everyday and that is an incredibly sad reality. The community, Toronto, is richer and far more
interesting with places like Mabel's Fabels as a resource. I so hope that you can stay here for years to come.

Sarah

This store is one of our kids favourite places to visit. From the great selection of books to the friendly staff this is
a store the community needs to keep around for future generations to enjoy.
This area does not need another condo!

Angie

Phillip

35 years our children and grandchildren have read books from Mables Fables and enhanced their lives.
Don’t let a speculator spoil the reading opportunities for our children !!

Jacob
Vadim

Judith

Introduced both grandddaughter now 19 and 8 to some classic children’s books there when I lived in Toronto.

Kathleen

sense of place have more economic power than money can buy

Maja

THIS IS A VERY SPECIAL BOOK STORE AND IT WOULD BE BEYOND HEARTBREAKING TO SEE IT GONE.
PLEASE DO EVERYTHING IN YOUR POWER TO SAVE IT. GRATEFUL NEIGHBORHOOD!

Amanda

Mable’s books are in both of my school Libraries!! Please find a way for her store to stay. 70% is a huge
increase in rent. She brings in so many authors to read their books and her knowledge enables her to find the
right books for everyone. Please help her to stay in the community!!!

Nancy

Mable's Fables opened just before my first son was born. My garage attic is filled with all the books we
purchased from Mable's from the time he was a baby through the end of high school. His first book report was
Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone. Mable's had recommended the book months before it became a
publishing phenomenon. I made numerous trips to the store every couple of months stocking up on a dozen or
so books every time for both sons and am so grateful we were able to keep every single book and the wonderful
memories they hold for future grandchildren. I brought my sons to the Santa readings every December. It's so
comforting to drive by and still see their colorful windows promoting the newest and best children's books. I
haven't had any young ones to buy for in a while, but was looking forward to stocking up again when
grandchildren arrived. I can't attend the meeting but would love to help in any way. I'd always assumed Mable's
was lucky enough to own the building to have stayed there so long and can't bear the thought of another Toronto
institution closing. Too much bad news in one day - Hugh's Room is definitely closing due to an
unmanageable rent hike.

Tracy

Estelle

How dare this be happening to such a vitally important business. You have our support.

Mel
Gail

Don’t eliminate a wonderful place for children, parents and grandparents.

Ellen

It is with great sadness to hear that Mables Fables would have to close to meet the demands of a 70% increase
in rent. Bookstores do not have high markups and no book store could survive such a rent increase.
Mables Fables is the best children’s bookstore in Toronto with very knowledgeable staff and a selection of quality
books , many of which cannot be found elsewhere.It has survived for an extremely long time and is probably the
oldest children ‘s bookstore.
To lose such a high quality children’s bookstore would leave an enormous hole in the cultural quality and life of
Toronto.
Children need to be able to access and have the best in children’s literature. Children are our future.

This is not just a clothes store . Mables Fables is part of the cultural fabric of what makes a city first class.
Toronto cannot afford to lose this store.
There needs to be some type of rent control or accommodation for all our cultural assets.
If nothing is done , then we are just in a race to the bottom.
Robin

No one knows children's books like Mabel's. I've enjoyed this beautiful spot shopping for my own kids when they
were little, taking Peter Carver's courses upstairs over the years and most recently, picking up a lovingly-selected
book basket to welcome a colleague's new baby to the wonderful world of literature. Mabel's is a treasure that
the next generation can't afford to miss out on!

Mahtab

We need Independent Bookstores like Mabel's Fables who have been so supportive of authors. Please support
us by supporting them!
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Mahtab

Brenda

Mabel Fable's has been a wonderful neighborhood gem. So many great memories from when my son was
young and now for my daughter who's enjoying this place just as much.

Sharon

Mabel's Fables is a wonderful bookstore. As a teacher I fully appreciate its value. It is a wonderful place for
learning. Please save this special landmark.

Kathleen

Sharon

My own daughters enjoyed Mabel’s Fables for many years when they were growing up and now I’m very happy
to see my grandchildren enjoying it. It’s the first place my 9 year old granddaughter asks to go when she is
visiting. It is a charming, magical place for children and a wonderful tradition in the neighbourhood.

Susan

I would be lost without the advice available to me from the staff at Mable's when I am choosing books for my
grandsons. This will be a great loss to the community.

Ardin

Books have always been special to me, and going to places like this with history adds to the wonderful
experience of buying a book. Shop local! Support Canadian businesses.

Nye

Jillian

Jessica

Each time one of my friends had their first baby, I gave them a book basket from Mabel’s Fables. The baskets
were MAGICAL! The books were selected with such thought and care. My boyfriend’s best friend is having his
first baby later this year and I’ve already told my boyfriend that we’ll be getting his friend a Mabel’s Fables book
basket!

Li nda

120 LaRocca Avenue

Greg

Was a little slice of heaven when I was a kid in the late 90s/early 2000s!!!

Heather
Elizabeth

Mabel's is the one place in the world I can walk into and still feel like a kid. It is a magical place and there is not a
person I have met that has visited me there and cannot say the same.

Janet

Mabel's Fables is a lively, quite extraordinary place -- that is much more than a store -- It's magical. It ignites
children's imaginations and unlocks more doors than anyone will every be able to calculate. Mabel's Fables is a
treasure.

Katherine

A place that celebrates children and all of the magic that one should find in a childhood filled with imaginary
places to visit and real lessons to learn. A place that brings families together to grow and play. A place that
celebrates the written word and the magic of art. Why wouldn’t you want to have, to keep, and to celebrate a
place like that in your city?! #SaveMabelsFables

Morgan

I just had a baby and I can't wait to introduce him to the magic of Mabel's Fables! A 70% increase in rent is 100%
unreasonable.

Lorna

Mabel’s Fables presence and contribution in this historic location should continue in the community at all cost!

Liz

Leigh

Mabel's is my reason to cross town and visit Mt. Pleasant Village, regularly. (Neighbouring businesses take note
-- Mabel's is my destination but I always make time to walk several blocks up & down, supporting other unique
shops as well.) Besides stocking up for family birthdays & baby showers, etc. I have been proud to support MF's
Book Angel program for many Christmas seasons. Quill & Quire reported that program had, by 2018, delivered >
13,000 books to children in need. It touches my heart.
Mabel's Fables has soul, something we all need.

Xhulio
Trevor

Mables Fables is an institution

Spencer

Mabel's Fabels has been the key to a tradition in my family for as long as I can remember. Ever since I was a kid,
around Christmas time my mother and grandmother would take me and my sister across the city to the lovely
little bookstore. Every year we would pick out one of their gorgeous advent calendars for our house, and our
grandma one for hers. Then we would each pull an "Angel" tag from the ceiling; children who are in need of gifts
that holiday season. Mabel's Fabels offers a child's name and age for you to find the perfect book around the
store that will be given to them. I still fondly remember when I was finally old enough to have some spending
money saved up to contribute a book on my own. This was such a heart warming tradition that I got to share with
my family while giving back to my community in a way near and dear to my heart.
I can't imagine a rent increase this steep would allow Mabel's Fabels to stay afloat. In a time where independent
bookstores are some of the first to be taken out by corporations, one as special as Mabel's Fabels should not
have to deal with the pressures of this sudden change as well. I wholeheartedly support Mabel's Fabels.

Suzanne

As a supporter of children's literacy in Toronto, I consider Mabel's Fables a pillar in the children's literary
community. From Daddy and Me Storytimes, to book subscriptions -- it is an essential part of the children's
literary fabric of Toronto. I recommend Mabel's Fables to everyone I know with a young child, or who works in
education (teachers, librarians, ECEs). I cannot comprehend a Toronto without this charming institution.

Ann

Jessica

This store is an integral part of the community and just the store itself has such a personal touch and feels
magical the minute you enter it. Stores like this are a rarity as big box stores and ecommerce has taken much of
these stores away. It is our duty to keep a store like this alive in the community because it's become one of kind!

Sheila
Kamalini

Thank you for all the wonderful memories for the best bookstore. Our son and nieces are grownup now. You
will recall our niece Miriam who enjoyed many years working in your store.

Melissa
Wendy

Please save Mable’s Fables

Dwayne

Mables Fables is an institution of the community and must be treated fairly.

Katharine

Shame on the greedy developer. Shame.

Marc

Hello from Thunder Bay, Ontario, how are you? I just happened to see this story on the CBC news last night,
and bookstores are a dying breed as it is, I do hope that ALL Torontonians get behind Mabel and help save this
invaluable business, good luck, I'll be watching from Northwestern Ontario, take care, and bye for now. :-)

Michael

Over the last five years, I have been attending the George Brown College 'Writing for Children' courses held at
Mabel's Fables. The bookstore is a wonderful, magical venue , and it would be a tragic loss. Please support
saving Mabel's Fables!!!!

Giselle

I am very saddened to hear this news today. I am a teacher librarian in York Region and purchase many of my
book from her store.

Bruna

Supporting small business.

Marilynn

Fredericka
Howard

Save the store, please.

Brian

Have partnered with Mables Fables for years through my school community. This would be an absolute shame
were they to have to shut their doors. This local bookstore is a treasure that should be protected.

George

Kids need books!

Susan

All of the Norman family would be devastated if you were forced to close. Aim surprised that the rent can legally
be raised that much.

Camilla

Mables fables is such a sweet book store where you can take your kids to read fun books

Beth

Sherida

Having lived for 15 years in the my pleasant neighborhood when my children were small we spent many days
browsing books and asking the knowledgeable staff for their advice. Mables Fables is a neighbourhood treasure
and cornerstone of the local community. Without a doubt it should be saved.

Lisa

Best book store in north Toronto!

Deborah

Kiera

As someone who's been an avid reader ever since I could read, going to Mabel's Fables and getting to pick a
book was always such a special treat. I really hope there's something to community can do for this beautiful
landmark... Mt. Pleasant wouldn't be the same without it.

Pearl
Katy

I will never forget the times when my mother, Mary Brennan, would bring us to this beautiful store when we were
children. We should make it a day trip, have lunch and explore the store. I have wonderful memories of sitting on
the floor, looking through treasures I have found and petting the cat that was always there. My mom was able to
get to the store this past summer one last time before she passed away this winter. She would be heartbroken to
know one of her favourite spots was closing. I hope you have away to remain open.

Susan

Mabel’s Fables is at the heart of our community!

Kristin

A bookstore, especially this one, is an important indicator of the economic health of a local neighbourhood retail
strip like this. Don’t sink them with outrageous rent increases.

Robyn
Rachel

Andrea

I can count on Mables Fables to find beautiful children's books and have the knowledge to give excellent
suggestions for my kids' reading.

Clarisa

I have been shopping at Mables Fables for over 30 years. As a child I used to go for book readings. They host
music classes and contribute to the literacy of all the neighbourhood children. It is an institution on Mount
Pleasant. Shame on Maple Venture Properties!

Sheri

Save Mabel's Fables! This is an institution that should be saved! Shame on the landlord!!!

Jess

Nothing sparks the imagination more than a great book. Kids deserve a safe space where they can explore their
wildest dreams by getting lost in a sea of pages.

Alexandria

We love Mabel’s Fables!!

Erin

Elaine

I love this bookstore. It is a magical place for kids!

Andreea
Janet
Vicki

Josh, please contact Meg Ryan — she'll tell it to Tom Hanks!
Seriously, an independent, kids' bookstore is a sanctuary, a imagination space, a place to make friends, a candy
store of the heart. I live outside the Mable's Fables neighbourhood and I don't even have kids, and still, this
matters to me. Add my name to this petition—and best wishes for a happy outcome.

Tamar

SAVE MABEL’S

Natalie

Eileen

Where do I begin? Eleanor & her fantastic team are an asset to the Greater Toronto community. Mabel’s Fables
isn’t just a bookstore. It’s a magical space where the Liberal Arts is woven into a welcoming atmosphere.
Eleanor connects authors/illustrators directly with readers; children & adult alike. The store regularly hosts “meet
& greet” events in the cozy room upstairs. I’ve spent many visits in awe of the signatures of beloved authors &
illustrators that have signed the walls there—a real treasure. The store is a haven for avid readers like my
daughter. We have memories of our visits where she squirrels herself away with some books while I hunt for
titles for my school library.
Eleanor & her team are a trusted vendor for YCDSB. They will carefully curate a list of books to suit a theme for
our library events or individual schools. In my experience, it’s never about picking the best titles but agonizing
about which book I must leave behind. That same care & attention to detail is given to every customer. It’s not
uncommon for a person to walk in with a request for books for a relative with a particular theme in mind whether
it be a new baby or a challenging life event. The team is there to help it’s customers regardless of their budget
because Mabel’s Fables is built on a true love of reading and that heart beats loud and true.
Eleanor has also connected many award-winning authors with our students & countless budding authors with our
Teacher-Librarians. I have helped to host some author events which we broadcasted to other YCDSB schools.
My fondest memory was hosting Melaine Watt. Having students at other schools ask questions live was
priceless. I was able to be in the gym during the presentation and witnessed the awe & enthusiasm both in
person and online. I wouldn’t have been able to do it without Eleanor.
We cannot stand idle and let this community treasure buckle under ridiculous rent increases. We must rally
together in pursuit of saving it for future readers and creators.

ilya
JULIE

What could be more important than a unique reading nook for children and kids at heart to unite us and our
passion for books throughout life?

Ralitsa

My friend has been going there for years, and don't want to see it closed. Save the bookstore

Michael

There are never too many bookstores . Mable's contributes to community in ways tangible and intangible, and
thus priceless.

Brenda
Patricia

Mabel's Fables is not just a business. Its been a store where I would go purchase books for my children and
encourage them to read. For decades I go there to buy books for my nephews, and other family members. These
small stores are what makes Davisville Village special and unique-getting to know the store owners, their
recommendations for books, these elements all contribute to a sense of belonging, and is comforting in a world
where everywhere you turn there are big box stores and big corporate franchises that all look the same, and
nobody cares about the service or product they are selling. I hope we can keep this store going-

Jeremy
Sam

Rent increases are ruining this great city. Independent bookstores provide so much to the community

Kate

We don’t want anthor tower to go up in our beautiful neighborhood we don’t need anthor tower mables is not just
a bookstore it has become part of our community. It’s a place we’re you can go just to look around or you can
drop your kids off for stories hour. I love mables fables and I don’t want a tower or anything else in its place.

Leslie
Tom

Roselin
Lucia
Jim

Have shopped there for decades. We now have eleven grandchildren and the tradition continues. We CAN’T
lose this wonderful Mt Pleasant Village icon

Eileen

Where do I begin? Eleanor & her fantastic team are an asset to the Greater Toronto community. Mabel’s Fables
isn’t just a bookstore. It’s a magical space where the Liberal Arts is woven into a welcoming atmosphere.
Eleanor connects authors/illustrators directly with readers; children & adult alike. The store regularly hosts “meet
& greet” events in the cozy room upstairs. I’ve spent many visits in awe of the signatures of beloved authors &
illustrators that have signed the walls there—a real treasure. The store is a haven for avid readers like my
daughter. We have memories of our visits where she squirrels herself away with some books while I hunt for
titles for my school library.
Eleanor & her team are a trusted vendor for YCDSB. They will carefully curate a list of books to suit a theme for
our library events or individual schools. In my experience, it’s never about picking the best titles but agonizing
about which book I must leave behind. That same care & attention to detail is given to every customer. It’s not
uncommon for a person to walk in with a request for books for a relative with a particular theme in mind whether
it be a new baby or a challenging life event. The team is there to help it’s customers regardless of their budget
because Mabel’s Fables is built on a true love of reading and that heart beats loud and true.
Eleanor has also connected many award-winning authors with our students & countless budding authors with our
Teacher-Librarians. I have helped to host some author events which we broadcasted to other YCDSB schools.
My fondest memory was hosting Melaine Watt. Having students at other schools ask questions live was
priceless. I was able to be in the gym during the presentation and witnessed the awe & enthusiasm both in
person and online. I wouldn’t have been able to do it without Eleanor.
We cannot stand idle and let this community treasure buckle under ridiculous rent increases. We must rally
together in pursuit of saving it for future readers and creators.

Ariana

I condemn the actions of those attempting to force this business out of its current location, and hope that these
bullying measures are dropped. Local businesses like this one are what make our communities places we love to
live and places others enjoy visiting.

Patty

We shopped here when our children were young. I now come to purchase books for my grandchildren. The
inventory, staff knowledge and terrific atmosphere encourage our young people to read. Ordering on line does
not allow children to browse , while searching for the perfect book. I hope they remain open for years to come.

Lisa

Mary Beth

Mabel’s Fables is a Toronto institution dedicated to fostering a love of reading among children and promoting
Canadian authors, illustrators, and publishers. Such a huge positive impact on the Toronto community and the
country. Let’s keep it that way!

Julia
Taylor

Erin
Anne

Keep fighting, your store should remain where it is!!!!!!!

Tony

Eleanor and her staff at Mable's Fables has supported our Teacher-Librarians with YCDSB in York Region for
many years. Her expertise has helped many of our teacher-librarians by attending our TL Profession
Development days with amazing books, stories and the opportunity to bring in authors. We hope that a solution
can be found because independent book stores are so important to the local shopping and for the greater
community at large.

Anne

Independent book stores are an important part of our communities. Please encourage literacy in our children
and our adults. Big business needs to learn how to live with the community not just steam roll over it.

Ann

We need to encourage the love of reading for all but especially young readers!
This bookstore is one of a kind! We drive from Myskoka and buy books for our children and grandchildren at
Nobles Fables!
We bought FRANKLIN THE TURTLE .. a stuffed turtle to accompany the Franklin series our kids loved... and
also bought a MADELINE doll there to accompany the Madeline series. The store owner is a gem... so
knowledgeable about age related reading and books that children live.
We need literacy lovers... NOT ANITHER HIGHRISE!!!
Please save Mabkes Fables...
Ann and Thomas Knight
Port Carling Ont P0 B 1J0

Caroline

Sue

The LRT has caused endless heartache for many many people and businesses - it's a huge mistake. And now
this??? Shameful. And the rent increase? How is that allowed with rent control??????

Carolyn

This wonderful place has provided a huge addition to the joy of reading for children of all ages.. to say nothing of
those who shop there. A pox on this greedy landlord!!

Cathy

This is a landmark that needs to be supported and protected. The landlord has a right to realize its earning
potential so let’s use tax dollars for this. Better use than most I’d say.

Patricia

Love this place went so many times especially when I was teaching it’s magical and there is so much knowledge
there. Should never close so future generations can share that joy

Ana

My three kids love Mabel's Fables, we've spent many hours browsing through beautiful books and finding some
treasures with the help of their knowledgable and passionate staff! We support Mabel's Fables all the way!

Morgan

Gene

This is a wonderful store, and a great resource for anyone who cares about kids and reading. The landlord
should feel the full brunt of community pressure.

Danny
Margie

As owner/operator of Granny Bates in St. John's, NL for 25 years, we always followed the wonders of Mabel's
Fables and understood what a special place it was. Please Toronto, be LOUD in your support.

Kathy

We have to stop these landlords from virtually raising rents so high that no store owner could pay them. Time to
back our streets and neighbourhoods back again. Love Manley’s Fables great bookstore, the kids love it and
helps them enjoy reading and socializing, shame on that landlord. Good luck, don’t give up.
Kathy

Sarah

Mabel's Fables Bookstore was where I have some of my fondest childhood memories with my grandparents. I
loved this store and Mabel’s Fables was one of the places that made me fall in love with reading. I really hope
negotiations work out so they can remain in business to continue creating a love of reading with future
generations. I want to take my daughters there this summer when we visit Toronto. ❤

Erin

Please consider this landmark of a shop and don’t force it out of business with a 70% rent increase.

Julia

I am dismayed by this message about a large rent increase for Mabel's Books. Surely the existence of such a
bookstore, and the value it provides, outweigh increases created by a change of ownership?

Joost

I don't know the bookstore, but little bookstores must be saved. Lots of success.
I live in the Netherlands, so I can't join you at March 10.

Audrey

Trudy

Emily

I saw Sheree Fitch speak at an Early Childhood workshop in Fredericton 2 years ago. I bought all of her children
books and read them to my class weekly. The rhyming words are so fun to say and the children adore Mable
Murple, and Sleeping Dragons. My coworkers and I had a plan to go visit Sheree's farm and this book store this
summer to see where it all came from. The thought of it not being there breaks my heart. Please consider the
young little minds who need to know how important literacy is. Small businesses are so important, reading is so
important. I hope that the right decision will be made, so we can show that reading is valued and children matter.

Lori
Richard

Raven

This is an institution! I used to bring my little sister in all the time and some of our fondest bonding moments
come from this store. Rent increase like this is unfair to small business owners- who are the backbone of our
economy!

Rebecca

The fact that this "developer" is more concerned about his financial gains, rather than the educational
development of young minds, is most disconcerting! Time to teach this "bully" a lesson they won't soon forget!!

Maria

The bookstore has been a staple in Toronto— promoting kids’ literacy and love for books for decades. It will be a
shame to see it close.

Ben

Kathy

It is Outrageous that Mabel's Fables has to deal with such a Greedy Landlord, who wishes to raise the rent by an
unreasonable 70%, on the location of the children's book store that has been a part of the community for so
many years, helping to raise many children from all across our city.

Sara
Jami

Brenda

Too many children’s bookstores have been lost. Mabel’s Fables creates an intimate and knowledge based
experience for children as they develop a love for reading. Don’t let this wonderful independent neighbourhood
oasis become another casualty.

Peter

So many wonderful stores and restaurants are forced to close owing to massive rent increases
It’s time we all stand up and be counted!.
Ask for legislative changes. We are losing our senses of community.

Gwen

Sarah

Andrea

Christine
Nick
Mireya

Sheree Fitch brings such joy to readers young & old. Her bookstores are dreams come true! Reading is such an
important thing to teach future generations! This bookstore must remain!

Everett

As a book reader and book place/store supporter myself, the news of a possible close of this store is sad and
unfortunate. You've got my support through signing the petition. I hope this place remains for all

Victoria

Gary

Deborah

please safe the little shop

Sung

Stores like Mabel's Fables make Mount Pleasant Road and area personable. Our city is developing fast and
carelessly, and we are losing personality of each community. Don't lose these characters that shape our
community, keep the street where we can walk and stroll into old stores and share the stories with young
children. They carry more value to the community than developers think.

Jocelynn

A gem of a store. A community hub. Always the best books.Enough gentrification.

Sheree

A sacred space.A magical space. A space to keep. We love you, our sister. love Mabel Murple.

Karen

my three children grew up in this bookstore!

LA

Every time I went in with my Christmas list - names, ages, English and French - the staff picked out the best
books. They were always a hit with the kids. We need this bookstore.

Donna

This is the kind of place everyone would like to have in their neighbourhood. Don't let it disappear!

Paul

Just isn’t ethicsl

Ashley

Keep up the fight! The community wants small business to stay open. Rent prices must be commercially
reasonable!

Dora

It would be a huge shame if Mables Fables had to close.

Natalie

The community stands with Mabel’s Fables!

Jayne

Its a treasure of a book store and needs to remain in the neighborhood!

Lyndsay

This place is a staple of our community! My parents live directly across the street and take our children there
often...if it closed down it would be devastating. Please do not go ahead with this!

Brittney

Mabel's is a LEGEND in the Toronto book publishing industry and a cornerstone! Everyone I know who has
bought a book there or has been a sales rep selling into the store speaks so highly of Mabel's!

Kelly

Mables fables is an absolute neighbourhood gem. We need to save this woderfull bookstore!!!

Patrick

We love this bookstore in our community

Terri
Jennifer
Hoora

It is a great and cozy bookstore in the Mount pleasant community, especially for kids.
I don't want it to be replaced by another cafe., which we have so many in the area.
Please protect it.

Cecilia
Joy

I’ve lived in this neighborhood for over 8 years and have shopped at Mables Fables for my grandsons, great
nieces and great nephews. Never walked out of the store without having bought something. This store cannot
close!! It is a landmark!!

Emilia

My entire life, I've remembered walking up a set of stairs in a bookstore, ready to participate in a book
slub/reading that we went on while I was in elementary school (Hughes Public School) ... I've remembered this
location from a smell of the stairwell. Comforting, warm, was it the smell of books? I remember running my
fingers along the baseboard as I climbed up, remembering it.
I had no idea where this place was, but I'm pretty sure it's solidified my love of books. When I saw a post about
the place being in danger of shutting down - I knew immediately this is the place I was all those years ago.
Hughes lost a fight with a developer and it's been torn down - then the development of the project shut down and
now lies an empty space, demolished building - for what? Please don't let that happen here.

Erica

Martin

Ciara
Victoria

Please don't get rid of a staple in my neighborhood since I was a baby! And to this day I purchase books from
them for teaching my students. We don't need another condo, we need more community spaces and places for
our children.

Jim

Have shopped there for decades. We now have eleven grandchildren and the tradition continues. We CAN’T
lose this wonderful Mt Pleasant Village icon

James and Dianne 2548 Kipling Ave
509i my wife and i have bought many books from mables fables as our grandchildren live nearby. They love the
books and we hope this issue can be resolved
Catherine

Minaz

Salima

Jane
M

An oasis for parents and children.

Gwyn
Gary
David

This is a wonderful store. I have shopped there many time for books to give to my grandchildren. It would be a
shame to lose it.

Alison

I lived in this neighbourhood for many years and my son went to all the local schools. I shopped here frequently,
as well as the west end Mables, and my mother loved finding new books to read to her only grandson during the
annual "Nana Sale." We were shocked to learn of the possible closing of our favourite children's bookstore. It's
such a loss to not only the community but also the city as a whole!

Martha

I discovered Mabel’s in 1990 when I was living in Toronto. It was the first book store that I took my now 28 and
25 year old children to. We have many fond memories of the times we spent there.

Allyson

Please keep an iconic book store open !! People need to read !!!

Elie

Sarah

This bookstore is a wonderful addition to our community - rental price increases can't be the reason we lose
another landmark!

Angela
Carola

Alyson

We absolutely love Mabel’s Fables and it’s location in our neighborhood. We shop there often and would be
devastated to lose this essential price of our community. Please do not take this wonderful place away from our
community!

Mitch

Mables Fables is an important part of Toronto. Not just where it is. It's a one of a kind store that also sponsors
Kids Lit Quiz. It would be such a shame to lose this important place.

Sarah

Wishing Mabel’s Fables many more years of business success!!!

Carol

ziba
Nadine

I live in Halifax, NS. A friend of mine who lived in Toronto bought presents for my children at Mabel's Fables, and
lived in their neighbourhood. I now work at an independent business for children in Halifax, NS and know the
challenges that small businesses face in downtown districts where developers buy up lots of land, tear down
older buildings, and build concrete high rises all in the name of progress and what people want. Citizens and
tourists love independent businesses and one-of-a-kind shops that make downtowns unique over bog box
boredom. The downtowns that house these indie businesses are always having to deal with disruptive
construction, reduced parking, and high taxes, and yet they are the reason that people want to wander
downtown. There is no reason that a landlord needs to play dirty to oust a tenant like Mabel's Fables from a
location that they have occupied for over thirty years!!!!
Take a look at how residents in NYC banded together to let developers know that they do not rule the roost and
cannot get away with what they want all of the time -> https://www.cbc.ca/radio/asithappens/as-it-happens-fridayedition-1.5471399/nyc-woman-ecstatic-as-judge-orders-20-floors-cut-from-already-built-condo-1.5471612

Angela
Rachel

Ann

Just bought two copies of Paperbag Princess. My heart is wrung for Mabel's Fables.

David and Barbara

We would like to add our names in support of saving Mabel's Fables. We have lived in this community for 30
years and we realize how much joy this bookstore has brought to so many.

Sarah

I am disabled and also extremely allergic to cats (Mabel). With three granddaughters, one ten years old and two
infants (two years and eight months) living in Vancouver. I am the “Book Grandma”: whenever I send a gift, it is a
book. Mabel’s (Eleanor and Staff) have helpfully sought out my requests. Then they go the extra mile: I pay over
the phone and when I arrive at the store, someone will bring my purchases out to me in my car , saving me
physical difficulty and an allergic reaction!! Where else can you get that kind of caring and service?
(Perhaps the developer should be forced to find a similar location close by and pay any differential in rent until
the development is built and then have to accommodate the shop within a retail component at that original
location at.close to the current rent?)

Catherine

Pete

Emma

I love this bookstore and it has been my favourite ever since I was born!!

Susan

Wonderful place. Don’t close!

Julia

Mabel's always felt like magic when I was little.

Shannon

Mabel’s Fables is a beautiful space, very special to many book lovers in the community. It even has an amazing
wall where many famous children’s authors have signed! The booksellers are passionate and they know what
they are talking about. They work with authors to put on amazing events that help educate and inspire children.
We need more places like Mabel’s in the community, not less!

Patrick
Karen

Maddie

Best children’s book store ever
Always fabulous selection, helpful , friendly and warm

Hannah

Jeffrey

7 Tullis Dr.
As a teacher I can say that this book store has been a wonderful resource throughout my career

Carmen

Seeing a wonderful independent book store like this close would be a terrible loss for Toronto. When will Toronto
provide protection to these kind of businesses that have a good and lasting impression on youth? People and
families are more valuable than corporate profits.

Amalia

This store needs to stay open. It offers high quality merchandise, staff and atmosphere. Who wants more urban
density in place of this neighbourhood institution. Not anyone in my community. Keep the store open!

Janet

I have never been to your bokstore but it's a shame that it could be closed down because of geedy speculaters.
Iam in support of anyone trying to keep their business open.This bookstore is a asset to the city. It looks like a
beautiful
bookstore. Increasing the rent tochase tochase you out is very wrong. Iwish you all the very best. God bless.

Vanessa

I am in support to save Mables Fables and the owner, it has been in the community for 30 years, providing a
wonderful place for children and those young of heart!
Learning goes behold the classroom and it would be heart-breaking to see it go. What are we going to tell the
young readers who visit the store to purchase or obtain books. A place where they visit their friends, for mums
and dad's to have an engaging time of learning and reading.
I do think it is egregious for the rent to go up by 70% that is so unfair of the new landlord, rents for retails
owners like apartment dwellers should be held at a reasonable and percentage, not be a tool to force a retailer to
close. Maple Venture Properties has an ironic name, it sounds very patriotic and Canadian, however the actions
of increasing the rent is so unfair and unreasonable. Greed has no business in goodness at the expense of
personal gain. There are lessons taught in the movie "Scrouge" and perhaps the property manger need to be
encouraged to view this as educational tool!!! I'm a passionate person who has worked in Education and
Development, please do everything politically possible to save this store.
I am in complete support keeping Maples Fable store to continue being a vibrant and important part of this
community.
Vanessa Rose Rottner

Debra

Gordon

Seeing a wonderful independent book store like this close would be a shameful loss for Toronto. The signatures
on the wall by a number of authors, like Margaret Attwood, should make this a heritage qualified place. That the
City or Metrolinks should be held accountable to support. City can provide a tax lower to the new owner in
exchange for lower or same rent. Metrolinks delays should provide compensation. Normal construction would
have completed stages and normalcy returned on a majority of Eglinton.

Darren

An important independent bookstore that deserves protection from an outrageous rent hike. I hope the developer
can be persuaded that the PR from this can be made to go viral and they need to amend their plans.

Jamie

When I was maybe four years old, I went to Mabel's Fables. I used to read several books with my nanny from
there. I did read along as a child there and was disappointed to hear it was closing after years being there and
lots of memories. I know that the store means something to lots of Torontonians. Support Mabel's Fabels!!

Barbata

Kim

I just saw the story about this beloved bookstore on CTV news. I hope that the new landlord finds some
compassion & realizes the impact that the ongoing LRT construction has had on local businesses. I will share
this petition with as many people as I can in the hopes that our voices will be heard!!

James

Another small business is threatened. When the history of our times is written, one of the most noteworthy
themes will be the destruction of the small business sector. This we have to stop. Here, and now.

Anna

Well done Josh Marlow for constantly fighting in the trenches to protect our community treasures.

Elise

There are too few of those gems in our neighbourhoods. Don’t drive them away!

sandra

Magical place!

Liza

Please save this precious place for kids to learn about the joy of reading.

Kaye

This is so damning on so many levels.

Larry

This store is a cultural icon that should be protected and preserved as a heritage place and public service.
The landlord should be charged with extortion or at least economic eviction.

Le

Been loving all the independent bookshops since coming to Canada so much but I've been witnessed many of
them need to close permanently for the same reason. I don't want to see another beloved place like this to be
replaced anymore.

Elizabeth

I have been buying books for my children and now my grandchildren for years from Mabel's. They always have
an amazing selection of books, and I always find what I want, and what I didn't know I wanted. It would be
detrimental to the whole community of children and adults to close this wonderful place down. People come from
all over Toronto to Mable's to get their books.

Lindsey

Tim

Kathleen
Dorothy

Great source of books for all my grandchildren. We need people with their knowledge In the community.

Amber
Kristoffer
ANDREA

A wonderful place to shop and to spend some time with your kids. This place is magical.

Jennifer

Mabel's Fables is such a wonderful place. Unlike big bookstores, the staff know children's books inside and out
and they have so much knowledge and expertise to share. This store is so special for children, parents,
grandparents, and educators. It is truly one of a kind!

Emil

How do you become an institution? By making a profound, long-lasting difference in people’s lives. Mabel’s
Fables has touched the lives of countless children, and the child in us.

Ricky

Stand tall. Too good a resource for Toronto, to lose.

Paula

Lisa

Mable's Fables is a beloved institution to everyone in the city. As a Curriculum Leader in the TDSB, I have
known Eleanor and the team at this beautiful bookstore for many years, and have bought books for both the
English department and Library at our high school.
The staff who work here are just amazing...knowledgeable, helpful, committed to sharing new reads and making
great recommendations for all customers. They also do so much for writers and often have authors showcase
their work at the book store.
It would be a devastating loss if this beautiful and historic haven for readers were to shut down. Please save
Mable's Fables!!

Lucia
Lindsay

Mables Fables is so important to the community and must remain!!!!

June

Mables Fables faithfully supports Canadian children’s authors. It is an important outlet for excellence. Please do
not close this venerable institution. Children benefit from its vast collection.

Terrill

we love independent bookstores! soooo important to our communities!

Terrill

Such an important community resource must be supported in every possible way!

Dave

A wonderful place. This should not be allowed to happen. There demonstrates no respect for a long standing
establishment that provides needed and excellent service to the neighbourhood. This is pure greed on behalf of
the owner. What would the new landlord think if their price had been 70% higher. Just not right.

Lesley

Wonderful variety of books and personal service.

Marjorie

46
Viewmount Ave

John
Wendy

Save Mabel's! Mabel's is a beautiful place of fun and fantasy that should be available to all children as it has
been for our children and grandchildren.
Where else can you foster such a love of reading that will last a lifetime. And thanks to Mabel's who has provided
countless young people with
employment experience including our daughter.

CELINE

In this age of big super book stores taking over our small, dedicated book stores, it is imperative that we speak
up in support of Mabel's Fables. For a developer to increase the rent by 70 % is not short of criminal ! Is such an
increase even legal ?!!

Kathleen

My 3 kids are in university now, but Mabels Fables for a regular haunt when they were younger. They were the
only people who could find the perfect books for my reluctant reader (who ironically now the one who is never
without a book!). Still my go-to for baby and kid gifts. Mabel’s is worth fighting for!

Caroline

I grew up with Mables Fables and now shop here for my own daughter. Please, let's not force out such a unique
part of the Midtown Toronto community in the name of corporate profits.

Paula

Outrageous!

Taffy & Bill

Since we discovered it when our children were born in the early '70's, Mabel's has been our "Shop Around the
Corner". It has been a treasure for family & friends for generations, run beautifully by Eleanor & her wonderful,
helpful staff. We will fight for the right for it to continue to bring the joy of reading to generations yet to come.
Taffy & Bill Cass

Stephanie

My favourite bookstore as a child. My mom now takes her grandchildren.

Kelly

KelChed

Metamorphin Where To Buy In Canada https://apcialisle.com/# - cialis 5 mg best price usa What Is Propecia
Hair Loss <a href=https://apcialisle.com/#>Buy Cialis</a> Generic Levaquin Medication Low Price Pharmacy

Stephen

An important neighbourhood institution that should be saved.

Duncan

I grew up visiting Mabels, and in it, cultivated a life long love of reading. It would be downright shameful for
Mabels, a loving, supportive establishment - which brings tremendous value to the neighborhood - to be
subjected to this price gouging.

Claudia

Hard to believe the extent of pure greed these days! Hang in there!!

Mary

Amy
Heather
Michael

We don’t believe they should be forced out due to rent increase.

Matt
Laura
Laura
Annette

I was introduced to Mabel’s through my sister not long after the store first opened. Although I live in Montreal, a
trip to Mabel’s was often a special part of my weekend visits to Toronto. My sister’s children both worked at
Mabel’s for many years and her daughter was inspired to open her own children’s book store in Kelowna, BC last

summer! Whenever a new baby is born in my inner circle, they receive a beautiful basket of books from Mabel’s
Fables. My own children and grandchildren have also been recipients of many beautiful books from Mabel’s. I
treasure the memories of moments spent reading books from Mabel’s to my children, grandchildren, nieces and
nephews. The love of reading is one of the most precious gifts you can give to a child. I hope and pray that a
solution can be found to keep this wonderful store open.
Serin
Margaret Ann

Mabel's Fables has been an important part of the community for many years. It has always been my "go-to "
store for books for my children and grandchildren, as well as always having informed suggestions for Christmas,
Birthdays and gifts of any kind.
It would be a tragedy to lose it!!

Lara

Mabels Fable is not just a bookstore but a tradition in our neighbourhood and Toronto in general. Places like this
bond us as a community

Annie

I would like Mabel’s fables to stay because this book store brings a lot of happy memories from when my
grandmother used to take me to get books and I would continue to do so, but I will only be able to do that if
Mabel’s fables stays as a books store

Dean

Gord

Just no. Sometimes gentrification does more harm than good. Look at great cities around the world, and note the
number of old businesses and buildings that remain unchanged, that remain celebrated traditions of those cities.
Consider a good portion of New Orleans' French Quarter, homes in the Garden District, two examples of
old/tradition maintained. Both districts earn New Orleans $100s of millions in tourist dollars.

Harmeet

We will look back at our city in a few years and wonder what we did. Something needs to be done about these
rent prices. Losing Mabel's would be a devastating loss to the character of this city. When will it stop!?

Chris

Lucinda

A place like this is so important to future generations!

Courtney

Shame on Maple Venture Properties! Save this community gem.

Tina

Love Mabel’s Fabels!! Have been shopping there for over 15yrs. We need to keep this landmark - it is a family
and community treasure!

Mary

I have shopped at Mable’s Fables for over 28 years for almost every child’s gift I have purchased. The staff have
always made excellent suggestions. Their knowledge and experience cannot be found elsewhere. It reminds
me of “You’re Got Mail”.
Please don’t let it disappear!

Jonathan

It was the first place that my kids became enthusiastic about reading. Always look forward to going to find that
special gift too for family and friends that no other online or stores can do today. If it closes the above
experience disappears too.

Karen

Loved this store when our kids were little. Many great memories bringing them there - princess story time and
lots of cuddles with Mable. I hope they can stay!

Abby

sue

We love Mabel's Fables. When my daughter was a Brownie we would purchase books to be donated to kids
who would not otherwise have a new book, my daughter would pick out a special book for a similar age child.
This was organized by Mabel's Fables staff who coordinated and delivered the books. They have a strong
connection to Children's Book Bank downtown. The staff are so knowledgable and helpful when choosing
books, they helped me find books to get my kids inspired to read. It is such a beautiful and welcoming place.
Please don't go anywhere.

Darshana

A delightful bookstore and an icon of the city. Toronto wouldn't be the same without Mabel's Fables!

Beverley

Mables Fables is very important to our community

Traci-Lee
Diana

Mabel's Fables is a necessary service to the community and to our fast-paced life of technology.
Stop the greed and save it at all costs!

Sara

Small businesses are dying and the culture and joy they bring people are eliminated. Chain stores are ruining
your book buying experiences. We need to keep these little gems we do have striving and alive so when we say
"I'm going to the book store" it doesn't mean a national chain.

Sue

Part of the heart of our company!

Jane

I’ve spent many happy hours there with my young kids! And the staff are gems and always ready with fantastic
gift suggestions. Please help them stay in business.

Susan

These independent bookstores bring more than just book product to our communities- it is all of the activities as
well. It is truly sad that these Landlords ( whose property values have gone up in a significant part because of the
traffic these stores bring to the neighbourhood) put greed above the long-term tenancy and value Mables Fables
offers.

Katie

Mabel’s fables is a store that aids parents in teaching their kids the love to read. It was absolutely my favourite
store to go to as a kid. We need stores like this even more now, when electronic devices are pulling kids away
from the enriching act of reading.

K

I live in Kingston but have visited Mable's Fables. As a teacher, I was so impressed with the variety of books . I
was especially impressed with the selection of Canadian authors available. I have not seen as wide a selection
anywhere else.
It is important to continue the tie to the northern community- a service that chain bookstores do not have.
Please help Mable's Fables to remain the amazing bookstore that it is in it's current location. Thanks

Wilson

Four kids. They all became readers. Loved fiction and fantasy. All in college and University. That's my story of
Mable's Fables. Sick of rapaciously developers in Toronto. It's really not that hard to run a business, developers.
You're not so smart. But try doing something with honor and decency and thinking about your community rather
than making more money.

Wilson

Four kids. They all became readers. Loved fiction and fantasy. All in college and University. That's my story of
Mable's Fables. Sick of rapaciously developers in Toronto. It's really not that hard to run a business, developers.
You're not so smart. But try doing something with honor and decency and thinking about your community rather
than making more money.

Gordene byets

The store must stay, the neighbourhood is almost not recognizable now with all the ugly condos. We can't lose
the bookstore.

Margarita

local bookstores are such treasures, and need to saved, for our children and grandchildren!

Bonnie

JoAnn

Please don’t close. You have always been the only complete children’s book store and we need you. Your staff
have always been knowledgeable and quick to recommend the best books for any age. You are a treasure that
must be saved.

Anne

Mabel's has supported children's books and authors for over three decades. My children bought their favourite
books there. In the 90's I attended workshops with other GTA writers to hone our craft and was over the moon to
have my first book launch upstairs at Mabel's in 1999. As anyone involved in the book industry knows none of us
do what we do to make money but to share our love of a good book. Thank you for selling fables not labels. I
hope you negotiate an affordable rent.
Anne Laurel Carter

Laura

Best independent book store for kids. My kids love getting books there. The staff come to our school. It is a piece
of our community culture. It should be up for Heritage status!! 💜💜💜

Marina

Mabel's Fables is a gem in the community. One of the best bookstores for children's books. I grew up reading
their books and going there with my mom and sister. I have fond memories. We need to keep this bookstore to
spark the imaginations of our future generations!

Cat

Lynn

Mabels Fables is an outstanding community resource. !!! We cannot let idiotic community- destroying tax policy
ruin our neighbourhoods and our lives

Kristin
Sandra

This is so ridiculous. Toronto needs more bookstores like Mabel’s Fables!

Judith

I took my children to Mabel's Fables.and my grandchildren. It is a wonderful store to have in our neighborhood, I
still drop by just for the sheer pleasure of looking. I recently bought four bpoks for myself and for future great
grandchildren. The stories and illustrations were just too delightful to pass up.

Caroline

I support you ;-)

Paul

We need mables fables. A 70% increase in one increase Should not be legal. Stop the landlord

Lindsay

Books will never be replaced as a valuable form of education for children. From language development and
sensory stimulation, to the magical feeling of browsing through a bookstore; there's just nothing like it!

Sue and peter

We have bought book s for our grandchildren there for many years
It’s an important neighbourhood institution
That rent increase is unconscionable
Should not be allowed

Sue and Peter
Ezra

I have gotten so many AMAZING books and enjoyed so many book fairs
MABELS FABLES PLEASE DON’T SHUT DOWN

Tim

Shame on Maple Venture Properties! How on earth does this keep happening to our grassroots retailers? Shame
on the City of Toronto as well for taxing these properties out of the market. Sign of the Skier is also facing a
terrible tax problem. The character of our communities is dying thanks to greedy developers and unfair tax laws.
Over to you Josh.

Peter

I have been shopping at Mables for over 30 years, first for my children and now my grandchildren. Mables is a
wonderful resource for our community. We don’t need to be pushed around by yet another greedy
landlord/developer. I will be at the meeting.

Sandy

This is a lovely children’s bookstore and is so entrenched in the Eglinton neighbourhood - please find a way to
SACE the store - there are so few places left like this.

Laura

Laura

Cindy
Gillian

Mabel's Fables plays a vital role in the COMMUNITY. Businesses like Mabel's are what make a community
attractive to home owners. Good planning means supporting the continued existence of this store.
Mabel's Fables plays a vital role in the LITERARY life of Toronto, the province and the country, and has for over
three decades. Authors, illustrators, publishers, teachers and librarians -- and the thousands and thousands of
young readers that Mabel's has nurtured -- would lose if Mabel's is no more.
Through the store itself and through its outreach programs, Mabel's Fables play a vital role in LITERACY. We
need it.

Cathy

This is outrageous! Do these new property owners have any clue at all about how important this store is for the
community. It is all about the building owners gouging more money.
Mabel's Fables is a staple in the neighbourhood and such a wonderful place. We want to keep it.

Ian

This fabled store deserves to continue being a lifeline of what’s right in this world- a unique blend of passion and
functional value that contributes greatly to the character and fabric of Toronto.

Romana

Alannah

Adam

My high school was very close to Mables Fables and we would always used to love taking a field trip there even
for 20 minutes. The environment is so friendly, warm and welcoming.

Alison

Please save Mabel's Fables!!

Samantha

Mable's Fables has been a staple in our city for so long. As a librarian, I've always loved going into the store,
chatting with the staff and seeing what's new and great in children's fiction. There isn't too many books stores
dedicated to children and taking that space away from the community is a cry in shame. The rent hike is
unreasonable and just plan wrong. It shows a lack of respect for those in the neighborhood and for what? More
crap unoccupied condos? We need our independent shops now more than ever in our global crisis as it's a
reminder of good community values. We need places like Mables Fables in order to still have a sense of
community.

Lindsay
Anne

If we want to see a better world, we need kids to read their hearts out. Mabel's supports creativity and is a warm
gathering place for sharing the joy of story. Don't allow greed to choke out art at a community level.

Margaret

I just found out about this and am very sad. Not only for Mabel's Fables but also for the sad transformation of
Toronto's neighourhoods into shadowy highrises.

Tara

Canadian books and a magical place to buy and read them inspire our future writers and illustrators.

Amanda

This store is a neighbourhood icon! Save Mabel's Fables!

Jean

This would be a loss the entire community!

anthony

I have very upset with the news of this unbelievable rent hike to a gem in Toronto. Unique independent stores
like Mable's Fables are important for the culture of the city. How many chain coffee shops does Toronto need?
Losing Mable's will impact the entire community. By pricing out the unique aspects of a city, the city will, in the
long run, be less appealing to the citizens, the day visitors and eventually the tourists.

Kelley

I'm so sorry to hear that you and your store are under seige. I don't live in Toronto so I hadn't heard about
Mabel's Fables. If I had, I certainly would have visited! I have always loved books and spent 30 years teaching
English to high school students. Discovering YA literature and promoting it through literature circles and other
strategies was my happy place (to put it mildly) and some days was all that kept me going.
In retirement, I've re-discovered children's books (anticipating the arrival of grandchildren in the future). I also
tried to promote indigenous voices, both at school and in my Book Club so when I heard of your Kids Read North
program (and then saw the picture of the cards dangling from the ceiling - absolutely brilliant!), my head kind of
exploded! Obviously, we need more people like you (so don't forget to take care of yourself too) and wonderful
stores like yours. I hope you can keep up the fight, because it's such a worthwhile one. Sending you all of my
good vibes and karma from St Catharines. 💕📚

Marie-Isabelle

To the developer:
Mabel's Fables is more than a business. They are more than just tenants. They are a cornerstone in the
community, adding value to the families and all the residents.
Please don't be the reason we will lose that great place!!!

Anne

Children’s bookstores are such a very valuable resource for families. They carry titles that one can’t find in the
big box stores; titles by authors who write things that are less commercial, more niche, more creative. My son’s
favourite books growing up we’re those that were found at Mabel’s Fables. The staff there were able to help with
requests like “my son is 7 but reads at an age 10 level. What would be a good book that is also thematically
appropriate for a child his age?” Questions that those at a big box store can’t answer. They may know about
books, but don’t know about age-related content.
Toronto needs Mabel’s Fables. Every city should have a children’s bookstore in it.

Cerian

Rishi

A special book store for kids. Nothing like it in the country.
Condo developers should lose this battle, if there is any justice in the world.

Jenni

Such a wonderful selection of books. I hope you get the support you need to either stay at the current location or
relocate.

Cynthia

58 Clarendon Ave

Judy

A truly cherished local store for generations of children, their parents and grandparents. Great service, wonderful
community outreach and a neighbourhood gem .. we need to help it keep going.

Jay
Zoey

My mum used to take my brothers and myself to Mables Fables all of the time when we were younger. We’d
spend hours picking out books and reading them in the store, inspiring my love of reading at a young age. The
staff are probably the nicest people in the world and always find a way to brighten up your day.

Courtney
Amy

Mabel’s has amazing customer service and the kind of curated selection that makes book shopping such a great
pleasure. They are an anchor for Mt Pleasant and we need them!

Natalie

I have spent many hours in Mables Fables, I still have shelves full of books that I have purchased there for my
son and daughter over the years. ( I first went to Mables 20 years ago!) My kids loved going there as much as I
did. Along with shopping at Mables Fables when my children were small, I was fortunate enough to take two
children's writing courses that were held on the second floor of Mables. What an amazing location for creativity
and inspiration! Mables is a landmark in the community, it is smaller shops that add character and personality to
a community. If the cost of rent were to force the store to close it would be a great loss not only to the local
community but to Toronto as a whole. we need to protect these business and not allow landlords to gouge
business owners.

Anna

Mabel's fables is a staple to the neighbourhood. Shame that greed is causing the demise to character in a
neighbourhood.

Zainab

I love Mabel’s Fables. Back when we lived overseas, we visited Mum and Dad in the summer. My boys love the
train so we took the GO train into the city. We had to go somewhere, so I looked up bookstores online and found
Mabel’s Fables. We had a lovely visit. I still remember my 10 year old daughter telling them that she wants a
thick book with lots of pages and no pictures! He came back with 8 books for her to choose from. Please find a
way to keep this important part of our community!

Michael

Mabel's was our go-to place every birthday, Christmas and other gift-giving occasions for our children as well as
for others.

Lily

Mabel’s Fable’s is a community institution. We need to support small businesses that our part of our
neighbourhood.

Cecilia

Mabel’s Fables is not just a bookstore for kids. To us, is an extension of our family life, a place to go, to learn
and to get inspired. It is a place to discover, learn, share and give.
It is also a REAL place, to experience in 'real space and time' what books are, the stories and colours they
contain. It is a REAL place, so our children can step outside of the virtual world into a real one.
Their wonderful programs have served us in immeasurable ways. It is a destination that will live in our family's
minds forever.
We need to save Mabel's Fables.
Maria C Ronderos

Chris

Brian

I used to live in the area and would frequent the store to get books for my children. It is a lovely store with a
beautiful history. Redevelopment happens, I get that, but strong arm tactics like a 70% rent hike is
unreasonable.

Jelena
Jill

Not many small independent stores left. Let’s save this bookstore and stop the endless condo builds. A rent
increase such as this is complete bullying and should not be legal. My children have enjoyed going here over
the past few years and they have always been super nice and surprisingly flexible on their return policy for such
a small store. Please, please do not let their survival be threatened.

Tim

This is ridiculous! Greedy assholes!

Lily

Mabel’s fables is a staple in our neighbourhood. I grew up loving this bookstore and it still remains essential to
me today. It would be a shame to see a small, thriving, creative business, like Mabel’s Fabels, leave the
neighbourhood.

roberta

Excellent book store ! Loved shopping when they
had store on Bloor ST...kids books are amazing and so important to stimulate young minds.

Jennifer

Shehrose

Sarah

I moved here from San Francisco in September of last year and live down the street from Mabel's Fables. This
place has been a haven for me and my children. We love reading and are so impressed with Mabel's collections
of books and titles that I have not heard of before. We are there every week whether it's for my son's music class
or their story time class or buying a gift for my children's friends. We have taken advantage of their book club and
their birthday gift $10 certificates. This place cannot leave this neighborhood.

Kate

When we moved to Toronto from London, England, I was convinced that we'd never find a locally owned
bookstore that my kids wanted to spend time in. The big bookstores have their place, bur for a child to be able to
grab a book, sit on the floor and get lost in it is a magic that just seems to be vanishing with the busi-ness of our
lives. Mables Fables is a vital part of what many of us are trying to hold onto for our children as we try to teach
them to slow down and find a valuable non-screen related activity. Please don't take this away from our
community!!!

Jeffrey

My adult kids remember fondly going once. a month to buy books at Mabel's Fabels. It was a wonderful and
magical place to buy books. Now that I am a grandfather have already bought books for my new grandson there
but was looking forward to being able to go with him to buy books. I hope that somehow it remains part of the Mt.
Pleasant Village

Sylvia

Ann

Such an amazing bookstore. It is an adventure just to go and spend time. I do hope this support will actually help
to keep it open.

Shelley

Mable’s Fables supports kids, authors, families and the larger neighbourhood. That little store does enormous
good work. There will be an unfillable hole in the the literary landscape if it is forced to close.

Stuart

No business so vital to children and their growth should be pushed out by greedy landlords.

Guy

Keep the charm and wonderful neighbourhood feel of our community. Stop developers destroying independent
owner operators. The new condos only accept retailers that are part of huge franchises.

KelChed
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Tina

Amy

Mabels fables supported kids lit quiz bowl and is a wonderful member of our community. We can’t let anyone
force them out!

Kathleen

I have loved this store for 30 years and took my children and grandchildren there. It is so comfortable and
peaceful.
Do not ruin our heritage please!
Kathleen Kerr

Ann

This store is a gem, an essential part of our community.

Tailai

linda

Bookstores are children's happy places.

Chris
Ella
Leighanne

Shameful! Councillors are likely to get loudly supportive of large and highly publicized issues so that their voices
and “good deeds” make the evening news. This is not one of those issues and likely well below your radar, but
here is a chance for you to lend your voice to what really matters. There are a whole lot of reasons why the

landlord’s 70% rent increase is shameful, but the most important reason is that this small bookstore promotes
literacy - the love of reading. It’s not just a bookstore - it is a place where children learn to love books and the
stories that weave between their pages. It is where they learn to be kind, develop good manners, learn to share
and learn confidence. It is small, intimate, supports Canadian authors and offers something big bookstores like
Indigo will never be able to provide. Do the right thing and take a stand in support of this wonderful bookstore.
Don’t let this greedy landlord get his way. You may not get your name in the news, but will be a true champion of
your neighbourhood.
Katie

My.mum has been buying books for my.kids here for years. It is so important to keep these brick and mortar
stores for our families. If we lived in TO we would be regulars!

Garrett

Andrea

Zach
Talia

"Books are mirrors: you only see in them what you already have inside you.” ― Carlos Ruiz Zafón (The Shadow
of the Wind).
Maple Venture Properties should be ashamed, and take a hard look at what putting profit over people says about
their personal characters, and company integrity.
Mabel’s Fables is an extremely important community pillar.

Krista

Mabels Fables has been a very important fun place for my kids...and myself for the past 12 years. When my
children were babies and toddlers we benefited from a lovely story time with a story teller among other
community children and mothers/ fathers. Not to mention the many trips with my children to go explore and find
books of interest over the last many years. Please leave Mabels Fables, this place is a community Institution and
an important place for families to come and bring their children.
Kind regards,
Krista

Linda

It would be very sad to see such a pillar of the neighbourhood have to close due to an exorbitant rent increase.
We need to cherish and preserve such small businesses.

Marcia

I love this neighborhood bookstore!

Lara

Rachel

Daniel

Such a gem of a store.
Ridiculous what had happened.

June

Unbelievable - I hope a reasonable solution will be found. Good luck.

Elyse

Leslie

Books for kids and the world of reading are crucial for kids. Please reconsider

Alison

This charming shop has a rich history, provides a place for locals to enjoy books, allows young people to
discover a love of reading and adds both character and charm to the fabric of our Mount Pleasant Village
community. Stores like this are what neighbourhoods are made of. I have lived in this neighbourhood for 12
years and have seen it change in many ways during that time, as new developments arrive, stripping the area of
any sense of character, uniqueness and substance. Mable’s Fable’s is one of the last historic landmarks that
remains in this neighbourhood. It would be a huge loss and shame to see it lost to another faceless
development. If shops such as these continue to close, where is the community for our community members that
still live here?

Sally

55 Delisle Ave., suite 504

Chantal

This little gem is such an important part of the community. Must everything be redeveloped into a condo?!

philip

We have been in the neighbourhood since 1972 and have always enjoyed ur frequent visits to Mables Fables. It
is outrageous and tragic that their rent has increased 70%.

Gayle

Bookstores are important hubs of culture community and prevent isolation and loniness and this bookstore has
done this for forever

Cindy

This bookstore is a gem. They really know books and always help me pick the most appropriate books (at their
grade level) for my grandchildren. Please save us from the big box stores that know nothing about literature.
Please help keep this wonderful store in business.

Emine

Kileen

lyndsay
m

279 Hillsdale Ave E

Kate
Chris

I have been a customer since Day 1 and raised my kids on the books Mabel’s sold. My daughter comes from
Boston to stock up on kids’ books from Mabel’s. This store is irreplaceable. It’s a cultural icon. I can’t imagine
Toronto without Mabel’s. PLEASE SAVE MABEL’S!

Joanne

Mabel’s Fables was such a big part of raising my twin sons who are now 29. We happily lined up in costume for
all the Harry Potter releases, attended Harry Potter trivia contests with Eleanor ‘s special wizard. I shop there
now for my grandchildren. It is a wonderful wonderful community store and location.

Deryck

Small business is the backbone of community. Rents need to be reasonable in order to save local small
businesses and the role they play.

Janet

This is OUTRAGEOUS ‼‼😳😳😳😳 this shop is so important in the community !! SHAME on this landlord ....
GREEDY GREEDY ‼ 70% 😱😱😱😱 SHOCKING

Roxy

Maebles Fables is a very important institution that must stay alive for the sake of young people - parents
grandparents and teachers - all who appreciate the importance of a unique place with knowledgable , caring
and dedicated staff, interested in each and every young person.

Léa

I teach music classes at Mabel’s weekly and the families that come through as well as the staff make it such a
beautiful community! Something we need more of in our condo and skyscraper-obsessed era. We need
connection. Not more overpriced rents and condos. Please support!

Karla

Emily

Mabel's Fables has survived in a world of big box stores and online retailers. Please don't let a greedy developer
bring down this magical store. Not only has Mabel's Fables instilled a love of reading and books in people of all
ages throughout the years, but it has also inspired the many writers who gather within its walls each week to
practice their craft. Mabel's Fables is a treasure that needs to be protected.

Laura

This store is a treasure. I've bought books here for my class, my nieces, friends' kiddies, and hope to buy books
here for my grandkids someday. Stop the madness!

Sarah

My mother brought my sister and I to Mabels Fables every summer right before school ended to choose out our
summer reading books. It was the only time we ever had unlimited budget! It became a beloved tradition we
looked forward to. It hold such special memories for me and sparked a lifelong love of reading. I was looking
forward to the day when I can bring my daughter in to do the same. Please save this magical place so the future
generation can enjou it as much as we did!

Christina

It’s extremely upsetting to see these local businesses being taken advantage of. Thank you for being part of this
community and fighting the good fight. We recently moved to this neighbourhood and love the charm of Mount
Pleasant and it’s stores like this that make it so unique. We stand by you.

Christina

It’s extremely upsetting to see these local businesses being taken advantage of. Thank you for being part of this
community and fighting the good fight. We recently moved to this neighbourhood and love the charm of Mount
Pleasant and it’s stores like this that make it so unique. We stand by you.

Susan

Lori

Nancy
Cary

Mable's Fables is one of those rare bookstores that carries only good books and has a caring staff ready to find
the right book for every impressionable reader. The city would be a poorer place without it.

Natalie
Jessica

Michelle

Mabel's Fables is a community highlight and part of what makes Toronto a wonderful city to live in. Mount
Pleasant would not have half as much charm if the store is force to close or move.

Sioban
Maya

Elaine

My kids grew up in the neighbourhood and have loved visiting Mabel’s Fables since they were very young. They
still cherish sitting on the long bench on the main floor, to read a few pages from books that have caught their
interest. They look out for Mabel the cat whenever we happen to be walking by the front window. They have fond
memories of Wednesday morning storytimes, sitting on the floor or if they were lucky enough, sitting on a giant
stuffie! It would be a great loss to the community as there is no other bookstore like it. Truly a gem of a store in
the heart of midtown. ❤

Jenni
Ian

Jenni
Melissa
Sharon

As a teacher-librarian, my favourite shopping trip each year was to Mabels. I spend a huge part of my library
budget there and could never walk away without purchasing some items for myself and family! I recommended
this store to all teacher librarians in YCDSB many years ago!! It is a gem!

Kevin

Huge supporter of independent bookstores. Like Mabel’s. We started shopping there when we lived in Davisvile
Village and continue shop there even though we moved a little Northwest.

Duncan

A beautiful store that I loved to peruse as a kid. No reason for rent to be spiked like that. Stop making it
impossible for small businesses to survive in this city!

Ellie

Shop local!!

Judy

100 Oriole Pky, #305. TThis has been an important place in the neighbourhood, and should remain!

Loretta
Jennie

Why is ANY landlord allowed to raise rent by 70 percent?
Although I am not a local resident, I have travelled across town from the west end to shop at Mabel's. When I
worked in education in north Toronto, I and many others visited, consulted with and shopped at Mabel's. We
always got great service and could find something for all ages and tastes.
I know that we need residential intensification but planning has to take into account impacts on community
spaces that enrich the lives of those who live in the area, and, in this case, an area far beyond the immediate
vicinity. .
How can we stop this?

Sondra

I used to go with my mom to buy books for her five grandchildren. We made our way around the bottom floor and
through the second. Now I go for my own grandkids. Mabel’s is a treasure beyond measure, it must be saved.

Noel

We have purchased numerous books for our daughter and son at Mables. Ot would be huge loss to our family
and community were it to close.

Kathryn

Mabel’s Fables was so important to my growth as a young reader. The staff were always so knowledgeable and
involved, and their suggestions were always spot on. Building up an enthusiasm for reading in kids can be tricky.
Mables Fables encouraged me to grow into the avid reader I am today. They are integral to the neighbourhood
and they are integral to the education of children. It is a gross injustice that rent can go up so exponentially for
independent merchants. Save Mables Fables!

Janet

The best children’s bookstore in Canada. An historical icon.

sue

I hope this neighbourhood beauty stays. A 70% increase in rent is should be illegal.

M
M
Deanna

The greatest bookstore every! Mable's Fables is truly a magical place. I've enjoyed touring the adventures
which wait patiently to be discovered. The team is deeply knowledgeable, extremely caring and invested in
making your Mable's Fables experience delightful. The neighbourhood's character is elevated by the joy the
store brings to all. I am a huge fan and am deeply grateful for their contribution to the community, children's
literacy and my family's life.

Kathryn

My children attend Italian lessons at Mabel's Fables every week. They adore going to the store, saying hi to the
cat and immersing themselves in both language and books. Please do not raise the rent to a level which forces
closure of this beloved store. Mabel's Fables fosters a high quality educational experience for children, in their
early formative years, which is unable to be replicated by the larger stores.

Jewel

A magical neighborhood landmark bringing smiles to faces daily. Nice to see so much support...A cause worth
fighting for.

Eric

Mabel’s Fables is more than a bookstore. It is a cultural icon, a place where parents and their children, writers
and books have all met. Saving this is part of saving the soul of the city.

Eleanor

Every children's book store in the city, contributes double and triple what it pays in growth, learning and
experience. MAbel's Fab;les provides an escape from often troubling lives, an opportunity to experience worlds
they will never see, and countless hours of learning that they will not h ave if they have to close. There is more
to a nourishing life than money. Eleanor Nielsen

Danaka

A Toronto institution!!! Save Mabels Fables!!!!!

Caroline

Loved it as a kid.
Smile every time I pass.

Ettie

The first time I took my six year old granddaughter to Mabel's Fables, the staff made her
feel as if she was the only customer in the store. She had the run of the store and they

recommended the perfect books for her reading level that were such fun to read.
I pray that a solution will be found to save this necessary institution.
Ettie

The first time I took my six year old granddaughter to Mabel's Fables, the staff made her
feel as if she was the only customer in the store. She had the run of the store and they
recommended the perfect books for her reading level that were such fun to read.
I pray that a solution will be found to save this necessary institution.

Krista

We love you so much and have enjoyed coming to you as a resource for reading with our daughters ever since
they were born. Can’t imagine Mt. Pleasant without you!!

Margot

The best children’s book shop!

Donna

Mabel's Fables is a fabulous store for books for all ages. The staffs are friendly and well versed in the books that
they have in the store. Over the years I have purchased many books for my grandchildren and myself. I am one
of those people who like to check out books before I purchase them and do not enjoy reading online.
I GO into the store and tell the staff member age and interest of child and they suggest books that they think fit
the bill. No other store and staff does that!!!!!! They're always correct in their picks.
70% increase in rent is outrageous! GREED!!!! What in the world do you need this inflated amount of money for
other than GREED??
It would be an absolute crime for the city to lose this wonderful store.

Elizabeth

We are losing the Toronto we love, and the smaller Mom' n 'Pop businesses, to predatory landlords. Soon, we
will only have franchises and a soulless city. This business encourages all that is best about a communityreading, families, and small children. Protect it.

Laurel

Jon

Mabel’s was always the go to place for my kids books growing up and has in more recent years become a
favourite place for my grandkids and their friends. There’s nothing like it anywhere in the GTA.

Ellen

The value of a great children's bookstore is incalculable: it makes readers of children. And readers of fiction are
more thoughtful, open and large-hearted because they get to experience the journeys that others make; they get
to walk in their shoes. Mabel's Fables is a treasure.

Thereza

We live quite for from Mabel’s Fabels. But every year when school ends, our girls are excited our trip to this
lovely bookstore to stock up on books for the summer. Please keep the rent increase reasonable so that this
important fixture in Toronto may continue.
Thank you.

Caroline

Beth

As a former children's librarian in both public and school libraries I know a good bookstore when I see one.
Mabel's Fables is one of the best! It is an important part of our community.

Rosemary

@mabelsfables is my favourite source of children's books for my school library. Eleanor has supported us with
quality literature and introduced us to many wonderful authors! We need to stand up for outstanding businesses
like Mabel's Fables!

Hazel

It would be a sad day if this bookstore closes.

Taylor

Mabel’s Fables is a longtime staple of this neighbourhood. To see it close would be a tragedy!

Stephanie
Susan

We NEED stores like this! I have visited Mabels since the first Mabel! My kids, my students and my grandkids
have ALL benefited from the variety of books and the incredible knowledge of the staff. .

Alison

As a new mom living in midtown, I can confidently say this is one of the places in our neighbourhood that helps
foster a sense of community, creativity and a love of books for kids and adults, alike.

Nicole

Laura

Independent businesses needs to be supported! They are what make our communities unique!

Donna

A 70% increase in rent is not only unjustifiable, it's immoral. Mabel's Fables is a treasure trove of children's
books and paraphernalia, whose knowledgeable staff provide the right recommendations for shoppers. I've sent
many a friend there in search of gifts. Their shop windows are always a draw for those who live, work or visit Mt.
Pleasant Village. This is a viable business with many years of profit ahead and this rent increase jeopardizes it's
future.

Drew

This is a neighborhood treasure we need to support and keep alive.

Lindsay

Katherine

Mabel's Fables is a special place for kids and families in our neighbourhood.

Naoe

We love this place, and we can not let go this beautiful local book store where loved by many of locals. We would
support to prevent this would happen

George

Mable’s Fables bookstore is not only a Toronto institution but it also contributes extensively to the special fabric
of Toronto. Anyone who has ever visited this store cannot walk away without being impressed and inspired.

Elizabeth

Mabel's is the one place in the world I can walk into and still feel like a kid. It is a magical place and there is not a
person I have met that has visited me there and cannot say the same.

Andrew

It is great bookstore, don’t let it get closed

Ally

As a teacher, I just love going to this store to hear their knowledge of all the amazing books they have for my
students. The staff is so knowledgeable on all their books and make it such a fun experience! Thank you Mables
Fables!!!

Amy

I must have been 8 or 9 when Mable's Fables had the legendary Bob Munsch in for a book reading. The only
book I had with me at the time was my Madeline book that I brought me with me everywhere. He smiled as I held
it with a somewhat sheepish expression. ‘It’s a good book he said’ and signed his name in the front cover. This
store has a hundred stories of young and old feeding their love of literature and sharing it with the younger
generation, because a local woman shared their passion. It would mean the world to me and my family if we
were able to save it. 💖🤓📖

Katharine

Our kids grew up at Mabel’s fables, I cant imagine the neighbourhood without it.

Kendra

This store is the heart of the community and has inspired a love of reading in generations and generations of
kids. We've been customers since they moved from Bloor West, and will be customers for life.

Catherine
Amy

I must have been 8 or 9 when Mable's Fables had the legendary Bob Munsch in for a book reading. The only
book I had with me at the time was my Madeline book that I brought me with me everywhere. He smiled as I held
it with a somewhat sheepish expression. ‘It’s a good book he said’ and signed his name in the front cover. This
store has a hundred stories of young and old feeding their love of literature and sharing it with the younger
generation, because a local woman shared their passion. It would mean the world to me and my family if we
were able to save it. 💖🤓📖

Cara
Corina

David
Briana

We love Mable’s Fables!!

Brigitte

It would be a tragedy to lose the last standing children's bookstore in Toronto. There should be laws in place to
prevent any landlord from demanding exorbitant price increases. Mabel's represents what is good about Toronto.
Let's make sure it doesn"t fall victim to greed.

Nancy

This amazing store needs support. Everyone expects reasonable rent increases. This is unfair.

Urve

Joan
Carol

Mabel's Fables is a gem in our city with a wealth of wonderful books for children. It needs to be protected.

anne

Please keep a beautiful local bookstore in its present spot by not increasing rent. It is precious to the
neighbourhood and therefore priceless.

Kate

Mabel’s Fables is utterly irreplaceable! We have to stop this kind of greedy developer that seeks to destroy the
things that make a community worth living in.

Amy

Mabel's Fables is an amazing local bookstore and we need it to stay! We need more places like it. The children's
book section is absolutely incredible. It's truly a neighborhood gem!

Will

110 Heath Street East.

Sophie

I love Mable's Fables and I've been going there since I was 4. I've grown up with the book store and I go there to
find gifts for my friends and younger brother. Everyone has always been so helpful. It would be a loss to me, the
community, and all the young readers who love Mable's Fables!

Elizabeth

Mabel’s Fables a a True Toronto Treasure. It is a gem!

Karen

This beautiful store is an important part of the community and as one of the few remaining bookstores in Toronto,
it needs to be saved. We can't lose another culturally crucial local landmark to a condo development!

Marianne

Growing up I enjoyed starting my holidays by choosing a new book (or more) from Mable’s Fables bookstore.
Staff always helped me find great stories I might not have picked up on my own. Let’s keep this bookstore a part
of the community!

Nancy

Mabel's Fables is not only a symbol of our family friendly Mt. Pleasant neighbourhood, it facilitates this very
quality. To support local businesses throughout a seemingly endless phase of over development is an
investment in, and protection of our valuable community.
I would also like to acknowledge the amazing contribution Mabel's Fables makes in support of Canadian
literature by introducing us to so many talented Canadian children's authors.

Mary Beth

Madhu

It is a warm, magical place that brings the community together. Don't make Mt Pleasant a deserted street. This
shop brings people to the street.

Gail

Mabel's Fable's is a valuable institution. It promotes love of reading for our future citizens.

Anu

Mabel's Fables is an institution and a staple in the neighbourhood. It is a quiet place for a child to sit and read to
escape their computers and phones. It is a sanctuary that brings the written word in a book with paper to life for
children. The homey environment, the stairway up was where my children learned how to read, attend classes
and groups as toddlers and return every year as young adults to find their next book. The staff, the environment
and the location make it a perfect oasis. Don't rip away this warm, enriching place that teaches our young ones
how to love the written word. Tragic how greed is ready to rip this away.

Anne

Mabel's Fables is a phenomenal children's bookstore. The selection of books for various ages is brilliant and the
staff incredibly helpful and enthusiastic.

will

Independent bookstores are a community asset.

Ashley

I am a teacher and I love going to Mabel's Fables to purchase books for my classroom. The staff is so
knowledgeable and friendly. I am deeply saddened by this news. The last thing this city needs another condo.
Toronto is drowning in condos. Ugh. Mabel's Fables is an icon. Save Mabel's Fables!

Elizabeth

Mabel's is the one place in the world I can walk into and still feel like a kid. It is a magical place and there is not a
person I have met that has visited me there and cannot say the same.

Julie

Mabel's Fables is a local treasure. Its staff's knowledge and enthusiasm about children's books are
unsurpassed. It is the very best of locally owned businesses.

Danielle

Mabel’s Fables was not only my favourite destination as a child but is also now my favourite place to buy books
for my classroom. As a kindergarten teacher I know the invaluable role that early reading plays in a child’s
development. This community needs and loves this store!

Rebecca

Mabel's Fables bookstore has been a longtime beacon for kids, kid's books, children's book creators, parents,
grandparents and the kidlit community in Toronto. Let's find a way to keep its lights shining.

Michael

Please don't close down Mable's Fables. My family loves that store, and I would hate for it to close.

Fran

Pippa

There should be protections in place to keep our city centred on community and residents. Our neighbourhoods
are not for money-making, they are for living in.

David
Nicole

Sybil
Amber

Mables Fables is a true gem of this neighbourhood. A warm, inviting community space with books for kids from
all backgrounds. I think it is so important to have places like this for kids to grow a love of reading. I regularly visit
to buy books for all the young people in my life, and sometimes just go there to get lost in an adorable bookshop
full of beautiful stories. It would be a true shame, and disservice to our community for this place to be shut down
due to exhorbitant rent. I'm sick of condos and big business taking all the things that make me love this city!!

Debi

Supporting from Stony Plain Alberta.

Elizabet

We need more bookstores; children bookstores especially...books are essential for everyone. Technology is not
enough.

Julie

Raising my children in the Leaside area I was thrilled to have Mables Fables within walking distance where I
could access the excellent selection and advice if the staff. It was also a draw for other shoppers coming to the
neighborhood. Independent book stores are vital to book- loving customers and as well as authors, illustrators
and publishers. The loss of Mables Fables would leave a significant hole in the vitality of the commercial
offerings on Mount Pleasant Rd.

Sean

EJ

Margins are so slim in the bookselling business. A rent increase of 70% is untenable. Please reconsider you
decision in order to allow the increasingly endangered local bookstore to continue to thrive and support the local
community!

Kathleen

We want to keep this gem in our city!

Sheri

I bought some of my son’s first books at Mabel’s Fables! Love visiting the store with him and hope to continue to
do so for many years to come!

Greta

Please do not let this beautiful bookstore disappear. It is the favourite spot to buy a book for my grandchildren.

Deborah

We have 7 grandchildren. Over the past 10 years, a tradition has emerged where my husband and I come from
Newmarket to go to Mabel’s Fables to browse and select the just right book to celebrate our grandchild’s
birthday. I’ve always been so impressed with the book quality and personal attention offered by staff.
This bookstore is one of a kind! It breaks my heart that it might not be able to survive... such a precious treasure
honouring life long reading for children and families.

Ellen

Mable's Fables is a beacon for visitors to this section of Mt. Pleasant Avenue. It is one part of a landscape that
draws people to live in the area or to travel great distances just to shop there. Generations of children, parents
and grandparents have been visiting this store for over 30 years all in search of great stories and inspired nonfiction titles, and the resident cat. It offers a pink exterior, an intelligent and goodly array of books to suit all ages,
I'd wager ages 0-99, and the people who work in the shop do so because they love a good children's book and
actually know a thing or two about them. I attended George Brown's 'Writing for Children' courses upstairs. What
an idyllic classroom setting that was. Can you imagine how the world would feel if all schooling could be in
spaces surrounded by what inspires us and by being visited by Mable or Mable II while talking about a beloved
genre, in this case writing for kids. Cosy and squished in, it is like a bookshop from a 19th century novel, a book
store one wants to visit when they can. I've purchased many great books from Mables.
What is there to say really except this is the kind of shop that encourages children to read and to develop a life
long love for doing so and has grown a life long fan base as a result.
Charming and sweet, this is one of the iconic draws to this area of Mt. Pleasant.
So now, Mable's is now being squeezed out by a ridiculous, greedy 70% rent increase and will likely have to
close it's doors for good. "All part of big business" you can say to justify what you are up to. This isn't the first
time this has happened in Toronto and it certainly won't be the last, and for what? To line the pockets with cash
of some big corporate developer who doesn't need anymore.
I challenge the developers for once to come across the table and sit on the other side.
Try to show people a kindness. You know, like buying the guy behind you in line a coffee just because it's a nice
thing to do. In your case, you can afford to to give back on a greater scale. On an building scale.
Come up with a design that isn't like every other condo building/mixed use project that's been and will be
constructed by people with no sense of style or design in this city. Go cheap, go characterless, sell it in whatever
way you can to make the biggest dollars. I get it, you need more money BUT here's an idea: How about you
incorporate local flavour into the project. Make it about good architecture, distinctive, a project that takes the
local landscape, cityscape, and people into consideration for once. Pretend that you live and/or shop on Mt.
Pleasant. What is it that you'd want to look at?
Build something that allows Mable's to continue to exist and to keep that pink exterior alive. Keep Mable's for
the neighbourhood. Allow the shop to continue to service the children of Toronto and develop a streetscape
where people will want to visit who never did before. Try to draw people to this part of Mt. Pleasant by making it a
go-to destination. That means working to keep small shops like Mable's.
Scrap whatever plans you've got now and come up with a real solution that wins awards for design and
international accolades for assisting the small businesses to stay afloat. I challenge you to make a place for
Mables as charming as the one that is there now. Ask for bids from architectural firms around the globe. You
spend nothing in looking at interesting ideas.
Help Mable's to survive.
Keep the screen door alive.
Keep the spirit of Mable on the street.
As an act of kindness.
For the neighbourhood.
It'll make you feel good about yourself.

Stefani

We love Mables Fables for everything it offers and more! Truly irreplaceable and one of a kind.

Ken

When my nieces were young, an afternoon of story-telling at Mabel's Fables was part of their routine. I have no
doubt that this exposure to literature helped them in so many ways. A wonderful writer and poet Shannon also
shared her craft with many youngsters over the years. She was the poet in residence at the school where I
teach.

Emma

Been enjoying your books through our daughter and book fairs at Cottingham for years! Shop locally! Support
specialized retail.

Sue-Ann

Jennifer

It would be a shame to lose a community treasure.

Sandy and Marie

We've shopped at Mabel's for 30 years, children and now grandchildren. A treasure.
We don't need another guy (Maple Venture) trying to make money and in the process diminishing our
neighbourhood. Sadly the downside of the subway expansion.

Stephanie

This is the only bookstore that I never have to worry about what else my kids might find hidden amongst the
shelves. There is no erotica tossed in with Harry Potter, and no offensive imagery on books left on tables. It's a
safe, welcoming environment and we need to keep this store alive and well for more little ones.

Trish

Jeannie

Ilze

334 Belsize Drive

Stephanie

Losing a beloved Toronto children’s lit institution would be devastating. We need shops like Mabels Fables. It’s a
place children can go and meet their favourite authors, on the pages and even sometimes in person. It would be
a travesty to lose such an incredible space because of corporate greed.

Kristina

Shops like this is what gives a neighbourhood character. We must preserve Mabel's Fables!

Nancy

An absolute gem and vibrant part of the community. Support for small independent book stores like Mabel’s is
crucial for their survival. Knowledgeable staff and excellent selection for good children’s literature is what the
store offers. This is difficult to find elsewhere so very important to preserve!

Jey

Please, please keep Mable's Fables! It's such a fantastic book store and I really enjoy walking over to pick up
books for my niblings. We need stores like this in Toronto to keep the city's personality alive!

Ginettr

These are the shops that make our neighbourhoods, that make our city.
Shame, shame, shame on Maple Venue Properties.

Irene

Good Luck to the best children's bookstore with the most knowledgable staff.

Darby

I admire Mabel’s Labkes

Kate
Susie
Sandra

In a world of social media and technology, Mabel’s Fables is a haven for kids ( and their parents). It is not an
exaggeration to say that the staff have kept my three children (2 of whom are teenagers!) reading - and loving to
read. I cannot think of a more compelling reason to save the store. I am truly indebted to these wonderful people
and their special store.

Kay

This is a fabulous community bookstore.

Jennifer

Mables Fables is our store of choice for my children/teens books. Their advice is excellent, my kids have enjoyed
every book we’ve bought there over the years. It is an institution in our community and should remain for many
more!

Kalla

Children's literature is the cornerstone of early learning. The guidance provided by the knowledgeable and
engaged staff in this bookstore nurtures the imagination and provides a resource for all ages in the community.

Marianne

Erin

This is a beloved bookstore, community asset, and champion of early literacy and Canadian children's book and
publishing.

KelChed
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Erik

The character of our community is drawn in part from such excellent places as Mable's Fables. Pushing Mable's
Fables out of business, Maple Venture Properties is damaging our community. I hope further discussion can
encourage them to be good neighbours and support the community.

Sara

Anne

Nancy

What would we do without Mabel’s Fables? This is such a treasure. I shop for Kids books, grandkids books,
friends books. I have brought friends in just to show them your store. We must do all we can to save such a
treasured institution.

Anne
Laura

I can’t imagine a childhood without books and a neighborhood without a local bookstore. Save Mabel’s!

Corey

Mabel’s is a very important presence in our neighborhood, as it support the goal of literacy for children. Their
understanding and incredibly knowledgeable staff helped open the door to reading for my children and countless
others by finding the perfect books to make reading a pleasure for the young, rather than a chore. It is now my
go-to for books for my grandson who is thriving on the reading adventures the staff have introduced to us .
Please do not let it fall victim to lust for money. Charge a fair rent and you will also be contributing to the welfare
of children and the livability of the neighborhood.

Stephanie
Heather

I cannot believe this is happening to Mables Fables. I am a grandmother who shops at Mables Fables several
times a year for gifts because the staff are so helpful and knowledgeable about appropriate books for all ages. If
the book isn't in stock, they will order it for you. I have been in the store on days when they host special events
and it is always packed. It would be a huge loss to the community if this is allowed to happen. Shopping at
Chapters/Indigo is a souless frustrating experience compared the the welcoming and warm atmosphere at
Mables Fables.
Heather

Liz

This is a wonderful bookstore that means a lot to so many in our community. It would be sorely missed!

Claire

Losing Mabels would be a huge loss for the community!

Anthony
Shelby

This is a FANTASTIC book buying destination like no other! I have visited a few times with my kids and it always
fun to wander around a peruse the lovely collection of books in store.
As a teacher librarian I always appreciate the author visits that are organized by Mabel’s Fables at our TL
inservices and the staff always knows exactly what I need for my shelves!
I would hate to see this great place disappear!

Gail

As a mother and now a grandmother , Mable's Fables has played an important role in my family providing helpful
hints for "good reads" to two generations of young readers.
I recently learned about its support of northern Indigenous schools. Eleanor and her staff provide a wonderful
service to all in the neighbourhood and far beyond. Gail

Barbara-Ann

A haven for adults and children who love books .
Don't give up...!

Barbara

Best bookstore ever - staff is so knowledgeable and helpful and the books are always a great gift for all aged
kids

ALEX

Toronto continues to lose independent businesses that help lift up and define neighborhoods. Eglinton has
already been decimated by construction due to the LRT, resulting in dozens of businesses closing, now a
neighborhood staple could also be forced to close just because of greed. How the owner can justify this new rent
increase is beyond me. No business or institution of value is safe. Nothing.
Toronto is quickly losing everything about it that makes it special. If this store closes, it'll be yet another sign that
Toronto does not care about anyone but the richest citizens.

Adrianne

I really hope you don't have to close!

Nancy

This is a neighbourhood gem.

Chandra

Toronto absolutely needs this wonderful children's bookstore! When I first moved to the city, I lived nearby and
spent a lot of time here, purchasing gifts for kids I knew and for relatives, and learning about books in the
industry (I work in children's book publishing). I've attended lovely readings and launches here. I've special
ordered titles I couldn't get elsewhere. The store also has some wonderful charitable initiatives in support of
children's literacy. The city of Toronto -- and any real estate company that raises the rent to impossible levels -should be deeply ashamed if they allow this gem to go out of business. The city will be much poorer without it!

Ellen

Best bookstore in the CITY!

Julia

Beth
Marion
Elizabeth

This shop is a part of the lives of so many in our community ---- from the time we bought books for our children
and those of friends and relatives and now on to grandchildren. and beyond.
Such a happy and welcoming store is the centre of such delightful memories and we strongly desire to continue
this experience.

Faryl

I loved frequenting this shop when I was a kid and now I get to bring my own children there, and of course Mable
is always the big draw for us too. I am very frustrated, sad, and angry that this situation is happening and hope
they find a way to stay!!

Laura

Sylvia

Marisa

Mabel’s Fables is the kind of local business that gives this neighbourhood its charm, appeal and
‘neighbourhood-y’ feeling. If we drive out local businesses in favour of large chains and big condos we will lose
what attracts people to the neighbourhood in the first place

Curtis
Ashley

Kids need books.

Veronica

I’m from out of town but have often gone to this wonderful store as the place to go for wonderful children’s books
and excellent knowledgeable helpful staff. Please do what you can to preserve this store!

Krystalia
Jennifer

As a local author, Mable’s has always been incredibly supportive . It’s a wonderful place that stocks books you
don’t find just anywhere. It would be a huge loss for our community if Mabel’s closes.

Carolyn

Mabel's Fable's has been such a champion of children's books and authors (including me) that I feel sick at at
the thought of its possible disappearance. Toronto is being taken over by soulless chain stories and cookie cutter
condos while unique indie treasures such as Mabel's Fable's have to fight tooth and nail to survive. It's places
like Mabel's Fable's that make Toronto a city worth living in. We must maintain these one-of-a-kind spaces that
help young people foster their love of reading.

Debra

Natasha

Maxine
Natalie
Jenelle

I am appalled that a landlord can be so selfish to suddenly raise rent by 70%. Yes, they need to make a living
too, but I cannot imagine that they need such an atrocious income to maintain, manage, and profit. Mabel's
Fables is, really, an independent service helping children develop into the kind of people we wish we had more of
in our lives. I hope that both tenants and landlords can come from a place of helping each other out.

Sam

Mabel's Fables is a wonderful bookstore! Though I don't get there as often as I like, I remember meeting one of
my favourite authors of all time (Tamora Pierce) for a book signing. The staff was very kind and patient, letting
everyone enjoy the event without rushing them out in the end.
Their staff and collection of books are amazing. It would be a great travesty to lose them.

Zack

The destruction of Toronto character for luxury condo developers has to stop.

Bryna

Mark and Laila

We are avid book readers and enjoy the quaintness of these smaller shops. Please preserve this darling
bookshop!

Bryna
Shawn

Chris

I have been a customer since Day 1 and raised my kids on the books Mabel’s sold. My daughter comes from
Boston to stock up on kids’ books from Mabel’s. This store is irreplaceable. It’s a cultural icon. I can’t imagine
Toronto without Mabel’s. PLEASE SAVE MABEL’S!

Victoria

Please don't push this local, independent bookstore out! Places like Mabel's Fables need support to thrive in this
terribly expensive city..

Jessie

I have such wonderful childhood memories coming her with my class and the owner would her cats roaming
around the store. Now I am a Mom have brought my kids here too. Don’t take this book store away it’s iconic to
the area!!

Ilana

Indie bookstores are magic.

George

We support Mable's Fable

Chris

I support Mabel's Fables and their important place in our community. It is businesses like these that have formed
the lifeblood of Toronto, should be criminal to destroy them for the sake of corporate greed.

Laurie

Having been a long time resident of this community, I am tired of seeing greedy landlords push through
ridiculous rent increases which destroy the unique businesses that make this area a great place to live. All we
will have left is chain stores if we don’t make our feelings known. I support Mabel’s Fables and other stores like it
which contribute to our community in such a positive way!

Sean

Stop making cities less interesting by replacing every local business with a parking lot or condo!

Ayse

My daughter loved Mable's when she was a toddler and going to a Co-op daycare right across from Mabel's.
once she showed each and every item on display for a good hour and told stories about them. That's how you
invest on creative minds. Shame on the greedy landlord.

Jen

Let’s stop making money the guiding reason to get rid of important institutions like this fantastic store. This store
supports all our young children and makes them so excited about reading! Not much else does, these days!
“Progress” has got to stop steamrolling over our gems for the sake of money.

Katie

A gem of a children's bookstore that Toronto can't afford to lose.

Kathy

This bookstore is a local landmark. So many children have grown up with trips to the shop, and books bought
there.
This rent increase sounds out of proportion.

Jen

Mabel’s Fables is one of the last children’s bookstores that everyone will remember. The people who work there
LOVE books, and they know everything you could ever need to know about kids’ lit. They hold author visits, they
bring books to schools, and they cater to our young readers in a way that no other “Children’s Section” in big box
stores like Chapters/ Indigo do. Watch “You’ve got Mail” again, and remember that independent bookstores like

Mabel’s Fables are incredibly special. They hire experts in the field, and they are wholly dedicated to their
business. Please help save this amazing little store!!
Heather

Toronto will only remain a magical place if places like this exist.

Ba

Hoping Mables can stay open. Have greeted many newborns with a book from there.

Jacquelyn
Shanda
Laura

Independent bookstores are so important and ones that cater to children and help instill that joy of reading are
even more important. Mabel's Fables provides a fun and safe environment for children and adults alike.

Vanessa

It is frustrating once again the character of one of Toronto’s really cool neighbourhoods ie being ripped away
because of developers. Money over people—is that what Toronto is now?

Linda Julia

Quentin

Quentin
Emily

Mable’s Fables is only a couple years younger than I am. I remember going there in kindergarten for puppet
shows, spending my birthday money on a new favourite book, and buying books for my friends kids now. It is a
true and vibrant community space, one that needs to be protected from developers going on quests for “new is
best”.

Mireille

Raising the rent by 70% is ludicrous! Hope you are able to pull through!

Beth

Mabel’s is a wonderful destination bookshop for kids, parents and grandparents. It has to keep on going. What
would Toronto do without ?

Cari
Linor

Gloria

Mabels Fables has been an important part of my children's life but also of my life as a teacher-librarian in the
TDSB. You cannot buy the knowledge, expertise and service provided by the staff. They know all the books and
help you to choose just the right one. They run school and community programs. They are integral to the
community. We cannot lose our local book vendors to the big conglomerates. Please help to save this
invaluable oasis of literacy, community and kindness. Once lost, no amount of money can recreate what has
gone.

Ginny

Mabel's Fables is a very special place - unique, charming, and friendly. For 31 years, as a teacher, parent, and
grandparent, I have loved my visits there and have always received the best advice and enjoyed the best
selection for all of my needs. To lose Mabel's Fables would be a great loss to me and to the whole
neighbourhood.

Martha

Mabel’s Fables is a landmark store in Toronto — and also Canada. Bookstores like this give so much to their
community; they enlighten, educate, welcome, nourish. We cannot let this one go because of rent. Civilization is
built by books. This store focuses on children — welcoming them into a life of reading for pleasure — so
necessary— and knowledge. If it closes, no exaggeration, a piece of civilization closes too.

Damandeep

🧡

keith

Supporting from Stony Plain Alberta. Born in Toronto

Jean

ENOUGH development please Our neighbourhood continues to be destroyed by speculators and construction
and traffic . PLEASE STOP and build some infrastructure for the community

Gaylen
Samantha

I'm not local to Toronto but have ordered special edition books that Mabel's Fabels gets in from authors I like that
no big box store or website can get. They are always a joy to deal with!

Jane

Mabel’s Fables has been creating a warm reading home for countless families and friends for years. We need
more Mabel’s in Toronto. Let’s not lose this incredibly special place.

Rachel

As a former employee of a children's bookstore and now a children's librarian, I know how important and magical
it feels when a child chooses a book for themselves. Mabel's Fables is such an incredible Toronto institution, but
more importantly it's a place where thousands of children have discovered books that help shape them into
amazing people. Please don't let that future generations miss out on that opportunity!

Michael

Meredith

Justine
Fontaine

Independent shops like Mabel’s are what gives our neighbourhood character. Our family has enjoyed many
happy hours over the past decade in this warm and inviting bookshop, and we feel so lucky that such a lovely
place is just a 10 minute walk from home. We have fond memories of discovering new books and toys, and
seeing Mabel (II and III) happily napping in the window display on sunny days.

Laura
Carey

Mable’s Fables is a vital part of Toronto’s literary community and a huge supporter of local children’s book
authors and illustrators. It would be devastating if Mable’s Fables is forced to close over an unrealistic rent
increase.

Tonny

Wonderful store !

Adam

Stop being greedy, Maple Ventures

Meghan

Save Mabel's Fables!! Property developers are destroying our neighbourhood.

Heather

This was the place I went to in order to feel a sense of magic and belonging as I was struggling to learn to read
aloud. It was such a comforting place to be in as a child and I love this place still as an adult

Victoria

It is an unreasonable increase and we need to start thinking about how these changes effect and threaten small
local bushiness and the people who run them.

LeeAnn

always had the right suggestion for a child’s present, whatever the age or interest, as my niece and my friend
children grew.

Kitty

Jennifer

Having grown up on Manor Road, Mabel's is the literary heart of the children of this community. We need small
businesses like to this to make our community what it is, not condo towers. Put an end to the construction,
preserve our neighbourhood!

Tziporah

Mables Fables is not only a community bookstore, it is a source of inspiration for Canadian children and
children's writers. Let's not let it become the victim of corporate greed like so many other safe and important
spaces in Toronto.

Natasha

Please allow a way to keep the store open .

Dr. Heather Raff

#1705-61 St. Clair West
Mabel's Fables has meant so much to my family, right down to the grandchildren.

Emily

Independent, specialty bookstores are thriving hubs of our communities. This store has history and purpose. It
needs to stay!

Tricia

Mables Fables is such a wonderful neighbourhood store where my kids who do not love to read, are inspired to
pick up books and get reading! It is where we go to buy gifts for birthday parties and drop in to see what looks
fun and interesting. It is not a sterile book store, but an escape for children and adults in a fantastical store!

Shannon

Community needs to count for something. Increasing rent by 75% is unacceptable and this place is a haven for
so many. How can we say we’re a cultural city with so much to offer and unique experiences when all those
things and all the people who encompass that are squeezed out until we’re left with condos, chain stores, and
finance workers and the rest of the spark and beauty of the city has been shooed away

Susan

A vital link to children's books in canada. A much loved and valued book store.
Important to our lives and future of childrens books. Important to go to a physical space that is created by this
store and receive the support of knowledgable people with a passion for books and quality . It would be terrible
to see this wonderful store be swallowed up by a developer.

Ian

We've purchased many books for family & friends in what is one of the warmest and friendliest bookstores in the
city. We hope it can stay, as it is one of the anchors for the neighborhood.
A 70% rent increase is obscene.

Marisol

Very disappointing to see so many predatory developers jacking up rent prices and making it impossible for small
businesses to thrive. Shame on them.

Alexandra

Have frequented Mabel's fables since I was a little girl, and since it has become my children's favourite
bookstore.

Sue

Mabel’s Fables is an iconic children’s bookstore. As a retired teacher and devoted grandmother, I have always
found this gem-of-a-store to be the perfect spot to buy amazing books and gifts. If you believe, as I do, that
children deserve only the best literature available, then this is the place for you!! Online shopping cannot replace
what we now have in this idyllic landmark store!!!

Madeleine

Mabel's Fables trips were a highlight as a kid!! The store hosted my friends' book club meetings and the staff
always had plenty of recommendations for next reads and guest speakers. It will be a shame if future kids are

not able to experience Mabel's Fables & the joy of bringing home a new book recommended just for them by
MF's friendly & knowledgeable staff.
Virginia

I have lived at 110 Hillsdale west since 1988 and shopped at Mables fables first with my children and now my
grandchildren. it is time for the residents to say enough is enough and for our city government to protect our
communities and our small business owners. Mables isn’t just a shop. it is an institution and plays a vital role in
community building, community preservation and sustainability.

Abby

Chris

Our family has always loved Mabel's fables. Our daughters were both voracious readers and competitors in the
Kid's Lit Quiz. Knowing Mable's Fables was a great supporter and sponsor for Kid's Lit Quiz Canada has made
us love them even more. Although our kids are teens now and we visit less frequently, we feel the bookstore is a
vital part of our community and hope it is there for the next generation of Davisville kids like it was for ours.

Matt
Roxana

We love Mabel’s Fables and it's originality and we are very proud to have it around. Our kids love it.
Please keep it alive!

Alexis
Jaime

Iolanda

Hi Eleanor, You have such a cool bookstore that you worked so hard to make unique, attractive and a wonderful
destination in its own right, and like many others, I think it would be criminal to lose it. Fight the good fight! And
next time I'm in Toronto, I will come by and buy a book :). I'm rooting for you, out here on the west coast, where I
also work in publishing.

Sarah
Allison

Emily
Erika
Virginia

Having lived on Hillsdale West since 1988 and shopped at Mables Fables since it opened - first with my children
and now with my grandchildren- we as a community must say enough is enough. Mangles isn’t just a stop - it is
an institution supporting the well being and sustainability’s of our community.

Sara

Mabel's Fables is important to Toronto children and to the world of Canadian children's books as a whole.

Paul

Memories go back to the late 1990s, waiting in line at Mabel's Fables for midnight releases of Harry Potter books
with my daughter (age 8 or 9) and one of her friends. A literary/cultural event, an enthusiastic crowd, and the
perfect store to go to for the new editions.

Cynthia

The increase of rents by the city and the developers has to stop. It's changing the landscape of our city in a very
negative and unfriendly way.

Erin

Mables Fables is magic! It has the best selection of baby, children and young adult books. It is a treasure.
Toronto needs these independent retailers to remain a rich city.

Margaret

When I was a teacher librarian in Toronto Mabel’s Fables had the best titles and a very generous discount. They
were my first place to shop once my budget was approved.
I now live in Halifax NS but visit this store every summer when I am in Ontario.

Adeline

As a young child I would look forward to exploring Mabels Fables when we would go as a family or on a class
trip. My mom would always find us the best books with the help of the staff and now she continues to do that for
my children.

Greg

Supporting small businesses creates communities that thrive and continue to build the economy. Please stem
these predatory rent increases that do nothing to make Toronto a wonderful place to live.

Erin

Cindy

Mabels Fables is the foundation of countless children readers, from the early stepping stone years of learning the
sounds, curves and shapes of letters to the diving and guidance into a vast sea of literature....it is a place that
lets all minds dance in the word of literature.

Alexa

My family has been shopping at Mabels for more than 30 years! Now with a kid of my own we’re committed to
continuing the tradition!

Nancy

Mabel's Fables is an integral part of our community.
Their support of literacy programs and community outreach is outstanding.
They champion Canadian authors and illustrators and provide a critical service to our community. They support
teachers and students.
You can't have democracy without literacy!
Mables Fables adds a unique and charming character to the community. We need Mable's Fables. We need
independent retailers.
We need CANADIAN businesses in our city.

Jillian

I grew up going here and it cultivated my love of reading.

Jennifer

Alyson
Marion

483 St Clements Avenue
Mable's Fables has been the rock in my life for gifts to nieces and nephews and later their children. I cannot
imagine what I would do without it. The staff is pleasant and knowledgeable. And I often find books there that I
personally want to read.

Astrid

You are the reason my kids can read French. We loved your inspired French books that engaged anglophone
kids.

Emily

We stand with you Mabel's Fables! You've helped raise generations of thoughtful, conscientious, and
empowered youth and the city of Toronto wouldn't be the culture hub it is today without indie booksellers like
yourself. You elevate the entire city, and make Toronto a uniquely special place to visit, explore, and call home.
You're irreplaceable! We'll do everything we can to help you through this difficult time, and you're SO right when
you said, "Bookstores are a combination of both business and culture, and these guys don't have a clue."

Kelly

I took a wonderful writing class upstairs at Mabel’s Fables years ago. Such great energy in that place! Kids need
places like this.

Joyce

Losing Mabels Fables would be a huge loss for the neighbourhood.

Liza

Keep the faith, the community is behind you and supporting you!

LEO
Ashlee

This bookstore is part of what makes Toronto a truly special place to live! Everything about this store is magic!!

Alisa

This store has served me, my children and grandchildren. I would lose a great “friend” if it were to go. Must be
saved.

Justin
Lakshmi

Mabel's is a neighborhood institution and had been invaluable as I've raised my girls. Their staff are so helpful
and knowledgeable, much more than large bookstore claims. I hope we can save the store.

Jacqueline
Alex

I started going to Mabel's Fables with my mother and sister when it first opened. I remember getting lost in all the
wonderful books on the shelves. Mabel's Fables is where I fell in love with reading. Now I bring my two year old
daughter and watch her experience the same joy. I hope that Mabel's Fables will be part of our community for
years to come.

Caitlin

Mabel's Fables has been the source of treasured childhood books for many years - some of my favourite books
and favourite presents to children have come from there!

Nadia

It's a great store. It should stay!

Kate

Jane

In a world where ltieracy is so important, Mabel's Fables has made a huge contribution to that in our
neighbourhood. It also gives us a chance to donate and provide books to thos in areas where books are not so
readily available. The store has alway priveded a warm and welocming ebvironment for my family and friends
and their chidren. it is a wonderful neighbourhood resource that should not be forced out due to a skyhigh rent
increase.

Jaclyn

This is a wonderful book store! Do all that you can to keep their work alive in this neighborhood!

Sarah

The city needs to intervene on rent hikes both commercial and residential. They are forcing good people out of
the city and they are forcing cultural institutions, like Mabel’s, to close. Money shouldn’t matter more than
community.

David

Local businesses like Mabel’s need to be preserved.

Sherry

Mabel's Fables has been in my life for a very long time, both as a place to buy kids' books and, as a sales rep,
where I sell books and receive the expert knowledge that Eleanor and her staff generously bestow. And in a
matter of a few weeks I will also be a published children's picture books author - so there will be yet another way
that Mabel's will support me while putting my book into the hands of kids, teachers, and librarians. Like an oldgrowth tree, an established independent bookstore takes years to become the amazingly rich and life-giving
thing that it is. It is gorgeous and essential yet also vulnerable. We take these things for granted at our peril.

Barbara

Mabel’s Fables was the first book store I took my kids to. It is the most endearing, quality place to spend time in
and to find the best books. Let’s not forget how important reading is, especially to developing minds. But also
importantly, please let us not value the dollar over thriving community wellness. It’s too easy for rents to
skyrocket until we have no independent stores left. The citizens of Toronto and visitors from around the world
deserve better.

Kelsey

Bookstores like Mabel's Fables -- beloved community gathering places -- are needed now more than ever. 70%
rent hikes are not tenable for these businesses that get by on the thinnest of margins.

Kevin

70% increase in rent is insane! Mabel's is a great local business that serves the families of the community. It is
the best place in the area for children's books bar-none. This should not be allowed to happen to one of the last
local bookstores in the area!

Sheridan

Lynda

I still miss the one that was on Bloor Street. When my nieces were small that is where I got all their books. Now
they have children of their own. Book stores are needed!

Stephen

Independent bookstores like Mabel's Fables are vital to neighbourhoods, to young readers, to parents and
families, and to writers and the publishing industry. I support Mabel's Fables and I want to see them continue to
operate and thrive in their current location for a long, long time to come!

Jayne

Mables Fables. People from around the world have come to this incredible sanctuary of Childrens literature, to
introduce reading.
The landlords in this area. Mt Pleasant. Yonge, put our retail shop out of business - Sous la Taille Let us hope
they can’t do this to Mables Fables.
It’s brutal.
Go e-commerce Mable if you must. We will follow you.

Susan

Mary-Esther

Mabel's Fables is a wonderful bookstore! The staff is friendly and knowledgeable and care deeply for child
readers. They also support Canadian authors by hosting events and offering writing classes for aspiring authors.
The store is a vital asset to the Mt Pleasant community. Please don't make them move!

Louise

Please help save this wonderful bookstore which has been a strong supporter of Canadian children's books and
literacy for generations.

David

A pillar of the community, a beautiful resource, and important to the development of our youth.

Victoria

Barbara
Valerie

There's a reason Mable's Fables survived at a time many independent bookstores were closing.

Nora

Mable's is the best children's bookstore in Toronto. I am a 45 year resident of Davisville Village and have been a
patron of Mable's sine the doors first opened.City council must take whatever measures necessary to protect and
maintain small independent businesses.

Steven

90 E. TASMAN DRIVE, ATTN: BOOKSTORE

Nora

Mable's is the best children's bookstore in Toronto. I am a 45 year resident of Davisville Village and have been a
patron of Mable's sine the doors first opened.City council must take whatever measures necessary to protect and
maintain small independent businesses.

Lisa

This bookstore is a valuable part of this community.

Kim

As the teacher librarian at West Preparatory Public School we enjoyed a close and wonderful relationship with
Eleanor, owner of Mabel's Fables. She brought in children's authors to our school - Emma Donaghue, Jon
Klassen, Kevin Sylvester to name just a few - and others all for FREE!!! She brought in all the newest and
appropriate books for our school Book Fairs. And she and her staff are always well-versed and up-to-date with
the best selection for our young people today. Mabel's Fables is dearly loved by the community and all of
Toronto -let's keep it alive and thriving so our children can thrive!

Inderpal
Emma

Denise
Alexis
Kim
Carrie
Brendan

Eleanor LeFave and the whole Mabel's Fables team have been amazing to Annick Press, the publishing house I
work for. They are the most special sort of booksellers who sort their shelves by the intended age of the reader,
and this makes it possible for kids to literally grow up within that shop. That such spaces are culturally significant,
that they create and support community, and that they ultimately help us live in a more conscientious and
enriched society, are all reasons to oppose an under-regulated and morally vacuous rent hike that will force this
store out of its home of 31 years. Allowing such attacks on small businesses like these is a signal failure of
governance from Queen's Park. Toronto cannot lose another independent bookstore.
Heritage status for Mabel's Fables is an urgently needed antidote to this property mismanagement, and it must
be granted in time to deter it. Their continued existence in this location will allow visitors to the city and residents
to understand our culture and take it with them in life. Their business will continue to make our city a decent
place to be a kid.

George

A 70% rent increase just doesn't seem fair. I for one will not support any business that moves into the space if
Mabel's is evicted due to a rent hike. This is how cities become empty, investors buy property for profit and hike
the rents so that no one can afford to operate a business in a brick and mortar store anymore. Soon all retail will
move online and leave our cities empty and awful. This same thing is playing out in many US city centres .

Asmaa

This is terrible news! Coming to Mabel's Fables for my son's birthday shopping spree is an annual tradition for
our family. We always stop by when we're in the neighbourhood. We love Mabel and long may she reign!

Val

Mabel's Fables Bookstore is one of the brightest spots in the Mount Pleasant area, and one of the most unique
bookstores I've ever been to.

Cayley

Haley

Brona

When our kids were young we made many trips to Mabel’s Fables for birthday and Christmas presents. It is a
unique and lovely store.

Kristopher

Love the charm of this shop so much! It would be devastating for the local community for it to go away.

Haley

Hilary

Mabel's Fables is an essential and unparalleled business in both the Mt. Pleasant community and the larger
children's book world. Exceptionally well-informed and tireless champions of stories and writers. Needed now
more than ever.

Olivia
John

A Toronto landmark!

Tricia

Mabel's Fables is one of my favourite things about the neighbourhood in which we live. I've been bringing my
daughter to Mabel's (and shopping there) since she was a baby, and it means so much to be able to bring her
here as a 5-year-old to foster her love of books in such a warm, magical place. There are so few independent
bookstores remaining in our city, and it's heartbreaking to imagine Mabel's being taken away. Mount Pleasant is
a go-to destination precisely because it is filled with small, unique businesses, and Mabel's Fables is its heart
and soul. I will be devastated if we lose it.

Marion

40 frater Ave

Linda

Hi!
Mabel's Fables Bookstore is an important bookstore for the community.
To lose it would be devastating for parents, children, students and everyone who loves to read.
Also, it is also part of George Brown college course for students interested in writing for children.
Keep the rent manageable. Life it not always about money.

Crystal

Ariella

Tara

Mabel's Fables has always been held a very special place in my heart. I was very lucky to be apart of Eleanor's
bookselling team and a customer for many decades. It would be a terrible thing if educators and parents lost this
resource. A good children's book seller and store is becoming a lost art. I would be truely sad to see the Mabel's
Fables close it's doors. Hopefully Eleanor will find a way to negotiate a contract with the owners of the building.
All my love . Tara Anderson

J

Thanks to Mabel's Fables' expertise and curation, every gift I have ever given to every child in my life has been a
magical keepsake!

Laurie

We need to retain all the independent children's bookstores that we can to help preserve neighbourhoods and
ensure that children have access to these wonderful resources. Help #savemabelsfables. If new landlord is not
willing to help maybe another landlord in Toronto that has available space at a reasonable price?

Judith

Please keep Mabel’s Fables - an institution that we must retain. Our children need it and they are our future.

Alex

Janice

Three important facts!!!
1. Toronto needs more independent bookstores, not less! 2. Engendering the love of reading in children is
critically important. We need to save the social fabric of our neighbourhoods and allow local businesses to thrive
and be sustained!!! Mabel's Fables - we need you!!!

Jeff
Rosalind

My grandson enjoyed the books we chose with him at Mabel's Fables. He has enjoyed reading and discussing
stories and is way ahead of his age group. Being in the bookstore rather than just getting more books in a box
made such a difference.
Above all Mabel's needs a location. If the developer is doing the whole block Mabel's is likely doomed but surely
that developer can find another reasonable location.

Melanie
Michelle

Mabels fables helps children become who they are meant to be. Independent bookstores share events for the
children not to make money off the children. Independent bookstores share ALL books published for kids instead
of the select few the publishers want our kids to read. Mables fables gets to know the community families and
children as they all grow into who they are meant to be. This must be protected in a society that only cares
about the self.

Colleen

This business was has been an institution and is a critical
Part of our Neighbourhood. I want to ensure Mabel’s stays where it is an no building is erected on this street.

Steve

Have been a regular customer as a resident of the Mt. Pleasant area and would be devastated to see anything
happen to this wonderful store.

Anna

Before I started writing children's books, before I was the in-house picture book reviewer at the Globe and Mail
and the Scribbles columnist at the National Post, before I was asked to write about children's literature for Rolling
Stone and other outlets, I worked at Mabel's Fables. I was hired at 22, and Eleanor recognized my passion. She
taught me to recognize the power of kids books as educational tool, as a source of community empowerment, as

a hub for artistic innovation. This store regularly champions up and coming Canadian talent, as well as being a
notable stop for acclaimed international touring authors. To lose Mabel's is to lose a vital part of the
neighbourhood, community, and industry.
Sheila

Studies show that the more books children are exposed to, the wider their vocabulary, and the better they will do
in school. Reading fiction is shown to increase empathy. Reading non-fiction is an important part of STEM
learning, especially when done purely for the joy of it.
We Need bookstores like Mables Fables, full of well curated books and knowledgeable staff.

Alexandra

I go to Mabel’s Fables when I visit Toronto from the USA, and patronize the businesses in the surrounding area
whenever I do. It is a special space that cannot be replicated and does not deserve a predatory rent hike of this
nature. To lose the store (by making staying impossible) would have bad and costly ripple effects for the
neighborhood. “Maple Venture”— more like “Maple Vulture”. What an extremely tasteless and money-motivated
offer.

cason

Carole

Megan
Kate

I love Mabel's Fables. For over 20 years I have bought all my grandchildren's books there - for Christmas,
birthdays, and just because they have a good book.
I have ordered many books especially for a grandchild.
And I have had them order books for me too, because I want to give them the business.
Such a wonderful bookstore!
The staff all know all the books - They read them too! And so they can make great suggestions for kids of all
ages.
Save Mabel's Fables!!!

David

Mabel's Fables has been a cornerstone to this community for years! I remember my mother taking me to Mabel's
Fables when I was a boy. Now I take my 3 year old daughter there to buy the newest pictures books along with
the classics that I grew up on!

Tim

I deplore the greedy and socially irresponsible rent-hike by Maple Venture Properties and urge its management
to reconsider.

Kristen

We need to keep these independent book stores open.

Galina

Love the wonderful bookstore!! Well worth preserving!

Michele
Eva

The Store is a unique place for children's literature in Toronto. I fully support the store and would like to see it for
many more years in the Eglinton area.

Louis

Save Mabel's Fables!!

Marika

Mabel's Fables is a unique bookstore providing excellent, carefully selected reading materials for children, teens
and even adults. It is also staffed with knowledgeable individuals who can guide and advise readers of any level.
In addition, it is a warm and welcoming space to explore books and offers programs encouraging reading and
critical thinking. There are ever fewer such venues in our communities, where big companies - many of them
American - have squeezed the small local bookstores out of business. We must NOT let this happen to Mabel's
Fables. It is a local treasure that must be protected.

Heather

Mabel's Fables is a powerful force in the community. No Amazon or Indigo can compete with the knowledge and
love of books the staff at Mabel's have. The special events of an Independent bookstore range from displaying
the artwork of children's books artists (I bought a Barbara Reid piece, from Barbara at the store) to children's
story hours to fun Harry Potter madness. These events are different in a community venue than it is in a chain
store because they are about the neighbourhood, the people, the writers and artists, and the ideas.
I love that Mabel's supports the children at Sick Kids! I love that I could bring my 4 children to the store (with 10
years spread between them), and the could ALL find fiction, non-fiction, poetry, and amazingly selected artwork
to make their lives richer. Going to Mabel's is a special outing. We buy gifts for friends there even if we don't
always buy for ourselves -- and everyone is always happy we went because the space is full of possibilities!
An independent bookstore is evidence that independent thought is possible -- even encouraged -- in a city like
Toronto. We don't need more sameness! We need diversity. And the people who most need to be encouraged
to think independently are our children, who must find ways to think their way out of systemic injustices, and think
their way through the rules and structures that govern their lives. We don't want a world of complacent people
who let others make choices for them. We want colour, beauty, controversy, kindness and questions. All of
those are found at an Independent Bookstore for Children. All of those are at Mabel's Fables.

Sabryna

What better way to grow up than with a magical bookstore located down the street? Mabel's Fables was where
myself and many other children got lost in the bookshelves, trying to choose which we wanted to read that night
in bed. From their Angel program during the holidays, to their Kids Read North program, Mabel's has brought
their neighborhood together to help others through books.
As an adult Mabel's has still been irreplaceable in my life. Mabel's has helped me find and order books printed by
small presses, has created beautiful book baskets celebrating the birth of babies in my family, and has been the
first place I go when I need a book recommendation.

Parisa

David

This store is what makes a neighbourhood unique, special and a destination. Kids, parents and grandparents in
my family have made this an outing together.

Christina

I remember the first time I visited Mabel's Fables and fell in LOVE! We need to keep our independent book
stores, especially ones that encourage diversity, inclusiveness and the joy of reading. Long live Mabel's Fables!

Hilary

266 Manor Roadd east

Margaret

Eric
Aisling
Kristina

This bookstore is of huge cultural and historic significance in this city. With so many cultural institutions' property
being sold off willy-nilly to condo developers (Gladstone Hotel, Hugh's Room being two others just this week
alone) we are constantly losing the vibrant fibres that keep the artistic and cultural fabric of our city vibrant and
alive - and are what make people want to live here.
Toronto needs to stop allowing these vital parts of our communities to be priced out!!!
Please don't let this store close! Protect Art! Protect Culture! Protect Knowledge!! PROTECT TORONTO!!!!

Elise

We need to save this is a unique book store.

Diana

Outrageous!!!
We need this book store. The Children of Toronto need this book store. The best kids' lit store in the City if not
the province if not Canada!

David

Mabel’s brightens up the entire neighbourhood with its whimsy, window displays and friendly staff. Places like
Mabel’s make Toronto a place worth visiting and living in.
I am hopeful the city will make the right choice here: Protect this family business. It is of cultural significance.

Mary Anne

I have depended on Mabel’s Fables for the last 30 years! First as a mother and teacher librarian, and now as a
grandmother. Living in Etobicoke, then Port Credit, and now Stratford I have valued the expertise of the
employees and the fine collection of books for children of all ages, and especially those of us who are children at
heart! ,always worth the trip to Mabel’s!

Diana

Ryan

We can't keep letting cultural centres like Mabel's be closed. Mabel's is a wonderful institution and cannot fall
victim to predatory developers and landlords. Save Mabel's!

Richard
Meredith

Stacey

Devastating to hear. I’ve been shopping at Mable’s for 20 years, where I buy books for my kids and for myself.
Independent bookstores are an essential part of
the community. There is great value in bringing people together in pursuit of the joy of reading and learning.
Too often, developers know the cost of everything and the value of nothing. SAVE MABLE’S!

Sarah

We do not allow such rent increases for people’s homes, why would we allow for for businesses? Particularly
one that is a long standing company with deep roots in our community?

Alexandra

It is a magical place where my toddler learned French! Lovely community hub for local families.

Sarah

Hang in there Mable’s Fables. You are a cornerstone to this community. Over 31 years you have raised so many
readers. There are more young readers to come through your doors. Working the schedule to be there on the
10th

Stacey

Devastating to hear. I’ve been shopping at Mable’s for 20 years. Independent book stores are an essential

Michael

Wonderful store full of character and personality for the community. A place where children can really feel
excited about reading and place for wonderful children’s classes upstairs. Would be disappointing to see a longstanding business like this pushed out due to such a dramatic rent increase.

Jessica
Jennifer

So many memories of Mabel's - storytimes, author visits, school library info sessions, and just browsing the
amazing selections. We need Mabel's Fables in our city!

Tristian
William

We can fight this!! We need to support staples of our city, and yours is an institution that we cannot lose!

Adriana

Mabel’s Fables is not just a store, but an education and cultural centre where many of us have learned about the
wonderful world of literature.

Douglas

I have been a grateful customer of Mabel's Fables for about 35 years. My daughter, five granddaughters, a great
niece and great nephew, and children of recent Syrian immigrants have all benefited from Mabel's excellent
stock, warm atmosphere, and knowledgeable staff. Toronto has already lost too many locally-owned small
businesses, including bookstores, and these businesses are what make neighbourhoods unique and livable, not
the impersonal big box chain stores that sell the same stuff across the continent. It's past time for some
regulation to prevent greed from destroying what makes Toronto still a livable, welcoming city.

Matthew

Joanne

This bookstore is so necessary to the community. I hope your new landlord realizes the error of their ways and
renegotiated a more acceptable rent increase. Small local businesses keep communities alive and books fire the
imagination.

Melissa

Mabel's Fables Bookstore has been sharing stories with the community and helping to establish a love of reading
in the very young for longer than I can remember. They've supported an endless amount of authors through
community events and have provided a reliable destination for book lovers looking for their next great read. What
will this neighborhood be without cornerstones like Mabel's Fables?

LJane DamudeEmpey's Location

Mabel's Fables brings fantasy and reality together in a way that is lacking with the virtual reality of today's
internet. When a child enters the store--or an adult, such as myself--she enters a world where the inner creative
space meets the outer world in the form of a book that can be held, kept in sight and even smelled. It has been
an inspiration to me, and a help in knowing where to send the two children's picture books I wrote for publishing.
I went over to the store, spoke with the staff and looked at all the amazing books that have been written and
illustrated by people like me. It would be a real and profound loss to our neighbourhood. Why is it always about
money?

Kate

Mabel's Fables has such a wonderful selection of children's books, all curated by age and stage. I've never been
to another store like it! I try to buy as many kids' books there as I can.

Claire

Mabel's Fables was a haven for me in childhood--a store that understood and fostered the magic and
transformative power of reading. It is not a stretch to say my childhood visits to Mabel's contributed to my pursuit
of a career as a children's book editor. I'm passionate about helping to create books that have a profound and
lasting impact on kids--books that open their perspectives and reflect their own experiences back to them. We
need stores like Mabel's to get those books into kids' hands, especially in a city like Toronto, which is
increasingly troubled by inequality.

Hollie

Mabel's has been one of my favourite places in the neighbourhood since I moved here in 2008 to be closer to
work. Their selection is glorious, the staff are friendly and knowledgeable and AMAZING, and the resident kitties
are sweethearts. We need more places like this in the city.

Adam

The world thrives on stories. They've been told, literally, since the dawn of time.
Children need stories because stories help them grow. Cities need places like Mabel's Fables not only for the
children and families, but because stores like this make people want to live there. It's flavour! If you take the
flavour out of the city we're left with a bleak skeleton of joy and variety.
This is all very sad news. Good luck Mabel's Fables!

Trish

Mabel’s Fables is part fo the fabric of our children’s lives. Whether it’s seeing a favourite author in real life,
discovering adventures through a children’s book club, or delighting at tracking down the next in a series of
books...the children of Toronto need Mabel’s Fables. Everyone wants to know how to “raise a reader.” Save
Mabel’s!

Ilene

We used to visit Mable's Fables even when we weren't living in the neighbourhood. Its a real treasure!

Alice

Suzanne
Amanda
Hala

An amazing bookstore that should be preserved, loosing Mable's Fables will be like losing one of the landmark's
of Mount Pleasant. I wish you all the luck and I wish that Mable's Fables will stay as the bookstore that shines
this neighbourhood.

Christopher

Mabel’s Fables is a place filled with character in a world without it. Quiet and contained it’s big enough for giant
dreams, without being a cookie cutter box. Don’t let it pass from the world a victim of greed ( has Maple Venture
Properties no recollection of what happens to the greedy in stories?

cynthia

Julie

Tania

Mables Fables has played a part in countless children's lives, a place of community gathering, economic support
to neighbouring businesses...it is somuch more than a bookstore. A rent hike of this nature will kill the shop.
Profit margins for books are small, and this is a shop the community needs, the children need, and the parents
need. It supports young mothers who can become isolated, it rewards children literacy and education, it is a
place where grandparents can take their grandchildren. Do the right thing.

Lee

Brilliant store. Been shopping there for my kids and now grandkids since it opened!
We need to have some kind of rent control in these situations.

Ed

Both of our children have grown up with a love of reading thanks to mabels. From the amazing selection to
fantastic staff to the warm and welcoming reading bears upstairs, the community wouldn’t be the same without
this Davis I’ll village institution.

Karen

Mabel’s Fables is a community landmark. Their warmth, knowledge, and community orientation has promoted
literacy and creativity in our neighbourhood for generations. Their closure would be a huge loss!

Helena

Tanya

Mabel's Fables is an institution!
You cannot raise the rent and squeeze out this incredible book store.

Katie

Mabel's Fables is a magical space, filled with character, culture, and community. The neighbourhood, and
generations of readers, simply wouldn't be the same without it!

Stephen

This store is fantastic. It's an actual bricks and mortar bookstore where my kids love to walk around and browse
through the titles that engage them. Putting the squeeze on the bookstore forces it to close to the benefit of an
owner but at a detriment to an entire community. Let's keep this valuable resource alive for all in the community
now and in the future.

Eshun

Small businesses are also sometimes ad hoc community hubs. Mabel's Fables is a fixture in the neighbourhood
for all the right reasons. It's important to save the businesses that give heart and individuality to a place. It's
unreasonable to expect that we will continue to be able to have diversity when rents become astronomical. We
need to start doing a better job of protecting such businesses from greedy landlords.

Maggie

Shelley

There is something very wrong with a city that deliberately allows and ensures that small cultural and treasured
gems such as Mabel's Fables are being allowed to be taken over or put out of business by big corporate money
grabbers. Shame on Toronto. This city has lost its values.

Earl &. Elizabeth

We feel it is absolutely necessary to stand up against greedy speculators and developers and try to preserve
unique and important family institutions which benefit education and enlightenment. The money driven
encroachment on our neighbourhoods and community must be stopped.

Erica

Peter

Ask anyone in the area and they will tell you the Mabel's Fables is an anchor for the entire community. The store
brings people together and provides a space where children can find joy and wonder in a city of towers. Please
don't take that away.

Kerry

Mabel's is a great member of the community. We have already lost several good book stores.

Carolyn

Local bookstores are essential! We lost ours in Wolfville. It was the heart of the community. Save Mabel’s!!

Wendy

Mables is a Toronto institution and is beloved by generations. New landlord - Shame, stop being greedy!

Mya
Jim

As a long time supplier to mabel's as well as being a long time neighbourhood father who supported mabel's
over the years, I want to say how important this business is to this community. There isn't another children's

bookstore anywhere in our city that has been as nurturing about the importance of reading to children as mabel's
during its long history on Mt Pleasant avenue. It must stay put!
Steve
Gino

Since we first moved to the area, Mable’s Fables has been delightful to get lost in while browsing for a book or
simply to halt at and admire the ever updating window setup.
Mable’s Fables is one of those few places still left where adults, but more importantly kids, get inspired to read
and enjoy literature, and escape the demanding and attention-grabbing online world. We need more Mable’s
Fables, not fewer. With the steep increase of young families in the area, it would be a sin to allow this rare pearl a small bookstore contributing to the unique character of mount pleasant village - to disappear and rob kids from
a meaningful alternative to large bookstore chains.

Leah

Mabels fables is my go to spot for a beautifully curated selection of reading material for little ones. This
intentional space is so precious and should be held onto for many years to come. These are the businesses the
people want!

Lindsay

Leyla

This is a sign of how Toronto will be destroyed by greedy landlords and developers. When is enough enough?!
This bookstore is precious, needed and community building. We can't keep on like this as a society.

Virginia

Mabel's Fables is a 31-year-old icon. A safe and creative space for children and families. One of the few
independent book stores to stay and thrive. An essential part of the Mt Pleasant community. Far more needed
than yet another condo.

Kate

Rob

Heather

Mabel's has been such a positive fixture in the community -- a welcoming place for all generations. They have
been leaders in the book-selling industry for decades. Losing them would be a devastating loss.

Kathleen

This store has done more to help young readers love books than any large-scale commercial entity ever could.
Mable's serves not only the local community but all of Toronto by appealing to families from all parts of the city
with its unique service, knowledgeable, enthusiastic staff and special events.

Natalia

Please don’t let this wonderful bookstore disappear!!! We need to support small local businesses that are part of
our vibrant communities for all our children.

Janet

Bronte

We love you, Mabel's team!

Peggy

This is a wonderful bookstore with knowledgeable staff who encourage children to read and parents to read to
children. We know how important this is for a child's healthy development. There are so few bookstores left and
this is one special children's bookstore. Mabel's has stood the test of time! A 70% rent increase is
unconscionable!

Sandra

For many years Mabel’s Fables has been our beacon in a sea of mediocrity. It was the place to find the best
books. Books filled with riches; vibrant artwork, the jewels of thoughtful and thought-provoking language.
Diverse, beautiful, life-changing, books. These books put into our grateful hands by people who know books,
who know what will move and engage you. All of this in a very welcoming and charming environment - curated
to inspire. Our family is so thankful to all of you at Mabel’s Fables for encouraging our forever love of reading.
Thank you Loretta, Mandy, Peter et al, and most especially Eleanor.

Leslie

This is alarming, and goes against everything the community stands for. Pushing out an independent bookseller
that has brought so much joy and literacy to the neighbourhood over the years is devastating. Buying local is an
important part of community resilience; I choose to go to Mabel's Fables to order what I need rather than tapping
into Amazon or Indigo. Supporting our local businesses, particularly one that creates such a beautiful space and
experience, is critical.

Lefki

My sons love of reading came from here. I owe them so much!!!!!

basil

mabel's was a favourite growing up as a kid, and my attachment only gets stronger as the time goes by. Eleanor
and the excellent team there welcomed me on board their team last year and it was such an amazing
opportunity. as the kid of an indie author, a longtime customer, and most recently an employee, i have seen
firsthand the good that mabel's does for the community. Eleanor hosts all kinds of events and programs and
there's always something for parents and kids alike. Mabel's is a second home to many and a beloved meeting
place and store for the book community, the toronto community, and the eglinton community. #savemabelsfables
!

Jennifer

Lovely Mabel's Fables is a rock of stability in our neighborhood. A space of calm and security, a place where
real people answer questions about literature, where we can be inspired and introduced to new ideas and
books. Community is about connection, and Mabel's is a place that encourages and inspires connection, to
literature, to ideas, to each other and, perhaps most importantly, to our inner selves, to our hearts. Without that
connection, we lose our sense of community and solidity, we begin to lose our humanity and our awareness of,
and care for, each other. We don't need another condo building, another chain coffee shop in Mt. Pleasant
Village. We need Mabel's Fables, to remind us that connection and community are vital to the health of our
neighborhood. We need Mabel's Fables to continue to fill us with joy and beauty, and love for literature and life.

Jane

Mabel's Fables is a great bookstore! It is a bookstore that supports Teacher Librarians and Elementary and
Secondary school libraries across TDSB. It's very important for the community and school libraries.

Jane

Is this the "petition" ?

Tamara

My niece and I took a George Brown continuing education class, Writing for Children, at Mables upstairs. We
were only able to do this together because of the location. Going downtown was not feasible with our work and
family schedules. It was great bonding for us and we learned and wrote amid the inspiring, magical atmosphere
of Mabel's...which includes the cat that makes a friend out of everybody.
There are so few special places where seniors, families and kids can go that lift their spirits. And by the way, my
niece is writing a book and I've enrolled in Toronto's Film school so Mables has been that journey. Storytelling is
a part of every person's journey including success in business. What does the landlord want its story to be? They
could pay the increase themselves and look at how they money can be used to help people in the community
instead of trying to disable Mables, who is doing it's part to give people a place to be inspired, comforted, and
educated and challenged by literature. Shutting down this bookstore will mean people will walk less, read less,
interact w ppl less less, know less. And so ppl will sit on their phones scrolling mindlessly on the web and know

I support efforts to save Mabel's Fables

stories about the Kardashians instead or unique and relevant stories worldwide that have been conscientiously
vetted by Mables. People simply wont get what they get there in one magical tiny place. Thanks, Tamara
Anna

Mabel's Fables is the heart of our community. It is a place to meet, learn and grow. Places and spaces that bring
us together through interest, passion and friendship are the essence of our neighbourhood. Please save Mabel's
Fables.

Justine

Mabel’s enriches its neighbourhood, city, and the Canadian book industry with the work it does. It’s a destination
shop for those of us who live outside of Toronto. A landlord who damages the viability of this business is
committing a greedy act of aggression against the economy of the entire area, in effect saying that profits should
be flowing into the landlord’s pockets only, rather than spread throughout the local businesses. This kind of
action leads to destabilized communities - empty storefronts, diminishing foot traffic, etc. Losing an anchor
business like Mabel’s would injure the entire economic ecosystem of the area.

Liz

I always find appropriate books in your store
for the children in my life. Staff are knowledgeable and very helpful. Find another landlord who is not as
greedy.

Justin

David

Mables Fables is unique even among independent businesses, which are, by definition, unique. What purpose
does another faceless chain store serve in the neighbourhood?

Natalie
Jennifer

Lovely Mabel's Fables is a rock of stability in our neighborhood. A space of calm and security, a place where
real people answer questions about literature, where we can be inspired and introduced to new ideas and
books. Community is about connection, and Mabel's is a place that encourages and inspires connection, to
literature, to ideas, to each other and, perhaps most importantly, to our inner selves, to our hearts. Without that
connection, we lose our sense of community and solidity, we begin to lose our humanity and our awareness of,
and care for, each other. We don't need another condo building, another chain coffee shop in Mt. Pleasant
Village. We need Mabel's Fables, to remind us that connection and community are vital to the health of our
neighborhood. We need Mabel's Fables to continue to fill us with joy and beauty, and love for literature and life.

Arlene
Anikka

Mabel's Fables is an outstanding bookstore dedicated to ensuring that quality books are sold, while also
supporting and actively promoting literacy throughout the province. They run a great program where customers
are able to purchase a book for a First Nations student in Northern Ontario! Mabel's Fables takes care of the
shipping costs themselves, what a great initiative!

Ani

My friends, this bookstore is the most whimsical place. It has walls covered by years and years of by wonderful
illustrators/authors. To lose it would be to lose a living entity full of magic and love and good intentions. Let's fight
to keep it alive!

Joel

Not only one of the best bookstores in the city of Toronto, but one of the best bookstores in the country.
#savemabelsfables

Sze-Linn

my kids have loved going there

Adam

Save this store!

Alexandra

Mabel's Fables was a childhood institution for me. Any special occasion, tough doctor's visit, good/bad day at
school... this is where my Mom would take me for a "special treat." I so vividly remember scanning the endless
shelves of books, trying to decide which one to take home, while Mabel the cat would wind its way around my
legs. And each birthday, it was of course such a big deal to move from the shelf designated for one age group to
the next - the little overhead sconces marking one year to the next. Going from AGE 5 to AGE 6... then AGE 6 to
AGE 7... and onwards ... was always a very important moment for me. The store has always been a truly
magical place. And the idea of it disappearing from the neighborhood (and from the city) is devastating. I plan to
be there for this meeting on the 10th to offer my support and solidarity.

Kim

We need to support independent bookstores! They are essential to communities. Staff have such a huge wealth
of knowledge about the books and the book industry that is just not found in big box bookstores. To lose another
one to unfair rent hike would be doing a disservice to countless Torontonians.

Nicola

Mabel's Fables is such an important part of our community!

Joan

Mabel's Fables has been my go to independent bookstore for children's books for years. And when my
grandchildren grew older - or with their parents lived across the country, I still frequent Mabel' Fables for gift to
friend's children.
I wholeheartedly suport its continued existence.

Margarita

More then 10 years we been going to Mabel’s Fables, my kids love the book store we love the store and the
people work there and the owners, great family friendly store we can’t imagine anything else be at that spot
We hope they can stay for longer time
Love
Margarita Glenn Felix and Maximo

Shane

As an author an avid reader and father of three young people who love to read, we fear even the thought of
Mabel's Fables closing. The fact that this legendary Toronto store sells mostly to young readers makes it even
more valuable. After loving, feeding and sheltering our children, THE most important thing we can do for them is
teach them to read, and love reading. The loss of this store would be an enormous loss to our young people, to
Toronto, and Canada.

Andria

Mt Pleasant Village would not be the same without Mabel’s Fables.

Alysa

Our whole family loves Mabels and shop there every chance we get. The store has turned my children into
readers, they get birthday books, Christmas books, and we order every other regular book we need, even adult
titles through them. This is terrible news. Please help.

Gillian

Mabel’s Fabels is a wonderful small business that has been serving our community for many years. While
development is important it cannot come at the expense of small businesses. We do not want our neighborhood
to lose the charm that makes it one of Toronto’s most desirable places to live

Janice

A most treasured place to take children and grandchildren for a birthday outing and gift !

Felicia

Rindy

Hoping we can make a plan the better serves our community

Adrienne

Mables Fables is an invaluable part of our local community - not only do they promote early literacy but it’s also a
place where the community comes together.

Heather

I support small business. Small business helps our economy...

Jackie

How is that kind of raise in rent even legal?? Mables Fables is a great store, and they carry things the big box
stores don't!

Rachel

We love this store and the community it creates! I attended free song circles there when my baby was born. It
would be a huge loss to the community if we didn’t have it.

Madeleine

Indie bookstores are one of the best things about Toronto. We cannot afford to lose another one. Mabel's
Fables is a great store. My 92-year old mother loves the store too.

Jennifer

AUGH!
Mabel's Fables is a key Toronto institution!
Their expertise, community-mindedness and great support of Canadian books and authors (and readers!) is
essential.

Sandra

Mabel's Fables is an absolute gem. It's a Toronto landmark for children's literature and literary events. It would
be such a shame to lose it.
Sandra O'Brien - Editor, Canadian Children's Book News

Diane

What??!!!
I DEPEND on Mables Fables to provide students at Hodgson Middle School with up-to-date books for our grade
6-7-8 novel studies, non-fiction, and general library reading. The staff at Mables order books for me almost
monthly throughout the school year. It is a convenient, neighbourhood, INDEPENDENT bookstore that is
invaluable to our local school throughout the school year. I can drive to pick up the book orders on my way
home and save on shipping/environmental costs.
If the landlord is a member of the Mt. Pleasant/Davisville community, they should remember that Mables is a
local institution and needs to remain in it's present location!!

Zachary

Mabel's Fables has been a part of my teaching career and parenting journey. They are an amazing store with
dedicated staff and should stay in the community. We need more stores like this, not more condos.

Amber

Kate

Jonathan

Louisa

Mabel’s is a staple in the community!

Jonathan
Randy

From my first visit to the store when my son, now 23, was a toddler, to the repeat visits as a Teacher-Librarian,
Mable's Fables has had a special place in my life as a book lover. Eleanor and her staff have always been
extremely helpful in finding the right books for my needs. This store is a wonderland of books. I know I can
always go in here and walk away with excellent books for my students, for the young people in my family, and for
myself. Add to this the author visits facilitated through Eleanor for the students in my school, and the store's
involvement in the community with support for reading endeavours like the Kids Lit Quiz, and you have
wonderful, caring business that has benefited and continues to benefit countless people of all ages.

Lynn

As a small independent publisher based in Canada, i cannot over-emphasize the importance of local
independent bookstores. Not only do stores like Mabel's Fables provide a welcoming environment that
encourages young readers, they actively support publishers like me in ways that larger stores will not. Losing
independent booksellers anywhere in the country deals a blow to Canadian culture and therefore hurts us all.

Anne

My son was born 30 years ago this year, Mabel’s Fable became a special place for us to visit in the first 8 years
of his life. He loved going there to listen to the book readings. I still live in the neighbourhood and enjoy seeing
the window displays as I walk by. The store has been a vital part of this community and should continue .

Sofia

The knowledgeable staff and curated collection of books at Mabel's Fables is an asset to our community. They
support Canadian authors and offer valuable weekly programming.
Not only has Mabel's Fables fostered a love of reading in generations of young Torontonians, countless writers
of children's literature have trained within their walls.

Shari

110 Heath St E

Karen

Mabel's Fables is a unique treasure in the Toronto landscape, and we would all be poorer for its loss. Why don't
property developers ever seem to understand that it is BECAUSE of places/shops/community hubs like Mable's
Fables that neighbourhoods become so highly valued, and that the real estate becomes so highly sought after?
Once you lose these local business--with so much personality and genuine connections to their community--the
draw of the neighbourhood is sadly diminished.

Ian

Always an amazing place to visit with the kids

Sally-Beth

I don't live in the same neighbourhood but have driven across town for many years to purchase books for my
grandchildren at this wonderful store. The proposed rent increase comes from pure greed and should be
challenged.

Gemma

Mabels Fables is a beautifully decorated, high-quality store both in terms of its selection and its staff. I have been
very pleased with the spot-on (age and interest appropriate) book recommendations, not to mention the fact that
this is a key feature of this neighborhood!

Susanne

I love this shop The are team players in the community Without community society falls apart We need good
community

Mark

Don't leave! Keep on fighting to stay. The community will be less of a community with you gone.

Stacy

We need more independent businesses!

Stephanie

My earliest memories of Mabel’s Fables were visits with my kids when they were little (the eldest is now just a
year younger than the store itself.) We live north of the city in Newmarket, but Mabel’s was always an important
and exciting focus for a trip downtown. Walking through the purple door is like walking into a story itself. While
my own kids are now grown, I still have plenty of little ones to buy for and Mabel’s Fables continues to be an
important resource because of the depth of knowledge of the staff and their evident love of and passion for
children’s literature. Stories and literature are vital for the mind, heart and soul of our children. This is what
Mabel’s provides for Torontonians. This store should be a protected site, preserved as a part of not only
Toronto’s past and present but it’s future. Forcing the store’s shutdown by almost doubling rent is a travesty akin
to surgically removing a vital organ. It is like removing Christmas from the calendar year, trees from the cityscape
and stars from the sky.

Dione

Magical stores like this mean that children get to experience something - hold a book, flip pages, see the
illustrations, all in a place filled with wonder - versus seeing a screen where they can order a book. This is
absolutely a necessary space for the future of our children.

Elizabeth M

70% rent increase!!! Isn’t that illegal, even if it is a new landlord. Especially for along-time (historic) tenant. Don’t
give up the fight! We need you.💕

Lynne

Sharon

Please make it possible for this unique resource for parents and children to continue to serve its community and
the city at large

Samantha

Our community needs small businesses like this.

Lorisse

Graham

We want you to stick around!

Adrienne
Dahlia
Margaret
Kyle

We love Mabel’s Fables!

Emma
Kyle

A great part of the community! Let’s do all we can to save Mabel’s Fables!

Michelle

38 donegall drive - I have lived in "The Mabel's Neighbourhood" for 35 years. My children grew up learning from
and loving books. It's the place I go to buy new babies' books, grandchildren books and even books for old
ladies like me. Mabel's needs to stay put for the betterment of the community. Landlord's have a responsibility
to be part of the community they buy into.

Margaret

Lev

Lynn

what is this world coming to
'here's to hope in the dark places and tipping points of the best kind'

Patricia
Michelle

Vicki

Once upon a time there was a battle to save a magical store....

lorie

Mabel's IS our community! For 20 years, our family has gone there not only to buy books, but for book openings,
readings, boys' book club, and a writing for children workshop. Maybe we don't go as often as we used to, but I
can't picture that corner without it. I 'll be there Tuesday night to hear what we can do to keep Mabel's where it
belongs!

Alison

Mabel's Fables has been so important to our family, with the staff introducing us to many wonderful books. As
Toronto landmarks disappear, we hope that Mabel's Fables will be able to continue being there for all of us!

Val

Important part of our community

Teresa

I learned how to be a children's writer in the basement of Mabel's Fables.

Anne

Don’t force Mabel’s Fables out!

Janice

Independent bookstore’s are the backbone of Canadian Literature and are a dying breed. The joy a child
receives entering a place like Mabels Fables cannot a a price tag. Too many are turning to online and big box,
losing the integrity of the independent.

Fiona

I absolutely loved going to this store as a kid, and it was so wonderful to then be able to go there with my
nephews. It’s an institution in the neighbourhood, and should not be driven out in favour of yet more condos.

Julie

This is an absolutely magical place and should be protected.

Tony

Not only did Mabel's and my children grow up together, but also stores like Mabel's are essential to the
community ambience that residential and commercial property owners say they want to be part of.

Suzanne

Such a cherished bookshop!!

Güler

The only solution for defeating the darknes is to read books specially about science and technology..
So why to close Mabel’s Fabels a fine bookstore??
I support Mabel’s Fabels

Andrea
Susan

Mabel's Fables is very important to the present and future generations to promote the love of reading. May all of
us supporters be there for Eleanor and her staff.

Damien

It's so disappointing to see shops like this vanishing.

Bree

Tasha

Mabel's Fables is a wonderful bookstore with very knowledgeable staff. They're always helpful with
recommendations from their carefully curated book selection.

Jennifer
Kelly

Joanna

We love this store.

Kate

This bookstore is a unique Toronto treasure which has been a source of wonderful books for my children and
grandchildren and their friends over the past three decades. To increase the rent by a whopping 70%, during an
unprecedented period of construction which has had devastating effects on the whole community, is
unconscionable.

Josef

There’ll be no one left in Toronto soon. Just condos, and horrible condo-human hybrids.

Matthew

This book store is a staple in our community. It is so upsetting we are losing it because of outrageous rent hikes.
We don't need any more Starbucks or condos in the area.
Thank you,

Lan

It would be very sad to see Mabel's Fables leave. It's such a landmark on the Mount Pleasant strip!

Caitlin

I first went to Mabel’s fables as a kid on a school trip where we read Morgan the Magnificent and a story about
the Titanic. I got to take a storybook home with me and I loved it. Now Mable’s Fables hosts wonderful musical
classes among many other children focused events that I take my young son to. It’s more than a store it’s a
community hub and a space for children to learn and spend time together. It is an extremely important space for
the neighbourhood and for the city.

Elizabeth

Childhood literacy is so important, and not just something read on a tablet, but a real paper and ink books that
can inspire the next generation to write, imagine, dream, and create. There's got to be a way to maintain a
balance between residential and commercial spaces. I don't want to live in a neighbourhood where there's
nowhere to eat or shop, that's simply not appealing.

Wendy

Such a treasure. Would be ashame to lose...

Kira

Daniel
Amy
Lorraine

Small local businesses like this one are the heart of our communities.

Jeff
Monica

So many magical moments and memories..
You are the jewel in the community !!

Kristen

And incredible resource for the people of TORONTO. Authors and readers alike

Christy

I love Mabel ‘s Fables! I used to take my daughter there for the story time ( and to buy books) and she loved it!
She was totally engaged and listened with rapt attention to every story. She is 31 years old and still loves books
and is sharing that love with her daughter. It was such a wonderful space ( literally and figuratively) to be
surrounded by so many fabulous books and such caring knowledgeable staff. Mabel the cat was also a huge hit!
We moved out of the neighbourhood and were fortunate to move near the Mabel’s Fables location on Bloor near
Royal York. Unfortunately that location closed and only the original location on Mount Pleasant has remained. It
is a travesty that the greed of landlords is threatening the survival of such an integral part of the community and
city . There used to be several children’s bookstores in Toronto ; Mabel’s Fabel’s has survived and we must do
what we can to preserve this gem of culture in the city!

Emm

This cannot happen. Mables fables is a place where the best memories are made.

Tom

Ahmad

I used to attend mables fables as a young child and I now bring my son there, both to buy books but also to
attend music class. This offers young parents an important opportunity to meet others in the community and it
would be a devastating loss.

Meredith

Please do not force Mabel’s to close- it is an institution for children and their parents. Hiking their rent like this
has only one word attached to it ...greed.

Amanda

Mabel’s Fables is an independent bookstore that takes pride in the quality of children’s books they sell. Their
contribution to children’ s literacy and imagination are second to none.

Carolyn

Mabel’s Fables is a Toronto institution. It’s a wonderful place for families and a refreshing change to big box
stores. It would be a huge loss for the Davisville Village community if Mabel’s Fables were forced to leave due to
the unreasonable demands of Maple Venture Properties.

Tatum

Frances

So happy to support independent bookstores but the Kids Read North Program is marvellous and so worth
saving.

C
Jane

I discovered Mabel's Fables while visiting my daughter in Toronto. We spent the day talking books and reading
our new discoveries aloud (to anyone who would listen). There was no doubt this was a beloved community
space for families, teachers and librarians. We bought as many books as our budget would allow and proudly
sported the Mabel's Fables shopping bag as we headed back to the car. I kept that bag as a reminder of that
wonderful day. I have been back to the shop several times over the past few years and it never disappoints.
Mable's Fables reaches far beyond its walls. It makes me heartsick to think it it may close due to this exorbitant
rate increase. The landlord should be ashamed.
Please help to save Mabel's Fables.

Tricia

There is nothing more important than instilling the love of reading in children. We need more stores like Mabel's
Fabels to promote this love.

Naomie

It would be very, very sad if circumstances caused this lovely small business to close

Lydia

Mabels fables has brought generations of kids and families so much joy over the years! The neighbourhood and
the city will not be the same without it.

Elaine

Have good memories of browsing and buying wonderful books at this fabulous book store. Long live Mabel's
Fables!

Maggie

We love and support this store!

Joanna

The smell that would hit me as soon as I walked in the door at Mabel’s is one that I will never forget. The smell
of books and adventure. A piece of my childhood that I hope can be shared with generations to come!

Melissa

Marbles is our last true independent store we need more of these store not less!!

Ami

This is a place of creativity, imagination, inspiration and community for young and old alike. All things we
desperately need in these challenging times. It will be a huge loss if it closes its doors.

Heather

To the new landlord, you are grounded in greed and nothing but. Mabel's Fables is a community institution. It has
been for many years, and it reaches far beyond the tight-knit community in which it lies. Please don't be the
cause of a small business to go under due to corporate greed. The people who own Mabel's Fables and those
who work there need and deserve those jobs. 70% rent increase is truly nothing but greed. Please rethink your
demands.

Nadia

A love of reading is so important to instill in children. Mabel's has been a wonderful source of unique books which
can spark an interest in any child. A 70% rent increase is ridiculous and shouldn't be legal. I hope something can
be done before we lose this wonderful store.

Lily

Susan

Claire

We love Mabel’s Fables! I would take my daughters there just about every month, to readings, events, or just to
enjoy the books. We developed a beautiful library of children’s literature, classics as well as new offerings. It was
such an important part of our family’s life. In fact it is where one of our daughters had her first job. It breaks my
heart to think of it closing. What a rich resource we would be losing for families in our community. In a world of
box stores and mammoth chains, the simple charms of real reading and a love of books is at risk of being lost.
Let’s rally to save this treasure!

Helen

Such a magical place! And it so important that our children have access to great books to get them hooked on
reading.

Andrea

Jelena

Alyssa

This is such a fantastic place. I took my children here when they were babies for group classes and now they
love the feeling and personal touch that this store offers when looking for new adventures to read.

Jennifer

My mother has bought gifts for my kids for 18 years from Mabel’s. The staff is so knowledgeable and It is not fair
to them to hike the rent like this. It would be a huge loss to me and the community if they cannot continue their
business

Angela

This bookstore must be saved! So important to continue the legacy in this community!

Anne

How to destroy a neighbourhood: raise the rent of small stores that are the reason people select the
neighbourhood.
We need bookstores dedicated to children more than we need fancy condos only a few people can enjoy.

Mike
Beverley

Blaire

I take my son there every week for music class. Such a special place!

Peggy
Colline

This iconic bookstore should not be allowed to shut down because of an unethical rent increase. This store is the
cornerstone of our community and has generated a love of reading in so many of our young.

Vickie

The joy of walking into a bookstore that is just for kids... and to meet knowledgeable, friendly staff who care
about matching you with just the right book... please don’t take this away from the future generations of readers
in Toronto.

Larissa

Heather

I don't want to live in a city where a wonderful store like Mabel's Fables can potentially be bullied out of it's
location by a 70% rent increase! Shame! I am so glad you are fighting this.

Teresa

Love buying girfts for my niece and nephew here!

Prem

A unique bookstore that delights and captures kids attention! They deserve to be around for the next generation.

Jess

Local businesses must continue to thrive and provide an outlet for the community.

Sara

Berit

We must keep the few children’s bookstores that are left. They are important for a child’s development and love
of reading.
There should be limits on all rent increases, greed should not take over our city and we do not need more
condos

Maureen

Speculating developers are hurting so many main streets in neighbourhoods in Toronto. In acquiring land, they
pay too much and then download carrying cost onto existing valued commercial tenants. These small
longstanding shops are what make communities.

Carolyn

This is an amazing bookstore for kids and parents. My kids are grown now but we have wonderful memories of
spending quality time here.

Rosemary

Mabel's is an invaluable part of the community which must not be allowed to slip away from us. IT is this kind of
independent store which provides great personal service and character that needs to be maintained if our quality
of life in Toronto is to thrive. I hope greed will not destroy a landmark business that we all value and love.

Sylvia

Mabel’s Fables is a beloved fixture in the neighbourhood. Eleanor and her staff have our full support, affection
and appreciation.

Deborah

Keep local businesses. Especially one as important as promoting reading.

Dani

Katy

Let’s keep some some character in the neighbourhood - love this store and the community around it.

Danyelle
Terri
Meagan
Murray

Independent booksellers are a vital part of a vibrant community. We cannot afford to lose another one!

Florence
Alyson

I just love Mabel's Fables, it is such a magical shop. A special place, where you know as soon as you walk
through the door that you will most certainly find the most perfect book.
I cannot imagine our neighborhood without its whimsical window displays, wonderful selection of both classic and
contemporary childrens literature, and of course Mabel, because cats make everything better.

Alyson

I just love Mabel's Fables, it is such a magical shop. A special place, where you know as soon as you walk
through the door that you will most certainly find the most perfect book.
I cannot imagine our neighborhood without its whimsical window displays, wonderful selection of both classic and
contemporary childrens literature, and of course Mabel, because cats make everything better.

John

save it

Dave

My wife and I have bought books for my grandnephew here. It’s a wonderful bookstore, and it would be a shame
if it were to be lost.

Darshini
Laura

Mabel’s Fables is known across our country as the children’s book store to visit in Toronto. Please have a heart
and keep this iconic home to wonderful children’s books open for families and children!

Joan

As well as being one of the best children's book stores in the country, Mable's is part of the fabric of the
community. They always help you find the right book from picture books to YA. Mables is a home for readers. A
new home must be found.

Lara

A beautiful place that has brought joy to many people

Courtney

Deanne

Mabel’s Fables is such a special place and really deserves to be protected from greedy developers. This
proposed rent increase is unacceptable.

terri

Eleanor's beautiful bookshop is exactly the kind of business that helps make a neighborhood a true community .
Its an important gathering place of ideas and imagination, and goodwill. Please consider the impact of every time
and independent business owner goes out of business. We all lose an important part of economy as well. Who
wants to be completely controlled by corporations who can afford to pay over bloated rents .
Its time for cities to step up and help support these important business owners.

Alison

Mable’s Fables was the source of countless childhood memories in my neighbourhood!

Crystal

Every week my son and I attended Lap Rhymes & Lullabies at Mables Fables; it is where my son acquired his
love of reading, telling stories and singing songs.
Mables Fables is an institution that should be saved.

Sasha

I am now a university professor and I credit this to the love for reading that was cultivated in my early years by
Mabel’s Fables.

Alexandra

Mabel's Fables is an important bookstore to the people of Toronto. It would be tragic to lose it.

Catharine

Barb
Nadia

Eleanor and her staff are an invaluable resource to me in my role as a school librarian. They know their content,
know their customers, and most importantly, know how to develop a passion for reading in young people.

Sharon

Mables Fables is a neighborhood treasure.

Leigh

Mary
Stephanie
Marnie
Sarah
Bess

Lee

What magic I felt, as a child, venturing to Mabel's Fables to pick out a new book (or two, or three). It has
cultivated that same magic for generations of children in Toronto. What an utter loss the closing of Mable's
Fables would be to the culture and character of the city, not to mention a crime against childhood and against
imagination. Down with rent inflation! Up with Mabel's!

Rachel

Elisa
Alicia
Laura

Mabel’s has to stay.

❤❤❤

Carolynn
Darren
Krista
Laura
Mona
Morwenna

I remember going to Mabel's Fables on a field trip in Grade 7. We met the author Barbara Reid who told us all
about her painstaking process to create her gorgeous plasticine illustrations. Despite being in Grade 7, many of
us on the brink of being surly teenagers, we were all enthralled with this chance to meet an author in such a
charming, local store. We had the opportunity to meet a Canadian author, browse the shelves of books, and pet
the bookstore cat. Most of all, Mabel's gave us a chance to be kids. It might seem like a small thing to visit a
bookstore, but I still remember this trip almost 30 years later. Don't let this place close.

Susin

I am a Canadian author of children's books. Eleanor and Mabel's Fables have been such a huge boost to
children's authors, and particularly Canadian ones, who often don't get a lot of attention in "big box" stores. They
lovingly hand sell books to kids and their families, and the atmosphere is warm and welcoming. Places like
Mabel's Fables are vital to the livability and vibrancy of a neighbourhood. It would be a devastating loss to see
this local independent bookseller have to close shop because of a massive rent increase.

Valerie

Debra

Stop destroying the character of the City and keep this children’s bookstore for families. The City is growing very
anti-family.

Chris

Please help keep this in our neighbourhood!

Preston

Been buying books here for over 12 years. Now that we have young kids it's really a priceless institution.

Karen

Toronto is not made up of buildings. It is made up of neighbourhoods and the people and places that make up
those neighbourhoods. Mable's Fables is a very important part of the fabric that makes up its neighbourhood,
and a part of the fabric of the city of Toronto. Forcing out Mabel's for development will destroy the fabric of the
neighbourhood that drew people to the area in the first place. Don't force out Mabel's and destroy the soul of a
neighbourhood.

Beth

Always a wealth of information for people of all ages choosing the perfect children’s book. I hope the developer
can recognize its value to the North Toronto community.

Pamela

This store is extremely special to our family. It fosters the love of reading to our kids and we would be sad to see
it go. We visit Mount Pleasant village primarily for this store and other nearby businesses benefit from it being in
this location.

Charlene

This store represents a community.

Heather

20 plus years of enjoying mables fables. It is part of the community. I understand a rent raise, but really, 70%.
Pure craziness.

David

I worked at Mabel’s for many years, and have nothing but gushing and loving and funny stories of my time there
and the rich cornerstone to community that it is. Mabel’s provides something unique and much needed - it is a
place where people still discover and share that most important of things: stories, which, in essence, are what we
all are. Think about that for a minute. Though I worked there, some of my most important times at Mabel’s was
the time prior to my being an employee when I would go there for some much needed magic with a friend. We’d
browse for awhile, sit and read and just soak in the amazingness and specialness of the place. These trips
always recharged me and inspired me and stand as some of my most special. If Mabel’s went due to a greedy
landlord, that certainly would be a shame and something special and important would be lost in Toronto .

Tamoy

Garnet

Don't act like an evil step mother.

Jodi

My kids and I have enjoyed visiting Mables Fables over the years, and have bought wonderful books there — for
ourselves and as gifts. It’s always a treat to pet Mable, sit in a corner with a book, explore the shelves, and look
at all the interesting books and posters, plus the wonderful window displays. Mables Fables is the kind of place
that helps children fall in love with books and reading, promoting literacy and appreciation for writers and works
of art.

Melissa
Caralin

Candace

I spent years buying books for my classroom from Mabel’s Fables. I have come to love the personalized service
and extensive knowledge of the staff as well as that welcoming feeling as soon as you walk through the door!
Now that I am retired, I often walk my dog past the store. She has a special love for Mabel, and that means we
have to go in to see her! I think we are growing on Mabel! I cannot imagine the neighbourhood without Mabel’s
Fables! I will not buy children’s books from anywhere else! #savemabelsfables

Vlad

Please keep small business around

Sandy

It is not an exaggeration to say Mabel’s has made me a better parent, because reading to your children brings
you closer together and opens your mind. I have been shopping there for 30 years for my own children and many
others. They really care about the quality and content of the books they sell and that separates them from the big
box stores. There really isn’t another store like this. We have enjoyed story time, visits with Santa,
music/movement classes to name a few of the extras they provide to our community. Every year they have
hosted our Brownie group to buy books for children who wouldn’t normally afford them. I cannot say enough
about what this little store means to me and it’s ridiculous for someone to buy the building with the plan to
basically put them out of business for their own profit. We don’t need another coffee shop or a storefront that

changes every year as businesses can’t keep up with the rent. Some things are more important than money like reading.

Erin
Erin

George

There is no justification for a 70% rent increase other than to drive the tenant out to allow for redevelopment.

A
Jaime
Jaime
Jaime
Jaime
Julie

I love Mabel’s and have visited to choose books for my child, friends and my classroom. We drop off books for
the book bank and consider it one of our favorite stores. I hope the community can help save this Toronto
treasure!

Association of
Canadian
Publishers
Mary

This is an amazing community book store and I really hope we can work together to keep this unique shop
thriving.

Sara Melissa

I can think of few things more important to childhood than access to great books and the freedom and warm
surroundings in which to discover where reading can take you, too discover the infinity of imagination. Mabel’s
Fables is an important piece of our family neighborhood. Why would a developer destroy the very things that
make the neighborhood they seek to sell desirable?

Lindsay

We love this store !!!

Deb

Having been a longtime patron of Mabel's Fables, this Landlord is throwing baby with bath water. Said Landlord
will never get another tenant so endeared to the public. Not to mention longevity of new tenant will be fleeting.
Signed, #BecarefulWhoYouWishFor

Eduardo

Let's not end things that helped us be a developed place - books!

Megha

Jaime
Sharoni

Fabulous bookstore. I've discovered charming new titles there over the years.

Chris

Mabels is an amazing bookstore! It’s awful what happened! Landlords shouldn’t be able to increase the rent by
70% on a business that does so much for its community! Truly criminal!

Elaine

Independent bookstores build personal relationships with readers that the big chain stores can't - and they also
go above and beyond supporting local writers. It would be a shame to lose this store.

William

Jacqueline

Stacey
Nicholas

This store is so special and such a resource for the neighbourhood. Having two young kids nearby, I truly hope a
reasonable deal can be reached between Mabel's and their new landlords.

Milly

I support independent booksellers

Barbara

The stores on Mount Pleasant make the area a residential haven for people in the whole area. Mabel 's Fables
is a wonderful children's bookstore, and actually the only bookstore that I know of for children. Slowly the
businesses are closing and devlopers are forcing them out and building condominiums. There is no culture or
neighbourhoods when they come in.
No one can afford the rents and there will be no shops or restaurants
left.
The City has to stop these developers!
condos are very expensive.

Toronto is becoming more and more unaffordable - prices in the new

Lori

First bad story ever associated with this wonderful shop

Julie

Thank you for making every one of god daughters (I have three) and nieces (I have four) birthdays so easy to
buy for over the years.
Is it just a greedy landlord or a greedy city putting up property taxes or a combination?
Julie

Ben

I've lived in the neighbourhood since about 1989, and Mable's Fables has been a landmark of the area since I
can remember. George's Trains and Sugar's costumes suffered similar fates as real estate changed hands, and
once they're gone they can't be recovered.

Tamara

Mabel's Fables is an amazing store, a much loved and very important part of the community locally. It is the best
if what bookstores can and should be, and a by now a national Canadian treasure.

Connor

I love Mabels Fables. This is exactly the kind of place that makes Toronto, well Toronto. This rent increase
should be criminal.

Cynthia

I believe it is important for us to keep this wonderful bookstore in the neighbourhood. Our children shouldn't grow
up only knowing big book stores like Indigo, or worse no bookstore around them.

Sarmela

Emily

I loved coming to this store as a child over 20 years ago and love that it’s still part of the neighbourhood!

Kaia

So tired of developers taking over neighbourhoods, driving out local businesses and renting spaces to large
commercial chains that do not reinvest in the local community. Shame on them!

Lami
Heather

Brittany
Kasia

Try would be tragic to let this store go. It is one of the last independent book stores and where kids learn to love
books.

Lauren

We love Mabel’s Fables and are looking forward to our young son growing up near the store. Let’s fight this!

matt

Respect your history and heritage. Great civilizations do not evaluate everything with a dollar value.

Victoria

I work as a pediatric communication therapist & Mabel’s knowledgeable staff have helped me pick some winners
to use in speech & language therapy.

Gilluan

Love this shop, part of the neighbourhood!

Catherine

Although I don’t live in the neighbourhood, it was worth the trip to this wonderful bookstore when I was
shopping for my now grown niece. This makes me sad and mad.

Amena
Genevieve

Hi there,
My family loves Mabel’s Fables. High quality books and amazing staff. They offer the most diverse and inclusive
material in all of midtown and it would be a massive shame to lose them.
As a teacher, I also hold this place very close to my heart. They have always supported my practise and offered
up the BEST titles for my programming.

Sharmin

Love this neighbourhood bookstore. Did the subway ride with my nieces when they were kids. It’s sad to think
that yet another independent booksellers will disappear.

Patricia

A treasure not only for its immediate neighbourhood but for Toronto. Wonderful place to bring children and those
who love them together with a fabulous selection of books. Knowledgeable and caring staff, opportunities to
connect with authors and illustrators - Amazon cannot compete with the warm and welcoming experience of
Mabel’s. Always well worth the trip from Scarborough for me and my family.

Theresa

ELIZABETH

Mabel’s is an absolute treasure! My children and I will never forget lining up there years ago for the midnight
release of a Harry Potter book. But we visited Mabel’s often just for the pleasure of browsing and having one of
the knowledgeable staff recommend a new book. A dedicated children’s bookstore is so important to kids! A
place all their won with stories written just for them. It’s magical. Putting all my support behind Mabel’s getting a
rent deal that will allow them to stay where they are.

Holly
Greig

Our family loves this book store and we esnt it to remain in our neighbourhood for many years.

Lisa
Mike

Poppy loves Mable’s Fables, therefore I love Mable’s Fables!!

Cory
Kathryn

Great memories of this place from
My childhood!

Allison
Anna

Mables Fables is a pillar in the community. They hold the highest standard for children’s literature and are
renowned by bibliophiles and librarians around.

Shonda

I don't know where to begin to express how important Mabel's Fables has been to our family. Frequent trips,
often on the way home from school, to find special books started when they were toddlers and continued into
their teens. The staff always had amazing suggestions for my voracious readers based on the books they had
previously enjoyed. If they didn't have the desired book they were always happy to order it for us. It has also
been an amazing resource for birthday gifts, loot bag goodies, puzzles and quality crafts. What a terrible shame
for the children of the surrounding neighborhood and their parents if this treasure is lost.

HEather

Claudia

Ramsey

This bookstore provides such a comfortable and homey environment! Small bookstores like these are the ones
that are here for the long-run because they're in it for the community and the books! They're important because
they serve as a place where people can go to be inspired and read and involve themselves in literature! Mable's
Fables is one of my favorite places in Toronto and there is no way I am letting it go.

Gulmira

this place is absolutely unique!!!
❤❤❤
We have to save it for our children and grandchildren!

Erin

The children's writing classes that take place at Mabel's Fables are at the heart of a huge, vibrant writing
community. That was where I discovered that I want to write children's books. It's still where I go for inspiration
and encouragement.

Andrew

Leah

Mabel’s Fables was a staple of many of my childhood memories. I had always hoped to bring my own kids here
one day.

Livia
Alexandra

Mable’s Fables played a huge role in my love of reading. As a kid I could spend hours and hours there searching
for the next book I wanted to buy and read. This bookstore gave children so much opportunity to learn and grow,
fall in love with new stories, and meet the people that wrote them. Independent bookstores hold a kind of magic
you can’t find anywhere else. I love this place (and Mable, the cat) dearly.

Camille

Hope they can come to an equitable agreement. Hate to see these small business where people have worked so
hard get pushed out!

Zoe

I took a writing childrens' literature workshop there in 2017 with Ted Staunton. The space was welcoming and
supportive. A perfect venue for events.
That place is an institution. Unique among bookstores. An important source and gathering place for writers and
lovers of childrens' literature everywhere.

Vanessa

Best books...

Milena

Mabel’s is a wonderful bookstore - they are so knowledgeable and always recommend just the right book for
every kid. More than that, it’s an important community space. When my first son was a toddler, we went there for
a storytelling programme that was just wonderful. With a growing number of young families in the area, it’s really
important to have resources like Mabel’s. for the literacy of future generations, please protect this bookstore!

Kim
kaylee

Emily

Mabel’s Fables is a Toronto treasure: a resource for teachers and parents, a showcase for the best Canadian
books, a stage for debut and established authors, and a place for children to develop a lifelong love of reading.
My story with Mabel’s Fables started when I was very little: a favourite aunt would buy my birthday present there
every year, an age-appropriate story with a main character who shared my first name. And the staff at Mabel’s
always suggested the perfect book! Where else can you get that kind of expertise? I'm proud to be a Mabel's
Fables customer today, and hope to remain one for decades to come.

Lauren
Chris

This is a magical place which is crucial to the distinctive character and charm of the Mount Pleasant Village part
of the city. A destination, itself, bringing people to the neighbourhood from all over.

Annie
Melissa

Christin

Mabel’s Fables is one of the few remaining book stores where staff can actually recommend a book for a specific
occasion. Why? Because they’ve read a bunch of them. So when you need a book for a school who has just lost
a child, they can give you a title. It is well used and well loved and has been for years. What a tragedy should it
close.

Sandra

I am tired of the loss of everything good, valuable, and beautiful in our world in the name of greed. What legacy
are we going to leave our children? And what are we teaching them? I am an elementary school teacher.
Mabel’s Fables has been a contributing partner in the education of our children and the enhancement of our
community for many years. It is a gift we need to keep. Mabel’s Fables introduced me to “Pete the Cat” who I
then introduced to a group of local school children in Antigua one holiday when I was there. Such joy on the
children’s faces as they listened to the words of the story and cuddled that friendly blue cat with the gigantic
white shoes. We need that. Thank you Mabel’s Fables.

Chris

jason

Alice

Mabel's Fables was my favourite childhood bookshop and I will be by this weekend!

CATHERINE

I have been a patron of Mable's Fables for decades - and am a supporter of the "high street" concept with the
small independent shops that make a neighbourhood and a community.
Is there an approved plan for the future of this area on Mt. Pleasant, developed in consultation with the
community?

Sarah
Lucas

Emmy Nordstrom

I am a bookseller at Another Story bookshop. Through my role there, I know how essential community
bookstores are to the people and atmosphere of a neighbourhood. Mabel's has been doing valuable work in this
city for a long time, and children and parents, not to mention the literary community in Toronto, rely on them.

Diane

Let’s all help Mabel’s Fabel’s!

Lisa

Anna

We love this place, we will hate to see it go just because there is unbelievable high increase in rent....

Adelaide
Carol

Mabels is a part of every corner of this hood. Ask any kid where they get their favourite books. Mabels. Where’s
their favourite place to discover new reads. Mabels. What cool neighbour hood spot do you want to take your
cousins to. Mabels. I recently met a family there who had been buying books for their now grown daughters from
Mabels fables for 25 years! We continually drive small businesses out of this city. We cannot let Mabels meet the
same fate.

Hélène

Wishing the very best to the owners of Mable’s Fables. I have lived in the neighborhood for twenty years, and
love seeing your store. And - Mount Pleasant needs to remain a community, not a series of impersonal buildings
put up by opportunistic developers.
Hang in there!!!

Daniel

Jackie

Support small business! This was a childhood favourite of mine.

Matthew

Mables Fables provides a wonderful service to our community. We are very quickly losing the fabric of what
makes our city so special. This is not right.

Melanie

Mabel's Fables is a special place! Definitely one of a kind in the city, if not beyond. It would be a shame for them
to be just another victim of the greed that is plaguing this city. Too many independent businesses have been
threatened by increasing rents, and it's these independent businesses that, in large part, make this city worth
living in.

Nick

When we visit Toronto, Mabel's Fables is a must on our agenda. We would be so sad to see it disappear.

Kent

A gem, inside and out.

Lauren

Wonderful store!

Alexandra

Mabel’s Fables is a unique and incredible shop. My two-year-old daughter loves it and we spend a lot of time
there. The book selection is wide and includes harder to find titles and less-known authors (some of our
favourites being First Nations authors). The city has more than enough big box stores and chains. What we need
more than anything are places like Mabel’s Fables - special places with history and character where children can
learn and explore.

Beth

Bought many a beautiful book for my children and others at this special store.

Tony

Christy

I love this store in my neighbourhood! I hope it can be saved!

Nia
Marie-Andree

Please don’t close this Mount Pleasant staple. I lived a block down from the store for three years when I first
moved to Toronto and always loved its bright and welcoming exterior. I would take long walks in the store when I
needed a little dose of happiness and what felt like a comfy hug. This store is an important part of the
neighborhood’s history and it would be a huge loss for the street.

Jessica

I’ve been going to Mabel’s Fables since I was a little girl and it brings me great pleasure to buy my son books
there now as an adult. I LOVE this store- as a mom, an educator, a member of the community and as a “big” kid.
PLEASE save this local treasure!!

Juan

This is an important landmark in the city please do not let this be removed.

Charmaine

They support local authors! Just look at thier signed wall. Would hate to see this institution go

Christine

We’d hate to lose this landmark and important part of our community.

Lara

Neighborhood bookstores are cornerstone of a community. My kids grew up in the store. I purchase books for
teaching all the time. The staff’s knowledge is incredible.

Rahim
Cindy

We need to be preserving small business that contributes to the community

Olivia

My childhood was this bookstore! It is my favourite bookstore and is an important part of the community.

Kimberly

This is a wonderful store for children's books and we need to keep it in the neighbourhood!

Kimberly

This is a wonderful store for children's books and we need to keep it in the neighbourhood!

Genevieve

Love the variety of books especially since many deal with equity issues. People that work at the store are so
helpful and friendly. Loved going to the store in Etobicoke when I was younger. :)

Tami

Our family supports you as you have supported us

Franca

My children and I have had many wonderful visits at Mabel’s Fables over the last 20 years. Losing this store
would be a great loss to the neighbourhood and Toronto.

Andrea

When I first had my son, I spent many days at Mabel's bookstore passing the time while he slept dreaming of all
the books we would enjoy together as he grows. Now that my son is older, we visit once a week to purchase
and explore the many beautiful books available to us. It's something we look forward to doing together. This
community doesn't need anymore condo giants. These condos are ruining midtown, our beloved neighborhood.
All the little store fronts with owners who put their life into serving this community are leaving and being replaced
with soulless condos and stores that add little value to the area or its inhabitants. Please don't take away Mabel's
bookstore. Please don't ruin our neighborhood or our special moments.

Courtney

Preserve our Toronto treasures!

Sue

Stephanie

We love Malbel’s book store. It must stay. Such a cute neighborhood place to visit.

Rachael

This flagrant display of corporate greed is disgusting and disheartening. My family and I have supported this
amazing place for years and Eleanor is one of the greatest souls I’ve ever met. I’ve taken students here and my
son has spent many a day at story time or picking out what is to become a new favourite book. In fact the first
books I received when pregnant were lovingly picked from theses shelves. Perhaps if these developers had
been given books about empathy, kindness, love and community like those found at Mabel’s they wouldn’t think
it was okay to do this to an integral part of this community.

Lisa
Shirley

What a wonderful little bookstore in the midst of Mt Pleasant. These little stores make my pleasant the
community that it it is. The City has to stop the greed of these landlords. We don’t want our city to be a concrete
jungle. Support local business they are the people who pour money back in to our economy.

Charles

Thank you for everything over the years & generations Mabel’s Fables! We hope this isn’t the end! Thanks Josh
for your efforts to save this neighbourhood institution!

Krista

From someone who grew up in the neighbourhood...

David

Margriet

Canada needs you! Canadians need good books! We believe in you.

Anthony
Catherine

I’m an English teacher in the neighbourhood and Mabel’s Fables has been a staple of our programming for
years. They provide an educational and beautiful setting that encourages reading lovers and the reading
reluctant alike, to pick up a book. Their staff are always helpful, friendly and knowledgeable about texts new and
old.
We need institutions like Mabel’s Fables to continue inspiring young people to read. We know the value of
literature and must support this neighbourhood gem.
Please feel free to contact me at anytime.
Catherine

Louise

I travelled across the city to this store many times, when my daughter was young... 17 yrs ago. There really was
nothing else like it, and it was always a pleasure for us both.

Daniel

Jody

Kate

Good neighborhoods need businesses like this one. Places like Mabel's make Toronto great.

Veronica

Mabel's Fables is a staple of the Mt. Pleasant community. It would be heartbreaking to see another piece of my
childhood torn down.

Brett
Emily

Growing up - Mable's Fables was a store that we didn't see often - as we lived in Nova Scotia.... but when we did
come to Toronto to visit family and friends we would most often visit the store and learned to love books and our
visits there. The environment was so unique... more stimulating than coles, or even chapters / indigo... this was
a really neat place where our imaginations could run wild with the stories and creativity that this place exuded.
Every year at Christmas - a box would arrive... full of books! My mother would call the store, and have them fill a
box full of the best books for our age group and interests... and send it all the way to Nova Scotia - with love. We
had the best books of any kids in our town... and I remember the exceptional taste the staff had in selecting
things that were perfectly suited for my interests.
PLEASE don't let this kind of an establishment fall to corporate greed. Kids need to be stimulated and learn the
value of small businesses. We can't create the next generation of entrepreneurs without showing them what it
means to support local and unique businesses.

Kristin

Beatriz

Sending all our support in this hards moments. My company,Magic-Languages has been offering our French
After School Program there this last session and we loved the space. I also have the sweetest memories with my
boy at your store, always a pleasure buying books at your delicious store and being able to share the importance
of reading and culture for the little ones.
I am away in March 10, ( In Barcelona), but I would love to support you in any other way and will share this of
course.
Warms regards, Beatriz

Gwen

As a writer, as a grandmother who has brought generations of children into the heart of a community that tends
them and listens to them and responds to them, I feel that keeping these community enterprises that we all
share, where we all gather, is essential to sustaining our ability to live here at all. We can do lots of things
virtually, but we can't actually exist without actual community. The more we try, the higher the suicide rates go. I
think we've done the pilot and it was a complete bust. Let's keep the community.

Quinn

Mabel’s Fables is a part of my childhood. It was always such a treat to visit the bookstore with my family. And
now I get to share those books with the Mabel’s Fables stickers in the front that my parents kept with my own
children.

Ophira

Virginia

Catherine

There is no other bookstore like Mabel's Fables in the city, with their focus on books for kids and knowledgeable
staff. A rent increase like this would be devastating for many small businesses and it's businesses like Mabel's
that make our city and communities livable -- and true communities. We all need to learn to think more
altruistically and not just about making the most money -- if we're going to survive and thrive.

Leyna

I’m supporting this store because it’s super cute , is an experience for children and it’s the character that is
toronto ! And toronto is loosing its character at an alarming rate . All the old brick structures are turning into glass
towers and only big box can afford to be at the bottom of them ! Goodbye fruit markets , good bye independent
stores , goodbye mom and pop stores ! Good bye childhood memories of visiting this book store for future
generations !

Jen

Stephanie

Heather

I took several of the Writing for Children courses (offered through George Brown College). The courses were
held upstairs at Mabel’s Fables. It was so inspiring to be surrounded by so many amazing books while I was
learning how to become a better writer. I would spend our breaks browsing through the shelves and planning my
next read. I really hope that Mabel’s Fables can be saved!

Hayley

My entire childhood is in this shop. Having a cuddly cat in the corner, meeting writers like Dennis Lee, a huge
part of a community feeling.

Jen

I am with a Canadian book publishing company that recently launched a children's book division. Eleanor from
Mabel's Fables was incredibly supportive from the moment she heard about our program. To help launch the
books she created a stunning window display in Mabel's Fables featuring the books, and providing invaluable
exposure for our authors and illustrators.
So many teachers, parents, librarians and educators rely on Mabel's Fables to help them select the right books
for kids. Books that kids will enjoy, but that will also enrich their lives and make them better global citizens. It
would be a huge loss to the local community, the children's books community, and Toronto at large if Mable's
had to close due this rent gouge.

Eric

Please save Mable’s Fables!

Cindy

Grace

Independent bookstores are an irreplaceable resource for any lover of reading, and Mable's Fables is one of the
best.

Helena

Stay strong Mabel!

Heather

Long live Mabels Fables!

cathleen

Mables Fables is an iconic children's bookstore and its a shame that the landlord is taking advantage of this
business. Please stop this unfair rent hike,

Hilary

My kids loved going to Mabel's Fables for a story time and to pick out a book. They're in their 20's now but I still
live in the neighbourhood. I recognize the immense value of having a place like Mabels to take kids to for early
literacy enjoyment. It's awful and unfair that they are being driven out by a huge rent increase.

barb

Lorena

Megan
David

This is one of the few bookstores where the staff fully understand the needs of young readers and a new parent
can come in for advice and suggested reading for any reading or pre-reading level and interest. This is not a
mass market bookstore readily replaced by online shopping, it is a place of support and suggestions for readers
of all ages.

Rees
Brian

Have spent many hours (and $’s!) wandering the well-stocked shelves, getting recommendations from their
terrific and knowledgeable staff and just generally revelling in the atmosphere the store created. Toronto is losing
a unique and important retail provider. What a shame.

Charlotte

Stores like Mables Fables are what create neighbourhoods. If property developers keep moving in and hiking
rents and driving away critical small businesses that create the charater of the neighbourhood that attracts
people to live there, then Toronto will lose any real identity as a city and become a box store city.

Tanya

Trelawney

Upping rent so drastically for anything is unfair. Mabel’s Fables is a service to the community. Reading was an
incredibly important part of my childhood and places like Mabel’s Fables help spark the love of reading in kids.
Keep the little places of magic for children and adults. Please.

Sarah

I love Mabels. It’s been there for as long as I can remember and I’ve purchased numerous books for the beloved
children in my life. No more condos!

Alexis

It would be truly a loss to the children growing up in today’s society to not have this bookstore to go to. There is
something so special and so novel about having a place like this store in Davisville.

Meaghan

Joanna

My

We love Mables Fables!

Carissa

This bookstore is amazing, and a destination for getting storybooks for my young son and friends/family with
young children. A significant and long-standing asset to the community.

Elizabeth

We don’t need another condo. We need to keep the small businesses in our neighborhood

Naomi

You are too valuable to the community to ever close, we will find a way!!

Isabella
Edna

Before I retired, I was the Promotions Manager for McClelland & Stewart Publishers, and thus I know how
important independent bookstores are to the community - especially those dedicated to young readers! Mables
Fables is a local treasure and it's demise would be a blow to the publishing world.

Edward

Mables Fables is one of the few children's bookstores left in Toronto and where I go to buy books for the 'first
baby' gift. Always trying to set up a love for books right from the very beginning. The neighbourhood will lose
some local character if this business disappears.

Harrison

Jennifer

Catherine

I’ve been a loyal customer for 26 years. My children have been customers from birth. Mables is like home for
my family. We have relied on Eleanor to help develop and enrich my sons’ love of reading for over two decades.
She is simply the best. Her store is beloved, unique, and known around the world as a very special place. It
should be saved! Surely, the new owners can understand this. Please do what you can to save Mables!

Dave

Absolutely love this place. Been going all my life, first as a small kid with my parents, and now as a father with
my young son. It’s a treasure of the neighborhood and a really special place for book-lovers. Sadly, charming
and magical bookstores like this are disappearing, and it would be a considerable loss to our city for Mabel’s to
close. Hopefully the new building owners can recognize how amazing this beloved place is.

Lindsay

Hayley

Dee-Dee

Where has all the love gone for small business owners who are pillars of our community. MF as served as
neighbourhood attraction, a resource centre for parents, caregivers, educators and gift givers alike, a gathering
place, an outlet for children and parents alike. I submit this plea but please someone outline a plan ... let’s find
them a new home. We could help drive revenue but then it is still going into the hands of someone who does not
believe. And really - MF should be in safer hands.

Terrie-Lee

This book store sets a lifelong love of reading, books and the many adventures we find in children’s book.
The landlord should know that Mabel Fabes far out values the corporate greed of property owners.
Please realize the value of this store for children and the community.

Heather

This is an amazing bookstore and our neighbourhood would not be the same without it.

Roya

Lisa

Wonderful store for children to explore books! knowledgeable staff!

Laurel
Leslie
Laura Boujoff

Mabel’s Fables is a genuine world of wonder that stoked my children’s interest in books. It continues to inspire
them and stir their curiosity and creative engagement. It is more important than ever for children to be motivated
to read. Mable’s is such an important part of the local community, and also supports writers through book
readings and other events. Local businesses need our support. There is precious little magic for children in the
world today - please don’t allow a developer to force them out!

Nancy
Amy

Kathryn
Denyse

I will go to the mat for books wherever they reside because the shape human beings and ou future. Bookstores
are a haven for families and people who love to learn and enjoy a jolly good book.

R
Nadine

Kim

I’ve taken Writing for Children courses at Mable’s Fables over the years and the way that you feel when you sit
and listen to authors reading their work cannot be replicated anywhere else. Comfort, support, joy and laughter.
It all happens there. You’re enveloped by the history of the lovely store. Please don’t let this bubbly little home
of writers close.

Fraser

This bookstore was one of few sources of joy for me in a tough and lonely childhood. For it to fall victim to the
latest parasitic landlord to ruin our community would be devastating, and nothing short of a travesty. The profits
of a heartless leech who contributes nothing to society cannot under any circumstances be given preference
over a key staple that has brought generations within our community together for years.

Heather

Mabel's Fables is a wonderful, one-of-a-kind independent children's bookstore. It's where some of the best
children's writers in Toronto have honed their craft, workshopped their manuscripts and ultimately, launched their
books.
Independent bookstores are closing, which has led to a decline in sales of Canadian books. These champions of
Canadian Literature are crucial to the development and support of Canadian culture, education and literacy.
Children need good Canadian books, and good Canadian books need Mabel's Fables. Please do what you can
to keep this treasure alive.

Linna

Best children’s bookstore around! And one of the last ones left! We have gone there for over 12 years for our
kids and their friends. They have the most helpful staff who make thoughtful and appropriate recommendations.
We would be devastated to lose Mabels Fables die to this ludicrous increase in rent! If they go, good luck
getting a new tenant Maple Venture Properties. I mean, seriously, good luck.

Andrew

We are new parents in the neighbourhood. We love the store and want our daughter to be able to visit as she
grows up!

Tyler

Kelly

Sandra

Writing for Children workshops with Peter Carver and Ted Staunton on the 2nd floor of Mabel’s Fables nurtured
the early manuscripts I am submitting to publishers now. And tea in their basement (also petting Mabel!) on
breaks helped reduce the stresses and nurture our writing community’s relationships. Their nurturing Canadian
writing culture has been invaluable and it will never be the same if they are forced out.

Beth

Mabel’s Fables is a wonderful, quaint & whimsical environment that grows readers. I had brought my daughter
there when she was 1 year old to meet Barbara Reid. I wanted to foster her love of reading and to learn about an
amazing Canadian author & illustrator. Keep Mabel’s Fables!

Claire

We need to support local businesses who havre supported is for decades. This is a crime.
The developer should find a creative way to incorporate the bookstore into its new build. That would be
proactive and the right thing to do!!

Robin

Leslie

These gouging rent hikes must end. There are too many businesses, viable,, productive and loved businesses.
At some point the city and the province must step in to put limits on how high a rent can be increased. The
greed and profiteering is ruining the city.

Judi

When I was teaching at OISE, Eleanor would lend me a box on young adult fiction as often as I needed it. This
was a great gift to my student teachers. They got to know the most recent young adult authors and books.
And...they loved it! It generated an enthusiasm for having books available for their classrooms that nothing else
would have done.
Any time I have approached Eleanor about a need in the schools, there has been a positive, generous and
helpful response. And personally, trying to find books for my "I don't like to read" grandson, she and her staff
have always risen to the occasion.
Her staff is knowledgeable and professional. They are willing to go out of their way to find just the right book and
just the right author for a potential young reader.
It is not just in the immediate neighbourhood that we count on Mabel's Fables: it is the whole city of Toronto and
an even wider circle than that. Over 31 years, Eleanor and her staff have firmly established their reputation as
the place to go for children's literature. There is no comparable source. The loss is unthinkable and unmerited.
Judi Healy

Leiki

Synora

Mark

Canadian Authors and businesses should be fully supported by the government. We outsource so much of our
economy in so many professional areas, I would hate to see another community store close down. I had to close
down my own business as a result of large chain US companies with more money. Not all businesses should
need to sell seven figures to survive.

Devin

Mabels needs to stay in this area forever. It’s such a staple. My family and I are always In getting books for our
three daughters or gifts for family and friends.
Can’t say enough good things about it.

Terry

Communities need bookstores. And there's really nothing like an long-standing, well-established bookseller like
Eleanor @ Mabels to help nurture the children in your community. Want new leaders to help guide us in the
future? It all starts with reading. To quote one of our most famous Cdn expats, "you don't know what you've lost
'till it's gone" (Joni)

Frances

Mabel’s fables is one of the last standing independent bookstores that provides not only books, but also a
beautiful space for customers of all ages to come and hear stories and be inspired by people who actually know
about books . Let’s stop selling out to these price-gouging landlords and save one of a few remaining
neighbourhood gems in Toronto. Once the developers get their greedy hands on the property, it will turn into
another high rise with unaffordable retail space at the street level.

Jennifer

I love this store. It’s a gem.

Maya

This place was the ultimate cozy nook for me when I was a pre-teen obsessed with reading!! The best
atmosphere and the nicest people - it’s so important that it stays a part of our community.

Mark
Pauline

Mables is a large part of this community. It’s part of our culture.

Karen

Mabel's Fables is a valuable cultural institution for children's literature in Toronto. Since my first visit back in the
early 1990's, it has been my go-to place for finding the best books for all the young people in my life. Eleanor the owner - has had hundreds of children's authors present their work in her store, as the sketches and
autographs on the 2nd floor walls attest. Additionally, Eleanor created an inspiring space for Creative Writing
classes (in association w/ George Brown College) that have resulted in numerous award-winning and
internationally acclaimed books for young people. Mabel's Fables is an integral part of the fabric of the
neighbourhood. KJ Rankin, Stepping Into Traffic (Thistledown Press).

Rhea

I am a children's author and parent. When my son was small, Mable's was always a source of excellent
literature. Please support this wonderful independent bookstore.

Gene

Love taking my granddaughter to this treasure
How sad it will be if they are forced out

Dan

An amazing book store for young and old alike.

Caroline

Mabel’s Fables is an institution! My kids and I experienced Harry Potter, discovered new authors, talked about
our favourites, and hung out in a wonderful place during their childhood. Now I rely on Mabel’s Fables, and their
fabulous staff, for keeping up to date as a teacher and aspiring picture book writer. It would be a tragic loss for
them to be forced to move or close.

Ashley

We absolutely love this store and the neighbourhood wouldn’t be the same without it.

John Vance

Mabel's Fables fills a place in Toronto's bookstore world where no one else takes up the challenge. The store is
pure joy. To lose it would be to lose a treasure.

Roxanne

This store is an icon of our neighbourhood, please don’t let it get forced out through impossibly high rent
increases

Marsha

Mabel is like walking into a story book. So much imagination and inspiration.
Love.

Wayne

Mabel’s Fables has been a home to me for many years. Working for Eleanor meant working for family. I can’t
believe this is happening. Words cannot express my disappointment.

Wendy

Such a fabulous store and institution! We can’t lose it!

Monica

Helaine

Mabel’s Fables is the anchor of my physical community and my literary one, and has been for 25+ years. As a
kidlit writer, and a book buyer, and a speaker, Mabel’s has been an economic and emotional support. We must
not lose Mabel!

Dominique

My children and I love Mabel’s Fables, though we have to cross the city to go there. It’s worth it! A gem in this
city.

Cecilia

Kaitlyn

Dimitra

Mabel's is always the first place I go when I want to buy books for the children in my life—and sometimes I bring
the kids with me so they can pick a book out themselves. How sad to know that they may no longer be in
business! Is a 70% increase really necessary? I hope not.
Thank you.

Lana

Mabel’s is one of the last of the great kids bookstores! This store helped to instill a love of reading in my kids that
can’t be replaced by the big chain stores.

Barbara

This type of rent increase should be illegal

Tierney

I grew up going to Mable’s Fables for books. This is such a wonderful store. One of my close friends later went
on to work there for many years. Mable’s has an important place in the community and I hope a solution is found
to stay open and bring the love of learning to future generations of kids!

Kathy

Mabel’s Fables is more than books - it’s about the whole experience. The welcoming ,
nurturing environment encourages reading and a passion for literature.

Joseph

I have seasonal depression. During days I feel low, I love to explore Toronto. One such cold night, I found myself
in this magical little bookshop. I was overwhelmed by the diversity and carefully considered works that spoke of
fun, possibility, and childhood joy. It took me back immediately to the sensation I had as a child walking into the
local library, discovering there was a section just for Me, but all the more reflective of who I am currently in terms
of my needs and desire to see representation and diverse books. It is a powerful little shop, and necessary in our
modern world.

Heather

A neighbourhood staple and saving grace at times for me when I had young children. Even though we aren’t in
the immediate neighbourhood anymore we still make a point of shopping for our books at this store. Please keep
Mables Fables on Mt Pleasant!

Christol

Many fond memories of bringing my three children to Mabel's to buy books for almost two decades. Some are
cherished and part of family traditions. Robert Sabuda's "The Night Before Christmas" is read every Christmas
Eve. We all still marvel at the artistry. Thank you to Mabel's staff for the recommendation of this and many other
delightful books.

Aimee

Kara

This business is part of our neighbourhood and is essential to keep it. We do not need another condo building!!

Jean

Mabels Fables is a fixture on Mt. Pleasant! Development is important but also needs to respect the existing
community. We’ll fight to preserve Shops like Mabel’s!

Shannon

I love this bookstore and all that it has done over many, many years to foster a love of reading in our community
and beyond. This is a shop that loves Nanas and babies and teenagers and parents and librarians and new
authors and old ones. It is a place where people of all ages come to discover where their imaginations might take
them. It is a tiny shop that celebrates the power and beauty of the written word in a world and at a time when we
need it most.

Maddy

💗💗💗💗

Janet

Karyne

Oh I do hope Mabel's Fables will live on. My mom's name is Mabel and she just passed away. She loved this
bookstore and bought many Mabel books there like Naughty Mabel- this is an adorable children's story by the
way! This neighborhood held a special place in my mom's heart because it is where she grew up and her parents
are buried at Mount Pleasant Cemetery. My mom's final resting place will be in this neighbourhood. So I do
hope the new landlords will be reasonable and not force this community bookstore out of business. The personal
touch of a small business is vital in a community. Thank you for inspiring many avid readers who pass on their "
yarns" and fables to the next generation!

Bronwyn
Janet

Megan
Kate
Laura
Kate
Carol

Glad to see all the support from community! No more beige condos!

Julia

I grew up on Hillsdale and moved away for university. When I moved back to Toronto and saw that Mable's was
still around it was magical. It is places like this, history like this, and the people that places like this bring together
that makes Toronto a world class city. If we don't value and protect these unique gems we are only harming
ourselves and doing the next generation a huge disservice.

David

Such an amazing place to buy and then sit and read and share!!

erella

Mabel's Fables is a treasure.
I don't want to live in a city with condos, expensive spaces are retail "opportunities " for multinational
corporations.
Mabel's Fables is a place where peace is found and a love of reading is developed.
This is ridiculous.

Christopher

I support local independent business. I support Mables staying open. There are very few independent bookstores
left anymore. It is increasingly difficult for them to stay open as rents skyrocket overnight! Hoping a way can be
found through this to keep the fabled Mable’s Fables Fables bookstore open. Art and culture are important and
commerce should not always take precedent over them.

I hope a solution could be brokered but I fear the store may go the way of the dodo due to capitalist
shortsightedness. I appeal to the new landlord to think about this. It is very much in your hands now. I appeal to
your higher conscience.
Good luck to all who are working at this in a more active way that I can. I do wish you great success and hope
you succeed in keeping Mabel’s Fables bookstore open!
Thad

Mables Fables has been a go to book store for both of my young girls! It’s a staple in the Mount Pleasant Village!

Allison

Mabel’s Fables always knows just where to point me when I’m looking for a gift. Their knowledgeable and
friendly staff are so appreciated during the holiday season. Our neighbourhood needs them!

Sonia

Matthew

Stephanie
Sarah
Nicola

70% rent increase seems like an absurd money grab unless Mables Fables is currently paying 70% below the
market rate & has been doing so for 30+ years. OR the building is being updated to penthouse quality. Find this
gross.

S
Alison

Mabel's has been OUR children's bookstore since my children were born. I have depended on them to guide me
through the incredible world of children's literature and open us to new authors, stories and voices. Our world
would be poorer without them. And my grown children are book nerds.

Genevieve

Hi there,
My family loves Mabel’s Fables. High quality books and amazing staff. They offer the most diverse and inclusive
material in all of midtown and it would be a massive shame to lose them.
As a teacher, I also hold this place very close to my heart. They have always supported my practise and offered
up the BEST titles for my programming.

Amal

We have been visiting Mabel's fables since my son was born, first for music classes and then to pore over books
and buy presents for family members. Its the best bookshop in Toronto.

Emma

Cynthia

We value this bookstore for its excellence in supporting literacy for young people.
Continued erosion of small business is damaging to all of us

Catherine

My grandparents lived just across Mount Pleasant from
Mabel’s Fables and I spent many hours browsing books in the upstairs, snuggled on a pillow exploring. Most of
Babysitter Club books were bought there.
As a parent it has been a go to for unique books, or suggestions when I only knew what topic I wanted.
There aren’t a lot of stores left like this for our children. They have already suffered so much loss due to financial
cuts. It would be a loss to the heart of the city to lose this store.

Vicky

We need Mabel’s Fabels!!!! It is a major part of our community. Always there for everyone . They help choose
appropriate books for all ages. It always encourages young people to read and is a major part of our
community. There needs more places like Mabel’s Fabels, not less.

Robert

Cities need bookstore like yours. It will be a sad and violent world without them.

Izzy

STEPHANIE
Tyler

This store is a staple of the community. Please find a way to protect it.

Allison

Love Mabel’s Fables! Such a lovely store with such knowledgeable and friendly staff.

Noni
Julie

I love shopping for books at Mabel's Fables as they have such a big range and are right in my neighborhood.
Their staff are always on hand to help with suggestions. It's such an integral part of our community with its young
population. We don't need more development in our area at the expense of neighborhood treasures such as
Mabel's Fables.

Judy

Love Mable’s Fables.

Agnes

Nicole

Thanks you for all the great work you do bringing excellent literature and experiences into the lives of children.
My daughter will not forget your presence as well as the generous sponsorship and free books she received
while she was participating in Kid’s Lit Quiz over the course of three years. She was introduced to many great
books that way! Thank you!

Faline

Let's fight to keep this important community resource open!

MaryKay

Mabel's Fables has been my go-to children's bookstore for over 25 years. The store provides exceptional service
and it truly is a cornerstone of the Toronto-St Paul's community. It's not only a bookstore, it's a place for
community gatherings and children's programs.

Haley

I still remember lining up at midnight with my Mum and my best friends waiting for the new Harry Potter to come
out! Such a wonderful store and experience to share

Noelle

I have been buying books at your shop for my daughter for 13 years. I hope you can stay open for future families
of readers.

Jennifer

Stephanie

When I was a kid I would go to book readings at Mable's Fables. Some of my earliest and most favourite
memories.

Elizabeth

Mables Fables was and still is my favourite store for the development of the bright minds of the future. Greed
teaches the wrong lesson!

Kevin

I have never seen or heard of this place until just now, but you can't be raising the rent on such a lovely store.
Local bookstores such as this need all the support they can get. Please reconsider the rent increase.

Ross

My mum bought me books from here when I was a kid.
Support a local shop that hires local people.

Amanda

laura

I love this bookstore and would bring my niece to buy books. It is a fixture in the community Please save it

Julie

What a shame it would be to tear down such a beautiful place. My son and I have so many beautiful memories in
the store. Since he was a newborn, we would go and sit upstairs and take out French or other beautiful curators
books to loose ourselves in the imaginary world of written words!
This place (as well as Mabel herself!) is so valuable to the community. Enough with building! Keep the area’s
charm and let’s focus on supporting the local owners FIRST!

Patti

The best children's bookstore in the city. Children's departments in big box stores don't hold a candle to the
service, variety and experience you will have here. It's loss due to an outrageous rent hike would be a real
tragedy to the children of this city.

Alana

Independent bookstores are so important! Mables has fostered a love of reading for years. The staff actually
read the books. Having a bookstore within walking distance helps make our neighbourhood great!

Valerie

I remember going to this book store when I was a child. It was the best place. I would get lost in all the books and
couldn’t wait to spend more time there. Mables Fables has created so many little readers.

Anne

For many years in Etobicoke, Mabel's Fables was a staple in our community. As a teacher, it was a place to go
for great resources and ideas. I loved perusing the shelves and finding amazing stories to being back to my
students. The staff were always very well-versed in what books they had available. When the Etobicoke store
shut down, I was devastated. I still really miss it. Please do not let this happen to the store on Mt. Pleasant. It is
an icon, and a piece of our heritage. I'm crossing my fingers that Mabel's Fables will continue to be a place of
wonder for children (and adults) .

Mary

Rochelle

Many many years ago (longer than I care to remember!) I took a children's writing course in the basement of
Mabel's. I was working on my Masters thesis which was exploring using children's books as a way to build their
knowledge of and passion for nature. I loved being surrounded and inspired all the books in the store reconnecting with cherished books from my youth and discovering wonderful new tales. Looking back, my
experiences at Mabel's were fundamental in me pursuing a career as a children's author. And, of course, when I
became a parent, it became the go to place with my son - a place of discovery, exploration and wonder.

Lauren
Norah

I love Mables Fables! I spent my 12th birthday, at the Harry Potter and the Half Blood Prince release party at
Harbourfront and it was excellent! The staff at Mables Fables are fantastic and always have great book
recommendations for customers! It would be heartbreaking for the community if the shop had to close.

Allison

Support from Japan!

Gayna

Gentrification has gotten completely out of hand - Mabel's Fables is an absolute gem and this city would be much
poorer without it.

K. R.

Mabel’s was a mainstay when we were raising our daughter to be a reader. I don’t want to imagine a Toronto
without it.

Jennifer

I have enjoyed going to Mabel’s Fables since moving to the neighbourhood over 10 years ago. It is a staple in
our community!

Heather

Mabel’s Fables has been a wonderful local bookstore for a number of years. As a child and teen I would wander
around the friendly and engaging environment choosing my next read. Now my children have returned to the
store with both their parents and grandparents to choose their own stories. In this day and age it is important to
keep local businesses going not make it harder for the to survive.

Kerry-Ann

Pat

Hoping Mabel’s stays, community needs it

Pete

Mabel's Fables is one of the most revered children's bookstores in North America and is a Canadian cultural
treasure. The contribution of this store on the neighbourhood is incalculable. I've had the good fortune of working
with Mabel's over the last decade and watched in awe as some of the most iconic authors on the planet have
chosen to stop in to the store on tour and dazzle kids, parents, and grandparents alike. Those authors come
away from the experience with praise that ricochets through the publishing world and more authors join in their
path. Not to mention the countless kids that can trace that first book that made them a reader back to a
recommendation from a bookseller at Mabel's Fables. It would truly be a tragedy to lose this store.

Brenda

Oh we would hate to lose Mabels Fables. Such an icon on Mt Pleasant. It’s our go to destination for gifts for our
many grandchildren, for birthdays and Christmas. Staff are so helpful in steering us to the right books for the
ages we are shopping for. Please don’t leave us!!!!!

Shelagh

The local book store is essential to neighbourhoods, engaging young people in the enjoyment of reading,
providing a sense of community and adding to the overall economic impact. You can't have a thriving, interesting
neighborhood that people want to live in without businesses such as a local book store. Mabel's Fables is a
magical place.

Stephanie

Rachael

Elly

Mabel’s Fables does so much to support Canadian publishing. We need these champions of children’s literature
in our country, especially right now.
Sending my support!
~Elly MacKay

Linda

Keep up the good fight. That landlord has no social conscience!

Andrew

Maryl

A true treasure in our community. Shades of Shylock! MK

Jazz
Michelle
Karen
Milo
Jacob

Places like Mable’s fables are essential to the personality that makes Toronto a city I’m proud to live in

Sebastian

I remember growing up, meeting for book club with my friends in the upstairs of the Mable Fable; the quaint little
shop seemed full of mystery. The shelves always stocked with curious titles of all variety of books for inquisitive
young minds. All of us walked and bonded on our way from school, those are friends I still value a decade later.

Dina

Speedy construction required.

Jennifer

A bookstore in a neighbourhood is one of the things that makes it special and a children's book store and one
htat has been there fr decades!!!!! A rent increase like that is just iresponsible and poor corporate citizenship.

Susan
Elizabeth

This place can't close! A cornerstone of the community. Shame on this rent hike.

Ryan

A great store in a great community

Linda
Jennifer
Elly
Katie

Stop these greedy developers from taking over our neighbourhood and pushing out small businesses like
Mabel’s Fables.
#savemabelsfables

Carolyn

Mabel’s Fables is an iconic centre for the live of reading and learning in #TOStPaul’s and for all of our
neighbours.... we need it !!! #indigenousreads

Rick

There is really something distressing about living in a society that does not look out for respecting beloved
community members who contribute to the richness of life. There needs to be more to our communities than
endless development and Mabel's represents exactly the kind of enterprise that makes residents feel proud and
enriched. Kids need a place where their intellectual and personal development is encouraged and stimulated.
Mabel's has been doing exactly that for years with incalculable benefit to countless young lives. It's time to take
a stand on the things that matter to all of us.!

Roberta

The Canadian publishing world would not be the same without Eleanor and Mabel’s. Please do everything in
your power to keep them where they are.

Alexander

Mabel's Fables is a cornerstone of the Toronto book community. As well as being a vital store for readers and
publishers, it is also a hub for literacy and community support. Losing this store would be a blow to the Canadian
book industry, the local community and to literacy.

Sheila

One of the best bookstores in the city - a huge supporter of writers and readers!!

Coby

Ashleigh

I have loved this store for years and enjoy its magic with my daughter. This store is an integral part of our
community and has inspired my daughter to read and use her imagination. Enough with the insane rent
increases in Toronto that casts entrepreneurs and small business to the wayside in favour of profit.

Jonathan

Mable's Fables has been a massive supporter of my books since I began making them, and spread the word at
the crucial time when nobody knows you yet. They are an indispensable fixture in the city, and their connection
to the community is hard-earned and well deserved. Toronto is a different a much worse place without them. If
you're working with forces that would make it impossible for the likes of them to survive, think hard about the city
you're going to end up with. It's not a good one.
-Jon Klassen

Noreen

I want the developer and/or owner to explain why they would jack up a children's bookstore's rent by 70%. That
just sounds like a crude way to get rid of someone fast.
I would normally first ask if that can even be true, but I feel I can trust Toronto City Councillor Josh Matlow and
his capable staff to do a good job in their research. Thanks to them for organizing this petition.
I lived around the corner from this bookstore when I was a stay at home mom. I still live here in a different
location. Finding places where I could bring my child for educational / entertainment was a Godsend to me and
other moms.
Thanks to amazing teachers, good schools, books, etc. last Fall my teenaged son was rewarded for top grades;
he's in the top three of his RCAF class of 30 military student pilots. It takes a village is a gold standard
expression of truth.
This feels outrageous. It's like a classic tale about a cartoon villain. Keep digging please. There's a nasty
"story" going on here it feels like.
Owners and developers should think longterm about the livability of our urban neighbourhoods. If there's no
stimulating / entertaining places to bring children, then parents will pack up after finding a better place to move
to. How can businesses make money if too many local customers and their wallets have moved away?
Hollowed out donut cities are not viable nor healthy for anyone.
In the meantime, can the bookstore share their space, (nail salon ladies or a coffee counter) to help them out
with rent? I apologize if that sounds like a ridic. idea. I hate to see this gem get shoved out so brutally.
Please reconsider the negative and sad impact this will have on mothers / caregivers and their children.

Thank you for your time.
📚
Jacinta

Stephanie

Michael
Rachel
Tara
Lisa Marie

Mables Fables has been our most cherished bookstore and a place of many great memories for our young
children. We would be heartbroken if it closed down.

Madeline

Indie bookstores insure our children are able to access local and diverse stories that represent who they are.
Only in Toronto would property speculators threaten to take that away

Diana

Mables is staple in our community

Helen

Karen

Just the most lovely and special community space. We need more businesses like this in our community, not
fewer.

Deborah

Mabels Fables is a gem in Toronto. A one of a kind place that can’t be replaced. A cozy neighborhood store
where you can get individualized attention to find the perfect book for your child or for a gift. The atmosphere of
the store gives a sense of excitement and wonder for reading. It’s small on the inside but biggest in spirit for
spreading the love of reading. Please do what you can to make sure MF’s stays right where it is!

Ruth

Erik

A 70% increase should be criminal and illegal.

Cathy

Every June in the 80’s and 90’s I would take my children to Mabel’s Fables to celebrate the end of school and
buy books for the summer. Now, I go there to get books for my grandchild. Wonderful memories at a priceless
neighbourhood resource.

Hilary

Mabel's is a wonderful and rare store that brings the community together. I've always been impressed with the
helpful and friendly staff who have suggested many books that have brought my niece a ton of joy. It would be a
real loss to see it go.

Marg

There is no way that this should be allowed to happen. A 70% rent increase is totally unwarranted and just a
way for Maple Venture Properties to toss people who actually contribute to the community out onto the streets.
for them, it's all about profits and greed. The government needs to put rent controls in place to stop all this
robbery and destruction of neighbourhoods. Shame on you, Maple Venture Properties!

Crystal

We need to keep character in the Village! This building is beautiful and the charming nature of this store should
stay intact!

Sally

Mabel’s Fables is a true children’s bookstore, it is a neighbourhood destination. It is where I brought my kids as
toddlers to enjoy story time and to learn the value and joy of reading ...and the joy of giving (with their Xmas book
program)
The staff is knowledgeable, engaging and personable. They have always offered excellent suggestions whether
it was for my children, as a gift or to study a specific topic. I have also ordered on classic titles from my childhood
that I wanted to share with my kids.
It would a be a devastating loss to the neighbourhood if it closed and another condo or big box store/chain
moved in.

David

Mabels Fables Bookstore is a fixture of our neighborhood. It’s a beautiful small business that should be
supported by our community at all times. We can not permit this absurd abuse to drive out a successful and
integral part of our community.

Anne

Our daughter Mollo, who is now completing a Master’s Degree at U of T read her first books fro Mabel’s Fables
and went to their weekly readings. Such a great institution that would be a shame to lose.
Anne

maurice

I have twelve grandchildren, the oldest of which is now twenty three and a university graduate. I have bought
books for all them every Christmas and many birthdays since they were old enough to be read to and I continue
to do that. I have always appreciated the knowledge and assistance of the staff as I try to choose suitable books
for each. The increase in rent is totally unreasonable. This book store cannot be allowed to go out of business, it
is a huge asset to the community. The landlord must be convinced to be more reasonable, making a lot of
money is not the only goal in life. I strongly support Mabel’s Fables.

Alex

Elaine

This store is a Toronto fixture and cannot be forced to deal with this kind of outrageous rent increase!
They have introduced my children and now by grand-children to wonderful books we would never have
discovered and have survived despite the years of subway construction and the encroachment of Indigo nearby
because they know their books and children!
I am taking my granddaughter to a Princess Party there tomorrow to celebrate the 40th anniversary of the
Paperbag Princess, the first feminist children’s book , as they reminded me.
No landlord should get away with this.

Linda
Paul

Eva

21 Belcourt Road

Sarah

Mabel’s is a national treasure! Children need a destination where they can see how books are fun and important.
Mabel’s is a welcoming space, where acceptance is a given.

Elisa

This can’t be happening to such a neighbourhood treasure. We have lost too many small businesses in Mt
Pleasant.

Karen

I'm a huge fan of Mabel’s Fables, not only as a place to buy quality books from informed staff but as a community
hub for child readers and those who write and illustrate for children and teens. Mabel’s Fables is an important
community resource!

Karen

Independent bookstores, and independent retailers of all kinds, are a vital part of our culture and our
communities--let's work together to support them.

Mary

Hazel

Rochelle

Many many years ago (longer than I care to remember!) I took a children's writing course in the basement of
Mabel's. I was working on my Masters thesis which was exploring using children's books as a way to build their
knowledge of and passion for nature. I loved being surrounded and inspired all the books in the store reconnecting with cherished books from my youth and discovering wonderful new tales. Looking back, my
experiences at Mabel's were fundamental in me pursuing a career as a children's author. And, of course, when I
became a parent, it became the go to place with my son - a place of discovery, exploration and wonder.

Joe

Don't kill culture. Keep independent businesses alive. We can't become a world entirely consistent of soulless
Indigo thing stores.

Christie

Abby

Emma

Love this place!! Would hate to see it go.

Jane

Best children’s bookstore in the city.

Dawn
Shelley

Mabel's Fables is beloved - for children and parents alike - and is particularly supportive of our public schools
and teachers and as a partner with the TDSB. We must keep supporting this neighbourhood treasure.

Molly

I've loved this store ever since my first child was born and have been an avid customer!
We must help to keep it open!!
Thinking of Eleanor and her team:)
Molly

Sabrina

Heather

An institution from when my kids were
Little 20 + years ago to buying kid books now. I appreciate a rent increase but 70% really?!

Reinette

Save this beautiful gem!

carey

carey
Kelly
Marianna

208 Oakwood Avenue

Morris

Hope this helps. I remember fondly the Harry Potter lineups.

Morris

Hope this helps. I remember fondly the Harry Potter lineups.

Ilanit

Mabels Fables was the first book store my children ever visited. It’s magic had them excited about books and
since their first visit they always ask to return for something new. Our family would be crushed to learn we’ve lost
this beloved gem in the city!

Adriyanna

Mabel’s Fables is a fantastic bookstore and an integral part of the community. The community would suffer a
great loss to have it shut down. I love visiting this bookstore but I also love seeing its name at book events in
Toronto, like Word on the Street. Greed should not come in the way of a Love of Reading.

Gina

Leslie

This is a fixture in the neighbourhood! My kids and I were at book readings and book clubs here in the 90's and
now I shop here for my grandkids. My entire family has very fond memories and I attribute some of the love of
reading to Mable's Fables and other small book shops that we frequented when we lived in Calgary for 18 years.
Let's keep some community in our community!!

greer

we need more places that offer guidance to good books for kids - this is sad

Diane

I've been a Mabel's customer for thirty years. You can buy books other places, but this is a place where kids
learn to love books. I can't even begin to imagine how many children have become readers because of Mabel's.
It's warm, it's welcoming, and the staff are always eager to help you find the exact title you need -- even if you
are not yet sure what you want. Please let's keep this treasure in our neighbourhood.

Rachel

Mabel's Fables is a fabulous bookstore and a treasure in our city - please make it possible for them to stay in
their location.

Tom

Sue

Madeleine
Erin
Nicole

Mabel’s Fables does so much for children’s literacy. Creating that sense of wonder with their storefront, and
encouraging reading with amazing staff. It is a gem and a major part of Toronto history

Carolyn

I first learned about Mables Fables in 2001 when I had my first born. It is a wonderful INSTITUTION in the
neighbourhood and many children have learned a life long lesson of a love of books BECAUSE of Mables
Fables. You cant let someone raise the rent by 70%!!
Keep Mables Fables in the community and keep this amazing institution alive and well for generations to come!!

Tiffanie

I've been going to Mabel's Fables for the last 10 years since I've been a young adult book blogger, and now, as a
mother. It's a wonderful place that supports children, supports literature, and supports Canadian arts. Hoping to
do everything I can to help!

Margaret

Tracey

John

Please save Mabels Fables! It was the store that fostered my love of reading and discovery. I loved the
Goosebumps horror section in the dark closet with glow in the dark paint. It was spooky and exciting and
wonderful.

Helena

Mabel's Fables is, and always has been, an incredibly important part of the community. Our kids developed a
love of reading in no small part because of the atmosphere they experienced while browsing around the store. It
is truly unfortunate that a landlord has the power to destroy such a wonderful and long-established business by
increasing the rent by such an exorbitant amount. Who can withstand a 70% increase in the cost of anything?!
This should be illegal. Shame on Venture Maple Properties!

M

Wonderful store.

Stefanie Pelton

Mables Fables, the world’s sweetest and most awesome(est) of children’s book store is at risk of closing. This
community cannot see another retail treasure gobbled up by yet further condo development and enormous rents
hikes.
We all need to pull together and help. Here’s how you can help.
- Send a note of support on Josh Matlow’s link https://joshmatlow.ca/take-action-mabels-fables/
- Attend the community meeting on March 10th. Location TBA.
- Pull on your boots, don your parka and march down to Mables Fables right now and buy a book.
- Pop by to comfort the shell shocked grieving staff and say hello to Mable the cat. #mablesfables

Brooke

My 9 year old made me go to Mabel’s Fabels to buy The Jungle Book, Treasure Island and Call of the Wild.
Naturally they had them in stock and I am thrilled my daughter knows Mabel’s Fables as the go to. She’s
reading!! And I bought such a super book for kids about genealogy I would
Never have found in a big box store. Long live my neighbour Mabel’s Fables!!!

Cynthia

Bridget

This city is going downhill, support local.

Mary

Independent bookstores are absolutely vital to our cultural life and to the survival of literacy. This is an
outrageous situation. I would buy the building myself and give the bookstore a long airtight lease if I had the
money.

Nini

This is terrible news about a store I love and shop at... I hope the landlord will reconsder it's position.

Madeleine

Natalie

We need local retailers like Mabel's Fables!!

Nikki

I was very lucky to be a part of a writing class there with author Ted Staunton, so I associate Mabel’s Fables with
creativity, curiosity and character - it would be incredibly sad to see it go.

Katie
Samantha

Katie
Sarah

We love this amazing bookstore! It's such a hub of wonderment for my kids and other readers. Mabel's Fables
hosts wonderful events and adds such character to the neighbourhood.

Jean

Mabels Fables is a fixture on Mt. Pleasant! Development is important but also needs to respect the existing
community. We’ll fight to preserve Shops like Mabel’s!

Jacqueline

I love this bookstore!!! I went there as a child and I took my students there when I worked in the neighborhood!

Nelu

It's so magical in there. DOn't let them take away everything magic in Toronto!!!!

Tova
Haley
Jennifer

Mables Fables is part of what makes this neighborhood unique! It ads value to the community.

Rosanne

This store is a gem and one of the last great children’s bookstores in the city. Please don’t replace it with yet
another faceless condo!!!!

Naomi

I just heard the news and I am devastated. I can't imagine that corner or this city without Mablel's Fabels. From
the wonderful, knowledgeable staff to the gorgeous gift baskets and the special holiday Book Angels programme
this store has provided teachers, parents and most of all children with an incredible gift. I counted on Mabel's
when I was developing a library for a new kindergarten classroom and when I was looking for birthday gifts for
my children and "welcome to the world"gifts for my grandchildren and I was never disappointed. I always knew
that I would find expert help and the perfect book(s) at Mabel's. Even after I moved out of the neighbourhood to
the west end of the city Mabel's has been my destination for the ideal children's book. I hope that a way can be
found to keep this special store right where it is.
Naomi Teitel

Joanna

This is not just a store, it's part of the fabric of the community. Do the right thing Maple Venture Properties!!

Donna

A 70% increase is outrageous. This store is a gem in the community and must be saved.

Emma

Mabel's Fables has one of the hardest working, dedicated and passionate teams out there, and is such a gem to
the community. Mabel's contributes so much to the community through tireless charitable endeavors, awesome
community events, book fairs, and inspiring children and young adults to read. A truely beautiful and vital
member of the community and Toronto at large.

Cristina

A 70% rent hike is disgusting!

Laura Rock

Strength!

Barbara

We cannot allow development to change those aspects of our community which make it such a great place to
live. Mabel’s’ Fables is a much loved part of our neighbourhood!

Penny

I remember bringing my young children here to find special books. They loved it! We always left with a new book
or two. Such a delightful place to read! It would be a shame to lose this gem.

Jess

Mables Fables is an institution in Toronto that provided a community hub for kids and parents who can bond over
a love of literature. A 70% rent increase is horrible. I stand with Mables in support.

Catherine

We lived on Manor and later moved to Erskine. My children (now 18 and 16) essentially grew up at Mabel’s
Fabels. What an amazing treasure for the neighborhood. So many memories of story time and Lullabies & Lap
Rhymes. It would be a huge loss to the community if the store was forced out by greedy landlords or developers.

Hilary

James

Although I'm not in the area, this problem is prevalent across our city on both the residential and commercial
sides. Renovictions and ridiculous rent hikes like this destroy neighbourhoods.

Vanessa

We should be doing this for all small businesses that get screwed like this!

Patricia

maureen

Kim

Mabel’s Fables is an absolute treasure. The staff is very knowledgeable and helpful. They were terrific when our
children were young re buying books and the children’s story time that they provided to the community. As the
children aged they continued to have great options for both children and parents for pleasure reading and
regarding development
I visited the store in the past few months to purchase books for a newborn. They were very helpful in selecting
books tailored to the child’s development.
Mabel’s Fables has been a part of the community for a very long time. It would be a great shame if they were
forced to close up shop because of greed and lack of appreciation of what they add to the community.

Eric

An institution in the neighbourhood shouldn’t be treated so poorly.

Mike

My wife and I have bought countless books for our daughter at Mabel's. The books and store staff instilled a love
of reading that continues for her 14 years later. The impact of property speculation and greed destroying what
makes our neighborhoods unique and interesting cannot be overstated. Intensification must happen, but the city
must not so easily and cynically allow the destruction of the character of our city. We will not easily reproduce
gems like Mabel's Fables.

Johnny

This is a beautiful space of warmth and kindness and knowledge. I hope families and children will be able to
enjoy it for many years to come.

Victoria

This is a lovely gem in our neighbourhood!

Mary

How sad to read this.news.
This represemts another sad story of rising rents and property taxes encouraging the tearing down of small
streetscape and construction of monolithic high rises.
Mables Fables has been a jewel on Mt Pleasant and another good reason to shop in the area. The people who
work there are wonderfully up to date on good reading for all ages of children and adults who love childrens'
books and are very helpful in helping to choose just the right book for each child on your list..
If we lose more of our unigue small stores our city will suffer and look like the US cities with only huge
characterless giiant box stores on the fringes of the city..

Jeremy
Amy

Jean
Joanna

I have been going to Mabel’s Fables since it opened in 1988. I was 1 year old. My family and I would take
frequent trips to Mabel’s to read books, attend story time and author events, and catch a glimpse of Mabel the
cat. As small children, my brother and I were exposed to amazing Canadian and international authors through
book events and the knowledgeable staff at the store. I remember the thrill of “graduating” to the second floor of
the bookstore, where the books for ages 8+ are housed. The 11, 12, and fantasy sections became my havens as
I continued my intense love of reading. When I was in university, I got a job at Mabel’s Fables, working there off
and on for 6 years. It was an incredible experience of community which has impacted me in profound ways.
Having seen how Mabel’s work from both sides of the counter, I can truly appreciate how special it is. Eleanor
and all the staff are devoted to children and children’s books, and actually care about pairing their customers with
the perfect books for young readers. Their expertise is incredible and everyone, from award-winning authors to
neighbourhood families, feels welcome in the store because of its atmosphere of inclusion, diversity, and
celebration of literacy. There are no other independent children’s bookstores quite like Mabel’s Fables; it has
given our community so much and we must absolutely work to save it!

Caleigh
Sharon

Temisan
Ellen
Danielle
Kristen

As a teacher we need more place like Mabels Fables -not less! It makes the neighbourhood and promotes
literacy for All.

Nicole

Please save Mabels Fabels. A unique wonderful book store that has brought such great memories for children
and adults too.

Sierra

Wonderful bookstore that’s truly part of the community. When I was little I’d walk there with my grandparents to
read!

Sandy

A wonderful bookstore with knowledgeable, generous staff. Let’s preserve the best of book retailing with its
personal service!

Jill

Debbie

I remember how THRILLED I was when Mabel's Fables invited me to sign their famous book creator walls, when
my first children's book came out. I've been a fan of this amazing indie children's bookstore for many years,
including the years I was trying to get published (I wrote about them in blogTO back in 2007). The staff are
always friendly, genuinely caring and knowledgeable. They've been so supportive of me and my work as well as
that of other Canadian book creators, hosting events for both up-and-coming as well as established authors and
illustrators. Mabel's Fables is a jewel of Toronto and a beloved part of the community. It will break many hearts
(including mine) if this bookstore has to close.

Elizabeth

Mabel's is the one place in the world I can walk into and still feel like a kid. It is a magical place and there is not a
person I have met that has visited me there and cannot say the same.

Julia

Mabel's adds to the culture of our city

Jennifer

Mables Fables is a unique book store for children, not only within our community, but within the city of Toronto!
It is a a staple of our Village that it cannot be replaced! We must support its owners, and encourage the building
owner to come to a reasonable compromise!

Jodi

This is a Toronto institution and one where we have all taken our kids to. It is an oasis for families. I am hoping
public outcry can shame these speculators. Something must be done to better support small businesses in this
city. There are so many barriers now including municipal taxes that make it very challenging for small business to
survive let alone flourish. Let’s help Mabel’s Fables

Sabrina

Mabel’s Fables is iconic in this midtown area. And go-to for new moms, as they offer readings & sing song
classes for wee ones. Great way to meet other moms in the neighbourhood. I loved going there every week with
kids. It wouldn’t be the same without them.

Tessa

Mabel's Fables hosted nights for the Mabin School when I was a student there in the 90s and early 2000s.
Browsing through books with my parents, friends, and teachers was such a fun way to spend an evening as a
kid!

Sherry

Best ever children’s book store.

Sarah

I heard about this through Twitter, and while I have zero connection to Mabel’s Fables, I do firmly believe that
independent bookstores are of huge importance and should be protected at all costs.

Patty

Mables Fables is a truly wonderful bookstore and its closing would be a huge loss to the city of Toronto. It is a
store that I have visited many times and I have always been so impressed with the selection of books and the
knowledgeable staff.

Caroline

Dear Mables Fables’ family,
To say you are a special place doesn’t do you justice.
To me, you represent strong memories of wonderful times spent with my two boys when they were younger as
we prowled your store discovering books, toys, art supplies, gifts and kept a keen eye out for Mabel the cat (was
there only ever one Mabel? Likely not!).
You were our neighbourhood book store, a not too far walk from our house and a wonderful place to seek,
explore, find and enjoy books.
So many wonderful adventures have been enjoyed at our house through the always on the mark
recommendations of your staff team. I don’t know how many times we heard “If you like the X series, you’ll love
the Y series.” And you were right!
Thank you for the wonderful worlds you open up to readers young and older, the imaginations you encourage
and the skills you help build - pure magic and joy!
I still feel nostalgic as we pass your store and remember times spent squished against big stuffed bears
laughing, reading and revelling in books and stories with our kids. We moved out of the neighbourhood almost
10 years ago, but still consider your store a centre point of many happy experiences in that area.
Your store is a treasure! Long may it endure!

Brenda

Mabel's Fables is a treasure.

Kathy

It takes years and years of hard work to create a cultural necessity like Mables Fables. I cannot express how
much we would loose if it closed. A mountain of evidence exists that children who read for pleasure are better at
all academic subjects, including math. If we really care about kids, we should care about Mables Fables. Every
day its carefully curated selection and its knowledgeable staff make lifelong readers of our children. As a retired
publisher and a current writer, I can attest to the support the whole industry has had from Eleanor LaFave. The
store and its devoted, skillful staff are a community treasure.
I would like to add another point that may not matter to developers— as we watch our people-friendly, interesting
city streets turn into eye-wateringly ugly concrete walls, we need shops that delight us. Mables Fables is not only
important. It has always been a delight to look at.

Elizabeth

I live in the US and I often see photos of this store and want to be able to visit it. I’m sure it’s brought countless
hours of joy and needs to be able to continue to operate!

Rob

I am all for capitalism and free enterprise but predators like this developer tick me off.
We love Mable's Fables and have shopped there often. Nice to see an independent book store where the staff
actually know about their books.

Howard

My children grew up and learned to read with books from Mabel's. It's a community treasure!

Diane

Sarah

This very special book store means so much to our family. From the parent and tot sing-a-long classes there, to
our weekly trip to browse or choose new books, it’s magic and such an important part of our community.
Please, please save this store!!!

Barbara

Inspiring young readers is so important. Mabel's Fables has been an important part of the community for many
years, and the community will be much poorer if they are forced to close.

Melissa

chrissi

i grew up with mabel's fables. my mom used to take us there to pick a new book or buy a present for a friend's
birthday party. i loved going there and getting lost in the shelves, trying to pick which book i wanted for myself
and which book i thought my friends would love. i still have all of my childhood books, the majority of which were
purchased at mabel's fables. this book store is an institution in the community. their staff are alway friendly,
helpful, and welcoming from the moment you walk in. they curated stories that kids love, or would grow to love as
they got older. they were always in-the-know with the latest releases, the timeless classics, and were able to
recommend books that offered a lesson a parent was looking to instill in their child. i remember i was looking at a
book as a young girl and one of the employees came over and offered to read it to me while my mom was
browsing elsewhere in the store. i'm 32 and still remember this moment clearly. this doesn't happen at big box
book stores, and it never will. neighbourhood businesses are so important. i honestly can't believe the new
landlord doesn't see the value to striking a leasing deal to support small business owners.

Charlotte
Karen

Eleanor

As a retired teacher, I well remember the pure joy on the children's faces as they circled to listen to a story.
Have a heart!

Alexi

We love visiting your store and would miss it dearly.

Morris

Hope this helps. I remember fondly the Harry Potter lineups.

Chelsea

Mabel’s Fables is an institution in this city and it would be awful to lose it!

Kathy
Paul

wow! I can't imagine Toronto without Mabel's Fables. They are our go to when friends have a baby for their one
of a kind "New Baby Book Baskets." One of the things that makes Toronto a great city is the small businesses
that create unique character - we can't let them be priced out of business.

Alice

Mabel's Fables is absolutely unparalleled in Toronto. Its loss would be a loss to the city as well as to our
neighborhood.

Rita

Anna

Sandra
Edward

Beyond the fact that this business is exactly the type that any neighbourhood would love to have, it should also
be a heritage site.

Lois

1710-500 Duplex Avenue
Toronto, ON M4R 1V6

Mike

There are entire generations of children that need bookstores like this. When my nieces were younger and i
lived in Toronto i would go there to buy their yearly Christmas story. including Pippin the Christmas Pig. It was a
family tradition Mabel's was part of. Now they are older and i've passed it on to the great nieces and nephews.
The story itself is such an inviting atmosphere for the younger readers to get excited about books. More excited
and child friendly than the big box names.

Jane

Enough of greedy investors speculating in our neighbourhood and leaving dozens of vacant store fronts where
we once had vibrant businesses. ENOUGH!

Susan

This amazing store has been a part of our community for 31 years. It’s been a go-to for the greatest info about
children’s books for kids of all ages. It has provided book clubs, story times, and music classes. It’s a space
where kids feel excited about reading. It’s bricks and mortar vs online. It’s face-to-face connectedness in an
increasingly impersonal world. It’s a place where kids feel calm and can visit Mabel (the sweet cat) in person.
Can we save this gem of a store? =

Elissa

Strongly against the unfair increase of rent. Everyone at Art-Kitect wishes Mabel's Fables the Best of Luck.

Shannon

This store adds so much to life in Davisville Village. I hope we get to keep them.

Julie

Shouldn't every reader have the opportunity to sit in Mabel's Fables and linger over the beautiful books there children and adults alike? As a publisher I support the Canadian book industry and independent fine books
sellers like Mabel's Fables to forever have their doors open. What are we without a bookshop?

Jennifer

We absolutely love this shop. They have wonderful, unusual books for children. We regularly go here on a
Saturday morning and spend time looking through the books. One of my children went to French classes here,
the beginning of her journey. The staff are incredibly helpful as well.

Jen

This is a magical place for our youngest citizens! There's nothing quite like it - it's an absolute Toronto gem worth
saving.

Sarah

Mabel's Fables is by far one of my favourite shops in Toronto. Wonderful staff, selection and atmosphere! It's
independent businesses such as this one that are so crucial to us being seen as a city of neighborhoods. Please
find a way to save the shop.

Jennifer

Developers need to stop shutting down businesses prematurely with these bullying tactics that are
counterproductive to the neighborhood’s they say they want to work within! We support this specialty bookstore
owner as Mables has enhanced the learning of young minds for generations in our community.

Stephanie

Kathleen A.

Mables Fables is the heart of children book lovers inToronto. This is the book store where for over 30 years our
children have discovered books, imagination, and the safety and friendship that is found in a bookstore that
caters to every age level. This is place where all of the books have been read and vetted by the staff and they
can guide an adult or a child to the right book and journey! The fundraising by Mables Fables for children in
need of books is an outstanding accomplishment as well as a tradition of community commitment to providing
those books. Toronto will lose another piece of it's soul if it loses Mables Fables to developers and the
destruction of small business. TORONTO NEEDS MABLES FABLES, OUR CHILDREN NEED MABLES
FABLES AND OUR FUTURE NEEDS MABLES FABLES!

Alishia

Mabels fables is one of the few vestiges left of a childhood and way of living we are too quickly loosing sight of.
When I enter the store, I slow down. I feel immediately relaxed at ease. I wander and sit and wander some more.
It’s more than a store. It’s a culture a way of life a connection to our humanity, community and love of stories.

Ellen

Nancy

Mabel's is an institution in this city - a warm, comfortable place for kids and their families to discover the joy of
reading and meet friendly, knowledgeable booksellers who know just the right book to engage the right reader at
the right time. We need to support Mabel's and other independent stores by shopping local -- which we cannot
do if our neighbourhood shops like this one are disappearing.

kristie

Mable's was a pivotal part of my kid's childhood! My daughter Bronte still has the book she proudly won from a
poetry contest at age 5. We spent hours combing the shelves, picked out our favourites and spent happy
moments lining up for Harry Potter. Mabel's helped both of my (now adult) children form their love of reading.

Jacquie

Love Mable’s! Such a wonderful place to visit with children!

Leena

This store

dianne

This doesn't seem to make any sense to up the rent by 70 %! And unfortunately it must have been
a move to push these long time good tenants out as soon as possible. The City Council should be
having a closer look at what makes for a viable and vibrant community and goes one better by providing
a cultural benefit for people to enjoy educating, amusing and sharing the wonderful world of books.
Better in the long run are the benefits of same in people's mental well being.
After having lived for 7 years in Toronto and with family still enjoying its many delights, time to think
past the Condo developers and keep a part of the wonderful neighbourhood available for all.
Cheers to the folks at Mabel's Fables.
your friend,
Dianne Evans

D

Please do not let this remarkable store close. Every book in that store has been thoughtfully chosen. It is a
wonderful and magical place and has been a staple of the neighbourhood for so many years. Please do not take
this gem of a bookstore away.

Deanna

Ryan

Heather
Peter

This the message I sent to Councillor Josh Matlow this morning:
I have been the editor of children’s books for Red Deer Press for almost 24 years, and have been active in the
Canadian children’s book world for more than 40 years – and I am shocked to hear that there is a possibility that
we could lose one of the national treasures in this industry, Mabel’s Fables bookstore.
I will make every effort to attend the community meeting on March 10 where this issue will be discussed, but I did
want to offer a couple of insights into the importance of this bookstore before then.
In 1989, I approached the bookstore owners with a proposal that they make available their premises for weekly
meetings of a writing for children workshop sponsored by George Brown College that had previously been taught
by me at the Canadian Children’s Book Centre. They agreed, and ever since then – for the past 31 years – there
have been weekly gatherings at Mabel’s of aspiring authors who have learned from each other and from a range
of visiting writers and many of whom have since launched publishing careers that have been rewarded by
national and international sales of their books, as well as many awards for their achievements. For this reason,
Mabel’s has an importance to the children’s book world in Canada and beyond that goes far beyond selling
books – though that too is a vital function in our world. The store has generated a creative fire that has affected
authors and illustrators (yes, illustrators also participated in the workshops, some of the country’s most gifted
illustrators), parents, teachers – and above all, children who found stories in the books that were born in this
place. I spent 22 years running those workshops at Mabel’s and it was always true that I learned as much as did
the hundreds of writers who joined me there over the years. Now the workshop is in the very capable hands of
Ted Staunton, an award-winning author of many children’s books, who has been carrying on the tradition we
began within a year of Mabel’s Fables opening.
Like many great bookstores in Canada and around the world, Mabel’s is a community hub, the centre of creative
activity whose influence spreads out across the city and the country. Throughout its existence, the store has also
been the site of countless book launches and other events that drew attention to the importance of books for
children. To think that this place would be destroyed by developers keen to make a buck, to think that this
invaluable community asset would become victim to yet another wave that erases what makes a city more than
just a collection of buildings and pavement – this is unbelievable.

Gary

Mabel's is the cornerstone of the neighbourhood. A local, independent bookstore is for children and adults alike.
A place to gather, share ideas, knowledge and dreams.
We cannot allow Mabel's Fables to be forced out of the neighbourhood.

David

Our family would hate to see you go. You've been part of our family's life for generations.

Kate

125 Western Battery Rd, Unit 1308

Ambreen

A wonderful store that deserves to stay open!

Claudia
Aleeza
Emily

Bookstores are life!!!

Michael

In my seventy years I have visited hundreds, if not thousands, of book stores around the world. None compare to
Mable's Fables. The store is truly a unique treasure. The love of books and the love of children is evident from
the moment you walk in the door. Staff is knowledgeable and helpful in a way that is most unusual. The care
taken in curating their inventory is evident.
Mable's Fables is like a warm hug. One can't help but to feel good after a visit. Its loss would be a tragedy for our
city.

Erin

My mother in law always got the best books for our daughters here. Let’s not push out the small business that
make a neighborhood a community!

Sophie

We have shopped for literally every birthday present at Mabel's Fables for the last 4 years. We have donated to
their program which sends books to schools in northern Ontario and we have shopped at the store to stock our
own home library. We love how knowledgeable the staff are and have found many book treasures there because
of them. Mount Pleasant is such a lovely street with many small and original businesses. We would love to see
developers that come into our neighbourhood and make an effort to retain what is precious to us instead of
pushing our community members out.

Segolene

Oh no, this cannot happen...

Maeve

This is our favourite book store in Toronto. Please don't make them move!

Meaghan
Holly

Mabel’s Fables is an important neighbourhood bookstore and community hub. It’s part of what gives Mount
Pleasant Village its charm and it draws people from all over the city to it.
My mother took me to Mabel’s when they had the first Mabel. They currently have Mabel III and I have the
pleasure of taking my children to shop and attend music classes there. Mabel’s is so much more than a
bookstore, though; it is a magical place where children learn to love reading and become life-long readers.
Please preserve this part of our community so that more children can experience its magic and fall in love with
reading for years to come.

pat

Nothing is more precious than our children

Chris

Fully in support of keeping Mable's Fables in the community!!

Michelle
Patti

In the world of online shopping, Mabel's Fables staff hand sell books with great care and insight. They've special
ordered books for me based on my reading history - they're fantastic.

Lydia
Cynthia

waidehi
Erin
Amy
Lawson

Amazon's savings can never replace the community traditions that come from 31 years of personal interaction
from dedicated people such as Eleanor. Mable's Fables is one of the business symbols that uniquely distinguish
this riding.

Emily

Mabel’s Fables has been the go to place for books for the last 30 years! My kids loved going when they were
young kids . The staff are so knowledgeable and the space so whimsical! An inspiration!

Karla

Mabel’s has been my go to book shop for gifts. This business is an important part of the community and brings
joy to so many.

Ilana

We need commercial rent control nearly as badly as we need residential rent control! Small businesses are
pillars of the community; a rent hike of 70% is unconscionable.

Melissa

Mabel’s Fables is one is the loveliest bookstores in the world. Please don’t ruin their mission of connecting
children and readers with unnecessary greed.

Chandra

Love this store in the neighborhood for gifts and great reads for my kids. We don’t want to lose this treasure!

Derek

Shannon

I have lived in the area for 20 years now. My kids are university age. We often went to Mable's Fables when they
were young to sit in a quiet space that allowed them to focus and read. I credit Mable's Fables largely for my kids
love of reading.
70%?!! Are you mad Maple Venture Properties?! You know what we NEED in our community? Places like
Mable's Fables. You know what we don't need you greedy maroons? Another freakin' condo.
Absolutely heartbreaking that it's always about money, money, MONEY.

Andria

We love you Mabel's Fables!

Ninat

My preschooler daughters and I love Mabel's fables. We have spent countless hours reading, playing, shopping,
and petting Mabel herself. We would be devastated to lose such an iconic part of the mt pleasant
neighbourhood.

Robert

It would be interesting to know who the previous landlord of Mable's Fabels was and what was the selling price
paid by Maple Venture Properties?

asf

Ann Marie

Simply one of my most favourite places in Toronto!

Ashleigh
Kathryn
Vanessa
asf
Bruce

Mabel's is an iconic independent bookstore that has honoured and fostered the love and joy of reading for
countless children and families. The owner and staff ares exemplary, bringing in-depth knowledge and passion
for quality children's literature, and an unerring talent for matching children (and parents) with the perfect book
choice. Equally important, Mabel's holds a uniquely special place in the heart and soul of its community. Its loss
would be significant. #SaveMabel'sFables

Kevin
Ellen

Such a special place! Spent many hours with my boys when they were young in the store and as they grew. The
sections divided by age was so important to them as they made there way around the front room and then finally
upstairs! I can’t imagine this neighbourhood without this beautiful store.

Jo

A treasure in the city and so few left to provide a space that supports children's author's and illustrators and the
children of all ages that read their books.

Nancy

A Toronto gem. Always a joy to shop there!

Anna

You helped turn our little guy into a bookworm. We would travel across the city from the West End, just to sit and
browse and invest in a new little pile of books or a special gift. Simply a magical place that our kids (and us) in
this city need

Heather

Mabels Fables and the cats have been the area’s Go To reading, literature, family support and community
gathering place for decades. We have all learned and benefitted from their wisdom and contributions to the
community. We need more local thriving businesses, not fewer. Please reconsider the rent and demonstrate
some humanity and community compassion. Thank you

Selina

We love your business and would hate to lose our community because of ridiculous rent hikes. Landlords should
not be able to do that. Don’t we have laws to protect our people and small businesses??

william

i have been buying books from this shop for too many years to count. first it was for my daughters and recently,
wonderful books for my grandchild and my nephew's 2 children. the owner, eleanor, always makes great
suggestions for me and always!! orders in books that she does not normally carry that i need. i am an artist and
also have a shop in toronto to show and sell my and my partner's works. thankfully we own our building but it has
become surrounded by condo buildings on both sides which has meant a loss of commercial spaces, little shops,
that used to occupy the spaces where the condo buildings are now and it has also meant a massive increase in
my property tax all of which has me considering closing my retail shop and renting it out as office space.
businesses like mabel's give neighbourhoods their character and give reasons to live near by. forcing out these
many small but unique shops that make our city what it is should be stopped. this could be done by either giving
small buildings a special class re. their property tax rates which may alleviate the financial strain on their
landlords or by somehow controlling the rampant condo development in our city. this city will lose badly should
unique and soul enriching shops like mabel's have to close and once they are gone they are never replaced with
anything of equal status. these shops are the canary in the mine shaft - their loss means a loss of culture, a loss
of neighbourhood character, a loss of what should make this city exciting and interesting to visit and wander
around in - our unique neighbourhoods.

Dana

Samantha

Beth
Karen
Beth
Harry

Gillian

a great store where you could find appropriate levelled books for your children. It would be a terrible shame to
see it go.

nancy

177 Redpath Ave
Suite 302

Rachel

I couldn't read as a child. I grew up on the same street as this wonderful store and through story time I became a
fan of books. To take that away from this community would be a cardinal sin.

Greg

Beatriz

Stores like this are the foundation of culture!! #savemabelsfabels

Dan
Simon

I am the baby in the logo!

Frances

Love this bookstore. My first grandchild was born three blocks away and it is a magical place. Don't squeeze
out this memory~

Madeline
Lauren

Laura

Please don’t let any more condo development in the area and save this gem!

Kate
Gwyneth
Lynn

on World Book Day - March 5th, this is the worst kind of news.
Greed. It's all about greed. The property company will sell to a condo developer and the heart of the
neighbourhood will be gone.
Mabel's Fables has brought so much joy to my family - for decades

Bushra
Kelly

What magic books bring into a child's life... they take you on adventures near and far, encourage play and
daydreaming. Seeing a world beyond what you know. And what a gift Mabel's is to our community. It's more than
just a store. It's a place where can dream of a world where anything is possible.

Nancy

I was there for the beginning! Both Eleanor and her sister, Sue, were close friends of mine when they decided to
venture into the wonderful world of children’s literature. My two children both benefitted from their endeavour
with some of the finest books available anywhere! I ordered from afar and loved the variety of books sent to
us.....they chose for us. Eleanor is one of the most talented people I have ever met!
Its outrageous to think this worthwhile business would be pushed out by greed.

Laura

This store is a neighbourhood treasure, should not be forced out by greedy developers.

Nicole

I can't say enough good things about Mabel's Fabels. We spent so much time over many years at this
wonderful neighborhood bookstore. I am convinced that all those experiences choosing books, attending
activities and meetings with authors, and building the wonderful relationships with the enthusiatic and
knowledgable staff at Mabel's Fabels has had a lifelong impact on my kids' love of books and what they have
learned about the world and people they live in. We need to support wonderful places like this that enrich our
children's lives in ways that television, computers and cellphones cannot. Children (and adults) need to know the
value of having quiet downtime, completely entrenched in a great book, reading at their own pace and finding

themselves in different imaginary worlds. We need to keep this very special store viable in our community for
years to come. They are part of a wonder start in life for our children.

Stephanie
Melanie

Mable's Fables is part of the children's literature community. Eleanor and her staff are so supportive of local
authors. When I lived in the neighbourhood, I would come by and it was nice to have that local neighbourhood
feel. There is also so much history there. The wall in particular with all of those signatures (mine included). If they
were to close a piece of Canadian history would be gone. We cannot let this happen.

Lydia
Erika

Alexander Kenton
Kali
Brian
dustin

Mabels fables was the book store where i learned the value of books it is the staple of the community that i grew
up in and if lost would be a cost on you for generations of children.

Kate

Mable's Fables has been a pillar in the Toronto community for over 20 years. Eleanor and her team have
sparked a love for reading in young generations, and their unwavering commitment to the written word is
inspiring. It's a special place and brings joy to thousands of children each year.

Gordon

By raising the rent to a place where a charming little bookstore that gets tons of love from readers the landlord is
essentially killing a small business. I honestly can state I would not support whatever business goes in
afterwards if I knew that the issue was from the landlord being greedy.

Feanna

This is a gem in our community. We have so many memories at the store: book shopping, book reading, Mabel
sightings, nursing my little one upstairs, etc. We need to save this store.

Alice

Mabel's Fables is a treasure for children, parents, teachers, librarians, authors, students, and anyone interested
in the world of children's literature!
I hope to see you still there forever!
A.

Kathryn

This beautiful store was the first place my child ever went for books, it holds a fond place in our community and
does not deserve to be pushed out of business by greedy developers! I'm signing this petition to say that Mabel's
Fabels deserves to stay where they are, and should not be subjected to such an astronomical rent hike.

Janet

Thalita

70% of increase in a rent is abusive and disrespectful. Especially in a city like Toronto where the rent is
ridiculously expensive.

Lynsey

As an employee of a book publisher who does business with Mabels Fables, I was shocked and saddened to
hear of this news. New building owners upping rent and converting buildings into condos/apartments is not
something new, but it is something that bothers me.
The written word and books in general are so important, and need to be accessible to people throughout the
country. Small, independent bookstores are the back bone of the Canadian publishing industry, and Mabel's'
Fables is a huge part of that.
It's important to support these integral parts of our communities.

Layla

I take a writing class at Mabels every week and have been going there since I was young, it would be a shame to
see such a cornerstone of the community/a necessary part of so many young children's lives taken away to
serve more incessant corporate greed. Nothing compares to Mabels, there is nothing else in Toronto that even
measures up.

David

Test

Test

Sue

This is a family favourite and one that I’ve come to enjoy since moving to the area 5 years ago. Stop price
gouging and keep this delightful store open.

Rebecca

Mabel's is a neighbourhood institution and do so much good for the community. It's terrible to see the business
threatened by the unnecessary greed of this development company. This is not "development", this is
destruction.

Sandra

Enough of this money frenzy. Leave us our local stores. That's what makes our neighborhood unique.

Anne

Maples Fables is a very important part of the Mt.Pleasant/ Eglinton area. It was where my son bought his 'firstday" editions of the Harry Potter series, books which were essential in developing his desire to read. Without
stores like this there will be no community in this area. It is simply a treasure.

Charlotte

you got this mabel!

Caroline

We love Mables Fables.

carrie

keep independent bookstores in business! please do whatever you can!

Gordon

Mabel’s has been a special place that my daughter and I have shared together, and has fostered her love of
books. It would be a tremendous shame for such a magical place to disappear.

Emily
Catherine

Indies keep the world turning. Don't give up the fight, we stand with you!

Brendon

13 kerr Road, unit 28
Toronto

Terri

Mables Fables is critical to our little side of the city! Please do not push them out!

Michelle

As an employee of Mabel’s Fables for the past 15 years, this store is so much more than a business to me. It’s a
family, it’s a wealth of magic, knowledge, whimsy, love, and endless tales. Mabel’s Fables is a second home to
me , and Eleanor has helped change and inform the lives of countless people. You know a store holds a special
place in the hearts of a community when multiple generations grow up shopping there. I have made lifelong
friends through Mabel’s Fables and will do anything possible to keep it alive.

Ali

I love his store. I get all my friends books from here for their kids!

Dena

Mabel’s Fables is such a wonderful place to instill a love of reading in our children and grandchildren. It would be
shameful to lose this gem.

Joanne

Haven't been to this store in years but took my kids when they were young (all the way from Thornhill.) Real book
stores, like this one, that share the love of books and reading don't exist much anymore. I don't like seeing the
disappearance of so many independent stores, change can be good but not always!

Liliana

Mabel’s Fables is wonderful store with super caring staff. It’s a landmark for this neighbourhood and a place
where many families and generations of kids have enjoyed the world of books. It’s infuriating that greed and
money is the reason to shut it down. Please stop this from happening, it’s so unfair.

Silas

I have never been to Mabel's Fables as I am still new to Toronto, but a local business that's been around for 31
years is to be respected; especially one that specializes in books for young children. Books have been a big part
of my childhood and I would not be where I was today without them. I stand with Mabel's Fables.

Stephanie

Carol

Mays
Catherine

Before I lived on Millwood (11 years), Mabel's Fables was still a favourite place to shop for children's books. I
know of many neighbors in the hood who grew up with that most beloved store. It's the most magical place and
an integral part of the Mt. Pleasant neighborhood... for young and old alike!
A rent increase of 70% is completely unreasonable, inappropriate and just so very wrong.
SAVE Mabel's!!

Lynne

I shopped there for my own children 30 years ago and now for my grandchildren. It is a lovely store with helpful
staff and books you can't find elsewhere.

Paula

I grew up in the community and loved going to Mable's Fables to find a new book. Mable's grew with me from
picture books to beginner novels to young adult fiction and beyond. Today I work as a TV producer telling
Canadian stories and I can attribute my love of stories to the countless hours I spent finding the perfect story at
Mable's Fables. I cannot imagine our community without this wonderful bookstore.

Geraldine

Let's stop the consolidation of property in the hands of developers who have only profit in mind. There are great
ways to do development. This is not it.

Kyra

This is truly one of the most magical bookstores in the city, and every time I am in the area I stop in to shop and
browse the eclectic collection and marvel in the whimsy of this truly special store. The loss of the authors
signatures and memories adorning the walls of their reading nook alone would be tragic. If I were to walk along
Mt. Pleasant only to find another Starbucks-like chain retailer where the once purple building stood? I'd lose faith
in the city's ability to prioritize the culture that makes this city so vibrant.

Rafael

Keep strong! Places like yours should never close

Sydney

Maggie
Julie
Jesse
Eric

We need Mabel's Fables. We need to maintain our communities

Elyne
Renee

Visiting Mabel’s Fables as a child was always a special and magical experience. With a daughter of my own now
I feel truly blessed to be able to share this wonderful and one of a kind place with her. She loves books and the
knowledge, passion, and friendliness of the staff at MF is unmatched anywhere else in this city! The selection of
books is incredible and no one else can compare with this midtown institution. They were here before we even
called ourselves “midtown”!

Stephanie

Marbles Fables is an important part of our community for children and adults. This is unfair.

Emily

Love this store! Please save Mabel’s!

Shirley

May you prevail over developer greed.

Ben

I don't have any one specific Mable's Fables story but it's a wonderful business to have in the community and I'd
support any means of allowing it to stay. I don't want to live in a city where a small bookstore can't afford to pay
it's rent. Businesses like these are part of what makes the city worth the high cost of living in the first place. By
forcing them out it and replacing it with god-knows-what it will devalue the experience of living in this community.
Cities should serve the people living in them and not just developers and realtors.

Trilby

JENNY

It is disheartening that this is happening to Mable's. Mable's Fables is an institution and has been an integral part
of this community for over 30 years. It would be shame for all the parents and their children in the area to lose
such a fantastic hub for books and events.

Tamara
Gaëlle

Sara
Melissa

We should be supporting small businesses like Mabel's Fables to survive. A 70% increase in rent is atrocious. It
is obviously intended to drive them out so that they can build yet another condo.

Jonathan
Jana

Evette
Kris

Save our independent retailers, restaurants, and bookstores! Toronto is a vibrant, multicultural, and culturally rich
city for a reason. Losing the hubs of our awesome communities threatens what makes the city amazing.

Rupert

Mabel's Fables is a cultural institution, and an important part of our city. Nothing is more important to the future
than developing literacy in our youngest constituents, and the work that Mabel's has done over the years to
promote reading for children is immense.

Kathy

Meghan

Angela

My family loves this store! It contains so many treasures - beautiful, unique books I don't see anywhere else in
Toronto. This store is a gem for the City and we make a special trip there to pick up special birthday presents
and other gifts. Please save this store! We need more special stores like Mabel's Fables that add animation to
Toronto's streets. This store adds so much to the community.

Brian

Mabel's Fabels is a cultural and literary landmark!

Monica

Hang in there Mabel's. You mean a lot to the wider Toronto community.

saffron

Mable's Fables has been an incredible and important part of this neighbourhood, book selling and to Canadian
Publishing. We need to support local businesses!

Loribeth
Eve

Jo

I can't imagine my neighbourhood without this landmark. We have so few independent bookstores in Toronto,
and children's bookstores are rare indeed. Mabel's is also the place I've spent a lot of time over many years with
writing buddies who helped me bring my first novel to publication. Mable's is a wonderful environment for hosting
writing classes for emerging and established authors of children's and YA literature. It would be a real loss if
Mabel's Fables were forced to shut down. I so hope that this won't happen.

James

Independent businesses are important, but an independent bookstore? That's invaluable. I remember going to
Mabel's Fables as a child (way too long ago) and running upstairs to get books, I also remember seeing authors
such as Phoebe Gilman (of The Balloon Tree fame. Now that I have my own daughter I know my parents enjoy
going there to buy books for her.
I'll be sharing this petition with everyone I know.

Tyler
Sarah

Leanne

My child is now grown but we spent many hours at Mabel's Fables. Every child needs a magical place to explore
books and discover their imagination.

Heather
Kayleigh

Chris

Keep knowledge, history, and imagination alive.

Katie
Wendy

We’ve just discovered this gem not too long ago and would hate to see it go!

Courtenay Lester

This shop is such a gem and has impacted both my daughter’s lives so sufficiently. They love to read b/c of the
women in this special shop. Please protect it!

Eden

Neighbourhoods need more than condos and chain stores. Kids and families deserve access to book stores that
can provide truly personal interactions, with staff who know their young readers. These rent hikes are unjust and
will ultimately destroy this city.

Stephanie

Alex

Shelley

Stop the destruction of the unique and historic retailers that help to maintain the charm and personal touch of
our neighborhood

Trish

Eleanor - Sending you strength and good vibes. Your contribution to literacy and the love of books MUST
continue.

Carol

Best children's bookstore. Shopped there since they opened and still a loyal customer.

Tammy

The fact that the city continues to let this happen is disgusting. Mt. Pleasamt has enough condos and plans for
condos!!!!!!! Enough is enough!!!!

Laura
jennie

Mabels Fables is a rare gem in our neighborhood and I cant imagine Mt Pleasant without it.

Gabrielle

A neighbourhood without character is a sad one. This store is a classic business to our neighbourhood. Do not
price them out!

Tiffany
Rebecca

Janet

I’m a fundraiser. Let me help. Free of charge.

Natasha
Yasmine
Jen

This is a staple in our community. Hope we can help save it.

jillian
Natalie

independent businesses, and bookstores, are crucial to our stability as communities and our children's mental
health. This is more important than it may appear.

Karla

As both a former employee of Mabel's and a member of the Mt Pleasant community, I can speak to the
enormous presence and value it provides. This neighbourhood simply wouldn't be the same and so many
children would be missing out on a magical place to share stories and experiences.

Mike

Ridiculous - enough already.

Norman

I will alert the storytelling community about this and ask them to support the petition.

Larry

Mable’s Fables is exactly the kind of place that demonstrates a strong community while boosting literacy and
education. Build condos where appropriate, but not by pushing out much-needed local businesses like this.

Suzanne

Mabel's is an invaluable institution of children's literature here in Toronto. As both a store staffed with expert
booksellers that consistently go above and beyond to find the right book for a growing reader, as well as a
community gathering space to foster exceptional writing for young people - Mabel's is absolutely essential.

S

Independent booksellers are few and far between these days. Mabel’s Fables is a star in the book selling world!
Don’t let this store close!!!

Marilyn

Stephen Graham

Another developer wanting to bulldoze over an important part of Toronto's history and literary scene. This must
stop.

Kathleen

It is so important to have a children's book store for Toronto families.

Lori

Bianca
Alysha

Going to Mabels Fables has been a favourite outing for my children since we moved into the neighbourhood.
Their staff is so friendly and knowledgeable. Development in our city can’t come at the expense of the places
that make it feel like a home, not just somewhere to live.

Mary

This is a wonderful store and contributes a lot to a livable community. Thank you for stepping up to help.

N

Please don't destroy this important neighbourhood gem!

Tim

As a family with young children, Mabel’s Fabels is an important part of the community for us. If businesses like
this leave the neighborhood, it would be a real blow for those of us love living in it.

Amani
Ann

I’ve been living in this neighhourhood for almost 40 yrs. Mabel’s is a fantastic independent bookstore for kids of
all ages. We don’t need condos to replace it and ruin our neighourhood feel.

Melissa

This is an amazing book store! I love spending time there with my kids! I also love shopping for my classroom at
Mabel’s Fabels, such a great selection of high quality books. The staff are also knowledgeable and super helpful!

Phuong

Nathan

Mables Fables breathes life into the community!

Stacie

My boys grew up with this wonderful store. It is a neighbourhood landmark.

Emma

Mabel's Fables is known across the city of Toronto and even farther afield as a wonderful place to buy children's
books. A community bookstore is a unique and special place that any neighbourhood is lucky to have, and it
should be supported and protected.

Phuong
Niklass

Keep fighting!

Michelle
Rachel

This is a landmark and space for the community to gather and for kids to enjoy a safe place to read together and
explore. Money isn't everything!!

Samantha

Bookstores are so important for the community. They help promote strong literacy skills, especially in children.
Do not take that away from this community!

Sarah

This is such a lovely place to visit, they have amazing books and the staff are absolutely knowledgeable and
helpful.

Kerry

Patricia

Love Mabel's Fabels. Such a unique and wonderful place that helps awaken a love for reading in children.

NIcole

I hope something can be done to save Mabel's from the greedy developer
Local shops are an important part of what makes our neighbourhood great. And what makes developers want to
build! By squeezing out local independent businesses they are destroying what makes their developments
desirable. So short sighted and sad

Andrea

Please save the bookstore!

Katherine

Mabel's Fables not only offers a wide selection of quality children's books, but comes with an expert staff, author
events, and other special activities that encourage young readers. A unique and important resource that the
community does not want to lose!

Kerry
Amanda

Chris
David

When I first started buying books for my toddler niece, I didn’t know where to start, so I stopped into Mabel’s for
help. The Mabel’s team not only provided me with recommendations of their favourites, they actually took the
time to read the stories TO me, until we landed on the perfect books that I knew my niece would enjoy. “The
Paper Dolls”, “The Everywhere Bear”, and “Mary and the Mouse, the Mouse and Mary” all became my niece’s
perennial favourites and were among dozens of books introduced to me at Mabel’s. Such great memories.
Mabel’s is a treasure, we’re very lucky to have it. For us to allow it to be driven out of our City is unconscionable.

Danielle

My daughter and I love Mables Fables! This bookstore was honestly on my list of reasons for moving to this
neighbourhood and we don’t want to lose it! Please save this beautiful bookstore

Barbara

Retail is really suffering, both because of internet shopping and prohibitive rents. My son just closed his bike
shop. His building sold also. I will fwd this to Kingston’s independent book store.

Kathryn

My girls and I have been going to Mabel's since they were both very young. Before that, I remember taking my
cousin when she was a child (must be 15+ years ago at this point.) It's such a wonderful place for children and
adults alike and really fosters a love of reading. We will continue to support this little slice of magic as long as it's
around (which is hopefully for another 30 years!)

Kristen

The love and care we get when we enter the shop is unlike any other business. Eleanor truly cares for her
customers as if they’re her own family!

Jennifer

I spent hours browsing the shelves of Mable's Fables and the store solidified my career as a children's book
editor. I would be very sad to see it close.

Jeffrey

This shop has been my go-to for many years. The staff have always been amazing, as too the selection of book
s and products. It is not only a midtown institution but a Toronto one

Adam

Natalie

JEAN

As a member of IODE - a National Charitable Organisation for over a hundred years - I have become an
enthusiastic member of MabelsFables and the work they do. We are especially interested in the work they do for
the Indigenous communities in the North. Helping Canadians is essential! We support their great ideas and
think that all Canadians should join in to support their great work.

Roxanne

This is a one of a kind shop - that the city loves and NEEDS. We don't need any more (unaffordable) condos or
empty storefronts because of over the top rent prices.

Heather

Mabel's Fables is Toronto's oldest independent bookseller of children's literature. These spaces are irreplaceable
to our communities, our children, and to the Canadian writing and cultural community as a whole. Without
independent stores like these, these neighbourhoods will not be desirable places to live, visit, or shop in. Please
don't force Mabel's Fables out!

Maggie

I had the pleasure of visiting Mabel's Fables many years ago and would see it as a great loss if it were forced to
close. We have to keep our independent book stores as they do more than sell books; they take part in the
cultural life of their community. And one that caters to children is even more important as it supports future

literate citizens Real estate speculation is causing problems for reasonably priced housing as well as the
community surrounding it. Don't let Mable's Fables be lost to the community.
Farnaz

Mables Fables is a neighbourhood gem!!! It is one of my favourite places to take my kids!! It was be devastating
to see it go!!!

Morgan

I grew up down the block from Mable's Fables. It was always a magical place for me that inspired my curiosity,
creativity, and love of reading. I still have my dog-eared Puffin Classics copy of Jane Eyre that I bought there
when I was 13, and I remember the day I bought it. My three-year-old son now spends time with his
grandparents on Hillsdale and I hope that Mabel's Fables will remain so it can inspire his already burgeoning love
of reading.

Michele

Mable's Fables is one of the stores in our area that helps make it unique. There aren't many bookstores anymore
that aren't part of a chain and this being a kids bookstore makes it that more special. If Maple Venture Properties
wants to alienate their community, this is the way to do it. If they want on a fight on their hands, they have one.

Kate

Toronto needs Mabel’s Fables to stay and instill a lifelong love of reading and literature in the kids and teens they
see every day.

Erin

Janet

Lauren

I’ve been visiting this store for more than 20 years! Now my 4 year old loves this store too! No more big buildings
on mt pleasant!!!!

Monica

We took our daughters there when they young. They always loved the reading areas and we had the pleasure of
hearing some reading by authors there. They particularly enjoyed Phoebe Gilman reading Grandma and the
Pirates. Please keep the store open so that more children (and their parents) can enjoy the history within it's
walls.

Marylou

A wonderful magical place for young and old

Heather

A unique nook for book lovers. This bookstore is s true gem that needs to be saved. Get lost in a good book NOT
greed and yearning for more (money).

Heather

Mabel's is such a special store. I remember going to visit Mabel the cat when I was a kid. I used to buy all my
favorite books there as an elementary school student. Recently I had the opportunity to take my preschooler
there for the first time. Mabel's Fables is such a special, magical store. I couldn't imagine the neighbourhood
without it.

Charlotte

Gaynor

Thank you for the many years of you being there
Great selection of books
Just had my first grandson
And I will be bringing him there too

Sarah

We need more independent bookstores in Canada!

Carline

Cindy

We need these independent bookstores! These places are not just businesses. They provide a gathering place
for people of all ages to join together and share their own stories with each other. They provide a refuge for
many people who just need to "get away" for awhile.

Victoria
Laura

Rob

Mabel's Fables is a Toronto, an Ontario and a Canadian landmark in the world of children's books. The service it
provides is unique and crucial to Canadian book culture. Profit margins are notoriously small in the book
business and a huge increase in rent will almost certainly destroy Mabel's ability to survive. Please allow Mabel's
to go on. Generations of book lovers will thank you.

Lyra

Cicero said “a room without books is like a body without a soul.” The same can be said for our community
without Mabel's Fables.

Soraya

Heidi

Mabel's Fables was always a special place to take my kids, a neighbourhood haunt where the staff were friendly
and helpful, willing to let you browse, hang out, say hello to Mabel, and come home with a new favourite
treasure. My family has so many special memories there and, while my kids are now all adults, if I'm ever lucky
enough to have grandchildren, I'd want to take them to Mabel's.

Cornelia

Mabel’s is a jewel of the neighbourhood and we would be so much poorer without it. I grieve at the thought of a
Mount Pleasant Road lined with shiny condos and no small businesses.

Wing-Yee

Mable’s fables is a critical part of the neighborhood. My sons loved sitting in the bookstore and picking out their
books. Please keep Mable’s fables in the neighborhood!!!

Kathy

The benefit of early reading has been well documented (improved neurological, educational, psychological,
social and linguistic capabilities). Mabel's Fables fosters a love of reading by providing recommendations and
expertise to families who will travel from all corners of Toronto to benefit from. As a physical location it is also a
lynchpin of the community. It would be a deep loss for this beloved store to close.

Laurie

This bookstore was our family's home and starting place for our children's library. As youngsters they enjoyed
attending author and illustrator story times that fostered and fueled their love of good literature and reading. The
unique and delightful setting coupled with educated, knowledgeable and thoughtful staff was and is found
nowhere else in the GTA.
Our children all adults now have carried this tradition on with their own children - there is nothing else like this in
today's digital big box world. Please preserve this literary legacy and support a new generation of readers!

Sian

Marie

This place is a unique gem that our neighbourhood desperately needs. Please save mables fables

Paul

I support Mable’s Fables. A wonderful store.
Paul

John

Independent stores that really care about serve young readers and rare enough to be called an endangered
species. Save this one.

Claire

This is such a wonderful store and such a big part of the Mount Pleasant Road landscape. It would be such a
shame if the store had to close. A 70% rent increase is both obscene and ridiculous. Maple Venture Properties
should be thoroughly ashamed.

Sara

I love Mable’s Fables, can’t imagine Mount pleasant without it. I Love the nostalgic vibes it brings and how it
highlights the beauty of reading, literature and education. And even when its out of their working hours we pass
by with my kids to check out their cat sleeping in their vitrine! It’s so unfair that such an amazing shop is
threatened to not continue because of greedy people.
I hope it stay around for many many years to come.

Susan

Rebecca

Mabel's is a one of a kind book store in Toronto, It is very special to the surrounding communities. I took our kids
there when they were young and it was the best place to buy books as gifts! The customer service is always A+.
My Mother loved shopping there for grandchildren too. It is a Toronto landmark and must continue being there.

Megan

Independent bookstores are so important. There's nothing like going in with a vague idea, and talking to staff
who are interested and knowledgeable, and who help you pick out the exact book you didn't know you needed.
It's an experience that can't be replicated by Amazon or Indigo, and certainly not Walmart.
RIP to Britnell's, Books for Business, the Cookbook Store, David Mirvish Books, the Toronto Women's
Bookstore, This Aint the Rosedale Library...and so many others. They all serve such an important purpose in the
community. Don't let Mabels Fabels join them.

Tracey

Mable’s Fables is a neighbourhood treasure! Must be saved!!

Larry

Heather

We need local bookstores!

Alana
Jenn

I love this bookstore! I have amazing memories both as a child excited to spend my birthday money on news
books and as a mother seeing my son develop a love of reading and storytelling from programs we attended at
this amazing gem in our community ❤

Callaie

At some point the greed and over-development has to STOP!
This neighbourhood has lost so much of its character and charm. It's lost a lot of what makes a community feel
like home. Mabel's Fables feels like the only piece we have left. I grew up going to that bookstore, I have met
the many Mabel's that have lived there. I took a writing for children course there. Removing this treasure, is like
cutting a heart out of the community. It's so wrong, on so many levels.

Emilie

I’ve been coming here to buy books and pat Mabel since I learned how to read! I think it’s such an important part
of the neighbourhood and it would be a shame to see it go.

Andrea

Mable's Fables is truly one of a kind. I bought books there as a child and my Mom continues to buy books there
for her grandkids. It is part if what makes Mt Pleasant such a wonderful neighbourhood shopping area and
destination.

Mary

Independent bookstores are important culturally and economically; they foster community, and are part of a
larger community of book lovers. Mabel's Fables is an institution in a historic building. Please save it.

Lisa

Vikki

In addition to providing a safe haven and decades of delight to thousands of children, Mabel's Fables was
instrumental in establishing the careers of Canadian authors and illustrators, myself included. To enter the store
was to be immediately at peace, and yet also experience a thrill at the prospect of discovering a new book. It was
one of the first places I visited when I moved to Toronto, bright-eyed and ready to build my career in children's
books. Since then, I have worked with Mabel's on numerous book events, launches, school visits, festivals, and
even a store sleepover. A good bookstore is the heart of the community. A good children's bookstore is the song
you carry in your heart that reminds you to dream, hope, and be open to wonder.

Ruthanne
Zoë

We love Mabel's Fables! I've spent many happy hours there browsing and shopping with my 4 children. The staff
and store are lovely. It would be so sad to see a neighbourhood fixture like Mabel's become (yet another) victim
of redevelopment.

Sara

We love Mable Fables. It is a neighbourhood staple. Why aren’t there caps on rent increases for retail stores? It
doesn’t make any sense and is utterly unfair.

Marc

“Mabel’s Fables is a great bookstore. It’s an important children’s resource centre, where knowledgeable staff
help parents, aunts and uncles, grandparents, and more buy gifts that shape the good citizens of tomorrow. And
it’s a really fun place, too.” – Marc Côté, Publisher, Cormorant Books

Kerry

I live at Bloor and Spadina, and Mabel's Fables are why I've ever made a visit to the Mt. Pleasant
neighbourhood. We've turned it into a day trip, playing at the Sharon, Lois and Bram playground on the way,
having lunch at the diner on Mt. Pleasant, getting fancy pastries at the french bakery, and then ending up at
Mabel's Fables, which is such a special place, basically like Disney World for bookish people. It's a small world
after all, and places like Mabels Fables are what makes our cities and neighbourhoods worth living in—and
visiting. Having a small business like this have to close would be an incalculable loss to all of us.

Gregory

We ♥ Mabel's Fables!

Irena

Kaela

I work for an independent children's book publisher in Toronto, and Mable's Fables has always been a crucial
part of its community and a crucial part of the children's book business here. They've informed our publishing
decisions, supported our books through events, and provided a safe haven for generations of children. Letting

Mabel's Fables close would impact all of these intersecting communities negatively and have long-term effects
on book culture and the joys of child literacy in Toronto.
Amanda

Mabel's Fables has been an important community hub and cultural institution for 30+ years! #savemabelsfables

Judith

Mabel’s Fables is an amazing bookstore and an asset that everyone enjoys.

Wendy

Independent local bookstores are key members of communities. They provide a cultural hub, and contribute
significantly to the literacy of the next generation.

Libby

This store is run by cousins and it has been a fabulous store so come on people of Toronto show your support

Nadia

Karen
Laural

Mabel's Fabels is a store filled with wonder and enchantment. I visited often when I lived in Toronto. Although we
moved to the suburbs I've made it a point to visit Toronto and bring my kids. Stores like this are so important
because they remind us of the magic of books.
I will make a point of visiting the store shortly to show my (financial) support.

Anna

The Mabel's Fables bookstore is the place my child loves to spend time, reading and looking around. The
amazing contribution to neighborhood during social events and promotion of the literacy including the support of
the Children's book bank make it unique! The places like this must stay as they make the impact and maintain
the spirit of the neighborhood and make a great impact to

Katie

END GENTRIFICATION!!

Sylvia

Mabel's Fables is a magical place for children. Even Kid Lit writers are inspired there for a wonderful class on
Writing for Children. The world needs this place now more than ever. Save Mabel's Fables!

Dave

It’s bookstores like mable’s fables that make communities what they are. Losing this business would leave a
huge hole in the neighbourhood.

Shelley

A 70% increase in rent is pure greed, shame on Maple Venture Properties! Mabel's Fables is a magical oasis of
books and images. I have visited the bookstore many many times. I'm sad and angry that this is happening to
Mabel's and so many other long treasured establishments in Toronto.

Julie

Keep Malbel's Fables open! It is a treasure and an invaluable resource and service to the Toronto community.

Marek

Please stay! You are so important in the lives of our children!

Sarah

Mabel's Fables is an incredible resource for our community - I was 12 years old when it opened up and I loved
going there to get books and get recommendations. Now, as a parent of 8 and 10 year olds, we love Mabel's
Fables for it's personal feel and great 'curated' options.

Irene

353 Sydenham St.,
One of the most wonderful things about Mabel's is 'Kids Read North'. Teachers on reserves in Northwestern
Ontario send the names of their students to Mabel's. Customers can purchase a book for a child. Mabel's
wraps each book up individually, then when there are enough books for the whole class, Mabel's ships it to the
school.

Don't let Mabel's close!
Glenda

My son struggled with reading due to dyslexia, but adored animals. Mabel’s Fables resident cat, homey vibe,
and caring staff made going to a place with books non-intimidating for him. The staff always found books about
animals to keep him interested. An asset to the neighbourhood!

Diane

I love Mabels Fables and want it to stay in business.

Amanda

It is so very important that we continue to support local businesses and keep unfairly high rent hikes out of the
equation! Mabel’s Fables is a beautiful place to come together as a community and continue the love of reading.

Matthew

Less greedy landlords and more bookstores make this city liveable.

Cheryl

Mable's Fables is a fantastic independent children's bookstore. They offer friendly, personalized suggestions for
readers, with books grouped by age. The store is fun with bright colours and displays, the staff all friendly and
helpful, and the store itself is an important part of Toronto. There's a cat to pat, stories to read and hear, and it's
a great way to get kids and teens reading and having fun. They also have a donation program where customers
can buy a book for a disadvantaged youth every Christmas. And I and so many writers had years of writing
critique classes in Mable's Fables upstairs floor with editor Peter Carver and writer Ted Staunton, with laughter,
camaraderie, and learning writing technique. I gained such an invaluable writing community there.

Christina

These rent increases are having a devastating effect on Toronto. Once thriving streetscapes are full of shuttered
stores. If you doubt that, come out to the Beaches where multi-million dollar homes line streets along a
depressed Queen St. full of empty stores. The social cost is enormous. If we allow this to happen to a much
loved Toronto institution like Mabel's Fables, what hope is there for all the other small businesses along our
streets. When streets die, we have more crime and less community.

Patricia

I cannot imagine our city without Mabel's Fables. It is a touchstone for so many families & authors & illustrators.
Please don't let this beautiful store become another casualty in this city.

Adrienne

As a children’s book author, Mabel’s Fables has been a second home. A place of support for my career, staffed
by intelligent, kind, and generous book lovers who want to get books into the hands of all types of readers. They
will go out of their way to brainstorm fun book events, host launches, and most importantly involve the
community at every step. As a born and raised Torontonian who grew up in the area, the store was an exciting
place to visit, special and magical. And it was always my dream someday to have a book on the shelf in that
store.
Mabel’s Fables is so much more than “just” a store. It is the beating heart of the community, and a place where
writing careers get started and then are nurtured for years to come. It must be saved!

Jo Anne

Awesome community cultural and educational icon and hub.

Kevin

Love this bookstore and if the developer raises their rent. I will NOT shop at anything in this building

Luciana
Yael

I have lived on Forman Avenue for 16 years, and Mable's Fables has been a part of my community. I say
community and just neighbourhood because this incredible book store supports teachers. Throughout my
teaching career, I have gone to Mables's to ask for advice on which books would be age appropriate and be
helpful for my students when planning a knew unit of study. In addition to the supportive, knowledgeable staff, I
have always received a 20% discount as a teacher for all the books I would buy for my classroom. I have even
used this wonderful book store to sit down with a book and just chill after a stressful day. I was just in Mabel's
yesterday to order a book as a tutor of high school students. Again, the staff was very helpful and informative.
Raising the rent by 70% is a total bully move to destroy this beloved book store. How is that tenants in
apartments are protected by huge rent increases but small, local businesses are not? How can I protect this
special book store from a greedy developer who clearly wants to close them down?

Erin
Arvin

Bookstores of all kinds are important parts of the literary and economic ecosystem of every town and city.
Keeping this one going is critical.

Al

Do not conduct any business with Maple Venture Properties!!!

Rhiannon

JOSEPH

I fully support this little bookstore and all the other independent small business people who struggle on a daily
basis to make ends meet and serve their community.
These are not big box stores but part of the community and an essential part.
To throw them under the bus in the interest of a developer is not just bad for the community but morally
reprehensible.
Not everything is "big bucks".

Andrea
Miriam

I worked at Mabel's Fables when I was in university. It was probably the best job I've ever had. As a staff, we
were all avid readers who cared about sharing our love of books and we worked hard to read as many as we
could so that we could make knowedgable recommendations. Being able to share my love of books with people
by putting the best books into the hands of kids and seeing the delight in their faces was an absolute pleasure.
How many children's lives have been enriched by reading a book they got from Mabel's? Countless!

Chris
Alison

Mabel's Fables plays a fundamental role in reading and writing culture in Toronto and Canada. It not only
provides a home to children's books for all ages, it attracts readers and encourages reading thanks to its lovely
space and knowledgeable staff. It provides a place for children's writers to develop and meet through its
workshops, and acts as a hub for the children's lit community in Toronto and elsewhere in Canada. It is a key
component in marketing Canadian children's literature; the loss of Mabel's Fables would impoverish the entire
community of Canadian children's writers and the readers they serve. More seriously still, it would erode
Canadian culture itself as a result.

Rose

what makes a neighbourhood? Places lit this. Otherwise it just becomes an unattractive and emotionally empty
place

Mandy

Mabel's Fables is small treasure in our huge city, and deserves our moral and financial support. It's always a
pleasure to buy books there for kids I know (and sometimes myself) and we would be losing an important part of
our community if they were forced to close.

Alison

Heather

Have a heart you people. This is a community institution!

carole

An amazing bookstore, a huge part of the community! Took my daughter there all the time when she was little!

Lidia

Local independent bookstores give neighborhoods character and provide services big box stores just can’t and
won’t provide. A store like this is what guides children into a lifelong love of reading. Shame on this landlord for
its rent gouging and greed. I hope to amplify this and get as much support for this store as possible!

Fiorella
Heather

Best bookstore ever!!

Arash
Ellen

Mabel's is one of Toronto's treasures! Generations of Toronto children have had their love of reading developed
and nurtured here. It's a landmark, an icon and the beating heart of our city.

Tara
Yvonne

By all accounts i have a weakness for bookstores, but Mables Fables falls into a special category.
This store is a Toronto Treasure and has introduced countless children and their parents and caregivers to the
joys of reading and storytelling. So many hours were spent on that ground floor level delighting over stunning
picture books, and every imaginable board book. Beautiful window displays of familiar and new stories
celebrating every season, holiday and faith. As the kids got bigger we climbed the creaking, crooked stairs to
more mature stories and tastes and lounged in cozy chairs, flipping pages while deciding over one or another
book and then just taking both. The small adult section was brilliantly curated. A more knowledgeable staff on
what to choose for your child or someone else's cannot be found anywhere. this store simply cannot close too
many future readers and storytellers will be lost.

Ron

It is important to keep small businesses thriving - especially ones that give back so much to the community.

Margot

Steve

Eleanor, Crestview Management, or Lawrence Construction, the owners of the buildings directly across the
street from you were unrelenting in working with me in 2011 to renegotiate my lease. I imagine the situation 8
years later is even worse.
My sympathies to you. It is a foregone conclusion that landlord greed takes precedence over compassion for
long standing tenants.

Melanie

This store and others like it are vital.

Christine

The LAST thing we need in this neighbourhood is another *&^%$# condo development!
I for one am sick and tired of seeing boarded-up businesses - especially knowing that the reason they've closed
is due to greedy landlords who would rather see their buildings stand empty than charge an affordable rent. This
is part of the reason I'm desperate to leave Toronto - everything that once made it worth living here is
disappearing, becoming condos for people with more money than brains, or standing empty.
Leave Mable's Fable's where it is - it is a Toronto institution, and I repeat, we don't need another stinkin' condo
development!

Dina

Let Mables stay! The community does not want just another chain store. Our children have grown up here. Let
them stay, and when the time comes, build them a new home!

Janet

Gutted to hear this. Mabel’s Fables is a Davisville treasure and it would be devastating to lose it. No more
development!!!

Alison

Amber

We love Mable's Fables! We buy birthday and Christmas presents there every year. I used to take my preschool
class there for storytime upstairs a few times a year. It's a wonderful neighborhood bookstore!!

Rachel

I worked at Little Tots' Manor -- a local daycare down the street from Mabel's-- and have spent countless
afternoons bringing groups of excited children in for storytimes and to purchase books for our class. Years later, I
am now in the publishing industry and I return to the store frequently with authors to host events and sign stock.
Their signatures are strewn across the upstairs walls to mark their love of this gorgeous little shop.
This store not only provides terrific books for children and adults alike, but it fosters a love of reading and brings
a magical quality to purchasing these special keepsakes. Please do all that you can to save this store. You will
never find another place like it.

Olga

Natasha

I cannot express how much this little book store on the corner has meant to our family. From our first ventures
out with the baby in the stroller to pick out our first books, to now where our kids are old enough to choose their
own novels - it has been a treasured place in our hearts. It is a landmark in our neighbourhood, it would be
devastating loss to our community. It's places like Mables Fables that make our neighbourhood feel like home.
The overdevelopment needs to stop - it is crushing and destroying what makes our community special. Please
save our little store.

Joanne

Mabel's Fables is such a treasure, and is an important fixture in the community. The neighbourhood would really
suffer as a whole if Mabel's were to close.

Clare

John

Let this hopeful effort preserve community culture, and especially advocacy for literacy in young people. Mabel's
gives so much love to the neighborhood that these developers will only continue to rob it of, and only create
future ghettos by their endeavours for personal profit. Godspeed to independent retailers!

Deborah
Patricia

Aside from being an approachable and cozy yet glorious space for children to come and discover books, Mabel's
Fables is where countless Canadian writers for kids have started their careers. For many years, the upstairs
space has been the home to George Brown College's Writing for Children course, a supportive, intensive
workshop class that benefitted not just from exceptional workshop leaders but from the resource and inspiration
of the extensive, well-chosen books, Canadian and otherwise, surrounding the students. Mabel's Fables'
contribution to Canadian children's literature extends far beyond the neighbourhood.

Amy
mary

This city is broken. A 70% increase? Disgusting.

Benjamin

350 Osler St.

Kelsey
Kathy
Jessica

Mabel's Fables is Toronto institution! Come on developers, don't force a children's bookstore to shut down - we
don't want more condos.

Elizabeth

Real estate speculators are destroying Toronto's world-recognized, magnificent.neighbourhoods. Shame on
city council if they allow this to destroy small businesss like Mabel's Fables.

Jane

Mabel's is the most magical little bookshop in Toronto! I just love taking my kids there to look for a good book. I
used to take writing courses at Mabel's through GBC. I just can't imagine Toronto without this most delightful
shop.

Olena

Sean

Paul

We need more independent businesses, not fewer. Reading is an essential skill and Mabel's has been a
community supporter and advocate (more than just a business ploy, but a genuine concern for readers).

marian

grandmothers unite!!!

Loretta

Mabel's is the reason so many children read! This place is not just a store, it's nurturing atmosphere and keen
staff put books
into the hands of children who may not otherwise pick up a book and keeps big readers reading.
Children often spend time on the couch and the floor upstairs flipping through pages for hours. Mabel's is a place
to indulge your love
of books. I can't imagine Mount Pleasant without a book store.

Lana

We need this very special store to remain in Toronto!

Andrea

The beautiful selection of books my two children receive from their grandma that is perfectly curated by Mabel's
Fables Bookstore employees.

Jessica

Mabel’s Fables is one of the few remaining community bookstores in the city. It is THE bookstore for children in
the city. There isn’t another children’s bookstore that holds a candle to this one. I have been frequenting this
store for over twenty years and me and my entire family would be absolutely devastated if it was forced to shut
down.

Alison

This is robbery and a great way to ruin a neighborhood. Deeply saddened by this.

Margaret

Many years ago I was part of a writing group led by Peter Dickens of Children's Can Lit fame. We met in the
basement of one of the first iterations of this store. We loved the cat, the atmosphere and the class we were
taking. From our wee group emerged writers such as Pamela Williams, Joanne Findon, Gwen Davies , Paula
Wing, Louise Wadsworth and Rukhsana Khan to name a few. Recently I waited two years to get a series of
books that were out of print. Mabel's was diligent in tracking them down and constantly following up with me so I
could get them. The store, as it exists, is still fantasy land for many of us. To see them leave because of power
and greed would be a travesty and an insult to readers of children's literature.

Mark

Our whole family loves visiting Mabel's Fables for the wonderful array of books, the friendly informed staff, and to
see the famous Mabel! It's a local institution that holds a special place in our hearts. Hopefully it can stick around
for many more years to come.

Kate

Every time I come to Toronto (from Paris) I check out Mabel's Fables and buy books.
I love the people there and the selection of books.
I really hope you win this battle with the support of the community.
Kate LeBlanc

Amy

This bookstore has fostered not only a love of reading in my children but a sense of community. It is a safe and
nurturing haven in an increasingly busy world.

Marilyn

Heather

I worked at Mabel's Fables for four years and learned for much from Eleanor. The store and my colleagues
fostered my love for children's books with their enthusiasm and knowledge -- and I myself am now a children's
author. I launched my first book at Mabel's and will be launching my next there in just a couple of weeks.
Mabel's Fables is a treasure for writers, readers, and community.

Katherine

Mabel's Fables is a community hub and purveyor of good times for adults and children. We must save it.

Diane

This is outrageous! This shop is so beautiful and an integral part of our neighbouhood.

Heather

As a YA author, I know how important Mabel's is to the continued success of Canadian children's, middle grade,
and young adult literature. The shop must continue for all of our sakes!

Lauretta

We support Mable’s Fables, Toronto’s iconic and legendary children’s bookstore and condemn the new
landlord’s greedy rent hike. There ought to be a law against such hikes.

Cecilia

Mabel's Fabels has been a Toronto establishment for my entire life. One of my best memories with my
grandmother is shopping there for my next book. In a world where literacy and childhood seem under constant
threat and ridicule, it is sad to see a bulwark of literature and imagination under threat to line some developers'
pockets, when many solutions are easy and would help maintain the community (I.e. maintaining them as a
tenant at a reasonable rent given their benefit to the current, and any future condo-based, community).

Trish

Kenneth

Mabel’s Fables is one of Canada’s finest and oldest bookstores for young readers. For decades it has played a
key cultural role in supporting, promoting and selling Candian children’s literature in a retail landscape that has
become less and less supportive of Canadian books and culture in general. If we want to have books in which
we see ourselves as Canadians — our homes and communities and values in all their diversity — we need to be
doing more to support Canadian literature. And I can’t think of a better place to start than by supporting the work
of independent bookstores like Mabel’s Fables.

Carly
Adele

Please be fair to this neighbourhood landmark hub and keep the rent reasonable!

Catherine

Mabel's Fables is such an important independent bookstore. It is one of only a very few that focuses on
children's literature and that has a staff highly educated in the subject. Not only does Mable's Fables serve the
general public, they are an important source for school librarians. Mable's Fables is a rich resource that the city
needs to hold onto. When my children were small, we went to story time at Mabel's Fables and had a great time.

Angus

One of the best bookstores in Canada! Would be terrible to lose it to corporate greed.

Sandy

Mabel's Fabels is an important part of our community that offers children a wonderful opportunity to explore the
world of literature. They would be sorrily missed!

Caitlin

Mables Fables was my favorite childhood bookstore. I remember attending readings upstairs, and looking
through all the Usborne books. The only reason I would agree to go to the dentist as a child was because we
would always buy a book at Mables after. It is such a wonderful store, one I still support by taking my children to,
to this day.

Gregory

A wonderful space for kids. I remember first visiting there in its opening year when I was nine years old.

Laura

Mabel's Fables has brought families joy and memories for over 30 years. They are a cultural hub, a Toronto
landmark, and an important place in their community.
Far too many neighborhoods are seeing empty storefronts where there favourite retail shops once were.
We can not continue down this path, we must Save Mable's Fables!

Janice

I’ve gone to Mables Fables for the last 10 years in search of something specific for one of my 3 children. Each
time I’ve come away with so much more after getting recommendations from the truly wonderful staff. So many
of our favourite story time family classics have come from this store. It is such a special place for so many
children.

Imola

Bookstores are one of the beating hearts of neighbourhoods! The place they occupy is different from that of a
clothing store or restaurant.

Asia

There are so few good bookstores left, and by good, I mean with a human being that chooses the books
thoughtfully, and is able to give educated advice and good suggestions for individuals. Indigo and those
corporate monsters care more about selling merchandise than knowing about the books they stock. Their
employees are miserably trained and have no idea. They recommend what they are told to. with no concern for
the individual.
Yay Mabel's! Please stay!

Jan

No, no, no! Mable's is not just another store - it's a place where new generations of Readers are made. I first
started buying books there for my nieces and nephews - and continue my Mabel's book giving tradition for my
grand nieces and grand nephews. Mabel's staff are more than just knowledgeable about their stock ; they are
passionate about young readers. I depend on them for advice as the young people in my family advance in
years and evolve in their interests.

Andrea

Nicole

Great memories of bringing my boys to Mables. I will always remember their 6 steps to better reading for kids:
1. Read
2. Read
3. Read
4. Read
5. read
6. read

Huma

My family and I moved to Toronto in 2017. We stumbled upon Mable's Fables soon after and love it. It has a
fantastic selection of children's books, many of which I haven't seen elsewhere. My children and I enjoy
discovering the books - the only trouble is deciding which books to purchase! Also, the shop is so cheerful, it is
such a treat to visit. My children started language classes there in January, so we are there once a week. My
kids love greeting Mable, the cat. And the staff are so warm and friendly - letting my kids feed the cat too. My
sister, who works in the field of child development, lives in the U.S. When I told her about Mable's Fables prior to
one of her visits, she already knew of it and had already been! We truly believe there will be a tremendous void
in the community and in Toronto if Mable's Fables is forced to shut. Please let this shop continue to bring joy to
so many.

Ted

Not only have I shopped at Mabel's for years, I've led/participated in writing workshops the store has hosted for
George Brown College. Mabel's has not only helped foster a generation of Canadian readers, it has also helped
foster a generation of Canadian writers for young people, including some of our very best. Let's not lose this
magical place.

Meghan

Mable's Fables is one of the best children's bookstores in the world. As a Canadian children's author, shops like
these are important to my survival as a writer, and to the survival of Canadian children's literature in this country.
Large bookshops simply don't do that. They support whatever is trendy, rather than what is good literature for
children. We need independent bookshops!

Cheryl

Where is the rent control for commercial spaces? This is not right!

Marianne

Mabel's Fables is a very important part of the community. The store and its employees have always been
extremely knowledgeable and helpful when choosing books.

Robin

Mable’s Fables has supported and encouraged a whole generation of children to read, which is the one of the
most effective gateways to producing curious, compassionate, productive adults. This developer’s outrageous
strong-arm tactics should be considered to be a criminal shakedown.

Luci

Wendy

Shayna
Hala

Our neighbourhood will lose a lot of its unique character without this beautiful bookstore that my children love so
much. When we were choosing what neighbourhood of Toronto to settle in this past summer, and found a home
on Hillsdale, a huge part of the reason we were so excited to live here is because of this unique children’s
bookstore and the fact that we can walk to it and have it be part of my children’s childhood as they grow up.
Please please please don’t take it away from us. This is just so wrong.

Barbara

Mabel's Fables Bookstore is a neighbourhood treasure, a hub for young readers and their families to learn about
and purchase books as well as providing events for families, space for writing classes, book launches and art
shows. Beyond the store, Mabel's connects schools and school librarians with quality books through author
presentations and book fairs. Mabel's long history in support of Canadian authors and illustrators of children's
books is felt across the country. Mabel's Fables Bookstore is part of the history of Canadian children's publishing
as the location of a long running writers class that has seen the publication of numerous award-winning books for
children. One only has to read the signatures of creators on the walls of Mabel's to get a sense of the continuing
value of the place and the spirit behind it.

Fiona

This bookstore is much loved by so many. Some of the people who went their as children are now parents
themselves who take their kids to this special place to shop, read, and have adventures of the imagination. I
went their with my children and was impressed by the staff, their knowledge and kindness. This is a safe and
wonderful place for families. Please don't force them out with exorbitant rental costs.

Julianne

Craig

My kids love this store, and they carry my first picture book, “A B Sea Creatures: An Astonishing Aquatic
Alphabet!” As a local author/illustrator, and stay-at-home dad, it’s an invaluable member of our community.

Chris
Debra

We shopped at Mables Fables for 35 years. Both my children and grandchildren absolutely love the store. It’s a
book store and so important for growing minds.

Alicia

Such a wonderful and unique place. My son ways wants to go to see the robot statue

Jordie

Roberta

Many stores are sitting empty. The quality of life we are use to in Toronto is disappearing due to greedy owners
and ridiculous city "planners"

Christina

The bookstore has been a mainstay of the community and a destination for many people within walking distance
for several years. One cannot emphasize enough the importance of the knowledge and advice offered by the
staff to parents and caregivers, not just about books but every aspect of raising a confident and healthy child
from stroller to graduation.
There are so few bookstores in the city of Toronto these days it is essential that they are given support to stay
within neighbourhoods.
Thank you

Lidia

We love Mables!! They are one-of-a-kind and definitely worth saving! My children have many beautiful books
from the store which we cherish and have read time and time again. I look forward to bringing my grandchildren
there too!

Anne-Marie

Mabel's Fables Bookstore is a landmark to the area, means so much to the families in the area.....the City should
be responsible for not letting the Developer or Landlord of the property bully them (or anyone other tenants in
this city) and try to drive them out with such a high rent increase. If the City allows this to happen and continues
to let this happen then no one is safe in their homes or their businesses. By-laws need to be changed and quick.
A city made up of just tall ugly condo buildings is not a city it is an eye sore with nothing to give or attract tourists
to it.

Chanele

Glenn

Chanel’s
Thao
Farida

This is terrribld news. One the few remaining bookstores in our city. I’ve been going to Mables for years, to buy
books got my kids as well as myself. I am an illustrator and recently an author snd feel very strongly about doing
g everything I can to see that this precious bookstore remains.

Sarah

284 Heath St. E

Keenan

Heather

My mom buys all 7 of the grandkids books from Mables Fables every year for Christmas. They eagerly anticipate
their bag of books, and I know she really enjoys her shopping experience. She also takes the grandkids there
whenever they visit Toronto. It's a beloved tradition in our family. Independent bookstores are a very important
part of our communities. It would be a shame if Mables Fables was forced out of this location.

Kari
Janet

Julie

Mabels Fables was a familiar place when my kids were born. Story time was an anticipated weekly event usually followed by the purchase of more books. We have continued to frequent Mabel’s Fables for Birthday and
holiday gifts and the impeccable advice offered about what is good to read. Stores like Mabel’s are one of the
reasons we chose to live in midtown 20 years ago. I support Mabel’s fables over another condo any day

Jan

I’m supporting Mabel’s Fables.

Meredith

This store must be saved. Thousands of readers have come from the passion from their staff! Please don't let
this store be pushed out.

SA

Thank you to Mabel’s for sharing their love of children’s books!

Patricia

This mist not happen. Such greed from the landlords. My go to for all children's books.

Kathy

It's heartbreaking to think that this wonderful place could close. We all need to stand with Mabel's Fables and
make sure this does not happen!

Kathryn

Those of us who love 📚 all began as small children being read to and encouraged to read for themselves.
Children’s bookstores are so necessary . Keep fighting!

Heather

Scott

Toronto can’t afford to lose another beloved cultural institution. We are with you!

Desiree

The best recommendations on books. You can’t get that just anywhere. I told her how old my son was and what
his interest were. She pulled out a couple books that I would not know about. My son enjoyed them immensely
and so did I. Please save this place.

Julia
Danny

Book stores like this are endangered species and we should do everything we can to save them. They make our
city richer and more vibrant and provide an opportunity for Toronto's kids to learn about the love of reading.

Regan
Annick

Enough carnage from these developers. All our treasures are disappearing. Money is not everything.

Karen

Mabel’s Fables is where I buy all my children’s books!
Please don’t make this wonderful store close it’s doors! It is so much a part of the community !

Norm

As the local Catholic School Board Trustee, I know that local bookstores geared for children are crucial for
developing a love of reading at an early age. Mabel’s support of up and coming authors has also been key to the
ongoing success of the arts in our city. As a supporter and host of the Indigenous Reads programs, Mabels
Fables is helping Canada work its way towards reconciliation. We must keep this loved cornerstone of the
Toronto-St. Paul’s community!

Natalie

One of my best friends, years ago, introduced me to this fantastic bookshop. The city has lost so many charming
bookstores. I hope that this one stays!

Sachie

I don't have children but many nephews and nieces. Their parents all trend towards asking to for books as gifts
instead of toys (which I love) - so this is my go-to. Everything is organized by age and workers are so helpful and
friendly.
It would be a very sad day to see this lovely store disappear.

Katie

I went to Mables Fables probably once a month for as long as I can remember as a kid. They had the little
lampshades you signify what age the books were meant for, and nothing was more exciting than “graduating” to
the upstairs level for teens and tweens. I discovered Harry Potter at Mables Fables and attended many of their
book release parties with readings, capes, and Bertie Botts beans. Then of course there was Mabel! Almost
always in the window, greeting you when you walk in. I sincerely hope it’s around for my kids to visit!

Marnie

Jen

Independent bookstores and especially children's ones, address so incredibly important. They're community
hubs, they help foster a love of reading, and are staffed with folks who care so very deeply. I look forward to the
day I can bring my future child to Mabel's Fabels!

Chloe

I remember going to Mabel’s as a kid over 20 years ago. It would be a travesty to lose such an institution.

Janna

I live in the neighbourhood and have two sons (one aged 2 years old and the other 7 months). I have been so
looking forward to bringing them to Mabel’s Fables as they grow to build on their love of books. Unlike big box
book stores, Mabel’s offers a warm and intimate environment where kids can explore and be inspired. It would
be a shame to lose such a wonderful space for children!

Natalie
Vicki

Save indie bookstores!

Chloe

When we were children over 20 years ago, my parents would drive us across the city from Bloor West Village to
experience the magic of Mabel’s Fables. Now as residents of Midtown we’re devastated to learn anyone is
thinking of tearing down such a magical place. We need shops in Midtown, not more condos!

Tabitha

A magical store for the child in all of us whose books take us places we cannot begin to imagine. Sad that greed
could bring this to an end.

Monika

Mabel’s Fabels is a GEM!
I’ve been going for there for 30 years.
They always help me pick EXACTLY what I’m looking for.
Such knowledgeable staff !
Such a cosy atmosphere!
Please stay!!

Chloe

As a child my mother would drive clear across the city from Bloor West Village to take us here. We’re residents
of Davisvillle/Midtown now and are devastated to hear anyone is even thinking of taking away a space for
children to read and grow that’s isn’t overly corporatized. Save Mabel’s!

Ariana

Mabel's Fables fills a unique gap in Toronto's literary scene. For years it has created community by offering an
exemplary children's bookshop experience. Its physical location is undeniably whimsical and endearing.
Bookstores often become a representation of their city - think of Strand in NYC, Powell's in Portland, or
Shakespeare and Co. in Paris. Toronto is full of beautiful bookstores that reflect our mosaic population. Mabel's
is undoubtedly a pillar in the community and should be treated as such.

Adria

Both my children learned nurse rhythms there that they still repeat even at ages 4 & 6! I love supporting locally
owned businesses like this one - our favourite bedtime reads have been purchased at Mabel’s fables.

Kate

Mable’s Fables is the physical embodiment of the love of books. My kids’ faces light up whenever we walk into
the store as the displays are so beautifully curated and lesser known titles are prominently featured. It’s an
inspiration for reading and it will be a tragedy if the neighbourhood loses this incredible store.

Stephanie

Sarah

The independent and small chain bookstores of Yonge and Eglinton and Mount Pleasant played such an
important part in raising me as a person and an author. This is the only one left.

Jennifer

Mabel's is a wonderful resource, that teaches our children so much about more than books.

Jessie-Lee

Let's do this, ppl of Leaside!!! Save this beautiful little bookstore

❤

Julie
Anne Louise

Children and families need an oasis in the city – a place where they can read and dream and be with books.
Print books – not just something on a a screen. Have a heart, landlords! You can nurture the next generation of
readers, who will be the next generation of parents, teachers, writers, skilled trades, engineers, bankers... and
landlords. We are counting on you to do the right thing. Go spend a few hours in Mabel's Fables on a Saturday.
Watch the joy, wonder and energy around you. See the passion for books and reading. It will make your day!
Then lower the rent to the current level. Thank you.

Vera
Michelle

Mabel’s cannot go! It’s one of the only book stores in the neighbourhood that isn’t owned by a large corporation.
I love how magical the atmosphere is and how welcoming staff are there, you don’t get that at Indigo.
We need to save this location from being torn down and Mabel’s having to face such a HUGE rent increase!

Rebecca

Best little gem around.

Kestra

I have been going to this incredible book store since I was very young. I am never met with anything but
kindness and enthusiasm for the beautiful books they carry. I learned how to read from the books my parents
bought me from Mables Fables. I remember wanting to learn how to read so badly so I could finally start picking
books from the upstairs section, (that I still feel is magical to this day).
This place is a place of learning, escape and stands for something so essential in this world we live in. We need
books. We need wonderment and we need people who are excited to come to work everyday and share that with
us.

Jodi

Mables Fables is a great spot for kids in the neighbourhood. Not many of those left.

Russell

The neighbourhood has ample development; places like Mabel's Fables are what make the neighbourhood a
community.

Wilmar
Patti

I love this store, and I hope that they can remain open.

Todd

This is a landmark store in our neighbourhood...such a great spot for books!

Nicki

When my son was 5 mos old I used to take him there to listen to stories and sing songs with other babies. Going
there was a bit of a lifeline during that relatively stressful time of my life.
I got to meet other moms in the community and I felt so relaxed in Mabel’s Fables cozy environment.

Lauren

Allowing kids to dream should not be destroyed. Well be coming and support however we can.

Pam

Yet another local business being driven out by developers. It's stores like Mabel's Fables that make midtown
unique. We need to protect small business in our neighbourhood. My children grew up reading books
purchased from this wonderful store. They need our support!!

Raysa
Emily

I hope you can save this wonderful store! Local businesses are an essential part of a community's identity. Good
luck!

Andrea

No!!!!!!!!!!

Krista

I love love love Mables Fables - our kids seek out Mable and helpful staff have helped our family find the perfect
books over the years, encouraging a lifelong love of learning and reading. Mables Fables is a heart and soul of
the neighbourhood and is the fabric of the community.

Denise

This should stay open...young people need books!

Allison

I absolutely adore Mables Fables Book Store. I am from Toronto but am currently teaching in a Fly-in First Nation
reserve in Northern Ontario. Mables Fables organized a special book program for Northern Communities and
last year one of the kindergarten classes I worked with received a box of brand new books. Each child in the
class received a wrapped, personalized book that they could take home and share with their family. For many of
the students in this class this might be one of the only books they have in their house. As each book was
unwrapped the kids got to hear their book read aloud to the class. It was such a special moment for these
students and it would never have been possible without Mables Fables. Please do not allow developers to push
out such a beautiful, caring and supportive store.

Elaine

Mable’s has been our ‘go to’ store for me and my seven grandchildren (some who live far from Toronto) for over
16 years. Staff know their books and give each of us undivided attention recommending age-appropriate books.
Mable’s is a top-of-the list’ activity whenever the grandkids visit us.

Celine

Mable Fables is an important store in our area! It brings magic and culture to our children.

Grace

Gillian

I live in the neighbourhood and absolutely love this bookstore. I also work for a children’s charity and they were
very kind and donated a beautiful gift basket to us. Everyone who works there is so lovely! Please save this
bookstore!

Raquel
Elizabeth

As a children's writer, I especially appreciate how Mabel's Fables supports Canadian children's publishing. I'm
also always impressed by the range of programs that Mabel's offers to families and writers in the community.
Independent bookstores are so important in a neighbourhood.

Alisse

Our city needs small, independent businesses. This store caters to children’s literacy and has been a vital part of
the neighbourhood.

Lori

It's a wonderful experience and we need to keep them open for our children and adults alike.

Carolina

Zach
Esther

I’m only 12 years old, but I really like to read. In general, I think the more book stores, the better! But, Mables
Fables has always been my favourite book store. It would be really sad for me to see it it go away, and I think I
speak for a lot of people when I say that I hope that it stays, so that it gives more accessibility to books, because
in this day and age I think it is very important.
Good luck!

Ann

I visited this magical shop many years ago and loved it so much that I still follow on Instagram! The staff
recommended wonderful books for my (then) young boys that became favorites. I so appreciated their
knowledge, warmth, and dedication-a neighborhood gem!

Lindsay

I have many memories of visiting Mabel’s Fables with my grandmother. When I stayed with her, we would go
pick a special book to read that night. I still have many of those titles, now on my son’s shelf. I don’t live nearby
any more, but whenever we’re in town, I make a point of stopping by to pick up one more bedtime story.
Maybe the landlord should consider how many people are attracted to the area because of this special store. I
certainly won’t be making a special trip to visit if they turn it into another Starbucks!

Anthea

My Grandchildren and I love going to Mabel’s Fables, as do their parents.
The people there are welcoming and incredibly knowledgeable. The personal touch is so refreshing in this day of
online shopping.

Colleen

Marianne

I love the personal attention and quiet feeling in the store. I have purchased books for all of our 6 grandkids as
well as baby gifts from Mable's Fables. I love that it is not a chain store but a personal store.

Millie

This kind of rent increase is unconscionable, especially for one of the few remaining independent bookstores
remaining. Please reconsider and help this worthwhile business to stay in business.

Christie

This is a TREASURE that we must preserve !!!!

Angie

This is an important entity in the neighbourhood. Little kids go and have story time and classes. And as adults
we. Get to step back in to that innocence for a few moments. So many good memories

Reid

This store is a treasure. Our son is now in his 30 s but we readily recall many happy hours spent at this fabulous
store!

Nada

This is so disappointing when greed takes over ! My kids grew up at this beautiful shop.. closing it down due to a
70% hike is just not ok! I hope there will be a revision to this

Andrea

I remember the first time I went in this bookstore. Amazing window displays, great character and friendly,
knowledgeable staff. Spent quite a bit of time that day, and I didn’t even have any children yet, always love
going in and finding out what the staff like.

Lindsay

Holly

I hope you survive this display of pure craziness and greed. Such a shame after all the years of your giving.

Ann
Cath

My Great-Grandma lived on Roehampton, and a browse through Mabels always ended in a new treasure for my
shelf. From classics to social justice to STEAM, Mabels nurtures the imaginations of little people and sparks life
long interests. Stay strong Mabels, you are a valued treasure...and to the new landlord. Step off of Mabels!

Summer

Mabels Fables is a gem!

Emily

When my kids, especially my son, got so excited to go to Mabels to pick out a new book. It’s where he grew his
live of reading.

Wendy

This store is a treasure. I do not live in Toronto but I have heard over and over through the years how important
this place has been for three generations of my family. Come on people. Do NOT mess with a good thing.

Lynn

A neighborhood treasure.

DOROTHY

Eileen

The loss of this wonderful shop would not only be a terrible blow to the fabric of the community but also to the
world of children’s literature.

Jennifer

This store is pure joy in two floors. It is so important to protect small businesses from developers and
speculators. The Mount Pleasant shopping strip, like Bayview, is being hurt by rising rents and pressure to build
condos. Toronto is known for small communities in a big city, but if we destroy small businesses we destroy the
neighbourhoods.

Jessica

Mabel's fables is an INSTITUTION in our community. I remember frequenting the shop and receiving books as
gifts on birthdays throughout my childhood. Now, as an adult, I take my child to this store and it is magical in
comparison to the large, "big box" book stores. I've watched my daughter peruse the shelves, find a book of
interest, and sit in a corner on a tiny chair to explore the magic that is contained within. At first it was only for the
pictures but now as she approaches the age where she will begin to read the words on the pages I know this
store will become even more meaningful to her.
To edge out this wonderful store and deprive the neighbourhood, and the whole city, of Mabel's Fables would be
an act of capitalist greed void of any compassion and forethought for future generations. Surely there is a way to
protect these small businesses that serve as staples in our community.

Dahlia

Laura

It would be a loss to the community to tear this down. Humans thrive in community, with places where they can
be educated and foster bonds. Mabel’s Fabels is one of these places. I’m sure you can find other places to build
a condo.

Willa
Jennifer

At times such as these, Mabel’s Fables, a fantastical place filled with joy and wonder is needed more than ever.

Monica

I’ve been buying children’s books at this store for years. It’s a beautiful store filled with great books. The staff are
very knowledgeable and have actually read the books too!

Scott

There are more important things than just making business deals sometimes. This bookstore is an important part
of our community.

Laurie

A go to place for me for years as a place to buy gifts and then to curate a library for my own children.
luck!

Andrew

Such a wonderful, unique store. Development is necessary, but neighbourhoods become less when
independent stores are all replaced by chains.

Andrew

Such a wonderful, unique store. Development is necessary, but neighbourhoods become less when
independent stores are all replaced by chains.

Good

Michael

Bev

As a children’s writer and editor, Mabel’s Fables is so important to me and my community! I’ve been to countless
book launches there—always so lovely. The Mabel’s folk are tireless supporters of local writers. We can’t lose
this important hub—we just can’t!

Heather
Lauren

Mabels fables is the greatest book store!!! I love shopping there!

Barbara
Ziva

I love the store.

Aggie

When I was on maternity leave with my son, our morning trips to Mabel's Fables were the highlight of our day.
We especially loved Wednesday morning story time for kids, where we got to hear a variety of stories. My son's
love of reading can be traced to our time spent in this children's book store, and to lose this staple of the Mount
Pleasant community, would not only be a loss for current residents, but for all future families considering living
here. Developers need to consider what they destroy in an effort to make a profit, and think of ways to make
money while preserving the history, culture and uniqueness of each community they want to be a part of. There
is a way to make money without ruining local businesses and the parts of a community that make it special. The
first developer to understand and embrace that would be welcomed warmly into the neighborhood.

James

I’ve been taking my 7 & 11 year old to this magical place since they were babies. The experience is always
amazing and real and warm. And now I can take them online? Not cool.
Please save Mabel’s Fabels!!

Ziva

Tamara

Mabel’s Fables is a crucial space in the city, supporting and promoting a love of reading for young people and
families as a whole. Mabel’s is a crucial space for authors to connect with their eager young readers and for
aspiring writers to learn and hone the craft. There is nowhere else in the city quite like it.

Rebecca
Kiran

Anne

Local independent bookstores help create community.

Ainsley

We need more community

Patrick
Sean

I took class trips there ~30 years ago and that is where I learned to enjoy reading and understand the magic of
books.
Protect this store!

Shelley

My grandchildren live in the area and I hope you will be there for them💖

Danielle

Mabel's Fables is an institution. To think of another condo possibly taking the place of this magical store makes
my heart ache. We have lost enough in this neighborhood, don't let Mabel's fall victim to this outrageous
increase .

Katharine

Sally

Laura

Please help us keep the little shops that mean so much to our neighborhood IN our neighborhood!

Geeta

My family has been going to Mabel‘s for the last 10 years, which is when we moved into Leaside and had kids of
our own. There‘a something truly magical about Mabel’s that I love and love to share with my kids. These small
independent mom & pop stores are exactly why we moved into Leaside and it breaks my heart that Mabel’s
might be going because of the greediness of this new landlord.
Stay strong Mabel’s!!!

Susan

The is a wondeful place of mystery and excitement and learning. A child can enter a whole new world at Mabels
Fables. And adults like me can join them in the fun. This place is worth supporting and saving. Compare it to
Indigo? Not a chance! No competition!

Linda

Sarah

Prasanna
James
Ashley
Shawna
Lesley

Please help keep Mabel’s local. It is a wonderful spot in the community.

Lily

This is more than a store it provides our children with an experience and encourages reading in a society that is
digital.

Miriam
Jess

Mabel’s Fables is an absolute treasure. You can feel the store’s magic and charm when you walk through the
door. The staff is knowledgeable and will help you find the perfect gift for a child of any age.
This little shop has been a community staple for many, many years. It would be such a loss to see it go.
Let’s work together and save this wonderful small business that has helped so many kids discover the joy of
reading.

Nancy
Lisa

Jennifer

Love this place

Ruchica

As a mother of a book lover kid, I understand how important it is to have good book stores nearby

Olivia

Gladys
Elaine
Thomas
Karen
Hannah
Deborah

Such a special place !

Nick

I was raised on this store. I remember my mother telling me quietly when Mabel had passed. I now buy all my
gifts for my friend's babies there too.

Pam
Panels

Darcy
Kari

Sending all my support! From vancouver
I love Mabel’s!

Diane

I have been a customer from the beginning . I have bought books for my children, grandchildren & many
others. The staff are always helpful with suggestions of books. Please don't allow this store to close!

Krista

I love love love Mables Fables - our kids seek out Mable and helpful staff have helped our family find the perfect
books over the years, encouraging a lifelong love of learning and reading. Mables Fables is a heart and soul of
the neighbourhood and is the fabric of the community.

Sheridean

Please save MFs!

Amanda

My mother took me to mable’s fables as a child. It was the most magical place I have ever been to. It was always
a treat to go and would be heartbreaking if this establishment had to close.

Jessica
Ailren

Unfair rent hike

Shannon

It's because of Mabel's Favela that my kids have a strong love of reading. A focorite weekend activity is
browsing their shelves and getting recommendations from the staff. They are part of the fabric of our community
and bring warmth and character to where we lo live and contribute greatly to quality of life. The city is overrun by
gaudy condos, we don't need more outsiders tearing down things we value in favour of personal profit.

Jennifer
Marie-Christine

Nada

I have wonderful memories of taking my son to story time. Now I am buying books for my great niece and other
family. It is such a unique and special place!

Sachin

Many fond childhood memories from Mabel's Fables. I hope it stays for another generation of children to
experience.

Jackie

David

Mabel's Fables is one of this neighbourhood's treasures. It helps make this area a better place to live.

Vicki

My children are now 26 and 30. Mabel’s was on our prep list before every family trip. Games and books were
recommended by knowledgeable staff who came to know my son’s fascination with ships. The latest books were
always in stock and it was our go-to on at least a monthly basis . Both children are voracious readers to this day.
Thanks to a cozy little shop called Mabel’s Fables....please don’t let a modern day carpet bagger take this gem
from our community.

Alison

This rent to be increased this much is illegal and immoral

Violet

Mabel's Fables was the 'go to' place for me and my grandchildren... We spent many happy times there. Each
one of them worked their way through the 'age' sections... and loved reaching the upper floor. One of our best
memories is lining up for a release of one of the Harry Potter books. Wonderful memories.... We need to keep
Mabel's in our neighbourhood.

Susan

This amazing store has been a part of our community for 31 years. It’s been a go-to for the greatest info about
children’s books for kids of all ages. It has provided book clubs, story times, and music classes. It’s a space
where kids feel excited about reading. It’s bricks and mortar vs online. It’s face-to-face connectedness in an
increasingly impersonal world. It’s a place where kids feel calm and can visit Mabel (the sweet cat) in person.
Can we save this gem of a store? =

Laura

Our children need stories more than ever.

B

Please continue. You contribute to society in such an important manner.

Annette

Mabel's Fables is a mainstay of the Toronto children's literature community. I've enjoyed book launches and
other events there over the years, and I would like others to benefit in the same way.

Andrew

Mables Fables is an essential part of the literary fabric of Toronto.

Jamie

Daniella
Alison

I brought my twins there for story time early in to help them hear stories aloud and love reading. At 6 they now
have a deep love of books and always ask to stop at Mabel’s whenever we walk past. It is one of their favourite
destinations on Mt. Pleasant.

Cherril

Special memories with my children

Sonal

Mabel's Fables bookstore is one of the most magical places in the city of Toronto. My sister and I discovered it
on a hangout together and as soon as we walked in we were enchanted. The wonderful staff, the activities for
kids, the warm and imaginative ambiance and the elusive cat, Mable herself, has made our book-buying
experience so wonderful. I can't imagine this store not being there. My sister and I have made it our place now
where we go to browse, talk books and enjoy being in this lovely store as we catch up with eachother. Please
help Mable's Fables stay- she is not just a bookstore but a beloved member of our community.

Faith

Mabel’s Fables is a gem. Our favourite bookstore in the city, and one that creates magical moments for toddlers
and their families.

D

Sandra

Mabels Fabled is a terrific children’s bookstore!

Virginia

Marbles Fables has been a part of my children's and my life for 30 years, this can't be true! What is happening ,
does this landlord not understand the value of reading, education and what a neighbourhood is!
So very sad....

Anton

Mables Fables is a cultural and literary institution that needs to be supported. So important for the city and the
community as a whole.

Victoria

Christine

Caitlyn

I went there for the first time on a school field trip. It’s a magical store.

Anastassia

I cannot imagine Mount Pleasant without Mabel’s Fables!
It is such a special place, I cherish everything I got there, and while my child is already 19, all the trips we made
there bring the fondest memories.

Camelia
Michael

Kyla
Jennifer
Linda

My daughters are 28 and 33. They were raised on the readings from books purchased at Mabel’s Fables. The
literary selection, the care, the knowledge and enthusiasm of the staff in this book store is unprecedented. When
small
Book stores were disappearing, this mighty little train kept chugging. It is a landmark. The offerings of
knowledge, love of reading must continue in this charming setting. It is irreplaceable. Let Mable’s Fables be; for
the children who have treasured memories and for the future of literature.

Alice
Jackie

It's so hard to find a bookstore these days let alone one as magical as this. Support our kids and community.

Emily

A beautiful oasis of imagination in our city. Shopping for myself, my son and my school library have all been
wonderful experiences. Protect our treasured places to keep the heart in Toronto.

Maura

This bookstore is the real deal. The atmosphere in this building is unmatched. I have observed children here and
this is a secret paradise to them it seems. Of course children fueled by the lovel of books have an edge
intellectually as they grow older. This bookstore needs to remain as an historic piece of Toronto and a haven for
children. This must be upheld

Deborah

We must do everythjng we can to save this special little book shop. My kids love it there. We don't need another
condo!!

Janet

Good independent bookstores are vital to society, none more so than children's bookstores as they ensure that
those following behind us are well read and able to look after society. This bookstore has been important to two
generations of my family.

Kimberly

There aren't too many independent bookstores left and I want Mable's to remain open !!! I don't even live in that
community but drive over an hour to shop there. What a fantastic place !!!!

Clare

Mabel's Fables was, and still is one of my favourite bookstores in the city of Toronto. It was a staple throughout
my childhood, and every visit there was special. It would be a devastating loss to the children and families of this
community if we lose this treasure.

Tara

We love this bookstore!! So grateful it exists.

Margaret

I have been a devoted fan of Mabel's Fables for many, many years -- I have books with your book plates dated
1989! It has been a true pleasure bringing my kids in to shop for new titles and familiar old friends. We will do
what we can to help you resist this extortionate landlord!

Hilary

I don’t live in Toronto and have yet to make it to Mabel’s Fables on one of my visits, but since I run an
independent bookstore in my own community, I completely understand what they’re going through. Running an
indie bookstore is a labour of love and it’s not a business that booksellers get into to strike it rich. The profit
margins aren’t huge and even a minor fluctuation in expenses can throw a major wrench in the works. So when a
big company weighs in and hikes rents, it’s virtually impossible for indie stores to survive. Not only is this new
company essentially evicting a tenant, but they’re denying the Toronto community access to a small business
that fosters imagination and creativity in our children, inspires people of all ages to explore different points of
view, and supports local charities and community events through donations and sponsorships. All things that you
can guarantee this new landlord would not do in Mabel’s Fables’ stead. Independent bookstores play an
important role in our communities and they deserve to be protected, not presented with ultimatums.

Nina

Always went there when my son was young. He's now 38 with a little daughter.
I was delighted to be there, I think I read to a group and took with me my puppets from ourTVO series BookMice
- they lived in a library.
I just loved the store, the layout, the variety and the owners!
We will lose them if this increase goes through. That will be a very sad day.

Kristen

Mabel's Fables is one of the best children's bookstores I've ever been to. The walls on the second floor, full of
art and signatures from decades of author visits, just on their own are a cultural treasure worth saving, and a
gorgeous piece of Toronto's literary history. The staff at the store are knowledgable, and are always willing to
give of their time to help fussy younger readers find exactly what they want. They have a bookstore cat named
Mabel. This store is an oasis, and has been a touchstone for children in Toronto for decades.

❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤

Any owner that thinks a 70% hike in rent on a bookstore is reasonable is negotiating in bad faith, and is trying to
drive that tenant out. Shame.

Melee

Kristen

An increase of 70% is outrageous. It is not fair and it is crushing small business . Stories are the texture of how
we grow up and who we become- you cannot put a price on children's imaginations and special places where
they grow.

Rachael

Mabel's Fables was not only my first bookstore, but the first place I ever worked when I was a teenager. This
store taught me so much, through the books and people. I have so many wonderful memories of Mabel's Fables.
Eleanor and other staff members made me who I am today. It is an institution in Toronto, and it would be a huge
disservice to the community if it were to no longer be open.

F

A wonderful and much needed space to nurture our children’s love of reading

Kathleen

This is one wonderful bookstore!

Januce

Mabel’s is an important, loved and respected business in our neighbourhood . Small businesses like Mabel’s
make important contributions to our community. There is nothing the developer could build that would contribute
to the improvement of our community. Eleanor should not be pushed out of business and our community for yet
another condo.

Meghan
Talia

Ruth

Mabels Fabel's is a staple of the city and absolutely cannot go! Kids need a place to buy books that welcomes
them with the environment Mabels has for years. I've been going to Mabels since I was little and now my nieces
go regularly for story time and book shopping.

Jenn

A wonderful kids bookstore!

Evelyn

I took my children here for many years. It is a unique, comforting and special book store. It must be saved! 🥰💛

Jessica

As a parent, a teacher, and lover of books, I cannot fathom losing this wonderful book store. I don't think there
ever was a time that I entered that store and did not come out with something. I have fond memories of my kids
participating in some of the programs offered there. They loved hugging the big giant teddy bear upstairs.
Eleanor's knowledge about children's books is second to none. If this place goes, it is just another example of
how Toronto is losing its soul.

Lisa

I hope that the fair market value of the rent is agreed upon for this fabulous store.
This is a gem.
I also run a retail shop and local business is the heartbeat of a community. How many kids are better readers
because of Mabel's Fables????? Many!!!! Probably including the new building owner.

Deb

Jenna

This is a wonderful children’s bookstore. It is one of a kind and has been part of the community for so long.

Candy

My kids and I started going to Mable's Fables more than 10 years ago. We enjoyed the storytelling and music
programs for babies (by Sally Jaeger). We had many visits and picked up many books for new babies and
birthdays throughout the years. My kids are now old enough to go there by themselves and they enjoyed
Nicole's book club very much.
Mable's Fables is a unique store and it makes our neighbourhood a special place. Thank you for supporting the
love of reading in my kids and I hope to have many more visits to the store in the future.

Julie

This bookstore meets local needs as well as the needs of schools and teachers. They share a lot of good work
and knowledge that should remain in the neighborhood. Local bookstores are essential to our childrens
education!

Jen

I’m very sorry to hear about this challenge to your business, which I hope isn’t insurmountable. Mable’s Fables
is a wonderful bookstore, and a neighbourhood institution.

Michelle

Yes

Lindsay

Adam

I have so many childhood memories that I can’t remember them all, but this was a fixture of my life growing up.

Laura

I love Mabel's Fables! I remember coming on a class trip when I went to John Ross Robinson and we all got to
pick a book to buy for our classroom. Now that I am a mom I love going in there with my kids. Always such great
selection and knowledgeable staff, and their beautiful window displays are fantastic. What a place! :)

Karina

It’s such a special and magical place. We will lose all our treasures to greed. There is no other bookstore like it.
Fosters love for books and it’s a place of warmth, comfort, and discovery. A real treasure in this city.

Kate

Christine

Mabel's Fables is treasure of Toronto. Inviting and encouraging children to explore this world and new worlds
through the wonder of reading.

Jeanne
Ivana

I’m so upset about this. I’m sick of landlord greed ruining this city. This is a beautiful place of discovery

Louise

Although I am not a resident of the neighbourhood, I have made many special trips south to Mt. Pleasant to
happily browse and shop at Mabel’s. As an elementary school teacher, I loved searching the shelves for a new
book to share with my students, and always received wonderful advice from the staff on what was new and worth
buying. Now I am retired, and my grandsons have many of those same books on their shelves - beside some
new ones I have found for them or which they have chosen themselves on shopping sprees at Mabel’s. There is
no other children’s bookstore in the city as well-stocked or as welcoming to browsers, and no other bookstore
that does as much to support children’s literacy. If Mabel’s is forced out of business by a greedy landlord, the
city of Toronto will lose something very special. This makes me angry. And sad. But mostly angry. Mabel’s
Fables is a treasure!

Asher

Toronto, and really, the world, needs more independent bookstores like Mabel's Fables. What Toronto needs
more of is less predatory landlords who are rapidly making the city unrecognizable and unaffordable.

Christine

The staff at Mabel’s Fables love children’s books and their recommendations invariably go over super well. I
have brought my children there for baby story time and songs, to spend birthday money, and to donate books to
kids in remote areas. I love going there myself and geeking out with the staff about authors and the latest in
children’s literature. They are more than knowledgeable about their craft: they are devoted to it. You will never
find their equal in a large bookstore or online.

Jessica

Michele

The city must step in forcibly to prevent this criminal act of destruction against a priceless local resource. The city
is on a death spiral of overdevelopment... what is the point of a city of highrises with no space for creativity or
culture?

Naguib
Nicole

Taylor

Mabel's Fables is a wonderful community bookstore. My son points it out every time we drive past as the place
where he met the Gruffalo.

Patty

Mabels Fabels is a special place. For almost 30 years I have bought books for my daughter, her friends. No
where else can you choose carefully curated children's books.

Melissa

Allie

Best bookstore by far. I've been coming here since I was a kid and now my mom and I are bringing my kids.

Wendy

We need to save this bookstore! Books are our children's future!

Heather

Mable's Fables is a magical book store for children that unlike large box stores, stays focused on its
purpose,...encouraging a love of reading. They know what types of books appeal to young children and their
staff can always recommend an excellent book.

Daphne

2nd generation of our family enjoying wonderful books and advice, always encouraging reading and learning.

Sarah

Mabel's Fables is a perfect location for children, teachers, and children's writers and illustrators. Babies and
children need books.

Luiza

Mabel’s Fables is a second home to me and my children. A magical place that inspire love for books and brings
our community together.
And community is what make us stronger. Connection. Sharing. Interaction. Support.
And the rent increase of 70% is just absurd.

Cailey

Jenn

This bookstore has always housed a collection of thoughtfully sourced books and learning materials. We love
visiting their space, discovering local authors and reconnecting with members of our community.

Brigit

I live far from Mabel’s now, but still fully support and love all small, independent bookstores.

Lisa

Casey

Fantastic bookstore. A favour of many of us teachers. We need to ensure places like this stay open to support
our young readers.

ELAIne

We need these kind of stores to stay in the neighbourhood!

Jeanette

Dans

All my kids went to Story times at Mabel’s Fables. They love to come and browse through the books there and
curl up on the couch upstairs with a book. The staff is amazing and always support the community. Mabel’s
Fables needs to stay!!!

Lindsay

Mabel’s Fables is an institution. I can remember seeing Robert Munsch, Richardo Keens-Douglas and other
amazing children’s authors come and read to us there when I was younger. My best friend and I used to walk
here from our houses all the time to pick out new books and expand our imaginations. Even now 32 years later, I
always associate reading with fantastic memories of this glorious place.

Colette

Mabel’s is a unique store that is just as delightful for parents as their children.

Pamela

14524 Count

Celeste
Ozgur
Janna

Mabel's Fables is a wonderful community bookstore with a vibrant feel and helpful staff. You just don't find places
like that anymore. I want to continue to do my shopping for the children in my life at Mabel's!

Stephanie

Mables Fables is a staple in Mt pleasant Village. It helps to give this area character and depth. It has to be
saved!

Christa

Coralie

Mabel’s is everything to our community. I would be devastated to lose this shop 💗

Tricia

A huge part of my children’s lives. I recall a few occasions where my kids were in love with certain types of books
and I wanted to find more in that genre to encourage their love of reading. I could always count on Mabels
Fables to steer me in the right direction. My children are now 19 and 15 and still love to read.

Jo

Save this charming bookstore! My kids love it- we pick out a new book every couple of weeks and love roaming
the stacks of books!
They held a gruffalo event last summer which delighted all the kids from the neighborhood. It ws a huge hit and
so awesome for our kids to meet a beloved character.
Please please save this gem.

Margot

Mike

SmallPrint

Mabel’s Fables is a cultural landmark and should be protected as such by the government. Realtors should not
be legislated to respect landmarks.

Liz

Let’s help keep this treasure in our neighbourhood. A welcoming and beloved space for adults and children alike,
it would be a huge loss to see them be unable to stay!

Mary-Ann

Bookstores like Mabel’s Fables are a vital part of the community they’re in.

JOHN

Alison

While I visit the store now as a mom, I have many fond memories of taking my class of childcare children to
Mabels for story time:)

Shirley

This community needs to keep iconic bookstore. Shame on developers using draconian methods to change the
family feel of the neighbourhood.

Kathy

A magical place for my daughter and I to read on the upstairs sofa. A neighborhood gem.

Melissa

My mother first took me to Mabel’s Fables when I was 3 years old in 1990 and I haven’t stopped going ever
since. It was the place where I fell in love with reading, where I found a community, where I had my first paying
job, and where I started reading to my own daughter when she was born in 2009. It is a community staple and a
foundation that should be protected so it can continue to foster the next generation of readers.

Ewa
Tina

Please don’t price Mabel’s out of their shop!! They’re an amazing resource. No one can find the perfect book for
every child like their staff! Truly a special special place.

Cheryl

We need independent businesses, esp bookstores, and esp speciality bookstores.
Mabel's has been a source of inspiration for so many of my gifts to children
Please keep our neighbourhood gem!

Renee

I buy books for the children in my life from Mabel's Fables. It is a vital part of the neighbourhood.

Michelle

It’s such a treasure.

Alexandra
Nadira

Love Mabels Fables. Have been shopping here for 10 years. I can’t say many small businesses have had my
business for that long. They are a beacon in the neighborhood and me and my children are always happy to go
there.

Cameron

I discovered some rare Tintin at Mabel's years ago, this store is such a gem.

Rachel

Pnina

Such an incredible store which holds incredible memories for so many of us... This will break my kids heart!

Charlotte

Mabel's is a beautiful store that I loved going to as a little kid and still do today!

Cabrina

My children’s first bookstore!!! So special to my boys!

Lynn

I’m from Edmonton and whenever I’m in Toronto I make sure to visit this charming bookshop. I’m an educator
and am so jealous that I don’t have a shop like this in my city. The landlord is price gouging and clearly would
like to change the beauty of that neighborhood.

Eric

I remember Mabel’s Fables when I was much younger, and as an adult, when I published my first picture book,
Mabel’s did an entire window for our book. I had never felt so proud. Eleanor, and the entire team at Mabel’s
we’re so supportive and kind and welcoming (including Mabel the cat herself). This is a store with history, heart,
and magic. I don’t want to imagine the city without Mabel’s Fables in it.

Lindsay

Mables Fables is a huge part of our community. It is a special place, with connections to so many people, kids
and families. Taking away important places like that from this community can’t be replaced.

Sophie

Carolyne

I've been an educator in the neighbourhood for 20 years and have used Mable's as a resource for finding new
books to support learning, and have visited with student groups often to listen to stories, visit authors and
illustrators and join in storytime for the wee one's. Mable's has developed unique programs such as supporting
literacy and sending books to our northern indigenous communities as well as locally, to families in need
because everybody needs to read. And Mabel's has been there for last minute gifts to children's parties, baby
showers, and holidays. I still drop in at Mabel's Fables every time I grocery shop - to find out what's new, and to
get help finding the right books to support classroom learning. I don't get that in the big box book store! Mable's
Fables was the most compelling reason for me to move into this neighbourhood. This is the last construction
straw for me - if Mable's leaves then I do too. The big guys may not care, but for many of us, it's the
neighbourhood feel and the small independent stores that make this neighbourhood. I don't live in a mall, I live in
mid-town.

Leslie

Such a wonderful store and part of our community, this needs to be stopped.

Scott

Best kids bookstore in the city hands down-

Longena

We love supporting this independent bookstore! It's warm and the staff are so knowledgeable.

Elyse

I walked into the store once and was greeted by the friendliest staff. They personally helped me find the specific
book I was looking for. Mabel’s Fabels adds character and warmth to the neighbourhood. I smile every time I
drive by their fun storefront, and always point it out to my kids.

Leigh

I have known Mable’s Fables since I was a child. It is a pillar of our community.

Rachelle

This book store is exactly what we need. An establishment that parents take their children and then their
grandchildren. It is a community hub for early learning, meeting neighbors and helping others near and far. It is
important to keep businesses like Mable's Fables. It is what makes our home a community! It makes it special. I
have lived in other cities that focus only on development of fancy new places to live. They are void of personality.
They are void of health because there is no where to walk. They are void of community and support people need
for mental health. A place to talk and see a friendly face can help a new mom with depression. Getting involved
in a fundraiser for indigenous communities helps teach our children to be compassionate knowledgeable
citizens. This book shop provides all of these things and more.

Marnie

This truly is a landmark on mount pleasant. I’ve enjoyed taking my toddler to the story-time they offer FREE OF
CHARGE. This is a very special place and Eleanor works very hard to make it special. It truly is a gem and it
would be such a shame if they had to move.

Michele

Corrie

Beautiful, unique store. Can’t finf any like it !

Kim

Good luck with this battle. The readers of tomorrow are counting on this victory!

Joanne

This independent bookstore has been a mainstay of the children's writing community as well as an important
supporter of Canadian books for young people for decades. It hosts the important Writing for Children courses
offered by George Brown College, which I attended for years before moving to Peterborough. It was foundational
for helping me get published. It is also an important community hub for children and their parents, hosting other
literacy events and providing a friendly environment for discovering great books. It must not be driven out by
greedy landlords! This is happening all too often in our cities, and we have to stand against this coercion.

Kendra

Mabel’s Fables is a store of discovery and beauty, offering a carefully curated selection of books that are
displayed in such a thoughtful and engaging way. The staff are friendly, engaging, and always ready to help me
find the perfect gift. Please keep small businesses — they make Toronto neighbourhoods vibrant and liveable!

Allegra

Mabel’s Fables was a magical home to me between 1996 and 2003. As a bookseller, I shared my love of stories
with children of all ages and was encouraged to explore the ever expanding worlds of children’s books. Walking
into Mabel’s Fables now with my own children brings back the sense of home and wonder. I hope that many
more children are able to experience this for years to come.

Heather

It’s a great store! Beautiful selection of books. Helpful staff. I enjoyed taking my son to one of the classes that
took place there.Would be really sad to see it go.

Cory

As a child I can remember going to Mabels Fables and I’ve loved being able to bring my own kids there. There is
a certain magic that a small bookstore has that can’t be recreated anywhere else. ❤ I hope this wonderful store
can stay open so future generations can fall in love with reading the way I did and my girls have.

Jennifer

I am so sad to think of Mabel's Fables closing. Have shopped there for years! The staff is so knowledgeable and
helpful and friendly. They know their stuff, and they care. Shame on Maple Venture Properties for trying to exploit
them in this way.

Isobel

Mabel's Fables -- magical Mabel's Fables -- for books, for inspiration, for flights of fancy. and a landlord who
destroys all that the store represents to youngsters and their parents? May the landlord see the light and ensure
that Mabel's continues to enrich and inspire our kids.

Mike

Mabels Fables is a magical place full of fond memories for me and my family. We would frequent the shop
regularly when my kids were young. My daughter would read on the couch upstairs with Mr Gulpy (the name she
gave the giant stuffed bear) while my preteen son would geek out with a staff member sharing their love for
certain fantasy book series. The world will be a little less bright without Mabels Fables and I wish it could exist
forever.

Sarah

One of our fave places to shop and linger on a Saturday!

Diane

Mabel’s is an institution. Generations of children have become avid readers and book lovers because of the
lovely displays of quality literature and the knowledgeable welcoming book lover/ experts who work there.
Children gather for story telling or Read Aloud. Schools take classes for visits. Please don’t destroy this
treasured and hallowed shop. It would be a travesty!!!

Amanda
Karinne

Please save Mabels Fables! This store has been a staple in our life ever since we had kids. It started with us
buying books for our babies and now it has evolved into a Christmas tradition in our family; my two sons go to
MF’s and secretly purchase a book as their Christmas gift to each other. It is up to each child to pick a book that
they think their brother will like! Each year they look forward to choosing the gift and petting Mabel the cat.

Separate from our involvement , the store donates books to children who are less fortunate. This year my son
chose a child his own age and loved being responsible for finding a book he thinks the other would like based on
what books he loves. This community will not be the same without MF. Let’s rally together to keep this Mount
Pleasant cornerstone. This neighborhood wouldn’t be the same without it!!
Allison
Deb

Mabel’s Fables must not go. It is a treasured bookstore in this neighbourhood.

Tara

I’ve lived in Toronto just over 20 years but I had heard about Mabel’s Fables before I moved here. When my
goddaughter was born in 2001 I wouldn’t wait until she was old enough for me to “borrow” her from her parents in
Mississauga and bring her to TO for some kid’s Fringe and a book from Mabel’s Fables. Now she is taking a
contemporary writing degree from UTM. We CANNOT have a monopoly on bookstores in Canada. Mabel’s
Fables is a much needed institution.

Erin Marie
Patti

Mabel's is a staple and treasure in the community. We do all our book kids' book shopping there, and the staff
and selection are absolutely wonderful.

Jennifer

This store was one of the reasons I moved to this area 12 years ago. This is the kind of store you only read
about. The kind of store where magic happens. This store is special to me because this is where I came to
imagine hanging out with my child. It took us over fourteen years to finally achieve that dream and now that we
have, I need Mables Fables in our life to show my daughter what real customer service looks like.

Linda

Over these decades, thousands of young Toronto children have been thrilled by the world of books and the
programs found at Mabel's Fables. Babies, toddlers, teens, even adults for whom English is a second language
and New Canadians have found the book that is the right fit for their needs and a supportive staff who helped
them find that special book. Hang in there, Eleanor, staff, and Mabel. Help is on the way! You are one of the
gems of the Toronto community. And thanks for that.

CJ

Mabels means the world to us!
When our son was first born and I finally got out of the house, Mabels was where we went to first.
This community won’t be the same without Mabels and this greed needs to END.

Julia

Locals And independent business Are the heart of our village.

Rachel

I have so many great memories of hours and hours spent in this store with my daughters when they were
younger. The staff were so helpful and made such great suggestions. To lose this treasure in our neighbourhood
would be such a sad situation. Save Mabel’s Fables!

Janna

Mabel’s is an amazing place where my kids feel comfortable speaking with the staff to get book
recommendations and always love their choices. No big-box bookstore can provide an equal level of service.

Jennifer

Mabel’s is the coziest book store and embodies what reading is all about. Readers of all ages need a quiet
space like this to escape the big things in life and enter into what feels like a story book itself.

Sherry

There are so few independent book stores left, and this one is a gem! The neighbourhood wouldn't be the same
without it.

Naomi

We love and adore this shop and have been regular shoppers for the last ten years. It is a special place for us to
visit and has helped fostered our child’s love of books and reading.

Sarah

Persevere!

Daphne

Dear Councillor Matlow,
Our community at Yonge and Eg is already being destroyed by construction and the LRT is ruining small
business all over this community. Mabel's Fables is a staple of this community and as a teacher I feel strongly
about keeping small bookstores alive. You were out supporting the small businesses the other day so I really
hope you take a stand for Mabel's Fables because young children need special spaces to go and get lost in a
book and the magic of story telling especially in the crazy world we are living in today. My cousin Jess Spindler is
a friend and colleague of yours I am going to have her write in as well because I know she is an avid reader and
grew up going to Mabel's Fables.
Thank you for your consideration and I am excited to hear of the action you will take to save this beloved
bookstore.
Daphne

Alice

My mom has been shopping at Mabel’s Fabels for years first as a teacher-librarians and now as a grandmother
The wonderful folks always help her find the right books for her grandchildren .

Beth

We love Mabel’s Fables! It’s our favorite family store: from buying my first baby books, to the kids “graduating”
to book on the top floor..... it’s a guaranteed fun and rewarding way to spend time with my kids. It seems like an
essential part of the fabric of Toronto with kids.... I can’t believe that the rent increase is 70%! How is that even
legal????

Katie

I have found many special books both for my own children and as gifts. A store like this is truly special.

Luisa

Mable Fables has been a landmark for the past decade. My children and I still enjoy it. It's a gem of a bookstore
and it is magical. Higher rents are killing small businesses. We don't always want to go to Chapters Indigo.
Sometimes we also love to drop by in these gemstone shops.
Please reconsider raising the cost of their rent!

Tori

Mabel’s has been a huge part of our family’s experience in this neighbourhood. I brought my children to the store
over the years. The individual attention, and the staff’s thoughtful recommendations, nurtured my kids’ love of
reading. Also, I’ve been taking Writing Children’s Fiction II, a George Brown College course, at Mabel’s year after
year. Learning the craft of writing at this location, surrounded by the best of children’s literature, has been
invaluable. Losing it would be tragic. I hope the new owner puts aside the massive rent increase, and sees the
value of this treasured store instead.

Robin

Mabel’s Fables is a gem — an enchanting world of books. The staff are knowledgeable and the selection is
amazing. I wish I lived closer so I could visit it more often!

Deborah

Madelaine

Mabel's Fables is more than just a store it is a community. Many children grew up there and learned to love
reading. They offer weeknight writing classes for adults that have help keep my love of children's books strong
even in adulthood. It would be a terrible loss to see this Toronto landmark displaced.

Regan
Stacey

This is my family’s beautiful store. It’s incredible what they have accomplished and this is ridiculous greed.

Lea
Nycki

Mabels is part of the fabric of our community. My girls (14 & 9) have been going there since day trips while
attending a local daycare. It’s such a special place! We can’t lose this institution in the Mount Pleasant
community!!

Diane

The reason I enjoy living in this neighbourhood so much is for its local businesses that provide such a personal
touch. I can walk up the street anytime to find what I need and enjoy connecting with the shop keepers. Mabel's
has provided such personal care when I walk in looking for a gift or something for me. Knows the perfect special
book for any age! You just don't get this with big chain stores. We need this connection in our lives in a big city!

Katie

I have such wonderful memories of this store when I was a little girl, hearing amazing Canadian authors like
Bernice Thurman Hunter read to us from her Booky series. Now I shop here for my own children. Losing such a
special neighbourhood landmark would take away the character of what makes this neighbourhood so great.

Kathy

Mabel's is a great local bookstore. Cozy inside and knowledgable staff. Hope it's there for another 30 years!

Haley

❤

Melanie

Mabel’s Fables has been a second home to me and my kids. When I was a struggling single mom, I could
always bring the kids to visit Mabel and hear a story. Eleanor has given so much joy to us and I can’t imagine
that wonderful place closing its doors. I took a writing class there and when I became a published author, had my
book launch at Mabel’s Fables. When I won my first book award, I signed the famous wall. My kids have grown
up at Mabel’s Fables and it’s heartbreaking to think that Eleanor could lose her wonderful store.

Lisa
Kathryn

This store is legendary for its incredibly well curated selection of children’s books in Toronto, serving not only a
neighbourhood but schools and children everywhere. It’s a travesty to think that this precious oasis of children’s
literature would be threatened by a 70% rent increase.

David

Love Mabel's. Worked there in the 2000s and loved every minute. It is a staple of the community. Please let's
keep Mabel's alive!

Lucy

Mable's Fables is a special bookstore. It's packed full of wonderful books, helpful staff, and a friendly cat. I've
attended readings and my kids have met some of their favorite authors. Save Mable's!

Sarah

My family has been shopping at Mabel’s since it opened. My kids attended story times, book launches and
special events. Mabel’s plays a huge part in the life of our neighbourhood and losing this wonderful, local
business would be a tragedy.

Tanya

Mabels Fables is more than just a children’s book store, it’s a vital part of the community where parents,
grandparents, friends and neighbours can find quality books attend programs and meet new people. I first
discovered Mabel’s in ‘89 after the birth of my first daughter. 31 years later I still rely on Mabel’s for amazing
books for my granddaughter and other young friends. As an Early Childhood Educator I can’t stress enough how

important it is for communities to support small businesses that understand and support children’s literacy.
Losing Mabel’s Fables would be a tremendous loss!
Meaghan

Lisa

As an educator and a parent who lives in this community. Mables Fables is an essential part of the community in
an age of ever increasing screen time... we need a place to meet, talk and read together. We stop by weekly.
Please support.

Jacob

Love the wide selection of kids books and how great the staff knowledge in recommending amazing books.

Julie

I love this store - and all the small local shops

Sinead
Catherine

Many wonderful memories spending time reading books and admiring Mabel’s amazing wall of illustrations.
Mabel’s Fables is a community treasure.

Stacey

Mabel’s Fables is a charming space in our community. It isn’t just a bookstore, it’s a place where some go to
take story writing classes, some take their small children there to learn a second language, some go there to
support the shop’s programs that provide books to indigenous communities as well as those less fortunate in our
own fair city. Their staff are extremely knowledgeable about the books that line their shelves and provide
excellent suggestions to gift givers. It’s a cozy spot where one always feels welcome and on a lucky day you
may even get to pet Mabel the cat.
I sincerely hope they can find a way to stay in our community. We have enough condos in our neighbourhood
already.

Petra

Mariella

Mabel’s Fables is a magic place that helps parents to raise readers. It’s absolutely necessary to keep existing in
our neighborhood.

Mary

A wonderful bookstore which has always supported the work of The Children’s Book Bank.

Corinne

Mabel’s Fables has a magical quality to it from the moment you step in the door and are surrounded by high
quality books, toys, and other enchanting whimsies. Two years ago, my friend and I “dropped in” to the store
and did most of our Christmas shopping for friends and family, of all ages, in the space of half-an-hour. Please
save Manuel’s Fables!

Jennifer

Please allow this wonderful independent staple of the community to continue to be a light in the city.

Leigh-Ann

Mables Fables is a lovely store with such welcoming owners and terrific selection of books. It is also a beautiful
part of our neighbourhood. It is unconscionable that a landlord can raise the rent 70%.

Erik

Was always a favourite of my son (and still is).

Meaghan

This is an amazing children’s bookstore - a neighbourhood staple. Please don’t let them tear it down!

Alison

I have books in my children’s library that we’re purchased at Mabels Fables 30 years ago for my siblings and I.
It’s an institution and we need it to stay.

Zack

Mabel’s is a community staple that we’ve enjoyed - and continue to enjoy. Whether looking for a birthday gift or
something for the kids, Mabel’s Fables has been a convenient and friendly shop. A great variety of books. It
would be a real shame to see this store pushed out because of egregious rent increases. We don’t permit
bullying in our schools, so why do we permit it in our local economies?

Ted

Mabel's Fables is a pillar of the community, and is also one of the few remaining children's bookstores in the city.
We cannot allow a greedy developer to push it out.

Sophie

An absolute staple of our community that we can not lose to another big corporation!! Personally I attend
Rainbow Sings music classes with my baby here and I just love being in the store, please don’t take another part
of this wonderful community away!

Heather

Shannon

Heather
Ronit
Jane

Mable's Fables is the book store of my childhood dreams. I buy all our kid's books there. Most of them have been
recommended by Mable's staff. They know every author and every title. I'm always amazed. Please save this
neighbourhood gem!!

Alevtina

MABEL'S Fables has been a cornerstone of my daughter's childhood in midtown. We have been here a few
times a month since she was born. A 10-year old now, she still runs to her seat on the big teddy bear's lap to
read your much bigger books. It's places like this that make midtown into a home and a beautiful place to grow
up.

Chris

Mabel's fables is a gem. This rent increase is criminal. If we lose places like this to condo development, what is
left in the neighborhood that makes it a great place to live?

Kate

Laura

Mabel’s fables is a wonderful bookstore. It would be devastating to the community if they go out of business.
Save our local independent bookstore! Our kids love this store.

Rebecca
Alex

Rosie

Love this place. Wonderful staff and atmosphere. A total gem and would so sad to lose this landmark.

Megan

Mable’s Fables is at the end of our street. We have been going there for books and gifts for over a decade. The
staff are so helpful and knowledgeable, always able to offer a suggestion. It is one of the only independent book
stores left. It is such a great place for our community. Please stop their rent increase and allow them to stay!

Karen

I love marvels fables. I have fond memories of selections books and attending workshops as a child. A few
weeks ago my mom and I took my son to deject his first chapter book! Please shop local and help support this
fabulous shop.

Roberta

Melanie

Nothing compares to Mabel's Fables! This lovely shop is a Toronto treasure that can not be replicated. How
many children were turned into life long readers because of the magic of this place? It must be saved.

Erin
Treya

Meghan

Mabel’s Fables is one of my favourite places in our neighbourhood. I am so saddened to hear it is being bullied.
This place is more than a bookstore - it is a place my girls would go to hug the bears upstairs as toddlers, listen
to story time, be part of song and rhyme classes, choose books for birthdays for cousins, choose Angel books at
holiday time, and recently a place where our dog Clarence was welcomed by staff and kitty cat Mabel alike. It is
the “Shop around the Corner” just like in the movie “You’ve got Mail.” I am so upset our neighbourhood is
changing like this. People want to live here because of Mabel’s Fables and what it represents. We can welcome
new residences and keep our neighbourhood true to what makes it so special. This cannot happen. Thank you
Mabel’s Fables for everything you do for our community.

Alex
Joy

The store and Signature Wall should be declared HISTORIC - literary value

Elizabeth
Chantel

Places like this need to be celebrated. Kids take great joy in exploring and attending events/ story time of small
business run bookstores like this one. It's a part of our community. Now that I have a 16 month old I was looking
forward to many years of sharing this treasure with him.

Janet Joy
Lauren

I’ve loved Mabel’s Fables since I grew up in this neighbourhood, and now I buy books there for my son. The
actions of these real estate developers are disgusting, and ruining the character of our neighbourhood.

Odelia

This bookstore has been a wonderful resource in the community for our family.

Snezana

Jen

They should declare Mables Fables a Heritage site!

stephanie cox

great community store!

Jennifer

Mable’s Fables is a well-loved and deeply connected member of our community, which cannot be lost. This store
holds wonderful memories of story times, searches for a favourite new book and great conversations with staff
and Mable. Please save Mabel’s Fables!

Liane
Christine

Aleksandra

Mables Fables is one of the very few landmarks still left in the community. My kids and I thoroughly enjoy our
trips to Mables Fables and love their kind and knowledgeable staff and the treatment we get. Truly special and
on of a kind! Please stay!!

Tobi
Anya

Stores like Mable's Fables are what make our neighbourhood unique and full of character. It's a beloved
children's book store and should be preserved.
New condo buildings should not come at the expense of independent businesses that give our area its character.
Otherwise, we are left with tall buildings and a faceless city.
Shame on the developers for ignoring everything that's valuable about the city they're destroying.

Andre
Julia

Lynda

The greed in this city is incomprehensible, shame on the politicians of this city and province for allowing these
landlords to increase rents and take over our city, I am sad for my Toronto.
Horrible people, foreign investors have ruined our country.

Lindsay
Natasha

Best bookshop for miles - an institution even.

Melanie

Please don't take away a safe spot on Mount Pleasant that has been part of the village for years! You don't
experience stores like this with a community feel them in this day and age!

Jennifer

Mabel's is one of the key supports for children's literature in Toronto and Canada in general. Despite their small
size, Mabel's Fables has the biggest heart when it comes to supporting Canadian children's literature and getting
books into the hands of kids across the country. Eleanor and her team work tirelessly to ensure that their store
has the very best in kid's books available for their community, working with publishers to bring authors to the
store and to schools both in the GTA and to First Nations communities across the North. They have done so
much for us - it is time for us to stand up and to support them in their fight.

Jessica

Laura

Mabel's Fable's is a heart filled nook in our community. It would be a shameful loss to allow developers to shut it
down.

Bernard

Mable's Fables is an important landmark for our community. This is one of the few spaces in our neighbourhood
that is intentionally curated and build for children. As our neighbourhood continues to grow with little ones, it
would be heart breaking to not have a space of wonder and adventure. I believe that especially for the future it is
important to preserve Mables Fables for the generations to come.

Brian

So sad to hear this. The business must go on!

Susan

This place is an incredible resource for the community! Well loved and cherished by so many in this
neighbourhood including my two young children.

Sandra

My 5 years old twins have learn to love reading in real books thanks to Mabels Fabels!

Bridget

Brent

Noooooo! My grandkids love Mabels Fables!

Michael

Keep the heritage. Save the bookstore.

Leslie

Our kids all learned to read with big help from the magical visits to Mabel’s Fables to buy their books. Could they
move to Bayview with many open storefronts and have a painting party to set up the new place?

Gillian

As an elementary teacher and a parent, I can’t imagine Mount Pleasant without Mables!!

Mary

A special book store fir children which has always supported the work of The Children’s Book Bank.

Kavita
Julia
Susie

When you step foot into Mabel’s Fables, you’re immediately greeted by caring staff who take the time to chat
with you, listen to your requests, provide suggestions, engage with your children, but most of all, they share their
expertise when it comes to children’s literature! The store is a treasure trove of incredible knowledge that is
quickly disappearing at the hands of greedy developers who want to make more money than keep
neighbourhood stores. Mabel’s Fables is where I have purchased books for my nieces, nephews, my son, my
students, church classes, etc. This store deserves to remain at the heart of this community. While the world
demands change, keep this one corner of “our world” the same because our children demand better! - Thank
you.

Nina
Jodi

This store has always been a magical space for me and my children

Suzi

We love having a specialist kids bookstore in the Neighbourhood. Please don’t take it away!

Laura

Mabel’s Fables is such a special place... it’s not only a book store, it’s a community gathering space where
parents and caregivers can bring small ones to be together upstairs or downstairs and read or enjoy story time.
My daughter didn’t like any programs but each week looked forward to story time upstairs and then sitting with
me and reading together. There is no other place like Mabel’s Fables and it’s adds a great deal to our
neighbourhood. .

Kate
Charles

Terrible news. We should protect independent and unique businesses in our neighbourhood! Enough with
condos and closed businesses along Mt pleasant.

Aimee
Sarah

Karen

Mabel’s Fables is a haven for readers and educators of all ages. This wonderful space run by passionate and
wonderful peopleis a not only a centre of our community but also draws people from across the city to find the
latest and greatest in children’s literature.
Pushing Mabel’s Fables out of business would deprive everyone of the many gifts - tangible and intangible - to
be found there.

Jessica
Elaine

Marilyn

Mabel’s Fables is an amazing place! Stand firm!

Ross
Jess

This is one of, if not the last Independent children’s bookstores in Toronto. This place is a staple for all
Children raised in midtown Toronto and a fixture in our community.

Corey
Radovan

Leah

I love this book shop!! We walk by on foot regularly and it is my go-to for gifts.

Kelly
Katherine

A beautiful bookstore that brings so much joy to my family! The store adds so much to the neighbourhood,
please help it stay!

Sarah

Unacceptable...we need to support small and independent businesses. Our city should not be built based on the
highest bidder

Cheryl

Mabel’s Fables is a magical store and all little kids should have a chance to experience such a fantastic and
welcoming place.

Maral

Mabel’s Fables is not only a neighbourhood treasure but one of the most valued and appreciated children’s
bookstores in Canada, and North America. As a parent, local resident and book publishing professional, I can
assure you it is irreplaceable. Let’s leave some culture and stories for our children and grandchildren to enjoy!
We do not need more condo development in the Yonge-Mount Pleasant-Eglinton area. It is already over
saturated.

Meagan

Such a wonderful bookstore to have in the community. Love bringing my kids here to explore new stories and
adventures

Leslie

I’ve gone to Mabel’s many times for gifts for the various kids in my life. It would be utterly shameful if they were
forced to close because of what amounts to corporate greed. Independent bookstores should be supported, not
decimated.

Esther

Shelagh

I love Mables Fables and have been a fan since the very beginning with Susan and Jennifer. This store stocks
the most wonderful and inclusive children’s literature. I furnished my classroom library with the best books ever.
The staff is knowledgeable and always make great suggestions if you’re not just sure what you want. Losing
Mables Fables would be like losing a huge chunk of the joys of childhood. Everyone should be reading to their
children and the books from Mables Fables are the best.

Marjorie

Maple Fables is one of my favourite Toronto stores. What is the point of so-called improving This city if it means
destroying our amazing neighbourhoods by tearing down historic buildings and stores that help make Toronto
unique and beautiful.

Peter

We’re behind you all the way.

Melissa

We LOVE Mabels Fables - it’s a community hub for families in North Toronto, filling our calendars with events
and my son’s impressionable brain with the magic of reading. It’s our go-to for every gift - birthdays, holidays,
and I find we stop by frequently for little just because books and educational toys as well. Losing this hub would
be a huge loss for Toronto! Please save Mabel’s, and save a sweet five year old boy from losing one of his
favourite places in the city!

Rachel

As a former employee and kidlit advocate I can say how important mabels fables is to the community and
beyond. Please don’t force them out for yet another condo!

Susan

The store is a touchstone for authors and readers from all over the world.

Jessica

Cindy

I have been to Mables Fabkes in support of my Authir friend Melanie. Great book store for children to feel
comfortable and find something no matter what their interest.

Morgan

We love Mables Fables! I got there whenever I have to buy a gift or a book - the personalized service and
knowledge of their staff is amazing.

Kathleen

Mabel’s fables is a neighbourhood jewel. A place for children who learn to love good books, chosen and
identified for the age and interest of every child. The people who have owned and worked at Mabels Fables are
leaders and workers who bring teachers, parents, grandparents,, word of mouth visitors who all fall in love with
reading and learning. It is a place where magic happens, customers meet and listen to hire favourite author read
from their book, and encourages children to write their own books. The love of learning is the fuel they create
when you visit and return to this wonderful wonderful place.
We must protect places like Mables Fables as an important neighbourhood resource. Loved by many.

Kirk

Mary

Pearce

All bookstores are repositories of fun, imagination, knowledge and inspiration. But a children’s bookstore, an
independent that supports and lifts its community with its commitment to the nurturing of neighbourhood youth,
is a treasured thing. Mabel’s Fables is all this and more. We are better for it and we show our gratitude by
standing with Mabel’s.

Kenneth

We purchased numerous books for our children and then our grandchildren at Mabel's Fables. A 70% increase in
rent and 40% increase in TMI is unconscionable.

Jennifer

My children loved going to Mabel’s Fables with their Nana. Please don’t close them down.

Barbara

This a vital store for anyone who loves children and reading. It a treasure trove of books for all children.
The staff here know each book and are great at suggestions. I have never met such knowledgeable staff in any
other place that sell childrens’ books. Toronto needs this store!

Colleen

Such a well-curated selection of books! Its my go-to place to buy kid gifts.

Susan

Marie-Lyne
Liza

Mables Fables is a gem and we must protect it.

Stephanie

Book stores need to be cherished. Especially ones that caterer to children who will hopefully grow into life long
readers. We need more spaces that encourage creativity and community and less condos

Nancy

Mabel’s Fables is a Toronto icon. It is a charming stop in a neighbourhood that is quickly losing it’s character.
More importantly, to those with young children, it is a an escape to another world - a world of stories,
imagination, creativity - where a life long love of reading can be instilled. As someone who travels to major urban
centres around the world, the comparative erasure of independent bookstores from our city is something I find
distressing and disheartening. Please, please, please let this haven for children and adults continue to thrive in
our community.

